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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Autoimmune diseases occur when the immune system mistakenly attacks its own 

healthy tissue. There are more than 80 different types of autoimmune diseases and they 

are classified as either systemic or tissue specific depending on the antigen/s targeted 

and the effector mechanism involved. Although not necessarily pathological, 

autoimmunity may lead to clinically relevant tissue damage in some individuals. 

Three-point-five percent of Western populations are afflicted, causing a huge burden 

on the country’s resources. Many of the diseases are related with members of a cluster 

commonly occurring in an individual or a family suggesting some commonality in 

inheritance.  Uncovering genes involved in one autoimmune disease may therefore 

also be relevant in other autoimmune diseases as well as in their underlying 

mechanisms. The “candidate gene” approach was for many years the only option for 

tackling the genetics of complex diseases but although biologically sound it led to 

initial elation at discovering a gene being turned to disappointment when it didn’t 

stand up to scrutiny and/or could not be replicated by independent researchers. As the 

effects of a single gene may be small and the disease or animal model often pleiotropic 

with overlapping phenotypes, family based linkage studies too have achieved only 

limited success, mainly due to limitations in identifying common variants with modest 

effects. In the course of this thesis, I have used mouse models of disease with 

previously identified linkage regions and the powerful tools of a positional cloning 

approach coupled with microarray gene expression analyses to identify genes 

contributing to an important immuno-regulatory cell type, NKT cell number, as well as 

genes contributing to experimental autoimmune gastritis. Candidate genes identified 

were subsequently validated by real time PCR and FACS analyses on new sample sets 



 xiii 
and polymorphic differences in gene structure were identified between strains positive 

for the phenotype compared to those phenotypically negative for it as a possible 

explanation for the observed differential expression patterns. To this end, thirty-nine 

sub-congenic mouse lines of the gastritis linkage region on chromosome 4 were 

produced and microarray gene expression analyses were carried out on the most 

informative of these to reveal at least four chromosomal regions contributing to the 

gastritis phenotype. Two of these regions contain a single candidate gene: Cap1 and 

Apitd1 that are both involved in apoptosis.  A subcongenic approach to identifying 

NKT cell genes revealed a minimum of four candidates, with at least one on 

chromosome 1 and three or more on chromosome 2. One of the candidate genes, 

Slamf1, was subsequently confirmed through transgenic complementation, while a 

previously unknown role for peroxisomes in NKT cell biology identified by 

microarray analyses and confirmed using a knock-out mouse system.    
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1.1 Preamble 

 

In general, the human immune system can be divided into two parts, the innate 

immune system, which is present from birth, and the adaptive immune system, which 

is acquired after birth. The innate and adaptive immune systems work in harmony to 

afford us adequate defense against potentially pathogenic microorganisms, be they 

bacteria, viruses, pathogenic fungi or parasites. The innate system is our first line of 

defense and is largely mediated by granulocytes, macrophages and other phagocytic 

cells that quickly destroy pathogens through the recognition of pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns (PAMP).  On the other hand, adaptive immune responses are 

lymphocyte dependent and antigen specific but also require a second signal for 

activation, either from dendritic cells (DC), macrophages or B cells, found within 

highly organised lymphoid tissues such as lymph nodes, spleen, gut-associated 

lymphoid tissues (GALT), bronchial-associated lymphoid tissues (BALT) or mucosal-

associated lymphoid tissues (MALT). If parts of the immune system fail a number of 

problems can arise. In the most severe scenario, severe combined immunodeficiency 

where the adaptive immune system is completely absent results in death in early 

infancy from overwhelming infection, while less severe failures can lead to specific 

recurrent infections or autoimmunity.  

 

1.2 What is autoimmunity? 

 

Although the immune system usually responds to non-self antigens, the diversity of the 

adaptive immune system may also allow generation of some lymphocytes with 
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antigen-specific receptors that can recognize self. As these have the potential to mount 

an autoimmune reaction, they are normally deleted or kept under control by 

mechanisms that induce specific non-reactivity of the lymphoid cells to their antigens. 

In this way self-tolerance is established and maintained. Lederberg (1959) 

hypothesized that the primary lymphoid organs, the thymus and bone marrow, held the 

key to clonal deletion (reviewed in Nossal, 1994) but hypothesized that negative 

selection had an affinity cutoff point. Lymphocytes bearing receptors with low-affinity 

self -antigens were therefore allowed to escape to the periphery. Such cells as well as 

those specific for antigens expressed exclusively in organs other than the thymus, 

therefore had to be dealt with in the periphery. It was thus appreciated that lymphocyte 

tolerance was divided into two main sites of activity, central and peripheral, with 

tolerance being achieved due to ignorance, anergy, clonal deletion or active 

suppression of antigen-specific clones of T or B lymphocytes (Table 1.1). Different 

mechanisms operate depending on the circumstances. During local inflammation and 

cytokine release, lymphocytes may simply ignore the antigen in question, either by not 

migrating to the particular tissues in significant numbers or by not being activated once 

there (Wekerle, 2006), or, as in the case of large organs such as the liver, the anti-self 

lymphocyte proliferates, thereby causing limited damage, before undergoing apoptosis 

to terminate the forbidden clone (Lambe et al., 2007). A failure or breakdown of the 

mechanisms responsible for maintaining immunological tolerance can result in 

autoimmunity, which is defined as a specific immune response directed against one or 

more self-antigens (Sinha et al., 1990).  
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Table 1.1: Tolerance  
 

Tolerance Definition Evidence References 
Central: T cells A process of negative 

selection during T cell 
development in the 
thymus, leading to 
deletion of thymocytes 
whose T-cell receptors 
have a “high affinity” for 
self. 

Transgenic mice 
Organ culture 
techniques 

Kuchroo et al., 
2002 
Sprent & 
Kishimoto, 
2001, 
Gallegos and 
Bevan, 2006. 

Central: B cells A process of deletion via 
programmed cell death 
during B cell 
development in the bone 
marrow, when 
“immature” B cells that 
have just expressed the 
complete antigen recptor 
(IgM) crosslink with their 
target antigen. 

“B-less” mouse 
(from injection of 
polyclonal anti-
IgM from birth) 
Requirement for 
crosslinking means 
the antigen has to 
be polyvalent 
(demonstrated 
using transgenic 
mice expressing 
rearranged 
Immunoglobin 
genes) 

Levinson et al., 
1993 
Witsch et al., 
2008 
Wellmann et al., 
2001, 
 

Peripheral 
Ignorance 

Mechanisms to prevent 
autoreactivity of 
lymphocytes after they 
have emerged from the 
thymus/bone marrow. T 
or B cells specific for 
autoantigens present in 
the circulation, which 
remain “ignorant” of the 
presence of the auto-
antigen, either because 
the antigen concentration 
does not reach the 
threshold for receptor 
occupancy required to 
trigger a response, or 
because the antigen has 
been sequestered from an 
immunologically 
privileged site (i.e. a 
location not freely 
exposed to surveillance, 

Ignorance to islet 
antigens 
 
Nervous tissue 
Lack of Ag 
presentation in the 
eye-draining lymph 
nodes  
Transgenic (Tg) 
mice that express 
the E6 and E7 
oncogene show 
immunological 
ignorance to an E7-
encoded cytolytic 
T-lymphocyte 
epitope.  
Solid tumours 

Kurts et al., 
1999 
Ohashi et al., 
1991 
Wekerle, 2006 
Lambe et al., 
2007 
 
 
Melero et al., 
1997 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ochsenbein et 
al., 1999 
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such as the eye, CNS & 
testis). 

Anergy: T cells Failure of primed T cells 
to respond to an antigen 
on subsequent contact, 
even when co-stimulation 
is present, due to the  
initial contact with the 
antigen being through a 
“non-professional” 
accessory class II MHC 
antigen + cell, which 
presented antigen without 
co-stimulation.  

 Appleman et al., 
2005 
Barron et al., 
2008 

Anergy: B cells B cells can be tolerised to 
soluble antigens if they 
are present in sufficiently 
high concentration 
(precise threshold level is 
unknown). The anergic 
state is recognised by 
downregulation of 
surface IgM, with surface 
IgD remaining 
unaffected.  B cells are 
refractory to stimulation 
even when T cell help is 
available. 

Mice transgenic for 
immunoglobin 
molecules and a 
transgenic soluble 
protein whose 
concentration in 
serum could be 
regulated. 

Nossal, 1996 

Dominant 
regulation/ 

Suppression 

Autoreactive T cells 
which are capable of 
reacting to their cognate 
antigen as presented 
within the host, but 
which fail to do so in the 
normal intact animal. 
They appear to be 
prevented from reacting 
by the presence of other 
T cells. 

Transfer 
experiments of 
CD45RB hi / 
CD45RBlo 
into SCID mice 

Powrie et al., 
1994 
Takahashi et al., 
1998 
Sakaguchi et al., 
1995 
Sakaguchi et al., 
2004  

Acquired 
tolerance 

If haematopoetic cells 
from histoincompatible 
mice are transferred in 
the first few days of life 
(but not later) the 
recipient mouse acquires 
lifelong tolerance to the 
antigens of the donor. 

Owen’s 
observations of 
non-identical twin 
cattle, who shared a 
haemopoetic 
system in utero, 
were tolerant of 
blood cells from 
each other, while 

Owen, 1945 
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those that did not, 
were intolerant. 
Burnet 
investigations on 
timing of the 
encountered 
antigen. 
Medewar’s 
neonatal tolerance 
exp. 

 
 
Burnet, 1959 
Nossal, 1957 
 
 
 
Medawar & 
Woodruff, 1958 
 

Experimental 
tolerance: 

 
 

      Inhalation 
       tolerance  
 
 
 
 
     Co-receptor  
       blockade 

Induction of tolerance in 
adults, for example to 
benefit transplantation or 
treat autoimmunity. 
Aerosolised peptides 
administered via the 
nostrils could render 
mice tolerant to 
immunogenic challenge 
with the same peptide. 
The use of monoclonal 
antibodies to any of the 
important co-receptors, 
CD4/8, B7, CD40 where 
a particular response is 
dependent on the 
blockaded co-receptor 
can lead to the 
development of 
tolerance. 

 
 
 
 
Intranasal 
administration 
Mucosal/oral 
tolerance 
 
 
Anti-DEC205-
mediated delivery 
of proteolipid 
protein (PLP)139-
151 to DCs 
CD40 Ligand 
antibody therapy 
CD3-specific 
antibodies 
stimulate TGF-
beta-producing 
regulatory CD4+ T 
cells. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Nakashima et 
al., 2008 
Sun et al., 2007 
 
 
 
Stern et al., 
2010 
 
 
 
Sharp et al., 
2003 
Belghith et al., 
2003; Chen et 
al., 2008; 
Schjetne et al., 
2005; 
Wasserman & 
Evavold, 2008  
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Although autoimmunity is not necessarily pathological, in a small proportion of 

individuals in the population, it can lead to clinically relevant tissue damage, which 

depending on the self antigen/s targeted and the effector mechanisms involved, can 

lead to a number of diverse autoimmune diseases which can be classified as being 

systemic (e.g Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE)) or organ specific (e.g. Type 1 

Diabetes (TID) and gastritis) (Roitt et al., 1992). 

 

1.2.1 Systemic lupus erythematosus 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic, potentially fatal autoimmune 

disease that is characterised by a high level of antibody production with accumulation 

of immune complexes involving multiple organs, the joints, skin, kidney, brain, serosa, 

lung, heart and gastrointestinal tract (Hotchberg, 1987). SLE is a complex disease of 

unknown etiology, involving multiple genetic variants, together with sex hormones 

and environmental triggers contributing to disease risk. Patients with SLE have an 

increased percentage of two histocompatibility antigens, HLA-DR2 and HLA-DR3 

and an increase in frequency of the extended haplotype HLA-A1, B8, DR3. Although 

the underlying mechanisms are not fully understood, both T and B cells become 

overactive in patients with lupus. Through complex interactions between activated 

immune cells coupled with impaired antigen-elimination, antibodies that recognize 

more of the body's own tissues in a stronger or more persistent manner than is healthy, 

eventuate and inflammatory responses are mounted in these tissues. Antinuclear 

antibodies (ANA) are detectable in most SLE patients, and may be present in 

individuals up to 7 years prior to the development of symptoms. ANA subtypes found 

in patients with SLE, which are rarely detected in people without lupus, include anti-
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double stranded DNA (anti-ds DNA), anti-Sm antibodies, anti-Ro (SSA) and anti-La 

(SSB) and antiphospholipid antibodies. 

 

The overproduction of cytokines in SLE patients leads to serious damage, 

including dangerous levels of inflammation and cellular injury. Interferons (Rönnblom 

et al., 2009) and interleukins (IL1, 2, Linker-Israeli et al., 1983, and 10; Houssiau, et 

al., 1995) in particular, play a critical role in SLE by regulating the secretion of 

autoantibodies by B cells while polymorphisms in complement components (C1q, C1r, 

C1s, C4, and C2) (Martens et al., 2009) are also associated with lupus. The prevalence 

of SLE in industrialized countries is estimated as approximately 4:100 000 men and 

45:100 000 women (Gourley et al., 1997, Johnson et al., 1996, Hopkinson et al., 1993, 

Nightingale et al., 2007), although a telephonic survey commissioned in 1995 by the 

Lupus Foundation of America suggested a prevalence in the United States as high as 

0.6% (Lahita et al., 1995). 

 

1.2.2 Type 1 diabetes 

Type 1 (autoimmune) diabetes (T1D) is an endocrine disease that results from 

autoimmune destruction of the insulin-producing β-cells in the pancreas, leading to a 

loss of insulin secretion and hyperglycemia. The disease is multi-factorial, with both 

genetic and environmental factors determining susceptibility. It is a polygenic disease 

with genotype of the MHC (DR, pocket 9 and DQ, pockets 1 and 4 in man (the 

predisposing HLA class II haplotypes, DRB1*04-DQB1*0302 and DRB1*03 are 

present in >90% of affected individuals); and I-A and I-E in mouse; Cucca et al., 2001, 

Wicker, Todd and Peterson, 1995) being the strongest genetic determinant, although 
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extensive genome-wide linkage studies have suggested that at least 26 other genetic 

regions in mouse and over 40 in man also determine disease susceptibility. In animal 

models it is T-cell mediated (Yang and Santamaria, 2004; Liblau et al., 2002) and 

requires the participation of both CD8+, class I MHC restricted and CD4+, class II 

MHC restricted T cells (Wicker, Todd and Peterson, 1995). Autoantibodies and 

autoreactive, anti-islet antigen-specific T cells (Skowera et al., 2008) are present in the 

circulation of prediabetic human individuals and of newly diagnosed and established 

cases. Although the cause of autoreactivity is not fully understood, extensive work 

with rodent models have indicated the importance of numerous islet β-cell expressed 

proteins that are targets of the autoimmune process, including insulin, glutamic acid 

decarboxylase 65/67 (GAD65/67), ICA 105 (IA-2), carboxypeptides H, peripherin, 

heat shock protein 60 (HSP60), p69, ICA 512, 52 kDa Ag, gangliosides and 38kDa 

secretory granule antigen (reviewed in Tisch and McDevitt, 1996). Subcutaneous or 

intranasal administration of the insulin peptide B9–23 has been shown to prevent 

diabetes in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice (Daniel and Wegmann, 1996). Both 

proinflammatory and regulatory cytokines, including interferon-γ (IFNγ), tumor 

necrosis factor α (TNFα), interleukin-4 (IL-4), and IL-10, have been implicated in 

disease progression, while the administration of specific cytokines or their antagonists 

have been shown to significantly delay or prevent diabetes. A number of accessory 

molecules (B7.1, B7.2) (Lenschow et al., 1995) and adhesion molecules (very late 

antigen 4; Yang et al., 1993) also play important roles.  

 

The lack of insulin leads to an increase in blood and urine glucose resulting in 

symptoms of polyuria, polydipsia, polyphagia, tiredness and loss of weight. 
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Progression from the pre-clinical stage of β-cell autoimmunity, known as insulitis, to 

established diabetes can take up to a decade (Johnston et al., 1989, Bonifacio et al., 

1990). Globally, T1D affects between 10-20 million people and has a median age-of-

onset of 12 years, making it one of the most common severe chronic childhood 

illnesses (Rewers et al., 1988, Rewers et al., 1991, Libman et al., 1993). T1D is the 

leading cause of end-stage renal disease, blindness, and amputation in many 

communities, and is a major cause of cardiovascular disease and premature death in 

the general population (Chase et al., 2004). It can be treated with insulin 

administration, either by injection, insulin pumps or inhaled insulin, but if left 

untreated, can prove fatal. 

 

1.2.3 Autoimmune gastritis 

Autoimmune gastritis (AIG), also known as chronic atrophic gastritis (type A), 

is one of the most common autoimmune conditions in humans and is characterised by 

the presence of autoantibodies to parietal cells, lymphocytic infiltration of the gastric 

submucosa, the specific loss of parietal and chief cells from the gastric mucosa and 

achlorhydria (Toh et al., 1998). It represents one of the few autoimmune diseases in 

which the causative autoantigens are defined, specifically the gastric H/K ATPase α- 

and β-subunits where a CD4+ T cell response to the H/K ATPase β-subunit, in 

particular, is essential for the initiation of disease. In experimental autoimmune 

gastritis the presence of gastritogenic T cell clones determines susceptibility to disease 

(Monteiro et al., 2008).  The development of gastritis is unable to be controlled due to 

a reduced CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cell : effector T cell ratio which results when such 

clones are expanded under lymphopenic conditions.   
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A proportion of patients (10-15%) with autoimmune gastritis will develop 

pernicious anaemia, or end-stage autoimmune gastritis. This is caused by the lack of 

intrinsic factor, a protein normally secreted by parietal cells that is necessary for 

vitamin B12 absorption (Lahner and Annibale, 2009) and affects 1.9% of the 

population over the age of 60 (Toh et al., 1998). It is also associated with other 

complications including gastric carcinomas and central nervous system dysfunction 

(Toh et al., 1998).  

 

1.3 Genetics of Autoimmune disease 

 

Although the aetiology of autoimmune disease is unknown, a genetic predisposition 

has been observed. Familial clustering and data from twin studies provide considerable 

evidence for the strong genetic basis of autoimmune disease (Kaprio et al., 1992, 

Hyttinen et al., 2003, Ebers et al., 1995, Pociot et al., 1993, Olmos et al., 1988, 

Deapen et al., 1992, Ebers et al., 1986, Redondo et al., 2008). In complex genetic 

traits such as autoimmune diseases, the genotype of an individual does not directly 

correspond to the phenotype (Lander & Schork, 1994). Instead, what is inherited is a 

level of predisposition to disease. Based on the genetic susceptibility of an individual, 

expression of disease then becomes dependent on a triggering event, which could be 

an external influence (ie. environment) or a specific stochastic process occurring 

within the body (Baxter, 1997b). 

  

Despite the indirect relationship between genetics and disease, identifying the genes 

conferring susceptibility to disease holds the key to understanding the events that 
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initiate autoimmunity and the mechanisms of immunological tolerance. Many 

complexities have been encountered when dissecting the genetic mechanisms of 

autoimmune disease (Lander & Schork, 1994). For instance, genetic predisposition to 

most autoimmune diseases is determined by the simultaneous expression of more than 

one susceptibility gene (ie. polygenic). Detection is therefore difficult as each gene 

only makes a small contribution to the overall disease process. No particular 

susceptibility gene is required for disease and different combinations of genes may 

lead to the same phenotype (ie. genetic heterogeneity; McClellan and King, 2010). 

Even in the presence of a full complement of susceptibility genes, development of 

disease is not certain (ie. incomplete penetrance).  Finally, as the interaction of the 

environment with predisposing genes is yet to be elucidated, this is a confounding 

factor when studying the genetic effects.  

 

Genes in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) were first reported as being 

important for most autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA; Gregerson 

et al., 1987, Nepom et al., 1987), T1D (Nerup et al., 1974, Bertrams, 1984, Todd, 

1992, Cucca et al., 2001, Noble et al., 1996, Kelly et al., 2003, Devendra & 

Eisenbarth, 2003) and SLE (Kemp et al., 1987, Reveille, 1992) however, possibly due 

to the complex nature of these diseases, until now it has been difficult to identify 

disease prone genes outside of the MHC in humans. Several factors have been reported 

to influence disease onset including a number of disease-modifying and interacting 

genes, as well as a broad range of environmental modifiers, such as diet, infections and 

toxic chemicals, as well as innate characteristics such as emotional stress and an 

individual’s age and gender (Biros et al., 2005, Todd, 2010). While the introduction of 
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Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have in recent years proved enormously 

successful in shedding light on the genetic basis of disease (Barrett et al (2009) 

identified >40 TID loci), animal models remain a major tool to dissect the underlying 

mechanisms as many of the disease-influencing factors can be controlled. 

Experimental animals, particularly inbred mice, have been manipulated by various 

means in order to further study interactions between genes and immune function; these 

include use of inbred strains, controlled environments, transfer experiments of 

lymphocytes or antibodies, or the altering of their genome, either by inserting (knock-

ins or transgenics) or deleting (knock-outs) genes or by introgressing genetic segments 

from different strains into inbred lines (congenics). Knowledge obtained via mouse 

models can then be transferred to the human situation via the study of homologous 

genes and biochemical pathways.   

 

1.4 Development of congenic mouse lines 

 

Congenic mouse strains are lines produced on a genetic background of interest, with 

the introgression of relevant genomic segments from one or more different mouse 

strains. This procedure was first carried out to determine the role of the MHC in 

tumour immunology (Snell, 1948). Traditionally, congenic mouse lines have been 

produced by backcrossing repeatedly, up to 10 generations, mice with an allele of 

interest to mice of another genetic background, followed by an intercross to obtain 

homozygosity at the selected allele (Markel et al., 1997, Wakeland et al., 1997). Mice 

are selected at each generation for either the phenotype of interest or else a defined 

genetic segment with the aid of genetic markers such as microsatellite simple sequence 
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length polymorphisms (SSLPs; Dietrich et al., 1996) or single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs). If a susceptible locus is placed in a resistant genetic 

background, the progeny can be selected by the appearance of the desired phenotype, 

and conversely, if a resistant locus is bred into a susceptible background the progeny 

are observed for loss of the disease phenotype (Yui et al., 1996). The resultant 

congenic strain will differ from the congenic-partner background strain at the selected 

locus with a number of unselected flanking loci, and to a much lesser extent, unlinked 

contaminating loci (Flaherty, 1981). Boundaries for the congenic segment can be fairly 

well defined with the use of dense maps of markers and we know from Medelian laws, 

that each subsequent generation will inherit, on average, half of the unlinked donor 

genome in addition to the desired segment, so contaminating genetic material is also 

reduced by a half and this will result in ~99.9% of the genome being that of the 

recipient strain after 10 generations (Markel et al., 1997). This is thought to be quite 

acceptable for most applications. 

 

Using this traditional breeding strategy can take upwards of 3 to 4 years to establish. 

“Marker assisted selection protocol (MASPs)” or “speed congenics”, where a 

genomewide microsatellite scan of the progeny is undertaken in addition to the area of 

interest, was proposed to speed up the process by allowing selection of mice with the 

least amount background contamination in addition to having the segment of interest 

(Markel et al., 1997, Wakeland et al., 1997). This allows for detection of mice with 

lower than average heterozygosity, thereby speeding up the elimination of donor 

genome contamination. Techniques such as these allow for establishment of congenic 

lines in 1.5 to 2 years or 5 generations (Markel et al., 1997). However, marker-assisted 
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breeding does not guarantee high-quality founders by the fifth backcross generation 

(N6) (Armstrong, Brodnicki and Speed, 2005) so unless a genome wide scan is carried 

out at every generation, which is time-consuming and costly, there is still the 

possibility of background contamination that would still need to be eliminated by 

further backcrossing.  

 

The use of fluorescent microsatellite markers has allowed for speedier results at each 

generation, by allowing multiplexing of many markers in a single PCR experiment 

(Iakoubova et al., 2000). In this way, more markers in the region of interest as well as 

the background can be undertaken in a timely manner. The discovery of SNPs for 

different strains has made the screening of mice more efficient and as the list of SNPs 

grows each day, this is becoming the method of choice and is used efficiently to screen 

the background of established congenic lines for genetic contamination as well as 

determining congenic boundaries (Tsang et al., 2005). SNP chips are now available 

and although they have recently superceded microsatellite markers for efficient 

genome-wide scans, being costly they are not the preferred tehnique while establishing 

the lines as hundreds or perhaps thousands of mice need to be screened over the course 

of establishment.  

 

1.5 Transgenic and knockout mice 

 

Organisms can be genetically modified using recombinant DNA technology, or gene 

splicing, whereby DNA molecules from different sources can be combined into a 

single molecule in a test tube and transferred to an organism thereby altering its 
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phenotype or the protein it produces through the modification of its genes. The first 

genetically modified organism (GMO) was created in 1973 by Stanley N. Cohen and 

Herbert Boyer (Cohen et al., 1973) using recombinant DNA techniques forged the 

year prior by Paul Berg. By combining Cohen’s plasmid extraction methods with 

Boyer’s development of a technique to cut specific DNA sequences using restriction 

enzymes they inserted an amphibian (Xenopus laevis, the African clawed toad) gene 

encoding rRNA into the pSC101 plasmid, which they then inserted into E.coli 

bacterial cells that reproduced the altered DNA. Soon after this, a voluntary 

moratorium on certain recombinant DNA experiments was observed in order that a 

conference could evaluate the state and risks of recombinant DNA research and it was 

concluded that it should proceed under strict guidelines. These guidelines were 

subsequently circulated by the National Institutes of Health in the United States as well 

as by comparable organisations in other countries and form the basis of the regulated 

GMO procedures in place today.  

 

Rudolf Jaenisch and Beatrice Mintz created the first transgenic animals in 1974 by 

successfully managing to insert simian virus 40 (SV40) viral DNA into early-stage 

mouse embryos; the resulting mice carried the modified gene in all their tissues 

(Jaenisch and Mintz, 1974). Jaenisch’s later experiments, inserting the Molony strain 

of leukemia virus (M-Mul V) into early mouse embryos, proved that the genes 

integrated not only to the mice themselves, but also to their progeny (Stewart et al., 

1983). 
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Gene targeting in murine embryonic stem (ES) cells by in vitro transmission of 

mutations into the mouse germ line, was first shown to be feasible in 1987 (Thomas & 

Capecchi, 1987). Rajewsky and his colleagues, using this approach made their first 

“knockout” mutant mouse by deleting the membrane exon of the antibody µ heavy 

chain, which resulted in complete immunodeficiency at the level of antibody 

producing cells (Kitamura, et al., 1991; Kitamura  & Rajewsky, 1992). The first 

“knockin“ mice were generated by this same technique by Taki and colleagues, (1993) 

who inserted a variable region gene into the immunoglobin heavy chain locus. This 

classical gene targeting approach had its shortcomings, as the whole germline was 

affected, therefore all cells of the body had the mutation from the beginning of 

ontogeny. Such an approach thus had the potential to result in mutations leading to 

complex phenotypes or even premature lethality, thereby limiting the analysis 

capability.  

 

The refinement of mutagensis to specific cell types and/or specific points in 

development was later achieved using Cre or Flp-mediated recombinase. This allowed 

for targeted mutations into the mouse genome in a simple and efficient way, while 

allowing for specific mutations to be introduced in a conditional manner. Zou and 

collegues (1994) produced a mouse stain with humanised IgG1 antibodies using this 

technique of Cre-loxP-mediated gene replacement. Hau Gu (1994) adapted the Cre-

loxP system to construct the first loxP-flanked (“floxed”) allele in the mouse, an allele 

that was functionally intact but could be deleted by Cre recombinase. This gene 

deletion could be made to be cell-type specific if the Cre recombinase was encoded by 

a Cre transgene under cell-specific type control. Using a Cre transgenic mouse where 
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Cre was under T cell specific control, the first in vivo conditional mutant strain was 

established for the gene encoding DNA polymerase β (Gu et al., 1994). Many other 

inducible targeted mutations followed, including cell type specific ones. There is now 

a vast collection of Cre-transgenic strains that are exchanged between scientists word-

wide to study gene function, and many of these are used to study the function of genes 

in the immune system. 

 

1.6 The use of genetic manipulation of mouse strains to study 

disease 

 

Analysis of single gene knockin/out mice are very useful in testing new hypotheses 

about the nature of human disease, especially ones that are caused by genetic 

mutations. Targeted deletions provide us with essential information about the 

underlying physiological processes involved in cell development and homeostasis, 

however, they are limited in that they do not directly provide information on those 

genes, which through allelic variation, affect disease susceptibility in naturally 

occurring populations. Analyses of congenic or intercross murine lines prove 

invaluable in overcoming this shortfall.  Congenic lines can be used to map complex 

traits. In 1993, for instance, Rudofsky and coworkers described a collection of 27 

recombinant inbred strains, termed NZM/Aeg, produced from an intercross between 

NZB and NZW where the genomes contained a mixture of alleles derived from NZW 

and NZB strains. The complex, polygenic fashion of SLE susceptibility could then be 

studied with the congenic lines showing varying levels of susceptibility to the 

spontaneous development of SLE, ranging from severe SLE in both sexes to none or 
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only mild autoimmune phenotypes (Rudofsky, et al., 1993). The most severely 

affected strain, NZM2410, was used in a backcross to C57BL/6J by Morel and 

coworkers to identify four genomic intervals in NZM2410 that contain SLE-

suceptibility loci. In this model, it was established that susceptibility was inherited as a 

threshold genetic liability in their cross, with none of the NZM2410 susceptibility 

alleles being absolutely necessary, but each contributing to SLE susceptibility (Morel 

et al., 1994). They then established congenic lines by transferring susceptibility alleles 

onto the C57BL/6 resistant background to study the autoimmune sub-phenotypes that 

resulted from inheritance of single or multiple susceptibility loci (Morel et al., 1996). 

Here they found that the major murine SLE susceptibility locus, Sle1, on Chromosome 

1, was a cluster of functionally related genes. 

 

1.7 Subcongenics and their importance 

 

In general, most disease-linked loci in mice have been mapped to within 10-20 cM (ie. 

10-20% recombination frequency), which may contain as many as 500 genes (Lander 

and Schork, 1994). Subcongenic mice, which only contain ever smaller congenic 

segments at susceptibility loci, are a useful tool for reducing the size of the original 

linkage interval to a workable size (0.1-0.5 cM) (Fraser et al., 2010, Rogers et al., 

2007, Xie et al., 2007, Duan et al., 2007, Lyons et al., 2000, Joe et al., 2000, Podolin 

et al., 1998, Frankel, 1995). The construction of NOD congenic mice bearing genetic 

intervals of resistant strains at the Idd3 susceptibility locus (on chromosome 3) for 

example, has narrowed this region to 0.15 cM (Yamanouchi et al., 2007; Lyons et al., 

2000; Encinas et al., 1999). While this small 780kb genetic interval contains Il2, Il21 
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and Fgf2, which are all strong candidates for Idd3 (Lyons et al., 2000, Encinas et al., 

1999), the NOD-haplotype of Il2 SNPs has been definitively found to predispose to 

organ-specific disease by reducing IL-2 production from antigen-specific T-cells 

(Yamanouchi et al., 2007). Fine mapping of the congenic Idd5 interval has determined 

that it contains at least two loci (Wicker et al., 2004). Idd5.1 has been defined to a 2.1 

Mb interval containing only four genes, Ctla4, Icos, Als2cr19 and Nrp2 (neuropilin-2) 

while a synonymous SNP in Ctla4 exon 2 has been correlated with T1D susceptibility 

and differential expression of the CTLA-4 isoform (Wicker et al, 2004). Idd5.2, on the 

other hand, is a smaller 1.52 Mb in size containing 45 genes. Kissler and colleagues 

(2006) demonstrated that Nramp1 (recently renamed Slc11a1), which underlies Idd5.2, 

has a role in modifying susceptibility to T1D. In another study, Fraser and colleagues 

(2010), have narrowed the Idd18 region to a 604kb interval, designated Idd18.1, which 

contains only two annotated genes: the complete sequence of Vav3 and the last exon of 

the gene encoding NETRIN G1, Ntng1.  

 

The use of subcongenic mice has also revealed that linkage regions with robust effects 

on disease are likely to be due to the combined effects of multiple weak genes in close 

linkage. For example using NOD subcongenic strains, the original broad Idd3 region 

on chromosome 3 is now known to be made up of 4 distinct susceptibility loci (Idd3, 

10, 17 and 18) (Prins et al., 1993; Podolin et al., 1997; Podolin et al., 1998). Similarly 

NZM2410 subcongenic strains of the SLE susceptibility locus on chromosome 1 

(Sle1), has revealed there are at least 4 separate susceptibility genes that are 

functionally related (Morel et al., 2001). This clustering of susceptibility loci may 

reflect an advantageous evolutionary process in the close linkage of alleles producing 
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an enhanced immune response to pathogens. This mechanism would ensure a higher 

probability of cosegregation and a better overall result by combining alleles with weak 

individual effects. Care should be taken in over-interpretation, however, as the 

perceived clustering may in fact represent pseudo-clustering whereby multiple weak, 

though functionally unrelated, loci in close proximity simply add up to a detectable 

effect by linkage and congenic analysis. Also false positives or a bias in human genetic 

association studies where contovacy surrounds what is perceived as genetically or 

biologically significant can also cause misinterpretation of results. So too, genes 

reported from mouse genetic models are often from gene knockout experiments and 

these do not necessarily directly represent what is happening in multifactorial human 

common complex diseases  (Zhang et al., 2010a)  

 

Establishment of microcongenics, where the original congenic region is reduced to 

ever-smaller regions, can separate candidate genes found within larger congenic 

regions. In this way, the affects of different candidate genes can be elucidated. 

 

1.8 Genetic linkage maps 

 

Although genes of the MHC were the first to be seen to be important in determining 

susceptibility to autoimmune disease, it was apparent that genetic influences outside 

the MHC are also essential for disease development. The availability of dense maps of 

polymorphic genetic markers, microsatellites and SNPs, has revolutionised the study 

of non-MHC genes (Gyapay et al., 1994; Dietrich et al., 1992, Dietrich et al., 1996, 

Tsang et al., 2005). These stretches of short repeated sequences or single nucleotide 
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polymorphisms are distributed throughout eukaryotic genomes at relatively high 

frequency. The common allelic variations in length or nucleotide variation exhibited 

among human individuals or inbred animal strains, allow for determination of parental 

origin (Weber and May, 1989, Tsang et al., 2005). Through analysis of a number of 

evenly spaced microsatellites/SNPs, a scan of the entire genome can be carried out to 

determine regions containing susceptibility genes by studying the transmission of 

marker alleles with disease in human family trees or animal breeding programs 

(Lander and Schork, 1994). As linked alleles of microsatellites are inherited by 

diseased individuals more often than expected by random segregation, they can be 

used to track genetic regions conferring susceptibility with the use of various statistical 

models (Vyse et al., 1998). 

 

Numerous mouse models of autoimmune disease have now been subjected to whole 

genome scans. The most thoroughly characterised models are type I diabetes in NOD 

mice and systemic lupus erythematosus in the New Zealand (NZ) strains (NZB, NZW, 

NZ(BxW) and NZM2410) (Baxter and Cooke, 1995; Morel and Wakeland, 1998, 

Morel et al., 2001,  Wakui et al., 2005, Xu et al., 2005). To date, >20 non-MHC 

mouse loci have been described for type 1 diabetes (Hall et al., 2003, Wicker et al., 

2005, Hollis-Moffatt et al., 2005) and over 31 in mouse models of systemic lupus 

erythematosus (Boulard et al., 2002). In addition to susceptibility genes, genetic loci 

that confer disease resistance have also been revealed in disease prone mouse strains 

(Baxter and Cooke, 1995; Morel and Wakeland, 1998, Wakui et al., 2005). This adds 

an extra level of complexity to understanding the causal role of genetics. In addition, 

multiple genes of “susceptibility” with different alleles have been found. For example, 
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genetic analysis of autoimmune sialadenitis in NOD mice was investigated using 

different matings, including a (NODxC57BL/6)F2 cross, a (NODxNZW)F2 cross, a 

(NOD x NOR) cross and ((NODxB6)xNOD) backcross and this resulted in multiple 

and different loci being detected depending on parental strain combination and gender 

(Boulard et al., 2002). Clearly, the genetic basis for disease susceptibility is complex 

with individual susceptibility genes acting at different stages or affecting distinct 

components of the disease process. 

 

Genetic mapping has revealed, however, that many autoimmune disease loci from 

different murine diseases tend to localise in similar regions of the genome (Table 1.2: 

genes involved in Diabetes and SLE; Vyse and Todd, 1996, Becker et al., 1998, 

Becker et al., 2004, Jordan et al., 2000) while genome-wide association studies in 

humans has revealed that many DNA polymorphisms associated with risk of 

developing different AIDs, such as celiac disease, Crohn’s disease (CD), multiple 

scerosis (MS), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), SLE and T1D, tend to cluster around the 

same loci (reviewed in Lettre and Rioux, 2008). This is corroborated by findings that 

autoimmune prone mouse strains are frequently susceptible to more than one 

autoimmune disease (Zamvil et al., 1994, Baxter et al., 1994, Kolb et al., 1980, Becker 

et al., 1998, Jordan et al., 2000) and human patients often show concordant 

associations with more than one disease (Forabosco et al., 2009, Lettre and Rioux, 

2008, Sundquist et al., 2008, Aune et al., 2004, Jawaheer et al., 2001, Wanstrat & 

Wakeland 2001, Wakeland et al., 2001, Kimberley et al., 2001, Henderson et al., 

2000, Gaffney et al., 1998, Cornelis et al., 1998, Vyse & Kotzin 1998, Becker et al., 

1998, Vyse & Todd, 1996, Todd, 2010). It is thus likely that common autoimmunity  
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Table 1.2: Genes for both T1D and SLE     

Gene Chr 
Allele 
Name Category 

Observed 
Phenotypes in 

Mouse 

        

Affected 
Anatomical 

Systems 
Idd9.1         

(insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility 9.1) 4 C57BL/10  QTL 
homeostasis, 

immune,  
       hematopoietic 
Idd11        
(insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility 11) 4 C57BL/6  QTL homeostasis 
  C57BL/6J      

  
NOD/Bom

    
  SJL    

  
NOD/ShiL

t    
Idd22         
(insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility 22) 8 ALR/Lt  QTL homeostasis  

   
NOD/ShiL

t      
Idd4         

(insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility 4) 11 C57BL/10  QTL 
immune, 

hematopoietic  

   C57BL/6    
digestive/alimentary, 

endocrine/ 

  C57BL/6J   

exocrine, 
homeostasis, 

immune 
     DBA/2      
   MSM     
     NOD/Jsd      
  NOD/Shi      

  
NOD/ShiL

t    
   NOD/Uf    
     NOD     
  NOR/LtJ     
Idd16         
(insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility 16) 17 ALR/Lt  QTL homeostasis 
      C57BL/6J      

   
NOD/ShiL

t      
  NOD   
Idd1 17 C57BL/6  QTL homeostasis 

(insulin dependent diabetes susceptibility 1)   
NOD/ShiL

t    
hematopoietic, 

immune  

   NOD/Uf    
digestive/alimentary, 

endocrine/ 
  NON/Lt  exocrine, immune 
Contributing Projects:     
Mouse Genome Database (MGD), Gene Expression Database (GXD), Mouse 
Tumor Biology (MTB), Gene Ontology (GO), MouseCyc     
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genes (or gene clusters encoding functionally related molecules) involved in a number 

of autoimmune diseases do exist, and presumably, these genes are involved in the 

maintenance of tolerance. Before the advent of the GWAS era, convincing evidence of 

disease association with loci identified as causative in, for example, T1D has proved 

disappointing, even though the knowledge of MHC involvement has been around for 

many years (Nerup et al., 1974, Bertrams, 1984, Todd, 1992, Cucca et al., 2001, Noble 

et al., 1996, Kelly et al., 2003, Devendra & Eisenbarth, 2003). With the undertaking of 

large multi-centre linkage and association studies to identify the genes responsible 

however (Forabosco et al., 2009, Barrett et al., 2009, Mein et al., 1998 and Concannon 

et al., 1998) more than 40 human non-MHC loci that affect T1D incidence have now 

been revealed (Barrett et al, 2009). Dissapointingly, there is still only functional 

evidence for a few of the candidate genes proposed: INS (the insulin gene) (Bell et al., 

1984, Bennett et al., 1995, Undlien et al., 1995, Barratt et al., 2004, Steck et al., 2005, 

Concannon et al., 2009) CTLA4 (cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen-4) (Nistico et al., 

1996, Ueda, 2003, Wicker et al, 2004; Steck et al., 2005, Concannon et al., 2009), 

PTPN22 which encodes a lymphoid protein tyrosine kinase (LYP) (Bottini et al., 2004, 

Smyth et al., 2004), IFIH1(interferon induced with helicase C domain 1, also known as 

MDA5 (melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5; Smyth et al., 2006, Liu et al., 

2009, Downes et al., 2010) and IL2RA, the gene encoding the high-affinity α chain 

(CD25) of the IL-2 receptor (Dendrou et al., 2009, Lowe et al., 2007).  INS and 

CTLA4 are both involved in T-cell activation, homeostasis, and repertoire formation, 

while PTPN22 is important in negative control of T-cell activation and in T-cell 

development (Hill et al., 2002). IFIH1is one of a family of intracellular proteins 

known to recognise viral RNA and mediate the innate immune response, including 
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mediating type 1 interferon production, which has been consistently reported to be 

associated with type 1 diabetes (Smyth et al., 2006, von Herrath, 2009, Todd, 2010) 

and IL2 maintains immunoregulation via T regulatory cells. The mechanisms by which 

the loci are associated with disease remain unclear. Using an associated sub-phenotype 

of the disease, as an identifier for disease progression, rather than its end-point, may 

thus be a useful complimentary approach to take for identifying the genetic 

mechanisms leading to several autoimmune phenotypes. Identification of genes 

necessary for the development of different immunoregulatory T cells will thus provide 

a means to uncover the pathways involved with progression to different autoimmune 

diseases and thereby allow for targeting of these pathways for disease intervention.  

 

1.9 Genetics of immunoregulatory T cells 

 

1.9.1 Immunoregulatory T cells 

The immune repertoire of normal, healthy individuals contain autoreactive T 

cells and natural antibodies that under normal conditions, are controlled, either through 

central tolerance or by the activity of immunoregulatory T cells to prevent the onset of 

autoimmune diseases. Over the years, several types of immunoregulatory T cells have 

been identified. These include natural CD4+CD25+Foxp3+T (Treg) cells and type 1 

NKT cells, which develop in the thymus, as well as acquired immunoregulatory T 

cells, such as type 1 cells (Tr1); Th3 cells; and Ts cells, which all appear to be 

products of peripheral immune activation. While little is understood about the genetics 

of most types of immunoregulatory T cells, detailed information on the genetic control 
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of NKT and Treg cells is now available and may contribute significantly to our 

understanding of the aetiology of autoimmune disease. 

 

a) T regulatory cells 

 T regulatory (Treg) cells bear a broad repertoire of TCR, are 

CD4+CD25+CD152+ and express the signal transduction molecule FoxP3 (Takahashi  

et al., 1998; Hori et al., 2003). They may develop in the thymus (“natural” Treg) 

(Jordan et al., 2001; Sakaguchi et al., 2004) or be induced by peripheral CD4 T cell 

activation in the presence of TGFβ. In some assays, their suppressive activity is 

dependent on TGFβ (particularly peripherally generated Treg), and they can induce 

IDO (Indoleamine 2,3dioxygenase) in appropriate dendritic cells (DCs) by CD152-

mediated activation of tryptophan catabolism that provides DCs with immune 

regulatory activity (Feunou et al., 2007). Thymectomy on the third day of life results 

in depletion of natural Treg and is associated with strain specific autoimmune diseases 

(Sakaguchi et al., 1995; Asano et al., 1996) such as autoimmune gastritis in BALB/c 

mice (van Driel et al., 2002). The number and function of Tregs in autoimmune prone 

NOD mice decrease over time, correlating with clinical disease onset between 16 and 

24 wk of age (Gregori et al., 2003; Belghith et al., 2003), and the reintroduction of 

small numbers of in vitro expanded Treg can reverse type 1 diabetes after disease onset 

in the strain (Tang et al., 2004). 

 

b) Type 1 NKT cells 

iNKT cells are an important immunoregulatory T-cell subset which 

downregulate autoimmune responses in vivo (Godfrey et al., 2000). They have been 
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identified as having a role in preventing type I (autoimmune) diabetes in NOD mice 

(Hammond, et al., 1998a) but also promoting severe insulitis and exacerbating 

diabetes in a CD8 T- cell model (Grisari et al., 2005). Initially, the term “NKT cells” 

was used to describe a small subset of the T lymphocytes that, together with bearing a 

surface T cell receptor (TCR) coupled with CD3 subunits and a reliance on TCR 

stimuli for activation, co-expressed some markers traditionally associated with NK 

cells. As the most prominent NK marker was the NK1.1 antigen in mice and CD161 in 

humans (Sykes, 1990), NKT cells were initially phenotypically identified as 

NK1.1+TCR+. This population includes a large proportion of αβTCR+CD4-CD8- T 

cells, which were independently characterized as having similar functional 

characteristics (Zlotnik et al., 1992).  

 

Two major subsets have been identified and both rapidly produce very high 

levels of immunoregulatory cytokines such as INFγ and IL4 upon stimulation. This is a 

defining functional characteristic of the NKT cell compartment (Zlotnik et al., 1992, 

Arase et al., 1993). The subset with the most potent immunomodulatory activity is 

termed the invariant NKT (iNKT) population, as it is characterised by the presence of 

an invariant T cell receptor (TCR) α-chain composed of Vα14 and Jα18 (formally 

Jα281) segments in mice, and Vα24 and Jα18 (formally JαQ) segments in humans 

(Capone et al., 2003) and a restricted set of TCRβ-chains comprising Vβ8.2, Vβ2, or 

Vβ7 in mice (Lantz et al. 1994, Fowlkes et al., 1987) and Vβ11 in humans (Dellabona 

et al., 1994). 
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 iNKT cells constitute most of the NK1.1+ T cell population in mouse spleen 

and represent greater than 80% of NK1.1+ T cells in the thymus and liver (Emoto, et 

al., 2003). In mice they express either CD4 at intermediate levels, or are CD4-CD8- 

(double negative; DN), while human NKTs can be CD4+, CD8+ or DN. They are 

selected on, and restricted by, CD1d, a non-polymorphic surface protein related to 

classical MHC class I molecules (Kawano et al., 1997), presenting endogenous and/or 

exogenous glycolipid antigens, such as glycosylceramides (Burdin et al., 1998) and 

GPI (glycosyl-phosphatidyl-inositol) (Burdin et al., 1998; Schofield et al., 1999; 

Pellicci et al., 2003).   

 

An endogenous, lysosomal glycosphingolipid, isoglobotrihexosylceramide 

(iGb3) was identified by Zho and collegues in 2004, which was thought to be required 

for the intrathymic development of NKT cells, while also being capable of activating 

them: Both mouse and human NKT cells responded to iGb3, while the administration 

of isolectin B4 (IB4) specifically inhibited iGb3 on human cells (Zhou, et al., 2004b). 

They suggested that it was the primary endogenous ligand responsible for NKT cell 

development and self-recognition and subsequent independent studies confirmed it as 

an agonist ligand for at least a subset of mouse and human NKT cells (Brigl et al., 

2006, Wei et al., 2006, Schümann et al., 2006, Cheng et al., 2007, Scott-Browne et al., 

2007, Xia et al., 2006), while also appearing to be important for shaping the NKT cell 

TCR repertoire in mice (Wei et al., 2006). This has subsequently been found not to be 

the case as NKT cell development is normal in iGb3 synthase (iGb3S) knockout mice 

(Porubsky et al., 2007). Furthermore, no spliced iGb3S mRNA has been detected in 
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humans, and as the gene contains several mutations it would be unlikely to produce a 

functional enzyme even if it was detected (Christiansen et al., 2008).  

 

NKT cells secrete multiple cytokines upon T cell receptor (TCR) engagement, 

thereby modulating the activities of other immunocytes (dendritic, T, NK and B cells) 

(reviewed in Godfrey et al., 2000).  All iNKT cells also recognize α-galactosyl-

ceramide (α-GalCer), a marine sponge derived glycolipid, when presented in the 

context of CD1d. This latter characteristic has been used to good advantage with the 

development of highly specific fluorescent CD1d/αGalCer tetramers, which can be 

used in flow cytometric analyses (Matsuda et al., 2000, Benlagha et al., 2000). These 

tetramers have confirmed that use of the surrogate phenotype in defining NKT cells as 

αβTCR+NK1.1+T cells excludes important subsets of the NKT cell compartment 

because some CD1d-dependent, α-GalCer-reactive cells are NK1.1-, and not all 

NK1.1+T cells are CD1d-restricted. This finding has been confirmed by the persistence 

of some NK1.1+T cells in CD1-/- and Jα18-/- mice (Chen et al., 1997, Zlotnik et al., 

1992; Eberl et al., 1999a). 

 

iNKT cells are key immunoregulators that can control the strength and nature of 

responses against viruses , bacteria, fungi, parasites, tumours, allografts and 

autologous tissues (Table 1.3). Influence on immunity after haematopoietic stem cell 

transplantation has also been reported. Host residual iNKT cells have been indicted to 

attenuate graft verses host immunity (Haraguchi et al., 2005). 
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Table 1.3: NKT cell responses 

 

Responses against: Response Reference 

Viruses Impaired clearance of HSV1 in 

Ja281 GKO mice. 

Mice lacking CD1d-mediated 

NKT are more susceptible to 

infection with CMCV-D. 

NKTs protect against HSV2 

infection. 

NKTs inhibit hepatitis B virus 

replication. 

Nonclassical NKT cells are 

activated in response to hepatitis 

B viral antigens in a transgenic 

mouse model.  

Alpha-GalCer activated NKTs 

reduce MCMV replication. 

Patients with HCV have 

decreased blood NKT cells.  

Grubor-Bauk et al., 2003, 

 

 Exley et al., 2003 

  

 

Ashkar et al., 2003  

 

Kakimi et al., 2000  

 

Barton et al., 2002  

 

 

 

van Dommelen et al., 2003 

 

Lucas et al., 2003 

Bacteria NKT cells protect against 

Streptococcus pneumoniae 

infection. 

Mice treated with anti-CD1 

monoclonal antibodies showed 

an exacerbated tuberculosis.  

NKT cells are among the first 

Kawakami et al., 2003  

 

 

Szalay et al., 1999 

  

 

Brigl et al., 2003 
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lymphocytes to respond during 

Salmonella typhimurium 

infection 

NKT cell activation promotes 

Th2 responses in Chlamydia 

trachomatis infection in vivo  

  

 

 

Bilenki et al., 2005 

Fungi Activation of Valpha14(+) NKT 

cells results in  increased Th1 

response and local resistance to 

Cryptococcus neoformans 

through production of IFN-

gamma. 

Kawakami et al., 2001a,  

Kawakami et al., 2001b, 

Kawakami et al., 2003 

Parasites In Plasmodium berghei 

infection, NKT cells contribute 

to malarial splenomegaly, 

increased #  splenic B cells and 

enhanced parasite-specific 

antibody formation 

Alpha-GalCer-actived NKT 

cells rapidly produce strong 

antimalaria activity, inhibiting 

the development of Plasmodium 

yoelii and Plasmodium berghei 

parasites.  

NKT cells protect against early-

stage Leishmania major 

infection. 

NK T cells limit parasitemia in 

Trypanosoma cruzi infection.  

Hansen et al., 2003  

 

 

 

 

 

Gonzlezaseguinolaza-

Aseguinolaza et al., 2000 

 

 

 

 

Ishikawa et al., 2000  

 

 

Duthie et al., 2002 
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Tumours Valpha14 NKT cells are 

required for IL12-mediated 

tumour rejection. 

Vα14+ NKT cells protect from 

spontaneous tumors initiated by 

a chemical carcinogen, 

methylcholanthrene (MCA). 

Protective role for NKT cells 

observed when tumor rejection 

required endogenous IL-12 

activity 

Cui et al., 1997 

 

 

 Smyth et al., 2000a 

 

 

 

Smyth et al., 2000b; 

 Smyth et al., 2000c;  

Kawano et al., 1998 

Takeda et al., 1996 

 Smyth et al., 2002a 

Allografts Valpha14 NKT cell-deficient 

mice reject cardiac allografts, 

but long-term acceptance of 

allografts can be restored with 

adoptive transfer of NKT cells. 

CD1d-reactive NKT cells are 

essential for corneal graft 

survival. 

H-Y-mismatched skin graft 

survival is shortened in CD1d-/- 

recipients, and can be restored to 

WT survival times through 

adoptive transfer of NKT cells.  

Seino et al., 2001 

  

 

 

 

Sonoda et al., 2002 

  

 

Oh et al., 2005 

Autologous Tissues Neonatal thymectomy in mice 

results in decreased # NKT cells 

in a strain dependent manner, 

which is hypothesized to 

Hammond et al., 1998  
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contribute to their susceptibility 

to autoimmunity. 

Activation of Valpha14 NKT 

cells protects susceptible mice 

against EAE. 

CD1d expression is essential for 

pathogenicity of CVB3-induced 

myocarditis. 

Activation of NKT cells in adult 

NZB/W mice exacerbates lupus 

Expansion of NKT cells 

alleviates inflammatory 

dermatitis in MRL-lpr/lpr mice 

 

 

Singh et al., 2001; 

 Jahng et al., 2001 

Fritz & Zhao, 2001 

Huber et al., 2003 

  

 

Zeng et al., 2003 

  

Yang et al., 2003 reviewed in 

Kronenberg & Gapin, 2002 

  

 

Bendelac, 1995 
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c) Tr1 cells 

 Tr1 cells express a broad repertoire of TCR, are CD4+CD152+, may express 

repressor of GATA (ROG) and secrete large amounts of IL-10 following reactivation. 

They are defined by their ability to produce high levels of IL-10, moderate amounts of 

TGF-β and IFN-γ, but no IL-2 or IL-4 (Battaglia et al., 2006). As their induction 

requires either the presence of IL-10 at activation or costimulation via CD46 (in 

humans; (Kemper et al., 2003), it is likely that they represent cytokine deviated 

conventional CD4 T cells. Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) have fewer IL-10 

secreting peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) when compared with healthy 

controls (Huang et al., 1999; Soldan et al., 2004) and, while IL-10 expression is 

reduced before clinical relapse, there is an increase in PBMC expressing IL-10 

transcripts when the disease is active (Nakashima et al., 2000). In vitro CD46-

mediated induction of Tr1-like cells from CD4+cells from patients with MS and 

control individuals, suggested that the IL10R signalling pathway was impaired in 

patients: Cells from patients with MS were less likely to differentiate into a Tr1 

phenotype, they produced less IL-10 and were more resistant to suppression by IL-10 

than those from healthy controls  (Martinez-Forero et al., 2008). Following IL-10 

stimulation, expression levels of STAT1, STAT3 and IL10RA were increased in the  

cells of MS patients, while phosphorylation of STAT3, the main mediator of IL-10 

response, was lower in cells from controls. Tr1 cells express CD152 and can induce 

IDO and tryptophan catabolism in DCs. This action may explain their role in 

suppressing determinant spread in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) 

following treatment with soluble peptide (Wildbaum et al., 2002). Tr1 cells are 
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abundant in the intestine and play an important role in suppressing intestinal 

inflammation (Groux et al., 1997).  

 

d) T helper type 3 cells 

 T helper type 3 (Th3) cells express a broad repertoire of TCR, are CD4+ and 

secrete large amounts of TGF-β. They appear to be induced following activation in the 

intestinal mucosa, to play an important role in oral tolerance (Miller et al., 1992) and 

to mediate the suppression of EAE, induced with either myelin basic protein (MBP) or 

proteolipid protein, by oral administration of MBP (Chen et al., 1994). Th3 cells 

produce high amounts of TGF-β, low amounts of IL-4 and IL-10, and no IFN-γ or IL-2 

upon TCR ligation. They play a role in inducing and maintaining peripheral tolerance 

by driving the differentiation of Ag-specific Treg cells in the periphery (Carrier et al., 

2007). 

 

e) T Suppressor Cells 

 T suppressor (Ts) cells express a broad repertoire of TCR, are CD8+CD28- and 

secrete large amounts of IL-10 following reactivation. As they require the presence of 

IL-10 for their peripheral induction, it is likely that they represent cytokine deviated 

conventional CD8 T cells. The IL-10 produced downregulates dendritic cell 

costimulation, and upregulates ILT-3 and ILT-4 (in human DC), which may result in 

subsequent tolerisation of T cells by the affected DC (Nolan et al., 2004). 

 

f) Anergic CD4+ T cells  
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 Anergic CD4+ T cells are generated by TCR stimulation in the absence of 

costimulation and seem to be characterised by an intrinsic raising of their threshold for 

antigen stimulation, which may be maintained by expression of E3 ubiquitin ligases 

such as GRAIL, C-CBL and ITCH. Anergic cells can act as regulatory T cells by 

competing at the sites of antigen presentation and adsorbing out stimulatory cytokines 

such as IL-2 (Chen et al., 2004). 

 

1.9.2 Genetic control of immunoregulatory T cells 

 In general terms, the production of immunoregulatory T cells is dependent on 

three broad classes of variable: environmental, stochastic and genetic. Any attempt to 

identify genetic control factors is likely to be severely limited for those cell types in 

which the first two variables play a significant role. While natural Treg and NKT cells 

develop in the thymus and can be enumerated there, Tr1, Th3, Ts and anergic CD4 T 

cells are all products of peripheral immune activation; that is, they result from the 

immune system’s interaction with the environment. In contrast, the thymus is a 

relatively quiescent organ and, with the notable exception of thymic atrophy in 

response to corticosteroids, relatively isolated from environmental insults. It may be 

for this reason that significant progress has been made in understanding the genetic 

control of Treg and NKT cells, but not in the case of the other subsets of 

immunoregulatory T cells.  

 

1.9.2.1 Genetic control of Treg 

 To date, the only spontaneous genetic polymorphism known to modulate 

differentiation of Treg cells is the spontaneous mutation of the forkhead/winged-helix 
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transcription factor, FoxP3, termed Scurfy (Sf) (Hori et al., 2003; Khattri et al., 2003; 

Fontenot et al., 2003; Yagi et al., 2004). Scurfy is a, sex-linked, recessive mutation that 

maps to the proximal part of the X chromosome. From 14 days of age, hemizygotes 

(i.e. males) exhibit runting, splenomegaly, hepatomegaly, enlarged lymph nodes, and 

variable reddening and thickening of the ears, eyelids, and tail, associated with 

scaliness and crusting. Anaemia and cachexia result in death within, on average, 24 

days. The mice develop lymphohistiocytic proliferative foci in peripheral lymph 

nodes, spleen, liver, and skin. Mixed perivascular infiltrates of lymphocytes, 

macrophages, and granulocytes are sometimes found in kidney, heart, pancreas, lung, 

and mesenteries and are associated with excessive haematopoiesis in the liver and 

spleen. There is a marked, polyclonal increase in serum IgG and severe 

Coombs'positive anaemia, although antinuclear antibodies are not found (Godfrey et 

al., 1991).  

 

The Scurfy mutation was identified as Foxp3, encoding a new member of the 

forkhead/wingedhelix family of transcriptional regulators, by high-resolution genetic 

and physical mapping with large-scale sequence analysis. In Scurfy mice, a frameshift 

mutation results in a product lacking the forkhead domain (Brunkow et al., 2001). 

Scurfy mice do not produce Treg cells (Hori et al., 2003; Khattri et al., 2003; Fontenot 

et al., 2003; Yagi et al., 2004). 

  

A mutation in FOXP3 also occurs in humans, and is responsible for the rare but lethal 

autoimmune disorder, IPEX (immune dysregulation, polyendocrinopathy and 

enteropathy X-linked syndrome) (Wildin et al., 2001). This recessive disorder maps to 
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Xp11.23-Xq13.3 and is characterised by neonatal onset of diabetes mellitus, 

infections, enteropathy, thrombocytopenia and anaemia, eczema and cachexia. Bennett 

and colleagues (Bennett et al., 2001) identified two different mutations within FOXP3 

from different pedigrees with IPEX, one was found to be an A384T substitution 

resulting in a truncated FOXP3 protein product, while the other pedigree revealed a 

CT dinucleotide deletion within the FOXP3 stop codon, predicting a frameshift and the 

addition of 25 amino acids.  

 

Targeted gene deficient mice have contributed much to our understanding of the 

peripheral induction of adaptive Treg (aTreg) cells that can be induced by the action of 

TGF-β on naïve T cells (Li et al., 2006; Marie et al., 2006). The role of IL-2 signalling 

in Foxp3+ Treg cell differentiation is controversial. Initial studies on IL2Rβ- transgenic 

mice supported a role for IL2Rβ-dependent signals in Foxp3+ Treg cell development in 

the thymus (Malek et al., 2000; Malek et al., 2002) but later investigations on young 

Il2−/− and Il2ra−/− knockout mice demonstrated relatively normal numbers of Foxp3+ 

T cells in the thymi and peripheral tissues (D'Cruz et al., 2005; Fontenot et al., 2005). 

In other experiments using Il2- deficient mice and antibody neutralisation studies, IL-2 

induced TGF-β, which in turn induced expression of Foxp3 and CD25 on CD4+CD25+ 

cells, thus giving them the characteristics of Treg cells (Li et al., 2006; Marie et al., 

2006). Furthermore, two independent studies (Burchill et al., 2007; Soper et al., 2007) 

found that Foxp3+ Treg cell development in Il2rb−/− and Il2−/− × Il15−/− mice is 

dramatically impaired. It appears that the generation of Treg and Th17 cells by TGF-β 

is reciprocally related through IL-6 (Bettelli et al., 2006; Veldhoen et al., 2006). IL-6 

concomitantly promotes Th17 development, while inhibiting Treg generation by TGF-
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β. IL-27 has a suppressive effect on TGF-β-induced Treg generation and this is at least 

partially mediated through STAT3 (Huber et al., 2008). 

 

1.9.2.2 Genetic control of NKT Cells 

Naturally occurring variation in type 1 NKT cell numbers and function have 

been identified in different mouse stains, with the diabetes prone NOD/Lt mouse 

strain, an established model of type 1 diabetes (Makino, 1980) and systemic lupus 

erythematosus (Baxter et al., 1994a, Silveira & Baxter, 2001), having relatively low 

numbers of NKT cells in the thymus, liver and peripheral lymphoid organs compared 

to eight other commonly used mouse strains (Gombert et al., 1996, Baxter et al., 

1997a; Godfrey et al., 2000, Hammond et al., 2001, Poulton et al., 2001). Invariant 

NKT cells derived from NOD mice produce relatively little IL-4, resulting in these 

mice having 20-fold fewer IL-4-secreting thymic NKT cells than C57BL/6 mice 

(Hammond et al., 2001). The frequency of NKT cells in human blood varies up to 

100-fold but it is under strict genetic control, as evidenced by identical twin studies 

(Lee et al., 2002). 

 

(i) Variation in NKT cell numbers 

Natural and experimentally induced variation in numbers of NKT cells has been 

associated with differences in risk of infectious, cancerous or immunological disease 

in a number of models. Experimental manipulation of the numbers or the activation 

state of NKT cells affects the severity of demyelination in experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis (EAE) a model of multiple sclerosis. For example, transgenic 

expression of the Vα14Jα18 TCR α chain in NOD mice (Mars et al., 2002), adoptive 
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transfer of DX5+αβTCR+ splenic NKT cells into C57BL/6 mice (Fritz & Zhao, 2001) 

or treatment of C57BL/6, PLJ and B10.PL mice with α-GalCer (Singh et al., 2001, 

Jahng et al., 2001) dramatically reduced the incidence and severity of neurological 

signs. In contrast, disease was enhanced in NKT cell-deficient CD1-/- targeted mutant 

mice on a C57BL/6 background (Teige et al., 2004). 

 

Although disturbances in NKT cell numbers are associated with lupus susceptibility in 

various mouse models of the disease, the nature of the defect appears to vary with the 

model. For example, numbers of Vα14Jα18+ T cells were increased in NZB/W 

(Morshed et al., 2002), NZM2410 and B6.NZMSle1 (Matsuki et al., 2003) mice, 

whereas they were decreased in lupus prone NOD (Baxter & Cooke, 1994, Baxter et 

al., 1994b, Horsfall et al., 1998, Hawke et al., 2003) and MRLlpr/lpr mice (Yang et 

al., 2003). Expansion of NKT cells by repeated administration of αGalCer reduced 

inflammatory dermatitis in the latter strain (Yang et al., 2003), but exacerbated lupus 

and decreased survival in NZB/W mice (Zeng et al., 2003). Furthermore, anti-CD1d 

antibody treatment of NZB/W mice ameliorated the severity of disease and prolonged 

survival (Yang et al., 2003).  

 

Elimination of NKT cells by targeted gene deletion of Cd1d or the Vα14 -TCR 

segment increased the incidence of diabetes in NOD mice (Shi et al., 2001), resulted in 

more severe and chronic MOG35–55/CFA-induced experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyolytis (EAE) in C57BL/6 mice (Teige et al., 2004) and worsened the 

severity of lupus nephritis in NZBxW mice (Yang et al., 2007). Paradoxically, Cd1d or 

Vα14 targeted deletion mice were resistant to the induction of colitis by the intrarectal 
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administration of oxazolone to presensitised mice (Heller et al., 2002) and the 

development of arthritis in the K/BxN serum transfer model (Kim et al., 2005). 

Similarly, anti-Collagen type II antibodies were significantly decreased in a model of 

collagen-induced arthritis (Ohnishi et al., 2005). This paradox is probably explained 

by the ability of NKT cells to secrete either immunoregulatory or proinflammatory 

cytokine profiles under different circumstances (Smyth and Godfrey, 2000). For 

example, while αGalCer treatment at the same time as the induction of EAE by 

MOG35–55 peptide/CFA injection potentiated EAE in B10.PL mice, prior activation 

of NKT cells with αGalCer protected against disease (Jahng et al., 2001). 

 

Similarly, manipulations of NKT cell numbers by targeted gene deletion, 

adminstration of αGalCer or by adoptive transfer can dramatically affect susceptibility 

to a broad range of tumours and infections (Reviewed in Kawano et al., 1998, Smyth 

& Godfrey, 2000). 

 

One of the best studied examples of association of variation in NKT cell number and 

disease is the nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse strain which is susceptible to several 

autoimmune diseases, including type 1 diabetes, lupus and EAE.   

 

(ii)  NKT cells and the NOD mouse strain 

(a) The NOD mouse strain 

          The NOD mouse originated from Swiss albino stock. It was derived from ICR 

outbred mice during the derivation of the cataract-prone CTS strain when two sublines 

of mice were separated based on their fasting blood sugar levels after six generations 
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of brother-sister matings. Twenty generations of brother-sister matings later a single 

female in the normoglycaemic line was found which was underweight, polyuric, 

polydipsic and glycosuric. It was from this female that the NOD mouse strain was 

derived (Makino, et al., 1980). Because of the great demand for these mice a 

production colony was set up at Shionogi, where the line was maintained by random 

mating. It was from this line that the colony at the Kyoto National Hospital, Kyoto, 

Japan was founded and maintained, and the NOD/Wehi line was founded and 

maintained at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, Australia. In 1984, 

however, it was noticed that all lines derived from this outbred colony had a lower 

cumulative incidence of diabetes than any of the strains derived from the breeding 

nucleus maintained by Professor S Makino in Shionogi. In order to establish a 

production colony with high incidence of disease, Dr M Hattori, in 1985, thus obtained 

breeding pairs from the nucleus maintained by Prof Makino and taking them to the 

USA, he established the NOD/Lt line. These mice have an 85-90% incidence of 

diabetes in females before 210 days of age. (Incidence in male mice is lower, being 

about 20-40%). Dr E.H Leiter maintains this line at the Jackson Laboratory, Bar 

Harbour, Maine, and it is from this colony that NOD colonies throughout the world 

with high disease incidence have been derived. 

 

NOD mice can be used as a model for T1D, thyroiditis (although not a good model if 

H2g7) and Sjögren’s syndrome (Cha et al., 2002, Jonsson et al., 2007, Fang et al., 

2007, Miyagawa et al., 1986, Wicker et al., 1987, Wicker et al., 2005, Baxter & 

Mandel, 1991a, Krug et al., 1991, Bernard et al., 1992, Hu et al., 1992). Diabetes is 

the best-characterized manifestation of autoimmunity in this strain, with spontaneous 
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lymphocytic infiltration of the pancreatic islets of Langerhans by approximately 4 

weeks of age (Makino et al., 1980) and specific destruction of the insulin-producing 

beta cells resulting in hypoinsulinaemia and disturbed glucose homeostasis by 14-34 

weeks. Although nearly all NOD mice develop insulitis, not all proceed to develop 

diabetes. In high incidence colonies, 80-90% of females and 40-50% of males become 

diabetic around 37 weeks of age. 

 

Although the tissue-specific response against β-cells is the most prominent 

autoimmune response, NOD mice also develop systemic autoimmunity against a 

number of antigens in the salivery glands, β-cells, thyroid, adrenal glands, testis, 

thymus. A majority of aged NOD mice also develop antinuclear antibodies (ANAs) 

and haemolytic anaemia (HA) (Baxter & Mandel, 1991b, Horsfall et al., 1998). Young 

NOD mice can be protected from the onset of diabetes by exposure to mycobacteria 

(M.bovis), however they instead rapidly develop a systemic autoimmune syndrome 

with several features of systemic lupus erythematosus (Baxter et al., 1994a, Baxter & 

Cooke, 1994, Baxter, et al., 1994b), including haemolytic anaemia, antinuclear 

autantibodies (Horsfall et al., 1998) and immune complex glomerulonephitis (Hawke 

et al., 2003, Reviewed in Silveira & Baxter, 2001). This syndrome has been mapped in 

a backcross to the BALB/c strain, and loci conferring susceptibility to autoantibody 

production were localised to three regions, Bana1 at the MHC on chromosome 17, 

Bana2 on chromosome 10, and Bana3 on distal chromosome 1 (Jordan et al., 2000.). 

The latter locus maps to the same chomosomal region as genes controlling 

susceptibility to ANA in three models of SLE related to the NZB/W model Sle1, Nba2 

and Lbw7 (Morel et al., 1997, Drake et al., 1994, Kono et al., 1994) and is syntenic 
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with linkage to lupus in patients which has been mapped to human chromosome 1q23 

in genomewide linkage studies (Moser et al., 1998, Gaffney et al., 1998). An even 

broader significance of this region to systemic autoimmunity is suggested by its 

involvement in two different models of autoimmune arthritis (Ji et al., 2001, Johansson 

et al., 2001). 

 

(b) NOD NKT cells, Transfers and protection  

The unusually low numbers of thymic NKT cells in NOD mice (Godfrey, et 

al., 1997, Baxter et al., 1997a, Laloux et al., 2001) can be increased by adoptive 

transfer of NKT cells into prediabetic NOD mice (Hammond et al., 1998a, Lehuen, et 

al., 1998, Seino et al., 2001; Laloux et al., 2001), transgenic expression of the 

Vα14Jα18 TCR α chain (Lehuen et al., 1998, Hong, et al., 2001) or by stimulating 

them with the superantigen-like ligand alphagalactosylceramide (αGalCer; Singh et 

al., 2001, Hong et al., 2001, Mars et al., 2002 , Sonoda et al., 2002)), to inhibit the 

onset of type 1 diabetes in the strain. Similarly, increasing NKT cell numbers by 

transgenic expression of the Vα14Jα18 TCR α chain (Mars et al., 2002) or by 

stimulating them with αGalCer (Singh et al., 2001) ameliorated the severity of EAE. 

Consistent with these findings, elimination of NKT cells by targeted gene deletion of 

Cd1d or the Vα14 TCR segment increased the incidence of diabetes in NOD mice (Shi 

et al., 2001).  

 

(iii)  NKT Cell Development 

Due to early confusion about how best to define NKT cells, there was an initial 

uncertainty about whether they develop solely in the thymus. As small numbers of 
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unusual NK1.1+ cells could be detected in the periphery of athymic nude mice, or 

generated from in vitro culturing of precursors in the absence of thymic tissue, there 

was early speculation that they were an entirely distinct lineage from mainstream T 

cells (Taniguchi & Nakayama, 2000). However, most recent studies provide 

conclusive evidence of the thymus being the primary source of NKT cell development: 

Different stages of NKT cell maturation have been identified using CD1d-αGC-

tetramer within the normal thymic microenvironment, while in vitro cultures of intact 

thymic tissues have generated mature NKT cells (Pellicci et al., 2002). NKT cells have 

also been identified by congenic thymus grafting (Coles & Raulet, 2000); while their 

deficiency has been identified as a result of thymectomy (Hammond et al., 1998). 

Furthermore, a variety of genetic disorders known to disrupt thymic function, also 

impact heavily on levels of NKT cell subsets in the periphery (Kronenberg & Gapin, 

2002).  

 

 Although iNKT cells represent a distinct lineage of TCRαβ cells, their developmental 

relationship with conventional TCRαβ cells was contended. Initially, two opposing 

models on NKT cell ontogeny were proposed, the ‘committed precursor model’ 

suggested that NKT cells originated from precursors committed prior to TCR 

expression (Makino et al., 1996; Sato et al., 1999), while the ‘TCR instructive model’ 

proposed that the lineage was instructed after TCR expression and interaction with 

NKT ligands. The evidence for thymic dependent NKT cell ontogeny, is: i) there are 

no NKT cells in nude mice (Levitsky et al., 1991; Pellicci et al., 2002); ii) NKT cells 

do not develop in thymectomised mice (Tilloy et al., 1999; Coles & Raulet, 2000, 

Hammond et al., 1998); iii) they are not seen in the thymus until after most other T cell 
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subsets (Pellicci et al., 2002; Benlagha et al., 2002; Benlagha et al., 2005; Gadue et 

al., 2002); and iv) full NKT cell lineage differentiation is induced once Vα14Jα18 

rearrangements are expressed, for example in transgenic models (Sköld , 2000). The 

thymic-independent model has never been successfully reproduced using the more 

specific CD1d/αGalCer tetramer reagent to detect NKT cells and therefore the 

instructive model has now been generally accepted.  

 

(iv) Genes involved in NKT cell ontogeny 

Targeted deletion and transgenic expression of candidate genes has proved 

invaluable in providing information about the requirements for development of NKT 

cells (Reviewed in Jordan, 2004 and Godfrey& Berzins, 2007), which mature along 

the conventional T-cell pathway until segregation at the double positive stage 

(Yamagata et al., 2006; Elewaut et al., 2003b; Gapin et al., 2001; Nichols et al., 

2005a; Egawa et al., 2005). Generally, this was ascertained by determining genes 

affecting all T cell development, those that affect both T cells and NK cells, those that 

affect NKT cells and NK cells, and those that have a specific effect on NKT cells 

alone (Table 1.4).  

 

Although a number of genes have been implicated as having a role in NKT cell 

development, due to the lack of them in deletion mutant phenotypes, caution needs to 

be taken in interpreting them as indicators of ontological branch points. An example of  
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Table 1.4 Targeted gene mutations affecting NKT cells (↓ = decrease; PB =Peripheral 

                     blood) 

 

Cell type 
affected 

Gene Description Mutational affect Reference 

NKT, NK , & T 
cells 

 
Cd132 

 
Common gamma 
chain (γc) for IL2, 
IL4, IL7, IL15. 
Also known as 
Interleukin-2 
receptor subunit 
gamma (Il-2Rγ) 

 
Mutations in CD132 
are responsible for 
human X linked 
severe combined 
immunodeficiency 
(SCIDX1).  
Cd132-/- mice have 
12x ↓B, 3x ↓T, no 
NK, no peripheral 
NK1.1+αβTCR+NKT 
cells (normal # 
thymic NKTs but do 
not express NK1.1 or 
Ly49) 

 
DiSanto et al., 
1995 
Lantz et al., 1997 
Boesteanu et al., 
1997 

NKT & T cells  
Cd247/Oct1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prkdc 
 
 
 
 
 
Rag 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notch1 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Genes affecting 
TCR/CD3 
assembly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Encodes a 
catalytic subunit 
of a DNA 
activated protein 
kinase, PRKDC. 
 
Rag1 and Rag2 
encode enzyme 
complexes 
responsible for 
excision & 
ligation of 
variable (V), 
diversity (D) & 
joining (J) gene 
segments. 
Notch homolog 1, 
translocation-
associated 
(Drosophila). 
Encodes a single 
band-pass 
transmbrane 

 
CD3ζ/η-/- mice have 
profound ↓ levels of 
TCR complexes. 
Gene products necc 
for efficient 
generation &/or 
survival DP 
thymoctes. 
 
 
Prkdc-/- mice have 
severe combined 
immunodeficiency 
SCID) and lack 
functional B, T & 
NKT cells. 
Germline mutation 
of Rag2 results in 
viable mice with no 
mature B, T or NKT 
lymphocytes. 
 
 
 
 
 
Notch1-/- is 
embryonic (d10) 
lethal. All T & NKT 
cell development is 
blocked. 
 

 
Malissen et al., 
1993 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dorschkind, 1991 
 
 
 
 
 
Shinkai et al., 
1992, Gerondakis 
and Siebenlist, 
2010. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Radkte et al., 
1999 
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Vav1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

receptor. 
A member of the 
Rho-family GTP 
exchange factors. 

 
 
Vav-/- mice have  
↓↓ thymic 
cellularity: T-cell 
selection blocked 
(+ve & -ve) 
 

 
Turner et al., 
1997, 
Kong et al., 1998, 
Fischer et al., 
1995, 
Holsinger et al., 
1998 

NKT, NK cells  
Ets1 
 
 
 
 
Mef 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lymphotoxin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cd122, Il15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Irf1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Member of Ets 
family of 
eukaryotic 
transcription 
factors. 
Transcriptional 
activating member 
of Ets1 family 
with critical role 
in perforin gene 
expression. 
 
 
Member of the 
TNF family. A 
heterodimer 
consisting of LTα 
& LTβ expressed 
in activated T, B 
& NK cells. 
CD122(p75) is the 
IL2/IL15 receptor 
β chain involved 
in IL-2 mediated 
signal 
transduction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transcription 
factor interferon 
regulatory factor 1 
(IRF1) binds the 
interferon 
consensus 
sequence in the 5’ 
regulatory region 
of type 1 IFN 
inducible genes & 
interferon 
inducible MHC 

 
Ets1-/- mice have 
normal # T and B 
cells, but severe 
defects in NK and 
NKT cell #s. 
MEF deficient mice 
have ↓ 
NK1.1+/αβTCR+ 
lymphocytes in 
thymus and 
periphery. Total 
thymic cellularity not 
affected. 
C57BL6LTα-/- mice 
have ↓ NK cells 
(residual cells 
functionally 
impaired). LTα-/- & 
LTβ-/- mice have ↓ 
NKT cells. 
CD122-deficient 
mice have normal 
dev of αβTcells & B 
cells, but have ↓:NK 
cell#, IEL, γδTCR-
expressing & 
TCRαβ CD8αα 
subsets of intestinal 
IEL & 
NK1.1+TCRαβ NKT 
cells. 
IL15-deficient mice 
have ↓↓ in NK & 
NKT cells. 
IRF1-deficient mice 
have ↓ 
CD8+αβTCR+ cells 
& ↓ NK1.1+TCRαβ 
NKT cells, NK cells 
& IELs 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Seth et al., 1992, 
Barton et al., 
1998, 
Walunas et al., 
2000. 
Walunas et al., 
2000, 
Lacorazza et al., 
2002. 
 
 
 
 
Smyth et al., 
1999, 
Elewaut et al., 
2000. 
 
 
 
Lodolce et al., 
1998, 
Suzuki et al., 
1995, 
Kennedy et al., 
2000. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ohteki et al., 
1998, 
Ohteki et al., 
2001. 
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Ikaros 
 
 
 
 
 
T-bet 

class I genes. 
A DNA-binding 
zinc-finger protein 
that appears to 
play a role in 
lymphoid 
homeostasis. 
A Th1-specific T 
box transcription 
factor that 
controls the 
expression of the 
hallmark Th1 
cytokine, 
IFNgamma 

 
Ik-/- have ↓ B, NK & 
lymphoid DCs, & ↓↓ 
γδT cells. 
 
 
 
T-bet-/- mice have 
no mature NK or 
Va14iNKT cells 

 
 
Cortes et al., 
1999, 
Wang et al., 
1996, 
Georgopoulos et 
al., 1994. 
 
Townsend et al., 
2004, 
Matsuda et al., 
2007 

NKT cells only  
Cd1d 
 
 
 
β2m 
 
 
 
AP3 (β3A 
subunit) 
 
 
Cathepsin L 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jα18 
 
 
 
 
Gmcsf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NFκB (RelB 
subunit) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Encodes CD1d  
 
 
 
Beta2-
microglobulin 
which associates 
with CD1d. 
Adaptor protein 
which binds 
CD1d/β2M 
complex. 
A lysosomal 
serine protease 
suggested to be 
involved in 
regulating 
presentation of the 
natural CD1d 
ligand. 
Jα18 TCR gene 
segment.  
 
 
 
Granulocyte 
macrophage 
colony stimulating 
factor protein 
cesreted by T 
cells, mast cells, 
endothelial cells 
& fibroblasts. 
NFkB is essential 
for many 
responses of 
mature 
lymphocytes to 
invading 
pathogens. It also 
has important 
functions in 

 
CD1d-deficient mice 
have ↓↓ NK1.1+T 
cells & ↓↓↓ 
Vα14Jα18 T cells. 
β2m-/- mice have no 
NKT cells. 
 
 
Mutants of β3A 
subunit have ↓↓↓ 
NKT cell #. 
 
Cathepsin L-
deficient mice have 
↓↓↓ NKT cell #, 
although CD1d 
surface expression 
and localization to 
endosomes is 
normal. 
Jα18-/- mice have 
specific deficiency of 
Vα 
14Jα18 NKT cells. 
Mice bearing a del of 
GMCSF receptor 
signaling subunit-βc 
have ↓↓↓ 
NK1.1+TCR+ NKT 
cell#. T, B &NK 
cells normal. 
 
NFκB-/- mice have 
↓↓↓ NKT cell#, but 
rel normal # T & NK 
cells. Dependent on 
subunit affected. 
 
 
 
 

 
Chen et al., 1997. 
 
 
 
Elewaut et al., 
2003a. 
 
 
Honey et al., 
2002. 
 
 
Honey et al., 
2002. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zlotnik et al., 
1992, 
Erberl et al., 
1999. 
 
 
Sato et al., 1999. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elewaut et al., 
2003b, 
Caamano et al., 
1999, 
Voll et al., 2000, 
Stanic et al., 
2004a, 
Stanic et al., 
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Nik 
 
 
 
c-jun/c-fos 
(heterodimer) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slam/Sap/FynT  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Itk/Tsk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lfa1 

shaping the 
immune system to 
be able to 
generate adaptive 
responses to 
pathogens.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NFκB-inducing 
kinase. 
 
 
Transcription 
factor activator 
protein 1 (AP1) is 
a heterodimer 
formed by c-jun 
and c-fos & 
contains a leucine 
zipper structural 
motif. 
Signalling 
lymphocyte 
actived molecule, 
Slam- associated 
protein and FYN, 
a src family 
tyrosine kinase, 
interact with one 
another. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tyrosine kinase 
that is a T cell 
specific analog of 
Btk (BTK is 
defective in 
human 
immunodeficiency 
X-linked 
agammaglobu-
linemia & in 
SCID mice.  
Encodes the cell 

RelB-/- mice have 
↓↓↓ NKT cell # (esp 
if targeted del from 
the stroma), 
widespread T cell 
dependent 
inflammatory 
infiltrates, but 
normal gross 
conventional T and 
B lymphocyte 
differentiation prior 
to infiltrate dev. 
RelA-/- mice have 
↓↓↓  NKT cell #.  
aly/aly mice (point 
mutation in NIK) 
have ↓↓↓ NKT cell 
#. 
Hypothesised to be 
necc for dev of NKT 
cell precursors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In humans, 
mutations in the 
SH2-domain of SAP 
result in people with 
XLP & they have 
defective PB NKT 
cells. 
Fyn-/- mice have 
↓↓↓ CD1-dependent 
NKT cells, but 
normal # CD1-
independent NKT 
cells & conventional 
T cells.  
SAP-deficient mice 
have no thymic, 
hepatic or splenic 
NKT cells. 
Itk-/- mice have 
impaired NKT cell 
dev, but normal T 
cell #. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LFA1 deficiency 

2004b, 
Sivakumar et al., 
2003, 
DeKoning et al., 
1997, 
Tato et al., 2006, 
Stankovic et al., 
2010.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elewaut et al., 
2003b, 
Narita et al., 
1999. 
Williams et al., 
2001, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sayos et al., 
1998, 
Eberl et al., 1999, 
Gadue et al., 
1999, 
Davidson et al., 
2004 
Pasquier et al., 
2005, 
Nichols et al., 
2005b,  
Chung et al., 
2005, 
Borowski et al, 
2005. 
 
 
Gadue & Stein, 
2002. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ohteki et al., 
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RORγt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Runx1 

adhesion 
molecule, 
leukocyte-
associated antigen 
1 (LFA1). 
Transcription 
factor induced in 
DP thymocytes 
which binds T 
early α promoter 
& regulates TCRα 
gene 
rearrangements. 
Runt-related 
transcription 
factor 1 (acute 
myeloid leukemia 
1; aml1 oncogene) 

results in ↓↓ 
NK1.1+TCRα+ NKT 
cells in the liver. 
 
 
RORγt- deficient 
mice lack NKT cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Runx1-/- mice 
develop DP 
thymocytes but have 
no detectable 
TCRβNK1.1+ cells 
in thymus, liver or 
spleen. 
 

1999, 
Emoto et al., 
1999. 
 
 
Egawa et al., 
2005, 
Bezbradica et al., 
2005. 
 
 
 
 
Taniuchi, 2002 
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this is raised in a direct comparison of the effects of the null mutation of scid and 

targeted deletion of Rag and Notch1 on one hand, with those of deletion of members of 

the Ets family of eukaryotic transcription factors, Ets1 and Mef on the other. While 

none of the mutants have NKT cells, NOTCH1 and RAG mutants and SCID mice, 

have blocked or impared all of T cell development; while ETS1 and MEF mutants 

have impaired NK cell development. It is probable that NKT cells require the 

coordinated expression of gene cassettes characteristic of both T and NK cells and that 

the failure of expression of either pathway is sufficient to prevent the normal 

development of NKT cells.  

 

The differentiation step to NKT cell development was inferred as occurring after 

commitment to the T lineage following interpretation of Notch1-targeted deletion 

experiments (Radkte et al., 1999). As deletion of Notch1 in mice is embryonic (d10) 

lethal, its role in lymphoid development was studied in interferon inducible Cre 

recombinase transgenic, loxP-insertion mutants. In this system, induced deletion of 

Notch1 expression resulted in a cell autonomous blockage in all T cell development, 

including that of NKT cells, at a stage before the expression of T lineage markers 

(Radkte et al., 1999). NKT cells, like conventional T cells, undergo β selection during 

their development. Conventional T cells rearrange TCR genes in the cortex of the 

thymus early in ontogeny. The assembly of the somatic genes encoding the antigen 

specific receptors requires excision and ligation (recombination) of variable (V), 

diversity (in the heavy or β chain; D) and joining (J) gene segments. The enzyme 

complex responsible contains two lymphoid specific gene products, encoded by Rag1 

and Rag2 (Dorschkind, 1991, Gerondakis and Siebenlist, 2010).  PRKDC, a DNA 
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activated protein kinase is also required for recombinase activity (Dorschkind, 1991). 

The newly-formed TCRβ chains join the pre-Tα subunit following proliferation 

through cytokine stimulation and this allows β selection to occur (Berzins et al., 2004). 

Failure of this process results in disruption to T and NKT cell development, as is 

evident in preTα-/- mice, as well as in Cd3ζ-/-, Rag-/-, cytokine γ chain-/- (γc-/-), and 

SCID mice which have a mutation in the gene encoding the catalytic subunit of  

PRKDC (Macdonald, 2002, Eberl et al., 1999a, Dorschkind, 1991). Interestingly, 

although Cd3ζ and Cd3η share most of their gene sequence (exons 1-8), with the ζ 

variant only having exon 9 and η variant only having exon10, knocking out η only 

does not disrupt T cell development. It is lethal however, possibly due to the Oct1 gene 

on the opposite strand (Malissen et al., 1993). Following β-selection of pre-TCR+ DN 

thymocytes, these cells then rearrange their TCRα gene and become DP 

(CD4+CD8+)TCRαβ thymocytes (Bommhardt et al., 2004, Taghon and Rothenberg, 

2008). The products of the Cd247 gene appear to be necessary for efficient generation 

and/or survival of CD24high CD4intCD8int (DP) thymocytes (Malissen et al., 1993), and 

this is the earliest NKT cell-specific development stage detectable (Benlagha et al., 

2005). The preselection DP stage is easily detected in Vα14Jα18 chain transgenic 

mice (Bendelac et al., 1996). RORγt, a transcription factor induced in DP thymocytes, 

binds to the T early α promoter and regulates TCRα gene rearrangement through 

induction of the anti-apoptotic factor BCL-XL (Guo, 2002). Deficient targeted mutant 

mice lacking RORγt do not develop NKT cells (Egawa et al., 2005; Bezbradica et al., 

2005). Using fate-mapping experiments with DP stage-specific CD4-cre transgenic 

cross ROSA26R reporter mice, which result in excision of the loxP-flanked “stop” 

sequence such that the EGFP reporter gene is expressed and DP thymocyte-derived 
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cells can be traced in lymphoid tissues, Egawa  (2005) demonstrated that iNKT cells 

are derived from DP thymocytes. These results were also confirmed using RORγt-

creROSA26R mice (Egawa et al., 2005).  

 

Another gene affecting conventional T cells in addition to NKT cells is Vav1. It is a 

member of the Rho-family GTP exchange factors has its expression is restricted to the 

haemopoetic system (Bustelo, 2000). Vav1 deficient (Vav-/-) mice have greatly reduced 

thymic cellularity and both positive and negative T cell selection is blocked (Turner et 

al., 1997). Their thymocytes also display defects in calcium flux (Kong et al., 1998; 

Fischer et al., 1995) and VAV1 has been found to be an essential component of 

signalling pathways required for TCR-induced actin polymerisation and TCR capping 

in thymocytes and T cells (Fischer et al., 1998; Holsinger et al., 1998). While Vav-/- 

mice have normal numbers of NK cells, and retain normal ADCC as well as Fc 

receptor mediated activation of ERK1, JNK and p38, NK natural cytotoxicity is 

defective. Vav1-/ -mice have drastically reduced numbers of CD3+NK1.1+ NKT cells 

and their splenocytes fail to produce IL4 in response to in vivo CD3 stimulation (Chan 

et al., 2001). 

 

Lymphotoxin, Cd122 , Irf1 and Ikaros are other examples of genes affecting NK cells 

in addition to NKT cells. Lymphotoxin is a member of the TNF family. It is a 

heterotrimer consisting of LTα and LTβ , and is expressed in activated T and B cells 

and NK cells. NK cells in C57BL/6.LTα-/-mice are reduced in numbers in the thymus 

and bone marrow and the residual cells are functionally impaired (Smyth et al., 1999). 

LTα-/- and LTβ-/- mice are also deficient in both CD1d-dependent and CD1d-
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independent NKT cells. Although Vα14Jα18 transcripts could be detected by RT-PCR 

and Vβ8+DN cells were present, levels of both were decreased (Elewaut et al., 2000). 

Transgenic LTβRFc mice expressing a soluble LTβR decoy from three days of age 

were found to have normal numbers of NKT cells, (Elewaut et al., 2000) suggesting 

that lymphotoxin is required at an early stage of NKT cell development, but is not 

required for function or homeostasis of NKT cells. 

 

CD122 (p75) is the IL2/IL15 receptor β-chain and is involved in IL2 mediated signal 

transduction. It is expressed constitutively with CD132 on resting T-lymphocytes, NK 

cells, and a number of other cell types, and requires the regulated co-expression of 

CD25 (the alpha, p55-chain) for high affinity binding. CD122-deficient mice display 

normal development of conventional αβT and B cells, but have dramatically reduced 

numbers of NK cells, skin intra-epithelial leukocytes (IEL), γδTCR expressing and 

TCRαβ-CD8αα subsets of intestinal IEL, and NK1.1+ TCRαβ NKT cells (Lodolce et 

al., 1998; Suzuki et al., 1995). Enforced expression of Bcl2 by the introduction of the 

Bcl2 transgene into CD122-deficient mice, resulted in increased NK cell numbers, but 

showed no significant difference in the numbers of NKT cells or intestinal 

intraepithelial lymphocytes. As leukocyte subset numbers in IL2-deficient targeted 

mutant mice are relatively normal until affected by widespread immune disregulation 

after 3 weeks of age, (Ohteki and MacDonald, 1994) and targeted mutant mice lacking 

IL15 are severely deficient in both NK and NKT cells, (Kennedy et al., 2000) it is 

likely that lack of IL15 signalling is responsible for the defects observed in CD122-

deficient mice.  
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The transcription factor interferon regulatory factor 1 (IRF1) binds the interferon 

consensus sequence (ICS) in the 5’ regulatory region of type I interferon-inducible 

genes and interferon-inducible MHC class I genes. In addition to reduced numbers of 

CD8+αβTCR+ cells, mice deficient in IRF1 have reduced numbers of NK1.1+TCRαβ 

NKT cells, NK cells and IELs. Overexpression of BCL2 restores development of 

CD8+ T cells but not NKT, NK or TCRγδ+ IELs (Ohteki et al., /2001). Levels of IL15 

mRNA are very low in these mice and addition of IL15 to IRF-/- cells cultured in vitro 

results in recovery of these missing subsets, suggesting that disruption IL15 signalling 

is also involved in this phenotype (Ohteki et al., 1998). 

 

Ikaros is a DNA binding, zinc finger protein that appears to play an important role in 

lymphoid homeostasis. Ikaros null mice (Ik-/-) lack B, NK and lymphoid dendritic cells 

and are markedly deficient in γδT cells. They have 100-fold fewer thymocytes at birth, 

(Cortes et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1996) with numbers increasing until they approach 

normal WT numbers after 6 weeks of age. However, the αβ thymocytes that develop 

in these mice are aberrant, characterised by extreme expansion of CD4+ cells and a 

hyperproliferative response to T cell receptor stimulation. In mice where only the 

Ikaros binding domain is disrupted, all lymphoid cells are missing (Georgopoulos et 

al., 1994). 

 

Targeted mutant mice lacking expression of CD1d show a dramatic reduction in 

numbers of NK1.1+ T cells, and a virtually complete deficiency in T cells bearing the 

canonical gene rearrangement of Vα14Jα18 (Chen et al., 1997). These findings 

strongly support the supposition that NKT cells are positively selected on CD1d. 
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CD1d associates with β2M in the endoplasmic reticulum forming a complex that 

travels to the cell surface where the cytoplasmic tail of CD1d binds to the adaptor 

protein AP3 resulting in the targeting of the complex to the late endosomes. β2m-/- 

mice have no NKT cells (Elewaut et al., 2003a) while pearl mice, which are mutants 

of the β3A subunit of AP3, have severely reduced numbers of NKT cells (Honey et al., 

2002). A lysosomal serine protease, Cathepsin L, has been suggested to be involved in 

regulating presentation of the natural CD1d ligand, although the exact mechanism of 

this is unknown. Cathepsin L-deficient mice have very low levels of NKT cells in the 

thymus, liver and spleen as determined by CD1d/αGalCer tetramer staining, although 

CD1d surface expression and localisation to endosomes are normal (Honey et al., 

2002). Cathepsin S-deficient mice have also been reported to be deficient in NKT 

cells, although there is disagreement as to the extent of the deficiency (Honey et al., 

2002; Riese et al., 2001; Honey and Rudensky 2003). This deficiency is not specific to 

NKT cells but is an indirect result of impaired endosomal processing that also effects 

CD4+ T cell selection (Honey and Rudensky 2003). 

 

CD1d is crucial for late-stage NKT cell development and in particular, during the 

functionally significant acquisition of NK1.1 needed for NKT cell maturation. 

Although CD1d is not necessary for long-term survival of NKT cells, Immature NK1.1 

NKT cells fail to fully mature if they are transferred to a CD1d-deficient environment 

(McNab et al., 2005). 

 

Targeted deletion of the Jα18 TCR gene segment results in specific deficiency of 

Vα14Jα18 NKT cells, as well as the cytokine production and cytotoxic functions 
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mediated by them, (Zlotnik et al., 1992; Eberl et al., 1999a) consistent with the 

hypothesis that the majority of CD1d-reacting NKT cells express the Jα18 segment. 

 

Following sequential rearrangement of β- and α-TCR chains, NKT cell precursors 

then interact with endogenous agonist ligands presented by CD1d on other DP 

thymocytes, while homotypic interactions between Signalling Lymphocyte Activated 

Molecule (SLAM)-family members provide signals, either at this stage or soon 

afterwards, to recruit SLAM-associated protein (SAP) and a cytoplasmic protein 

belonging to the src family of tyrosine kinases, FYN, to activate the NFkB cascade 

(Bendelac et al., 2007). 

 

Nuclear factor (NF)-κB family of transcription factors play a critical role in 

immunocyte activation and cytokine secretion (Elewaut et al., 2003b; Caamaño et al., 

1999, Stankovic et al., 2010). NF-κB is an element of conventional T cell development 

but appears to have some redundancy with other pathways since NFκB-/- mice produce 

T cells in a relatively normal manner (Voll et al., 2000).  However, NF-κB signaling is 

essential for NKT cell development with T cell intrinsic NF-κB signaling apparently 

inducing the expression of anti-apoptotic molecules such as BCL2 (Stanic et al., 

2004a). The role of the individual NF-κB transcription factors and the precise 

developmental stages controlled remain inclear. Although early reports indicated that 

that the classical NF-κb pathway was globally disrupted when the classical NK-κB 

transcription factors were deleted, this has proved more recently not to be the case, but 

rather that no individual factor was essential for the requirement of NK-κB signaling 

in early NKT cell development before Nk1.1 expression. Each factor, however, plays a 
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non-redundant role in later stages of NKT cell maturation and function. All mature 

NKT cell subsets are reduced in the absence of NFκB, (Stanic et al., 2004; Sivakumar 

et al., 2003; Elewaut et al., 2003b, Stankovic et al., 2010), although the extent in 

reduction varies depending on the subunit of NFκB being disabled. For example, the 

absence of the thymic RelB NFκB subunit results in significant NKT cell deficiency, 

but the default is greatest when targed deletion of RelB is from the stroma rather than 

from the thymocytes (Elewaut et al., 2003b). Stromal cells, in the absence of RELB, 

fail to produce IL15 and virtually no NKT cells develop beyond the NK1.1 stage. 

Targeted deletion of RelB in mice results in a decrease in NKT cell numbers without 

affecting T (DeKoning et al., 1997) or NK  (Tato et al., 2006) cells numbers. Although 

widespread T cell dependent inflammatory infiltrates are observed in RelB-/- mice, no 

gross abnormalities have been found in conventional T or B lymphocyte differentiation 

before the development of the infiltrates (DeKoning et al., 1997). While all mature 

NKT cell subsets are reduced in the absence of NFκB1, RelA deficiency has a more 

profound effect on the Nk1.1 stage of NKT cell development, while cRel knock-out 

mice showed no deficiency in NKT cell numbers (Stankovic et al., 2010). NF-kB1, 

RelA and c-Rel, on the other hand, are all necessary for normal NKT cell cytokine 

production, with the exception of IL-17, the cytokine produced by Nk1.1-CD4- cells 

(NKT-17 cells)  (Stankovic et al., 2010). 

 

RelB activation is dependent on NF-κB-inducing kinase (NIK), and aly/aly mice, 

which have a point mutation in Nik, have reduced NKT cell numbers. Elewaut et al. 

(2003b), report that differentiation of Vα14iNKT cells is blocked at a relatively late 
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stage in the mice, after acquisition of the canonical TCR defining a signalling pathway 

in stromal cells that has a specific effect on Vα14iNKT cells.  

 

In humans, mutations in the SH2 domain of SAP (also known as Sh2dla, DSHP), result 

in X-linked proliferative syndrome (XLP) (Sayos et al., 1998) and defective NKT cells 

have been found in their peripheral blood samples. Although the membrane proximal 

mediator(s) of SAP recruitment remain illusive, SAP-associated SLAM family 

members are likely candidates because of the unique homotypic nature of the cellular 

interaction required for selection of Vα14 TCR+ cortical CD4+CD8+ thymocytes into 

the NKT cell lineage. 

 

Targeted deletion from T lineage cells of FYN results in thymocytes being refractory 

to stimulation with mitogen or antigen through the T cell receptor, while peripheral T 

cells mature normally and reacquire significant signalling capabilities. These results 

indicate that Fyn plays a pivotal role in T cell receptor signal transduction. Two 

independent studies have shown the importance of Fyn in regulating the development 

of NKT cells. Fyn-/- mice are severely deficient in CD1-dependent NKT cells but have 

normal numbers of CD1d-independent NKT and conventional T cells (Eberl et al., 

1999). As the iNKT cell deficiency is cell intrinsic and is not due to a lack of 

expression of CD1d or defects in the thymic microenvironment (Gadue et al., 1999), 

Eberl et al. (1999) suggested that the absence of FYN could disturb cytokine signalling 

or increase the avidity threshold required for the development of CD1d-dependent 

NKT cells. 
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Some association between activated FYN in T-cells (FYNT) and TCR subunit 

immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs has been demonstrated (Gauen et al., 

1994). However, it appears that there is a direct interaction between FYNT and SAP, 

providing an alternative explanation for FYNT reqirement in NKT cell development 

(Sayos et al., 1998, Chan et al., 2003, Latour et al., 2003a). These groups have found a 

trimolecular interaction between the membrane proximal SLAM tyrosine residue, the 

SAP SH2 domain and the FYNT SH3 domain. The autoinhibitory loop structure of the 

FYNT is relieved through the latter interaction therby releasing its tyrosine kinase 

activity. SAP deficient mice exhibit defective T-helper cell differentiation and altered 

responses to pathogens (Wu et al., 2001) and lack NKT cells in the thymus, liver and 

spleen (Pasquier et al., 2005, Nichols et al., 2005a, Chung et al., 2005).  

 

The transcription factor activator protein1 (AP1) is a heterodimer formed by c-jun and 

c-fos and contains a leucine zipper structural motif. AP1 is negatively regulated by the 

basic leucine zipper transcriptional factor BATF and both are expressed in DN 

thymocytes and SP T cells but are down regulated in CD4+CD8+ DP thymocytes 

(Williams et al., 2001). BATF transgenic mice have normal numbers and proportions 

of both B and T cells, but are deficient in NKT cells as shown by reduced numbers of 

NK1.1+TCRαβ+ cells and an inability to detect Vα14Jα18 transcripts. Williams et al. 

(2003), hypothesised that reactivation of AP1 is required for the development of NKT 

cell precursors following recognition of the invariant TCR by CD1d presenting cells.  

 

Runx1 was also determined to be essential for iNKT cell development as CD4-cre; 

Runx1F/F targeted deletion mice develop DP thymocytes, but no detectable 
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TCRβNK1.1+ cells in thymus, spleen or liver (Taniuchi, 2002). Subsequent to the DP 

stage, there are at least three and possibly four phenotypically distinct, NK1.1-

immature developmental stages of NKT cells. They are subdivided on the basis of 

CD24, CD44 and DX5 expression, and although there is no formal proof for the 

precursor-progeny relationship, ontogeny studies from independent groups, concur on 

the step-wise progression (Benlagha et al., 2002; Gadue et al., 2002; Benlagha et al., 

2005): CD24lowCD44lowNK1.1lowDX5low Stage 1 cells, 

CD24lowCD44highNK1.1lowDX5low Stage 2 cells, CD24lowCD44highNK1.1high DX5low 

Stage 3 cells; and CD24lowCD44highNK1.1highDX5high Stage 4 cells, although there is 

no sharp phenotypic contrast between Stages 1 and 2, with CD44 going from low to 

high, so these may in fact just be a continuum associated with the post-selection NKT 

cell population expansion phase. Using intrathymic cell transfers, Benlagha  (2005) 

revealed that a DN population also originates during these stages, from cycling 

HSAlowCD4 cells, by down-regulation of CD4 in up to 50% of NKT cells (Benlagha et 

al., 2005). Little is known about the precise timing of this branch-point as CD4- NKT 

cells can be found with both an immature (NK1.1-) and mature (NK1.1+) phenotype. 

Cellular expansion occurs between the CD44lowNK1.1- and the CD44highNK1.1- stage 

of development and the NKT cells acquire a memory phenotype, defined by high copy 

number and effector/memory properties for rapid and effective responses (Benlagha et 

al., 2005).  

 

After export to the periphery, CD44highNK1.1- cells can acquire NK1.1+, whereupon 

they express other NK lineage markers, including Ly6C, CD69, Ly49C/I and Ly49G2 

(Godfrey and Berzins, 2007). Some CD44highNK1.1- cells remain in the thymus, where 
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they gain NK1.1+ and become long-lived residents (Berzins, 2006; Godfrey and 

Berzins, 2007). The significance of this population remains unclear, as it’s absent in 

humans (Berzins, 2006). Transgenic mouse experiments, using IL4-GFP and IFN-YFP 

knock-ins, reveal that following TCR stimulation, CD44lowNK1.1low and 

CD44highNK1.1low cells are potent producers of IL-4 and and IL-10, but make little 

IFN-γ; while CD44highNK1.1+ cells produce far more IFNγ and less IL-4 and little if 

any IL-10 than NK1.1- cells. The ratio of IL-4 to IFNγ decreases from stage 2 to stage 

4 in NK1.1- cells (Benlagha et al., 2002, Gadue et al., 2002, Pellicci et al., 2002; 

Godfrey and Berzins, 2007, Godfrey, Stankovic and Baxter, 2010).  

 

Microarray gene expression analysis of C57BL/6 Vα14iNKT cells, sorted ex vivo into 

three developmental stages based on expression of CD44 and NK1.1 markers, found 

597 genes to change at least 8-fold (in stage 2 and 3, compared to stage1) during the 

course of NKT cell development (Matsuda et al., 2006). Examination of those genes 

previously associated with Vα14iNKT cell biology revealed increased expression of 

IFN-γ, granzyme B, FASL, perforin, RANTES, CD122, CxCR3, CCR5, CD38 and T-

bet. As Matsuda and colleagues had previously shown that T-bet-/- targeted deletion 

mice do not generate mature NK and Valpha14i NKT cells (Townsend et al., 2004), 

they tracked changes in gene expression patterns following introduction of T-bet into 

T-bet-/- CD8-depleted thymocytes. T-bet upregulated CCR5, CxCR3, FasL and CD122 

mRNA levels, but only marginally modulated the mRNA levels of IFN-γ, granzymeB 

and perforin. Using modified T-bet, by fusing its C-terminus with a mutated ligand 

binding domain of human estrogen receptor α (ER), such that T-bet was tamoxifen-

regulated and could be rapidly and reversibly switched on or off, Matsuda et al. (2007) 
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established a direct role for T-bet in the regulation of IFNγ, CD122, and CxCR3. While 

IFNγ could only be detected following TCR stimulation, CD122 and CxCR3 up-

regulation required no stimulation. The authors suggested that T-bet plays a central 

role in controlling NKT maturation through regulation of the IL-2/IL-15Rbeta-chain 

(CD122), IFNγ function and the trafficking of these lymphocytes through CxCR3 

(Matsuda et al., 2007).  

 

The tyrosine kinase Itk/Tsk is a T cell specific analog of Btk, the tyrosine kinase 

defective in the human immunodeficiency X-linked agammaglobulinemia and in SCID 

mice. T lymphocytes from Itk-deficient mice are refractory to mitogenic stimuli 

delivered through the T cell receptor (TCR). Itk and Fyn mutant mice share a similar 

phenotype with normal T cell numbers and impaired NKT cell development.  

 

Itk-/- mice appear to have a block between the DX5+NK1.1- and the DX5-NK1.1+ stage, 

as evidenced by the presence of Vα14Jα18 transcripts and an accumulation of 

DX5+NK1.1 cells (Gadue and Stein, 2002). In older Itk-/- mice, peripheral NKT cells 

disappear completely, indicating ITK is required for peripheral maintenance as well as 

final maturation of NKT cells (Gadue and Stein, 2002). 

 

Deletion of leukocyte function associated antigen 1 (LFA1), a cell adhesion molecule, 

results in reduced numbers of NK1.1+TCRα+ NKT cells in the liver, while other organs 

are relatively unaffected. There remains some disagreement over whether this defect is 

due to impaired development or trafficking (Ohteki et al., 1999; Emoto et al., 1999). 
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Invariant NKT cells constitute CD4+ and CD4−CD8− (DN) subsets in mice (Benlagha 

et al., 2002, Egawa et al., 2005, Gapin et al., 2001, Pellicci et al., 2002) and, although 

both subsets are capable of producing a large quantity of immunoregulatory cytokines 

immediately upon TCR stimulation, they appear to be functionally distinct from one 

another (Wilson and Delovitch 2003). CD4+ iNKT cells have been shown to exert a 

tolerogenic role (Chen et al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2003, Roelofs-Haarhuis et al., 

2004), while DN iNKT cells may preferentially possess the ability to promote 

immunological effector responses (Crowe et al., 2005). 

 

(v) Linkage analysis of numbers of NKT cells  

 Genetic control of NKT cell frequency has been investigated by a number of 

groups with evidence for at least two recessive loci being found (Esteban, 2003; 

Rocha-Campos et al., 2006, Chen et al., 2007). As NKT cell numbers are reduced in 

the diabetes-prone NOD mouse strain, and diabetes in this strain could be prevented by 

increasing their numbers by adoptively transferring αβTCR+ CD4-CD8- cells into pre-

diabetic mice, or by stimulation them with αGalCer, initial investigations were 

undertaken to identify congenic mouse lines with NKT cell phenotypes. Lord and 

colleagues (2001) and Matsuki  (2003) were unsuccessful in finding altered numbers 

of NKT cells in Idd5 (chromosome 1) or Idd3,Idd10/18 (chromosome 3) NOD 

congenic lines carrying C57BL/6 derived genetic segments. Lord found unchanged 

NKT cell numbers in lines congenic for Idd1 (chromosome 17) and Idd9 (chromosome 

4), although Matsuki suggested “slightly increased NKT cell numbers” were present in 

Idd9 congenics. Matsuki and colleagues (2003) excluded variation in NKT cell 

frequency in Idd13 (chromosome 2) and Idd6 (chromosome 6) C57BL/6 congenic 
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mice bearing NOD-derived regions, while reduced numbers of NKT cells in the livers 

of Idd4 (chromosome 11) congenic lines were reported. As the NOR strain of mice, 

which are closely related to the NOD strain (they share approximatey 88% of their 

genome with the NOD strain, while the remaining ~ 12% contain genes which are 

C57BL/6 or DBA/2 derived), are TID resistant, Matsuki et al. (2003) compared their 

NKT cell numbers to the NOD strain and found them to be similar. However, on 

revisiting this question, Chen et al. (2007) compared NOD, NOR and lines with NOR-

derived congenic regions on chromosome 1(NOD.Chr1NOR containing Idd5), 2 

(NOD.Chr2ANOR containing Idd13) or 4 (NOD.Chr4NOR containing Idd9/11), and 

found that the NOR mouse strain had significantly more CD4+ and DN iNKT cells, 

both in the thymus and the spleen, than NOD mice. This discrepancy between their 

results and the Matsuki group are a consequence of Matsuki identifying only those 

iNKT cells utilising TCR Vβ8.1-2 while the Chen group identified NKT cells utilising 

TCR Vβ2, Vβ7, Vβ8 or others expressing non-Vβ7 or Vβ8 elements.  Both groups 

agree that there is no significant difference in TCR Vβ8 expressing iNKT cells, the 

increase being attributed to the TCR Vβ2-positive and other non-Vβ7 and Vβ8 

subsets. The NOD.Chr1NOR (Idd5) congenic strain was found to have marginally 

increased thymic and splenic iNKT cells compared to NOD mice, with both CD4+ and 

DN subsets being increased in the thymus, but only the CD4+ subset being elevated in 

the spleen. The numbers of iNKT cells were dramatically higher in the 

NOD.Chr2ANOR (Idd13) congenic strain compared to NOD mice, in both thymic and 

splenic CD4+ and DN subsets. Equivalent numbers of NKT cells were observed for the 

NOD.Chr4NOR (Idd9/11) and NOD mice.  
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In a comparison to C576BL/6 mice, the NZM2410 strain (a lupus prone, NZB/W-

derived line) and a C57BL/6 line congenic for a NZM2410-derived segment of 

chromosome 1 (Sle1), an increase in hepatic NKT cell numbers was identified in both 

the lupus-prone and the Sle1-congenic strains (Matsuki et al., 2003). A linkage 

analysis of in vitro polarised cytokine production revealed IFNγ production by NKT 

cells to be affected by a congenic segment on chromosome 18 (linked to D18mit149) 

(Zhang et al., 2003) that is proximal to the diabetes susceptibility region, Idd21 

(Hollis-Moffatt et al., 2005). In order to confirm that this segment contributed to the 

NKT cell phenotype, the authors produced BALB congenic lines carrying B10.D2 

alleles on chromosome 18. Surprisingly, these mice lacked NKT cells and this defect 

was shown to be dominant in F1 crosses with BALB/c mice. While the authors argued 

the case for this locus representing a QTL affecting NKT cell numbers, it is more 

likely that a mutation occurred in a gene critical for NKT cell development in the 

parental B10.D2 stock (reviewed in Jordan et al., 2004). 

 

Esteban  (2003) mapped genetic control of thymic NKT cell numbers in a first 

backcross from C57BL/6 to NOD.Nkrp1b mice. Two loci exhibiting significant 

linkage to NKT cell numbers were identified: one on distal chromosome 1(Nkt1) in the 

same region as the NOD mouse lupus susceptibility gene Babs2/Bana3 (Jordan et al., 

2000) and the genes controlling antinuclear antibody production in three models of 

SLE related to the NZB/W model: Sle1; Nba2; and Lbw7 (Morel et al., 1997, Drake et 

al.,1994, Kono et al., 1994). This locus is syntenic with the lupus linkage region in 

humans at chromosome 1q23 (Moser et al., 1998, Moser et al., 1999, Gaffney et al., 

1998). The second most significant locus (Nkt2) mapped to the same region as Idd13, a 
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NOD-derived diabetes susceptibility gene on chromosome 2. A diabetes susceptibility 

gene β2M, which encodes the CD1d heterodimeric partner beta-2-microglobulin, lies 

in this vicinity and has been validated as a disease susceptibility gene in transgenic 

rescue studies (Hamilton-Williams et al., 2001).  

 

 

1.10 A genetically simple autoimmune trait: Gastritis 

 

In contrast to the genetic complexity of some autoimmune diseases, like T1D, the 

autoimmune gastritis trait is a relatively simple one. As outlined in section 1.2.3 

Autoimmune chronic (type A) gastritis is an organ-specific inflammatory disease of 

the stomach leading to gastric atrophy, vitamin B12 deficiency and pernicious 

anaemia, and is associated with increased susceptibility to gastric cancer (Toh et al., 

1997). Gastritis also represents one of the few autoimmune diseases in which the 

causative autoantigens are defined, specifically antibodies to the gastric (H+/K+ 

ATPase) proton pump’s α- and β-subunits where a CD4+ T cell response to the β-

subunit, in particular, is essential for the initiation of disease (Cantó, Vidal, Rodríguez-

Sánchez, 2003, Toh, Sentry, Alderuccio, 2000, Scarff et al., 1997, Toh, van Driel, 

Gleeson, 1992).  The H+/K+ ATPase protein is localized to the parietal cell’s secretory 

membrane where its function involves exchanging H+ ions for K+ ions within the 

lumen. While gastritis is characterized by autoantibodies to the parietal cells, there is 

mononuclear infiltration of the gastric submucosa, with specific loss of parietal and 

zymogenic cells from the gastric mucosa and achlorhydria (Toh et al., 1997, 

Alderuccio and Toh, 1998, Scarff et al., 1997). Pernicious aenemia, the end stage of 
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autoimmune gastritis, is caused by the lack of intrinsic factor, another secreted product 

of parietal cells, which is necessary for vitamin B12 absorption (Samloff et al., 1968, 

Samloff and Turner, 1968, Rothenberg et al., 1971, Strickland, 1990). As over 90% 

patients with pernicious aenemia have serum autoantibodies against H+/K+ ATPase 

and intrinsic factor, they are perfect markers for the disease (Irvine et al., 1965), 

however as no H+/K+ ATPase protein is present within the basolateral membrane of 

viable parietal cells, it is unlikely that it is accessible to these circulating 

autoantibodies (Toh et al., 1997). While the first indication of an important role for T 

lymphocytes in the pathogenesis of gastritis arose through observation of early 

infiltration and steady increase in these cells within the gastric mucosa (Irvine, 1965, 

Strickland and Mackay, 1973) the use of experimental models of Autoimmune 

Gastritis provided greater insight into their pathogenic role in disease progression. 

 

1.10.1 Experimental autoimune Gastritis 

The mouse model of gastritis is one of the best characterized animal models of 

autoimmunity (Read et al., 2007, Field et al., 2005, van Driel, 2002, Toh et al., 2000, 

Alderuccio et al., 2000, McHugh et al., 2001, Suri-Payer et al., 1999, Alderuccio and 

Toh, 1998, Gleeson et al., 1996, Asano et al., 1996, Suri-Payer et al., 1996, Barrett et 

al., 1995, Bonomo et al., 1995, Sakaguchi et al., 1995, Alderuccio et al., 1993, 

Fukuma et al., 1988) that involves thymectomy of BALB/c.CrSlc, a substrain of 

BALB/c,  mice on the third day of life, inducing organ-specific autoimmune disease of 

the stomach (and to a lesser extent, the endocrine organs) in approximately 70% of 

treated mice. Although this mouse strain is the most susceptible to d3Tx EAG, it can 

be induced in other strains such as A, C3H and SJL, albeit at a much lower incidence 
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(Kojima and Prehn, 1981, Tung et al., 1987, Murakami et al., 1992). Other strains, 

such as C57BL/6 mice, are completely resistant to the disease. The EAG model is a 

useful one for studying aetiology and pathology of gastritis as it has many features in 

common with human type A gastritis, including the main target autoantigens and 

histopathological features, as well as the presence of circulating parietal cell 

autoantibodies in sera (Jones et al., 1991). 

 

Despite the presence of specific causative autoantibodies, experimental autoimmune 

gastritis (EAG) is categorized as a T cell mediated autoimmune disease being caused 

by CD4+ T cells (van Driel et al., 2002, Alderuccio et al., 1997, De Silva et al., 2001, 

Gleeson et al., 1996, McHugh et al., 2001, Scarff et al., 1997, Suri-Payer et al., 1999, 

Suri-Payer et al., 1996).  Adoptive transfer experiments indicated that serum from 

CD4+ (but not CD8+) T cells of affected donors can transfer disease to 

immunodeficient recipients (Sakaguchi et al., 1985, Smith et al., 1992) and this was 

confirmed by T cell depletion studies (De Silva et al., 1998) in which anti-CD4, and 

not anti-CD8, antibody administration significantly reduced the incidence of EAG in 

3d Tx BALB/c.CrSlc mice.  Thus, in contrast to type-1 diabetes, CD8+ T cells play no 

role in the development of gastritis, indicating a relatively uncomplicated 

immunopathogenesis of disease. 

 

An indepth study of the mononuclear infiltrates by Martinelli and collegues in 1996 

showed that infiltrate consisting mainly of macrophages and CD4+ T cells first 

appeared at 4 weeks of age. Only a few B cells were present at this stage, with their 

numbers increasing dramatically between 6 and 8 weeks of age, coinciding with the 
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production of gastric autoantibodies. CD4 + T cell associated antibodies, including IL-

2, IL-3, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, IFN-γ, TNF-α and GM-CSF, were found to be present 

within the gastric mucosa. The importace of IFN-γ was also confirmed by Barrett et al. 

(1996) who showed that gastritis development could be abrogated if thymectomised 

BALB/c mice were treated with a single dose of IFN-γ antibodies immediately 

following thymectomy or by weekly doses 6-10 weeks later.  Further evidence to 

support the involvement of activated Th1 cells in the destruction of parietal cells 

comes form the observations of Katakai et al. (1998) who demonstrated a 

preponderance of Th1 cells in the gastric mucosa, in contrast to approximately equal 

numbers of Th1 and Th2 cells being found in the draining lymph nodes.   

 

In order to test whether autoreactive T cells responsible for initiation of disease in the 

d3Tx model of autoimmune gastritis were also specific for the gastric H+/K+ATPase, 

Alderuccio and co-workers created two transgenic mouse strains, one which expressed 

the α subunit under the control of the MHC class II promoter (IE-H/Kα) and one 

which expressed the β subunit (IE-H/Kβ) (Alderuccio et al., 1993, Alderuccio et al., 

1997).  In this way, they hoped to generate central deletion of autoreactive T cells 

specific for these petides through the over-expression of either the α or the β subunit. 

While thymectomised IE-H/Kα mice still progressed to disease (Alderuccio et al., 

1997), the IE-H/Kβ mice did not, despite developing autoimmune oophoritis 

(Alderuccio et al., 1993). This suggested that the β subunit was absolutely required for 

gastritis progression, while T cell reactivity to the α subunit perhaps forfilled a 

secondary role.  
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Autoimmune gastritis can be induced in non-thymectomised neonatal BALB/c mice by 

treating them with a potent immunosuppressor, such as cyclosporine A (Sakaguchi and 

Sakaguchi, 1989), or by treating thymectomised adult mice (6-8 weeks) with 

irradiation or cyclophosphamide (Barrett et al., 1995a). In both these instances, as in 

the d3Tx model, lymphopoenia results. How this lymphopoenic state results in 

autoimmune disease is still being debated. One theory is that the lymphopoenia causes 

an inbalance in immunoregulatory T cells (Mason and Powrie, 1998) while another 

suggests that it may cause abrogation of clonal ignorance through increased 

presentation of self antigens by APC (Gleeson et al., 1996). An example for the former 

theory is that autoimmunity could be prevented in day 3 thymectomised mice by 

transfer of CD4+ T cells contitutively expressing CD25 (IL2Ra) (Asano et al., 1996, 

Suri-Payer et al., 1998) and that injection of monoclonal anti-IL2Ra antibody could 

induce gastritis in unthymectomised susceptible strains (Tanuchi and Takahashi, 

1996). It has been theorized that immunoregulatory T cells may act either directly to 

suppress autoreactive T cells or indirectly by downregulating the capacity of APCs to 

activate them. In the latter theory, immunocompromisation in the mice is believed to 

lead to increased bacterial and viral loads that would therefore activate cells of the 

innate immune system, including antigen-presenting cells such as DC and 

macrophages.  It is likely that both theories contribute with a combination of 

peripheral deletion of autoreactive T cells and suppression by Treg cells being required 

to prevent the development of gastric autoimmunity (van Driel and Ang, 2008).  

 

Regulatory T cells (Treg cells) are known to play a pivitol role, particularly in the gut, 

in suppressing unwanted immune responses against self antigens (Sakaguchi et al., 
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2006), as well as controlling immune responses to microbial pathogens (Belkaid et al., 

2006) and tumours (Zou, 2006). Although a number of regulatory T cells have been 

discovered, the Foxp3+CD4+ T cells are the most significant (Sakaguchi et al., 2006) 

as severe autoimmune disease occurs in Foxp3+ Treg cell depleted mice (Kim et al., 

2007). However, other regulatory T cells are also important, such as (Th)3 cells which 

suppress autoimmune disease in a TGFβ-dependent manner, or by inducing Foxp3 

Treg cells (Carrier et al., 2007). Tr1 cells are regulatory T cells that can be induced in 

vitro by IL-10 and recent data indicates that these cells are also Foxp3+ (Veldman, 

Nagel and Hertl, 2006). Early work indicated that Foxp3+ cells constitutively 

expressed CD25, but more recently it has become recognized that some are CD25- 

(Fontenot et al., 2005a). They arise by two separate pathways. The natural Tregs arise 

in the thymus from DP immature thymocytes as a result of relatively high-affinity 

interactions with MHC class II-peptide ligand. They have an extensive TCR repertoire 

(Hsieh et al., 2006), at least as extensive as conventional T cells but with minimal 

overlap, and this has led to speculation that TCR on most natural Treg cells are avidly 

self-reactive. Recent data suggests that many Tregs are constitutivey activated in the 

periphery presumably through continual TCR engagment.  Foxp3+ T regs can also be 

generated de novo in the periphery from naïve T cells. For example Foxp3- cells can 

become Foxp3+ when transferred into ovalbumin-expressing hosts (Knoechel et al., 

2005). Coombes and co-workers in 2007 demonstrated, as have others (Sun et al., 

2007, Shambach et al., 2007), that DC that originate from gut-associated tissues have a 

high capacity to induce Foxp3+ Treg cells in the absence of added TGF-

β and that this capacity is associated with the cells ability to release both TGF-β and 

retinoic acid (RA).  
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The exact mechanism by which CD25+CD4+Foxp3+ Tregs protect against gastritis has 

yet to be elucidated but it is well established that they play a role in suppression of 

immune responses to gastric autoantigens (Laurie et al., 2002a). There is also evidence 

that suppression is via inhibition of differentiation of autoreactive T cells to become 

pathogenic effector cells (DiPaolo et al, 2005) as well as through inhibition of antigen-

specific expansion of effector cells (Zwar et al., 2006). DiPaolo and colleagues found 

that H+/K+ ATPase-specific T cells that had been in contact with Treg cells displayed 

lower IFN-γ production compared to cells that were not in contact with Treg cells 

(DiPaolo et al, 2005), while Zwar and co-workers demonstrated using cotransfer 

experiments that CD4+CD25+ Treg cells could suppress proliferation of H+/K+ 

ATPase-specific T cells in the draining lymph node of the stomach. Gastritis causing 

H+/K+ ATPase-specific T cells do not appear to be negatively selected in the thymus 

but rather exit into the extra-thymic environment where they rapidly proliferate upon 

recognizing their antigen presented by DC in the lymph node draining the stomach 

(Allen et al., 2005). However, they are short lived (2-3 weeks) and instead of 

developing into effector cells to cause disease, they die. T cells that recognize the 

H+/K+ ATPase with lower affinity are less able to efficiently be triggered by antigen 

and remain quiescent, but are however able to cause disease in the absence of Treg.  

 

It appears that a balance between effector and regulatory T cells must be established. 

When a reduced CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cell: effector T cell ratio occurs, as when 

gastritogenic T cell clones are expanded under lymphopoenic conditions, gastritis 

develops (Monteiro et al., 2008, van Driel and Ang, 2008, Read et al., 2007, Zwar et 

al., 2006, Laurie, van Driel, Gleeson, 2002, Shevach, 2001).   
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1.10.2 Genes associated with Gastritis susceptibility  

Pernicious anaemia tends to cluster within families (Doniach et al., 1965, 

Ardeman et al., 1966, Whittingham et al., 1969) as well as in individuals or families 

with organ specific thyro-gastric autoimmune diseases such as Hashimoto’s 

thyroiditis, primary ovarian failure, type 1 diabetes, Myasthemia gravis, and primary 

Addison’s disease among others (Ardeman et al., 1966, Wangel et al. 1968a, Wangel 

et al., 1968b, Whittingham et al., 1969, Davis et al., 1992). This suggests that genetic 

components play a role in the disease’s aetiology, although reports of incomplete 

concordance of pernicious anaemia in monozygotic twins (Balcerak et al., 1968) 

implicates other stochastic and/or environmental factors at play. 

 

Human studies have implicated genes within the MHC to be associated with 

pernicious anaemia (Mawhinney et al., 1975, Whitingham et al., 1975, Ungar et al., 

1981) but generally the associations were weak and could not be corroborated in 

further studies. To date, no genes outside of the MHC have been found conferring 

susceptibility to pernicious anaemia. Variations within IL1β and IL-10 have shown 

association with gastritis (Cheng et al., 2010) while polymorphisms in MALT1 have 

been implicated in primary B-cell lymphoma (Hellmig et al., 2009). A sliding window 

haplotype analysis identified a haplotype consisting of the markers CD11c exon 15 

and intron 31 associated with gastric ulcer disease in patients with chronic H.pylori 

infection (Hellmig et al., 2005).    

 

Although more studies have been done to determine disease causing genes in mice, 

these studies too have been limited. Kojima and Prehn were the first to investigate 
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genetic predispostion to gastritis in a 3 day thymectomy model involving twenty-one 

inbred and two congenic mouse strains (Kojima and Prehn, 1981). Of the five different 

post-thymectomy autoimmune diseases they studied, including oophoritis, orchitis, 

thyroiditis, gastritis and prosatitis, they determined that BALB/c mice had the highest 

incidence of gastritis. As strains baring the same H2d haplotype as the BALB stain, 

were found to be from both gastritis-susceptible and gastritis-resistant lines, they 

concluded that the MHC was not involved in susceptibility to autoimmne gastritis. 

Their further studies with Bailey’s CXB mice (decended from BALB/cBy and 

C57BL/6By strains) implicated a gene near the minor histocompatibility antigen 27. 

Mori and colleagues in 1991 found association between two genes, Mls1 on 

chromosome 1 and Hc on chromosome 2, and gastritis. Mls1 did not, however, stand 

up to further investigations by other investigators, while they themselves found no 

evidence of C5 staining in the stomachs of gastritis mice, nor complement-mediated 

lysis of parietal cells in the absence of anti-parietal autoantibodies in vitro.   

 

Ours is the only genome-wide linkage study of autoimmune gastritis that has been 

undertaken to date. This involved induction of autoimmune gastritis by neonatal 

thymectomy of an F2 intercross of the BALB/c susceptible and C57BL/6 resistant 

strains. Two distinct susceptibility regions on distal chromosome 4 were identified 

(Gasa1 and Gasa2; Silveira et al., 1999). Both genes mapped within chromosomal 

segments previously identified as NOD mouse type 1 diabetes susceptibility genes, the 

more proximal Gasa1 co-localising with Idd11 (Morahan et al., 1994), and the more 

distal Gasa2 with Idd9 (Lyons et al., 2000a). In addition, loci on chromosomes 6, 9, 15 

and 17 were identified with a trend towards linkage. This lead to a more sensitive 
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analysis, involving Gasa1 heterozygotes, and Gasa2 and C57BL/6 homozygotes plus 

heterozygotes, being undertaken to minimise the effects of these major disease genes. 

In this way, a third experimental autoimmune gastritis susceptibility gene (designated 

Gasa3) was mapped near D6Mit149 on chromosome 6 (Silveira et al., 2001).  A fourth 

Gasa gene was also identified through observation of epistatic interactions between 

Gasa2 and the H2. Examination of BALB/c (H2d), BALB.B (H2b) and F1 intercross 

mice, was undertaken in order to observe the influence of the H2 on the gastritis 

phenotype. Here, a two-fold increase in disease incidence was observed for 

heterozygous mice confirming the presence of an H2–linked susceptibility gene 

(Gasa4) (Silveira et al., 2001). Gasa3 and Gasa4 co-localise with the NOD diabetes 

susceptibility regions Idd6 and Idd1, respectively (Silveira et al., 2001).  

 

Therefore, as well as having fairly uncomplicated immunopathology, Gastritis is also a 

disease with a relatively geneticy uncomplicated complexity. 

 

1.11 Focus of the research 

 

While autoimmune diseases affect ~3-5% of Western populations (Jacobson et al., 

1997, Sangha, 2000) and are a significant cause of morbidity and mortality, nearly half 

of all individuals affected would fall into the thyrogastric cluster of autoimmune 

diseases, which includes type 1 diabetes, autoimmune gastritis, Grave’s disease and 

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Althought the genetic complexity of these diseases are 

apparently highly variable, some genetic susceptibility factors remain in common. The 

aim of this research project is to identify a subset of these genes by: 
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 i) Identifying genes mapping to the NKT cell “subphenotype” as an associated 

phenotype for type I diabetes. Here, congenic mouse lines for the linkage regions for 

NKT cell numbers detected by Esteban et al. (2003) shall be examined for genes 

contributing to the numbers of NKT cells using microarray analyses. Differentially 

regulated genes between mouse lines having low numbers of NKT cells and the 

congenic lines with higher numbers, will be investigated; and 

ii) narrowing the disease-susceptibility locus for the genetically simple autoimmune 

gastritis trait in the three-day thymectomy model of disease through the creation of a 

number of sub-congenic mouse lines, and then comparing gene expression profiles 

between gastritis-prone and gastritis-resistant strains by microarray analysis. 

In unraveling their role in autoimmune disease progression, a means for disease 

prevention or cure therapies may be able to be implemented.  



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 2 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Materials and Methods 
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2.1 Mice 

All basic, congenic, transgenic and knock-out mouse strains were maintained at the 

Immunogenetics Research Facility at the James Cook University in SPF conditions.  

These studies have been reviewed and approved by the James Cook University 

institutional Animal Care and Ethics Committee. 

 

2.1.1 Basic strains 

NOD.Nkrp1b 

Spontaneously diabetic inbred mouse strain, H2g7. This strain carries B6-

derived alleles at the NKC on chromosome 6 (from D6mit105 to D6mit135), 

permitting the use of the NK1.1 marker (Hammond et al., 2001; Poulton et al., 2001).  

 

C57BL/6J  

Inbred mouse strain, H2b, originally obtained through Jackson Laboratories, 

USA.  

 

BALB/c.Crslc 

Inbred mouse strain, H2d, originally obtained from Tohru Masuda (Institute for 

Immunology, Kyoto University, Japan). 

 

2.1.2 Congenic Strains 

 NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2db 

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb  
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Produced by intercrossing NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6J mice and performing 

serial backcrosses to NOD.Nkrp1b to N10. Mice carrying C57BL/6 alleles for the 

chromosome interval of interest were selected for breeding at each generation, before 

intercrossing and selection of homozygous congenic founders.  

 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b.Slamf1  

  Produced by intercrossing NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice and 

selecting breeders with a C57BL/6 derived segment including Slamf1 while excluding 

CD247. Homozygous congenic founders were used to establish the congenic line 

(Figure 2.1).    

   

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b.Cd247  

Produced by intercrossing NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice and 

selecting breeders with a C57BL/6 derived segment including CD247 whilst excluding 

Slamf1and Slamf6. Homozygous congenic founders were used to establish the 

congenic line (Figure 2.1).  

 

BALB/cCrslc.B6-GasaA (931-3855) and sub-congenic lines  

The BALB/c.B6-GasaA congenic line was produced by intercrossing 

BALB/cCrslc and C57BL/6J mice and performing serial backcrosses to BALB/cCrslc 

to N10. Mice with C57BL/6-derived alleles for the GasaA region on chromosome 4 

were selected at each generation by microsatellite typing. At N10, mice were 

intercrossed and homozygous congenic founders were identified to establish the line.  
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NOD.Nkrp1b
NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b

Cd247 +/-      +/- -/-    -/-        -/- -/-
Slamf1 -/-      -/- -/-    -/-        +/- +/-

Cd247      -/-           -/-      -/-          -/-     -/-    +/+           +/-      +/+         +/-     -/-

     -/-           -/-      -/-          -/-     -/- Slamf1     -/-           +/+     +/-          +/+     +/-

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247 NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam

Production  of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b subcongenic lines. The originaL NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b

mice were backcrossed to the parental NOD.Nkrp1b mouse strain, and the resulting pups
genotyped by microsatellite typing. Backcrossing was continued until Cd247 could be sepa-
rated from Slamf1, such that two new congenic lines could be produced by intercrossing the
heterozygous mice: one containing C57BL/6 derived alleles for Cd247 and NOD-derived
Slamf1 alleles (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247), and one containing NOD-derived Cd247 alleles,
with Slamf1 alleles derived from the C57BL/6 strain (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam).

Figure 2.1:
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BALB/c.CrSlc.GasaA BALB/c.CrSlc

BC1

F1

F2BC1 BALB/c.CrSlc

F2BC2

F3BC2

Various sub-congenic lines

F1

IC1

Production  of BALB/c..B6-Gasa subcongenic lines. The originaL BALB/c.B6-GasaA  mouse
strain was backcrossed to the parental BALB/c.CrSlc strain, and the resulting BC1 pups were
intercrossed. F1 pups were genotyped using fluorescently labelled microsatellite markers and
those containing the same congenic region were  intercrossed. The F2 pups were genotyped and
pups containing different congenic segments were backcrossed to the BALB/c.CrSlc strain.. The
resulting F2BC1 pups were again backcrossed to the BALB/c.CrSlc strain. The F2BC2 pups
were genotyped and those containing the same segment as identified by microsatellite typing
were intercrossed. The F3BC2 pups were genotyped and those homozygous for the same seg-
ment were intercrossed to establish the line. Further fine mapping was undertaken using SNP
analysis. In this way 35 different congenic lines spanning the linkage region on chromosome 4
were established.

Fig 2.2:
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Sub congenic lines were then established by intercrossing the BALB/c.B6-GasaA 

strain to BALB/c.Crslc mice and selecting homozygous congenic founders for the 

smaller chromosome 4 congenic regions (Figure 2.2).  

 

2.1.3 Conditional Knock-out strain 

C57BL/6-Pex13-/- 

A T cell specific knockout strain of Pex13 produced by floxed splicing to cause 

a frameshift in Pex13 resulting in a premature stop codon.  C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/- 

heterozygous mice were kindly donated by Dr Denis Crane (Eskitis Institute).  

C57BL/6-Lck.Cre+/- mice with site insertion for conditional expression of CRE in T-

cells were obtained from Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (Melbourne). C57BL/6.Cre 

mice were backcrossed to the C57BL/6 strain in order to maintain them as 

heterozygotes as Cre is homozygous lethal. C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/- mice were 

intercrossed to establish a homozygous line. C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/+ mice were bred 

with C57BL/6.Cre+/- mice and progeny heterozygous for the LoxP sites and positive 

for Lck.Cre were backcrossed to C57BL/6.Pex13-LoxP homozygotes to produce 

experimental mice. The resulting pups were genotyped in order to select age and sex 

matched mice that were C57BL/6-Pex13-/-(LoxP+/+, Lck-Cre+/-) to compare to Wild-

Type mice (LoxP+/+, Lck-Cre-/-). As only approximately one quarter of each litter 

would contain pups LoxP+/+; Cre+/- and one quarter LoxP+/+; Cre-/- and matching of 

sexes was also crucial, a number of breeding pairs were set up to obtain sufficient mice 

age and sex matched with the genotypes of interest. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of 

the breeding process. 
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C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/- C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/-

Pex13.LoxP +/-          +/-      +/-         +/-    +/-
Lck.Cre      +/-          +/-  -/-      -/-            +/-

Pex13.LoxP +/+       +/+      +/+         +/+    +/+

C57BL/6-Lck.Cre+/- C57BL/6.

Lck.Cre          +/-      +/- -/-    -/-        -/- +/-

Pex13.LoxP  +/+              +/+             +/+                  +/+

Pex13.LoxP      +/+          +/-      +/-         +/-    +/+
Lck.Cre          +/-    +/-            -/-   +/-           -/-

!

"

#

$

Pex13.LoxP +/+      +/- +/+    -/-        -/- +/-

Production  of C57BL/6-
Pex13.LoxP+/+ strain (A) and the
C57BL/6.Lck-Cre+/- strain (B). Mice
homozygous for Pex13.LoxP sites
were crossed to C57BL/6.-Lck.Cre
heterozygotes to produce mice
heterozygous for both Pex13.LoxP
and Lck.Cre (C). These mice were
crossed to C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP
mice (D) to generate pups homozy-
gous for the LoxP sites and
heterozygous for Lck.Cre, and ones
homozygous for LoxP and negative
for Lck.Cre in order that they could
be compared to each other  i.e. mice
lacking peroxisomes in their T-cells
could be compared to mice with a
normal peroxisomal complement.

Fig 2.3:
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2.1.4 Transgenic strain 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1) 

  A conditional NOD transgenic mouse strain that expresses SLAM under the 

control of a minimal human CD2 promoter. See section 2.11. 

 

2.2 DNA Preparation 

 Extraction of genomic DNA from NOD.Nkrp1b, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b and 

C57BL/6 mouse strains was carried out using the CAS-1810 X-TractorGene (Corbett 

Robotics) and the XTR2 X-tractor gene solid sample reagent pack (Sigma, Sydney, 

Australia), which is based on a method developed in this laboratory. Briefly, DNA was 

extracted by digesting 11 mm tail in 400 ul digest buffer (100 mM TrisHCl pH 8, 10 

mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl, 0.5%SDS, 50 mM DTT, 100 mM Proteinase-K), O/N, 

56ºC, 40 rpm in a VORTEMP 56EVC (Labnet, Hialeah, FL, USA). Samples were 

lysed by addition of 700 ul 5.25M Guanidine thiocyanate Lysis buffer (5.25 M 

Guanidine thiocyanate, 10 mM Tris HCl pH 6.5, 20 mM EDTA, 4% Triton-X, 64.8 

mM DTT), loaded on a glass filter (GF/B) polypropylene microplate (Whatman 

International, Clifton, USA) and washed 2x in Propanol Wash Buffer and 1x in 100% 

Ethanol. Samples were eluted in 150 ul Elution Buffer. The DNA yield was quantified 

spectrophotometrically using NanoDrop ND1000 spectophotometer (BioRad 

Laboratories, Life Science Grp, Hercules, CA, USA). 
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2.3 Genotyping 

 Identification of the congenic segment boundaries and the background screen 

were carried out by genotyping the extracted tail DNA using simple sequence length 

polymorphism (SSLP) chosen from the Whitehead Institute simple sequence length 

polymorphism library (Cambridge, MA, Dietrich et al., 1996), as well as markers 

designed in-house on the basis of PCR product length polymorphisms between 

C57BL/6 and NOD/Lt strains (for the NKT congenics) and between C57BL/6 and 

BALB/c strains (for the gastritis congenics). Analysis of SSLP polymorphisms were 

performed on Omn-E thermal cyclers (Hybaid, Basingstoke, UK) following 32P end-

labeling of the forward primer using 0.3U T4 PNK enzyme (Promega). The 10ul PCR 

mix, included 0.38mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP (Astral), 1ul 10 x PCR 

buffer (Roche, Mannheim, Germany), 6mM MgCl2 (IRoche), 0.3mM each primer and 

0.02U Taq Polmerase (Roche). Products were resolved using polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis, transfer to 3M blotting paper and exposure to Fugi Medical X-ray film 

O/N.  

 

Genotyping by fluorescently labeled micro-satellite markers (polymorphic between 

BALB/c and C57BL/6 mouse strains) within the Gasa1 and Gasa2 congenic regions 

was carried out using the MegaBACE 1000 capillary sequencer (GE Healthcare). 

Briefly, PCR was carried out as for the 32P labeled reactions, but using fluorescently 

labeled primers instead. Following amplification on Omn-E thermal cyclers (Hybaid, 

Basingstoke, UK), one microlitre of differently labeled primers for each sample were 

combined with up to 6 fold combinations being adopted. One ul of combination mix 

was resolved on the MegaBACE Sequencer and data was analysed using MegaBACE 
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Fragment Profilier v1.2.  Mice bearing subcongenic regions identical by descent were 

intercrossed to produce homozygous recombinants. 

 

For finer resolution of congenic segment boundaries, HRM analysis using primers 

chosen from the Whitehead Institute SNP library were adopted and amplification of 

10ng template was carried out in a 15ul reaction containing 7.5ul 2x Sensimix HRM 

(Quantace, London), 0.2mM each primer, and 0.6ul Eva Green dye. PCR was analysed 

using Rotorgene 6000 (Corbett). 

 

2.4 Microarray analysis 

2.4.1 Experiment Design: 

A comparison of at least 7 experimental congenic mice to at least 7 of the 

background (control) strain (experiment specific, see relevant chapters for details) was 

undertaken to study the gene effects of the B6 alleles with respect to NKT cell 

development or incidence of gastritis. Poly-A RNA controls including several B. 

subtilis genes, absent in eukaryotic samples (lys, phe, thr, and dap), and four 

transcripts, bioB, bioC, bioD, and cre, were added to the hybridization cocktail at 

titrated concentrations as hybridization controls. The Mouse 340_2 Gene Chips 

containing >45000 probe sets (representing >34000 well-substantiated mouse genes) 

were used for the comparison. Mouse Exon 1.0_ST arrays (containing >1.2 million 

probes) were used to identify differential expression of gene isoforms 

(www.affymetrix.com.au).  

 

2.4.2 Samples used, extract preparation and labeling: 
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The mouse congenic lines were established in-house and thymi were excised 

when the mice were 4 weeks of age. All mice were female and no mice showed any 

signs of illness. Thymi were harvested immediately after sacrifice, keeping the time 

taken to transfer to RNA-later (Qiagen) under 1.5 min to minimize the activation of 

genes in the apoptotic cascade. Samples were either stored in RNA-later at -80°C until 

RNA extraction or extracted directly. The thymi were individually homogenised in 

RLT buffer (Qiagen RNeasy kit), with any chance of contamination minimized by 

extensive washing with RNase-off and RNase-free-DNase-free-water between 

homogenates. Samples were passed through Qiashedder columns (Qiagen) to ensure 

complete homogenisation of the tissues and RNA was then extracted using the 

standard RNeasy protocol (Qiagen). The RNA yield was quantified spectro-

photometrically using the convention that 1 absorbance unit at 260nm equals 40ug/ml 

RNA. Absorbance of samples at 260 and 280 nm was checked and aliquots 

electophoresed for determination of sample concentration and purity.  

 

2.4.2.1 RiboMinus Step (only used for Exon 1.0_ST Arrays)  

This step is performed to enrich for transcriptomes by depleting large 

ribosomal RNA from total RNA and requires the use of the RiboMinus Transcriptome 

I isolation Kit (Invitrogen, Melbourne, Australia). The poly-A spike-in controls were 

amplified and labeled simultaneously with the samples. Briefly, for each sample 2ul of 

diluted PolyA control stock was added to 1ug total RNA to a final volume of 3ul. 0.8ul 

[100pmol/ul] Ribominus probe was added together with Betaine hybridization buffer 

up to a final volume of 23.8ul. This was incubated at 70°C, 5min, and the reaction 

quenched by placing it on ice. This reaction was then added to 30ul of washed and 
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prepared RiboMinus Mouse Transcriptome Isolation beads and placed at 37°C, 10 

mins. Using a magnetic stand, the supernatant was transferred to a non-stick 1.5ml 

eppendorf tube, leaving the beads behind, which were washed a 2nd time, incubated at 

50°C, 5 mins, and the supernatant transferred as before. Samples were cleaned up 

using the IVT cRNA cleanup kit (Affymetrix), eluted in ~9.8ul of RNase/DNase free 

water, of which 4ul was used in the labeling protocol.  

 

2.4.2.2 Labeling protocol 

The poly-A spike-in controls were amplified and labeled simultaneously with 

the samples using the one-cycle cDNA synthesis kit. Briefly, for each sample between 

1 and 15ug total RNA (Mouse 430_2 Arrays) or 100ng (Gene 1.0_ST) was placed in 

separate 0.2ml PCR tubes. Two microlitres of appropriately diluted poly-A RNA 

controls were added to each of them (except for Exon 1.0_ST Array samples), 

followed by the addition of 2 µL of 50 µM T7-Oligo(dT) primer and finally RNase-

free water to a final volume of 12 µL. The reaction was incubated for 10 minutes at 

70°C, then cooled at 4°C for at least 2 minutes. 7ul First Strand Master Mix (4ul 5X 

First-Strand Reaction Mix, 2 µL DTT, 0.1M, 1 µL dNTP, 10 mM) was then added and 

the mix incubated at 42°C for 2mins. Superscript was added to bring the final volume 

up to 20ul, and the tubes were incubated for 1hr at 42°C. Samples were then cooled 

briefly on ice before proceeding with second-strand cDNA synthesis: 130 µL of 

Second-Strand Master Mix (91 µL RNase-free Water, 30 µL 5X 2nd Strand Reaction 

Mix, 3 µL dNTP, 10 mM, 1 µL E. coli DNA ligase, I 4 µL E. coli DNA Polymerase, 1 

µL RNase H) was added to each first-strand synthesis sample and incubated for 2 

hours at 16°C. 2 µL of T4 DNA Polymerase was added to each sample and incubated 
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for 5 minutes at 16°C, after which 10 µL of EDTA, 0.5M was added. cDNA. Cleanup 

Spin Columns (Affymetrix) were used to clean up the double-stranded cDNA which 

was eluted in 14ul elution buffer. The cDNA was quantified spectrophotometrically. 

 

2.4.3 Synthesis of Biotin-Labeled cRNA  

Ten nanograms to 8ug template cDNA (0.5 to 1ug of 3’ labeling control) was 

transferred to RNase-free microfuge tubes and the following reaction components 

added in order at RT°: 4ul 10X in vitro transcription (IVT)-labeling buffer, 12ul IVT 

labeling NTP mix, 4ul IVT labeling enzyme mix, and RNase-free water up to 40ul. 

These were incubated 37 °C, 16hrs in an oven incubator. Cleanup and Quantification 

of Biotin-Labeled cRNA using cRNA Clean-up columns was undertaken using the 

standard protocol. Two elution steps were performed: one with 11ul RNase-free water 

and one with 10ul RNase-free water. (cRNA was stored at -20°C, or -70°C if not 

quantitated immediately). A 1:100 fold dilution of the eluates was performed for 

quantification of cRNA by specrophotometric evaluation. As total RNA was used as 

starting material, an adjusted cRNA yield was calculated to reflect carry-over of 

unlabeled total RNA. Using an estimate of 100% carry-over, the formula below was 

used to determine adjusted cRNA yield: 

adjusted cRNA yield = RNAm - (total RNAi) (y) 

RNAm = amount of cRNA measured after IVT (µg) 

total RNAi = starting amount of total RNA (µg) 

y = fraction of cDNA reaction used in IVT 

Gel electrophoresis of the IVT product was done to estimate the yield and size 

distribution of labeled transcripts using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. The cRNA 
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targets were fragmented before hybridization onto Gene Chip probe arrays as this has 

been shown to be critical in obtaining optimal assay sensitivity. Fragmentation of 15ug 

cRNA for hybridization cocktail preparation and gel analysis was carried out using 6ul 

Fragmentation Buffer with 35 minutes incubation at 94°C to produce a distribution of 

RNA fragment sizes from approximately 35 to 200 bases. Tubes were put on ice 

following the incubation. An aliquot was saved for analysis on the Bioanalyzer. 

Undiluted, fragmented sample cRNA was stored at -20°C (or -70°C for longer-term 

storage) until ready to perform the hybridization. 

 

2.4.4 Eukaryotic Sample and Array Processing 

Frozen stocks of 20X GeneChip Eukaryotic Hybridization Controls (bioB, 

bioC, bioD, cre) were heated to 65°C for 5 minutes to completely resuspend the cRNA 

before aliquotting. Hybridization cocktails for each target were prepared by mixing the 

following reagents in a sterile 0.5ml eppendorf tube:  

         Reagent                                        Amount                     Final Concentration 

Fragmented cRNA                                   10 µg                           0.05ug/ul 

Control Oligonucleotide B2 (3 nM)        3.3 µl                            50 pM 

20X Eukaryotic Hybridization Controls  10 µl   (1.5, 5, 25, and 100 pM respectively)  

Herring Sperm DNA(10 mg/mL)              2 µl                             0.1 mg/mL 

BSA (50 mg/mL)                                       2 µl                             0.5 mg/mL 

2X Hybridization Buffer                        100 µl                                1X 

DMSO                                                      20 µl                                10% 

H2O to final volume of 200 µl. 
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The hybridization cocktails were heated at 99°C, 5’; then at 45°C for 5 minutes on heat 

blocks. Hybridisation cocktails were then spun at maximum speed in a microcentrifuge 

for 5 minutes to remove any insoluble material from the hybridization mixture.  

 

Arrays were prepared by pre-incubation with 1xHybridisation buffer at 45°C for 10 

minutes. This was removed and replaced with 180ul hybridization cocktail, avoiding 

any insoluble matter at the bottom of the tube. Probe arrays were hybridized in 

Hybridization Oven, 45°C, 60 rpm for 16 hours. Washing and staining of probe arrays 

was carried out using the Fluidics Station 400 and the probe arrays were scanned using 

the GeneChip® Scanner 3000 and the images (dat files) processed using Affymetrx 

GeneChip Operating Software version 1.4 (GCOS, Affymetrix). The CEL files were 

imported into Avadis Prophetic 3.3 (4.3) (Strand Genomics, Bangalore, India) for 

further analysis. The statistical significance threshold was set by permutative analysis 

(10,000 permutations) and a MannWhitney-U- test A U-stat=0 was used as a 

conservative significance threshold; this value coincided with a lack of overlap in 

signal values between the two groups being compared (7-9 samples /group). 

Expression microarray hybridisations were performed by the Australian Genome 

Research Facility for Nkt1 experiment and in-house for all other experiments. 

 

2.5 First-strand cDNA synthesis 

 First-strand cDNA was synthesised from 5 ug total RNA using oligo(dT) 

primers and Superscript II reverse transcriptase following manufacturer’s instructions 

(Invitrogen, Cambridge, UK).  
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2.6 Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

 Primers were designed to verify microarray data on independent sample sets of 

RNA from NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (in the case of Nkt1), NOD.Nkrp1b 

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2b (in the case of Nkt2b), NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2e (in 

the case of Nkt2e), and BALB/c.Crslc.GasaA (931-3855) and BALB/c.Crslc.73-344 

(8755-3855) (in the case of the gasa microarray analysis). All PCR were carried out on 

the Rotorgene 3000 (or Rotorgene 6000) (Corbett, Sydney, Australia) and PCR mixes 

set up using a CAS1200 liquid handling platform (Corbett Robotics, Brisbane, 

Australia). Each 25 ul (15ul) reaction contained 12.5 ul (7.5ul) Platinum Syber Green 

qPCR Supermix UDG (Invitrogen), 0.1mM (0.08mM) each primer, and 5 ul (2.5ul) 

cDNA. PCR protocol included denaturation 50ºC, 2 mins, 95ºC, 2mins, then 40 cycles 

(95ºC, 30sec; 50-62ºC (primer dependant annealing) 30sec, 72ºC, 30sec, 78ºC, 30sec). 

Data was acquired at both 72ºC and 78ºC. A melt curve between 72ºC and 99ºC, with 

a 1 degree increment/cycle was carried out. Expression of the gene of interest was 

normalised against Gapdh, as microarray expression analyses had shown that this gene 

was not differentially expressed between NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (or 

NOD.Nkrp1b.NKT2bb, or NOD.Nkrp1b.NKT2eb) nor between BALB/c.B6-GasaA(931-

3855) and BALB/c.B6-(8755-3855) mice.  The primers used for quantitation are listed 

within the relevant chapters. Titrated template standards were processed in parallel 

with unknown controls. 

 

2.7 Primer Design and Sequencing 

 Primers for sequencing were designed using BioTechnix 3d 1.1.0 or Primer 3 

(http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3_www.cgi/), based on sequence 
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obtained from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics (http://genome.ucsc.edu) such that 

overlapping sequences would be amplified across the promoter, coding and non-

coding mRNA sequences. PCR were performed on Omn-E thermal cyclers (Hybaid, 

Basingstoke, UK). Each 100 ul reaction included 10 ul 10x PCR buffer with 3 mM 

MgCl2 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany), 0.4 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP 

(Astral), 1.6 U Taq Polymerase (Roche), 2 ul DNA (cDNA). Approximately 20ul 

mineral oil was overlayed on the reaction mix. The PCR protocol included 

denaturation at 95ºC for 3 mins, then 32(40) cycles (95ºC, 1 min; 50-62ºC (primer 

dependant annealing) 1 min, 72ºC, 1 min) followed by an extension step of 72ºC, 

7mins. Reactions were verified by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, then purified using 

the Qiagen PCR purification kit following the manufacturers directions. Twenty to 

one-hundred nanograms of PCR product between 200-500 bp or 100-160 ng PCR 

product between 500-1000 bp were prepared with 6.4 pmol primer and sent to the 

Australian Genome Research Facility for sequencing (both forward and reverse 

reactions for each). The raw data was retrieved by FTP and analysed using Sequencher 

3.1.1. (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA). 

 

2.8 Restriction Digestion 

An analytical scale restriction digest was performed in 20ul, using 0.2-1.5ug 

substrate DNA, one unit of enzyme, together with 2ul RE 10xbuffer and 0.1ug 

Acetylated BSA. An incubation of between 1 and 4 hours at optimum temperature 

(enzyme specific) was carried out. 

 

2.9 Ligation Reactions 
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Restriction digested and purified substrate DNAs were ligated in 10ul reactions 

with 1U T4 DNA ligase enzyme (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA) and 1ul 10x 

T4 DNA ligase buffer. Incubation was performed at 15°C for 16hrs. 

 

2.10 Transformation of DNA into E.coli 

Ligation reactions were centrifuged briefly and placed on ice. One 50 µl vial of 

One Shot® cells (Invitrogen) for each ligation/transformation was thawed on ice. One 

to 5 µl of each ligation reaction was pipetted directly into the vial of competent cells 

and mixed by tapping gently. Vial(s) were incubated on ice for 30 minutes, then 

transferred to a 42°C water bath for exactly 30s. Vial(s) were removed from the 42°C 

bath and placed on ice, before 250 µl of pre-warmed S.O.C medium was added to each 

vial.  Vial(s) were then placed in a microcentrifuge rack on its side and secured with 

tape to avoid loss of the vial(s) and shaken at 37°C for exactly 1 hour at 225 rpm in a 

shaking incubator. Twenty microlitres to 200 µl from each transformation vial was 

then spread on separate, labeled pre-warmed Luria-Bertani agar-ampicillin (LBA) 

plates. Plates were inverted and incubated at 37°C overnight. Colonies were selected 

and grown overnight in 5ml LBA at 37°C and then analysed by plasmid isolation. 

 
2.10.1 Plasmid Isolation 
 

Five-millilitre overnight cultures in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium, were purified 

using QIAprep miniprep kit for plamids (Qiagen). Briefly, cell pellets were 

resuspended in 250ul Resuspension Buffer P1 with RNase-A. 250ul Lysis Buffer P2 

was added and the cells were mixed well by gently inverting the tube several times. 

Cells were lysed for no more than 5min, RT, before 350ul Neutralisation Buffer N3 
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was added. The tube was again mixed by inversion and then centrifuged 10min, ~17 

900g at RT. Supernatants were applied to spin columns and centrifuged 60s, 17 900g 

at RT. Columns were then bound and washed with 0.5ml Binding Buffer PB, followed 

by Wash Buffer PE with 60s centrifuges between washes. pDNA was eluted with 50ul 

RNase-free water (70C) following a 1min incubation, RT. 

 

2.11 Production of transgenic construct (cf Figure 2.4 for 

schematic) 

2.11.1 hCD2 Construct Preparation 

The hCD2/LCR construct in Bluescipt vector (Figure 2.5) was kindly supplied by Dr 

D. Kioussis as lyophilised sample. Five ul of sterile water-reconstituted sample was 

used with TOP10 competent cells (Invitrogen) for cloning, plated on LBA plates and 

picked colonies grown in LBA media. The pDNA was extracted using Qiagen plasmid 

miniprep kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturers recommendations. The hCD2 

constuct was verified by digestion with Xba1 and Sal1 and 1% agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Clones were subsequently verified by sequencing (Figure 2.6, C1 

(Appendix C)) using universal and hCD2-specific primers:  

T3 5’AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGC-3’ 

T7 5’-ATTATCGTGAGTGATATCCCG-3’ 

Ins1F 5’-CCCCACAAGCAAATCTCCAAT-3’; 

Ins1R 5’-TTTCCTCATCCTTTTGTTCTGTGTTGC-3’ 

VecF 5’ TGGACACCCCTGATTTGACA 3’ 

VecR 5’ AAGCCAAGAATACTCCAGGCTAAGC 3’. 
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Diagramatic representation of Slamf1-hCD2 transgenic constuct production. Slamf1 cDNA cloned into pGEMT and hCD2 minigene
cloned in Bluescript SK(-) were grown separately on LBA plates, extracted, EcoR1 -restriction digested and gel purified. Both were
sequenced for verification. hCD2 was treated with alkaline phosphatase before ligation to Slamf1 cDNA. Ligated product was cloned
using TOP10 competent cells. Clones were extracted and restriction digested with Sal1 and Xba1 to remove the plasmid backbone, gel
purified and sequenced to check both insertion of cDNA and orientation. Clones inserted in correct orientation were further purified
and prepared for pronuclear injection. Eggs were transfered into pseudopregnant females and progeny were evaluated by PCR for
Transgene insertion.

Figure 2.4: 
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Figure 2.5: 

hCD2 construct includes 5kb hCD2 promoter, an artificial fragment containing hCD2 exon1 (with
natural start sites mutated), intron1 and part of exon 2. There is an EcoR1 site inserted allowing
cloning of a reporter cDNA, followed by two poly A sites and 5.5kb Locus Control Region (LCR).
This construct is in Bluescript SK (-) and can be removed with Sal1 and Xba1 restrction digests.
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2.11.2 Slamf1 full length cDNA cloning 

A 1387bp Slamf1 cDNA sequence from 40bp upstream of the start codon in 

Exon1 to 314bp downstream of the stop codon in Exon7 was amplified with EcoR1 

restriction site insertion at either end, using primers designed using Primer 3, based on 

sequence obtained from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics (http://genome.ucsc.edu): 

Trans3F   

5’-TGAGCTCAGCTGGGGACCGAATTCGCGATTGCTGGCTAATGGATCC 

CAAAGGA- 3’ 

Trans6R 5’-AGTTCTGTTATCCAGTCGAATTCAGAGTGAGATGCCTAAACCCA 

CATTATC-3’ (Figure C2, Appendix C) 

PCR was performed on Omn-E thermal cyclers (Hybaid, Basingstoke, UK). Each 20 ul 

reaction included 4 ul 5x Phusion HF buffer (Finnzymes, Genesearch), 0.5mM DMSO, 

0.5mM each primer, 0.2 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP (Astral), 1 U 

Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Finnzymes, Genesearch), 1 ul cDNA. 

Approximately 20ul mineral oil overlayed the reaction mix. PCR protocol included 

denaturation 98ºC, 3 mins, 10 cycles (98ºC,30sec; 72ºC,45sec; 72ºC,2min), then 30 

cycles (98ºC,30sec; 72ºC,45sec; 72ºC,2min + 20sec/cycle), followed by an extension 

step of 72ºC, 7mins. Reactions were verified by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and 

then purified and sequenced using standard sequencing methods. The Slamf1 cDNA 

was cloned into the pGEMT vector after standard A-tailing of the PCR product.  

Briefly, 2ul purified PCR product was added to a 9ul mix containing 1ul 10x reaction 

buffer, 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP (Astral) and 5U 

Taq DNA Polymerase. Following incubation at 70ºC, 30mins, 2ul of reaction mix was 

used in a 10ul ligation reaction with 1ul pGEMT vector (Promega), 5ul 2x ligation   
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Figure 2.6 
Sequencing of pDNA was carried out using Sequencher 3.1.1 to verify hCD2 minigene within Bluescript SK(-). Primers were
designed to detect hCD2 construct sequence (Ins1F/R); to detect sequence from the construct into pBluescipt vector (VecF,VecR)
and from the plamid into the constuct sequence (T3; T7).
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buffer, and 1ul T4 DNA-ligase. Following 16hr incubation at 16ºC, transformation was 

performed using TOP10 Competent cells (Invitrogen), plated on LBA plates where 

white/blue colony identification made for easy assessment of those plasmids 

containing the insert. These were picked and grown O/N in LBA media. The pDNA 

was extracted using the Qiagen plasmid miniprep kit (Qiagen) according to 

manufacturers recommendations. The Slamf1 cDNA insert was verified by digestion 

with EcoR1 and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Clones were subsequently verified by 

standard sequencing procedure using universal primers: 

T7 5’-ATTATGCTGAGTGATATCCCGCT-3’ 

SP6 5’-ATTTAGGTGACACTATAGAATAC-3’ (Figure 2.7) 

 

2.11.3 Cloning of Slamf1 into hCD2/LCR cassette 

  Zero-point-eight ug hCD2/LCR was linearised, and the reporter pDNA was 

removed from the pGEMT backbone by independently digesting with EcoR1. The 

hCD2/LCR vector was then treated with 1ul (1:40 dilution) calf alkaline phosphatase 

(CIP), to prevent self -ligation by incubating at 37°C, 30min, then 85°C, 15min to 

inactivate the enzyme. Digested products were gel purified using Qigen gel 

purification kit (Qiagen) for the Slam construct and the QIAEX II gel extraction kit 

(Qiagen) for the hCD2/LCR construct. Ligation of purified hCD2/LCR and Slam 

construct was allowed to proceed for 16hrs, 16°C, before transformation of the ligated 

product into TOP10 competent cells (Invitogen). Colonies were grown on LBA plates, 

picked and grown O/N in LBA media. pDNA was extracted as before using the Qiagen 

plasmid miniprep kit. Insertion of the reporter into hCD2/LCR was verified by    
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Figure 2.7 
Sequencing of pDNA was carried out using Sequencher3.1.1 to verify Slamf1 full length cDNA sequence within pGEMT vector.
Universal primers (T7 and SP6) were used to detect Slamf1 cDNA sequence from pGEMPT into the cDNA sequence .
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restriction digest of 0.5ug pDNA with Sal1 and Xba1 followed by gel electrophoresis 

on a 1% agarose gel.  The successful insertion of the cDNA insert was assessed by 

band size on the agarose gel when electrophoresed alongside digested plamid without 

insert. Subsequently, the pDNA was verified and the orientation of the insert was 

determined by standard sequencing procedure (Figure 2.8) using universal and hCD2- 

or Slamf1 cDNA-specific primers: 

Vector to CD2 construct 

T3 5’AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGC-3’ 

T7 5’-ATTATCGTGAGTGATATCCCG-3’ 

CD2 construct alone 

Ins1F 5’-CCCCACAAGCAAATCTCCAAT-3’; 

Ins1R 5’-TTTCCTCATCCTTTTGTTCTGTGTTGC-3’ 

Slamf1 insert to CD2 construct 

Slaf1R 5’- TGATTTGCTTCCTGGGGACG-3’ 

Slaf5F 5’- TCATACTCATCTTTGTGTGC-3’ 

Slamf1 insert alone 

Slaf2F 5’- CCCAGTGATTCTCCACAAGC-3’ 

Slaf2aR 5’-CCTGTTCCCGAGGATGTTCG-3’ 

Only those clones with sequence insertion in the correct orientation were used for 

preparation of the transgene for micro-injection.  

 

2.11.4 Preparation of transgene for microinjection (adapted from protocol by Tracy 

Wilson and Jannette Allison (WEHI, Melbourne, Australia). 
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Day 1: 10-15ug pDNA was digested with Sal1 and Xba1 to separate the 

transgene from the plasmid backbone. 

Day2: Using 10 x TA running buffer, diluted with autoclaved water, a small (Biorad 

mini gel) 1% low melt agarose gel (use SeaPlaque Agarose from FMC, Cat No. 50103 

for 250g) without ethidium bromide was poured. The gel tank was prepared by 

washing with hot water and deconex (making sure all deconex was proprely rinsed 

out). Loading dye containing only (15% Ficoll 400, 0.03 % bromophenol blue, 10mM 

Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM EDTA (pH8.0) was added to the digested pDNA and all of 

the digest was loaded on the gel without any size markers to prevent contamination of 

the transgene. Once the bromophenol blue had run to within 2 cm of the bottom of the 

gel, electrophoresis was stopped and the gel was placed on a double layer of glad 

wrap. Strips were cut from either side of the gel (see figure below) and stained with 

ethiduim bromide to visualise where on the gel the transgene was located. Using a UV 

light box, notches at the appropriate location in the gel were scored (see green lines 

below).  

The gel was re-assembled on the glad wrap after draining any excess buffer from the 

gel strips. A slice of gel was cut out (see red lines above) corresponding to where the 

transgene should be and placed in a 50 ml Falcon tube containing 40 mls of 1 x 

Agarase Buffer. The gel slice was left at room temperature for the remainder of the 

day, then the agarase buffer was changed and the gel slice was incubated at 4o C 

overnight.  4 Millipore filters (VMW 02500 type VM, pore size 0.05 uM) were pre-

equilibrated overnight by floating them, shiny side up on the surface of 50 mls of 1 x 

Injection buffer in a large petri dish, ensuring the shiny side of the filter did not get 

wet. 
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Figure 2.8 
Sequencing of pDNA was carried out using Sequencher3.1.1 to verify hCD2-Slamf1 construct sequence within pBluescript SK(-)
vector. Universal primers (T3 and T7), and primers to detect sequence from hCD2 into the vector (VecF/R) or wholly within the
hCD2 constuct (Ins1F/R) were used to detect hCD2 construct, while primers designed within Slamf1 cDNA sequence (1F/R and
5F/R) allowed the detection of the insert within the minigene while also providing evidence of its orientation. Only those hCD2-
Slamf1 constructs with Slamf1 cDNA inserted in the correct orientation were selected for further manipulation prior to pronulear
injection.
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Day 3: The gel slice was cut in half and each half was placed into 2 pre weighed 1.5 

ml tubes. The weight of the gel slice was determined before the gel slice was spun to 

the bottom of the tube in a microcentrifuge. The gel slices were then incubated at 68o 

C for 10 minutes (gently vortexing after 5 mins to disperse the agarose). The tube was 

then quickly transfered to a 40o C heat block and incubate for 5 mins only. Agarase 

(NEB Cat # 392L – 1U/ul) was prewarmed by sitting it on ice for 10 mins before 

adding 1ul per 100 mg to the molten agarose. This was incubated at 40o C for 2 hours. 

The agarase treated DNA solution was combined into 1 tube and spun at 13,000 rpm 

for 20 mins. The upper three quarters of DNA solution was carefully removed into a 

fresh 1.5 ml tube, ensuring the bottom quarter of agarase solution with all the junk was 

left undisturbed. The Millipore filters were transferred to a fresh petri dish with 

approximately 100 mls of fresh 1 x Injection Buffer ensuring the shiny surface did not 

get wet. Approximately 200 ul of agarase treated DNA solution was placed onto each 

of the 4 filters and dialysed at room temperature for 5 to 6 hours. 

The DNA solution was then carefully recovered back into a sterile 1.5 ml tube and 

store at –20o C. As the concentration of the DNA for injection needed to be at 2ug/ml, 

the concentration was determined by spectophoresis on the Nanodrop and gel 

electrophoresis alongside other known microinjection standards. 
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[2ug/ml] DNA were aliquoted into four sterile 1.5 ml tubes in 75 ul amounts and 

stored at –20oC. These were then sent to the microinjection unit (Melbourne, 

Australia) for injection directly into NOD/Lt embryonic pronuclei and the manipulated 

embryos placed in the reproductive tract of pseudopregnant NOD/Lt recipient female 

mice.   

 

2.11.5 Genotyping of transgenic mice and establishment of the lines 

 Using primers specific for detection of the transgene all pups were genotyped 

using standard protocol for DNA extraction from mouse tails and PCR: 

SlamTransProx3F 5’-AAGATGTAAAGAGAGGCACG-3’ 

SlamTransProx3R 5’- TACCATCCTTCACTCTCCCG-3’ 

Founders were backcrossed to NOD.Nkrp1b mice in order to create three different 

transgenic lines, NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1; NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 

and NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)3 . Mice homozygous for the transgene and 

homozygous for C57BL/6-derived alleles at D6mit135 (microsatellite in the NKC) 

were selected for intercrossing to establish the lines (Figure 2.9).  
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NOD.Nkrp1b 
(NKC +/+)

Transgene +/-        +/-   -/-        -/-              -/-       -/-
NKC +/-        +/-             -/-        -/-              -/-       -/-

Transgene -/-         +/+   +/+          -/-   +/-        +/-  +/-        +/-              -/-        +/-
NKC +/-         +/+   +/+          -/-             +/+            +/-   +/-         +/+   +/-         -/-

NOD.Nkrp1bTg(hCD2-Slamf1)

NKC -/-       -/-           -/-     -/-            -/-    -/-

Transgene +/-       -/-           -/-     -/-            -/-    -/-

Figure 2.9 
Production  of NOD.Nkrp1b Slam Transgenic mouse lines. Transgenic positive founders were
identified by a transgene-specific PCR. Founder mice were backcrossed to NOD.Nkrp1b
mice and those positive for the transgene and with a B6-derived segment at the NKC were
intercrossed. Transgene homozygotes were determined by Real-time PCR and those mice
homozygous for the transgene and homozygous at the NKC were intercrossed to establish the
new transgenic lines (NOD.Nkrp1bTg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 and (NOD.Nkrp1bTg(hCD2-
Slamf1)2).
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2.12 Cell Suspension Preparation 

 Thymocyte cell suspensions were prepared by gently grinding the thymus 

between two frosted microscope slides in MACS buffer (PBS containing 2mM EDTA 

(Amresco, Solon, Ohio, USA) and 0.5% (w/v) BSA (ICN Biomedicals, Aurora, Ohio, 

USA). Spleens were disrupted using a 26 gauge needle and forceps and the resulting 

cell suspension treated with red blood cell lysing buffer (Sigma Aldrich, Castle Hill, 

NSW, Australia). Liver suspensions were prepared by pressing perfused livers through 

a wire mesh and suspending them in FACS buffer (2% Fetal calf serum (FCS) + PBS). 

Following two washes in FACS buffer, the cells were isolated on a 37% percoll 

gradient (Amersham Biosciences/Pharmacia), followed by subsequent washing in 

FACS buffer. A red blood cell lysis step was carried out when necessary. 

 

2.13 Flow Cytometric Analysis 

 All flow cytometric analyses were carried out by Julie Fletcher unless 

otherwise stated. For FACS analysis, cells were labeled with anti-βTCR-FITC (clone 

H57-597), anti CD3-FITC (clone 145-2C11), anti CD3-APC (clone 145-2C11), anti 

CD3-APC-Cy7 (clone 145-2C11), anti-CD4-PB (clone RM4-5), anti-CD4-APC (clone 

GK1.5), anti-CD4-PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone RM 4-5), anti-NK1.1-PE-Cy7 (clone PK136), 

anti-CD8-FITC (clone 53-6.7), anti-CD45R/B220-APC (clone RA3-6B2), anti-CD44-

FITC (clone IM7), all from BD Pharmigen, San Diego, CA, USA, and anti-CD150 

(SLAM)-PE (clone TC15-12F12.2, Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA). Mouse CD1d 

tetramer, conjugated to either PE or PE-Cy7 and loaded with α-galactosylceramide, 

was produced in house as previously described (Matsuda et al., 2000) using 

recombinant baculovirus encoding his-tagged mouse CD1d and mouse β-2 
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microglobulin, kindly provided by Prof M Kronenberg’s laboratory (La Jolly Institute 

for Allergy and Immunology, San Diego, CA).  Cells were incubated for 20mins with 

the antibody cocktail, before washing and resuspending in FACS buffer. 

 For surface staining, antibodies were diluted in MACS buffer.  Cells were pre-

incubated for 15 minutes with CD16/32 (clone 93, eBiosciences, San Diego, CA, 

USA) followed by a further 20 minute incubation with 10% mouse serum to prevent 

FcR binding, before addition of surface staining antibody cocktails.  Viable 

lymphocytes were identified by the forward and side scatter profile and in some cases 

by propidium iodide exclusion.  A forward scatter-area against forward scatter-height 

gate was used to exclude doublets from analysis. Where possible, an empty fluorescent 

channel was used to exclude auto-fluorescent cells. In general, flow cytometry was 

performed on a FACSVantage SE with FACS DiVa option (BD Biosciences, San Jose, 

CA, USA) and data analysed using either CellQuest Pro or FACS DiVa software (BD 

Biosciences).  The data in Chapter 3.1 (Figure 7E) were acquired on a CyAn ADP 

flow cytometer (Dako Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) and analysed with Summit 4.3 

software (Dako Cytomation). 

 

2.14 Proliferation Assays 

 Proliferation assays were carried out by Alan Baxter, Julie Fletcher and Nicole 

Gerlach. Single cell suspensions were cultured in triplicate at 37 C, 5% CO2 for 3-5 

days in RPMI Medium 1640 with L glutamine (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA) 

supplemented with 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 ug/ml streptomycin sulfate and 50 uM 2-

mercaptoethanol. Stimulation was achieved by the addition of Dynabead Mouse 

CD3/CD28 T cell expander beads (Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway) in varying 
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proportions. Proliferation was assayed by the addition of 0.25 uCi of [6-3H]-labeled 

thymidine per 200 ul well (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) eight to sixteen hours 

prior to harvesting. At termination, plates were spun to pellet cells, 100 ul supernatant 

removed for cytokine assays, and the cells harvested with a Tomtec Harvester 96 Mach 

IIIM  (Hamden, CT, USA), the emission scintillated with MeltiLex A melt-on 

scintillator sheets (Wallac, Turku, Finland) and detected with a Wallac 1450 Microbeta 

Jet liquid scintillation counter. 

 

2.15 Cytokine Measurement 

 Cytokine levels in cell culture supernatants were determined by Julie Fletcher 

and Nicole Gerlach using Mouse Th1/Th2 Cytokine Cytometric Bead Array (BD 

Biosciences).  Capture beads (30 ul, specific for IL2, IL4, IL5, IFNγ  and TNF) 

together with 30 ul culture supernatant samples and 30 ul PE detection reagent, were 

incubated for two hours in 96 well plates.  Beads were washed twice with 200 ul of 

wash buffer, resuspended and data acquired using a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences).  

Serial dilutions of the provided cytokine standards were prepared and assayed as 

described above.  Standard curves were generated and samples quantified using the 

BD CBA software (BD Biosciences). 
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3.1.1 Introduction 

 

Invariant NKT cells are important immunoregulators, with essential roles in adaptive 

immunity and regulation of autoimmune responses (Godfrey & Kronenberg, 2004; 

Van Kaer, 2005; Brigl & Brenner, 2004). The NOD mouse stain, a well-validated 

model for T1D (Makino et al., 1980) and SLE (Baxter et al., 2004a; Silveira et al., 

2001) has deficiencies both in numbers and function of NKT cells (Baxter et al., 1997; 

Hammond et al., 1998a), and it has previously been shown through adoptive transfer 

experiments of thymic NKT cells to pre-diabetic NOD mice that they can prevent 

diabetes onset in this strain. Mapping of genetic control of thymic NKT cells in a first 

backcross (BC1) from C57BL/6 to NOD.Nkrp1b mice was thus undertaken (Esteban et 

al., 2003). Thymic NKT cell numbers of 320 BC1 mice were determined by 

fluorescence activated cell analysis using CD1/alpha-Galactosylceramide (CD1d/α-

GalCer) tetramer (Matsuda et al., 2000). Tail DNA of 138 female BC1 mice was 

analysed for polymerase chain reaction product length polymorphisms at 181 simple 

sequence repeats, providing greater than 90% coverage of the autosomal genome with 

an average marker separation of 8cM. Two loci exhibiting significant linkage to NKT 

cell numbers were identified; the most significant (Nkt1; Log-likelihood ratio 6.82) 

mapped near D1mit15 on distal chromosome 1 (Esteban et al., 2003), in the same 

region as the NOD mouse lupus susceptibility gene Babs2/Bana3 (Jordan et al., 2000). 

The second locus (Nkt2; Log-likelihood ratio 4.90) mapped between D2mit490 and 

D2mit280 on proximal chromosome 2 (Esteban et al., 2003), in the same region as 

Idd13, a NOD-derived diabetes susceptibility gene (Hamilton-Williams et al., 2001). 

In an attempt to identify the genetic sequences on chromosome 1 that control NKT cell 
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numbers, a NOD mouse line congenic for the C57BL/6 allele at the Nkt1 locus was 

produced and characterised.  

 

3.1.2 Results 

3.1.2.1 Establishment NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b Congenic Mice and 

confirmation of increased NKT cell numbers: 

In order to elucidate genes involved in increasing NKT cell numbers in the NOD 

mouse, two members of our laboratory, Dr Tatiana Tsoutsman and Mr Tim Butler, 

established a NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mouse line carrying a C57BL/6-derived 

chromosomal segment spanning the 95% confidence interval of Nkt1. As outlined in 

Chapter 2, this was produced by serial backcrossing to the NOD.Nkrp1b strain to N10, 

followed by intercrossing and selection for Nkt1b homozygous founders. The proximal 

boundary of the congenic segment was determined by microsatellite analysis to lie 

between D1mit369 and D1mit396, whilst the distal boundary was determined to be 

distal to the most telomeric marker available, D1mit155 (Figure 3.1A-B). A 

background screen of 136 polymorphic loci distributed throughout the rest of the 

autosomal genome failed to detect any residual C57BL/6-derived genomic 

contamination (Table 3.1).  

 

Flow cytometric analyses of thymic NKT cell numbers and proportions were carried 

out by Ms Julie Fletcher to confirm an increase in NKT cells in this line. She labelled 

thymic and splenic cell suspensions with anti-βTCR-FITC (clone H57-597), anti CD3-

FITC (clone 145-2C11), anti CD3-APC (clone 145-2C11), anti CD3-APC-Cy7 (clone 

145-2C11), anti-CD4-APC (clone GK1.5), anti-CD4-PerCP-Cy5.5 (clone RM 4-5),  
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Table 3.1: List of Genetic Markers Tested to confirm genetic homogeneity of 

                   NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mouse line. 

 

D1mit58, D1mit72, D1mit279, D1mit124, D1mit180, D1mit438, D1mit306, D1mit494, 

D1mit348, D1mit445, D1mit103, D1mit199, D1mit199, D1mit102, D1mit449, 

D1mit288, D1mit 369, D1mit396*, D1mit33*, D1Bax208*, D1Bax15*, D1mit406*, 

D1mit209*, D1mit155*, D2mit1, D2mit362, D2mit458, D2mit92, D2mit256, 

D2mit490, D2mit283, D2mit412, D2mit528, D2mit265, D3mit60, D3mit203, D3mit25, 

D3mit187, D3mit13, D3mit84, D3mit147, D3mit19, D4mit264, D4mit139, D4mit301, 

D4mit9, D4mit11, D4mit204, D4mit226, D4mit59, D5mit48, D5mit387, D5mit81, 

D5mit113, D5mit239, D5mit406, D5mit245, D5mit169, D6mit86, D6mit224, 

D6mit209, D6mit178, D6mit343, D6mit259, D6mit15, D7mit76, D7mit225, D7mit84, 

D7mit301, D7mit101, D7mit334, D8mit155, D8mit281, D8mit191, D8mit54, D8mit81, 

D8mit211, D8mit166, D9mit90, D9mit285, D9mit26, D9mit335, D9mit165, D9mit269, 

D9mit136, D9mit17, D9mit52, D10mit104, D10Bax30, D10mit15, D10mit198, 

D10mit42, D10mit95, D11mit77, D11mit131, D11mit5, D11mit357, D11mit198, 

D11mit61, D12mit190, D12mit156, D12mit259, D12mit141, D13mit158, D13mit221, 

D13mit7, D13mit202, D13mit230, D13mit78, D14mit207, D14mit62, D14mit63, 

D14mit239, D14mit197, D14mit178, D15mit174, D15mit179, D15mit255, D15mit121, 

D15mit71, D15mit159, D15mit193, D15mit35, D16mit131, D16mit98, D16mit189, 

D17mit133, D17mit176, D17mit68, D17mit70, D17mit93, D17mit130, D18mit60, 

D18mit123, D18mit206, D18mit4, D19mit78, D19mit79, D19mit73, D19mit119, 

D19mit91, D19mit35. 

* indicates presence of C57BL/6-derived alleles. 
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anti-NK1.1-PE-Cy7 (clone PK136), anti-CD8-FITC (clone 53-6.7), anti-CD45R/B220-

APC (clone RA3-6B2), anti-CD44-FITC (clone IM7), all from BD Pharmigen, San 

Diego, CA, USA, as well as mouse CD1d tetramer, conjugated to either PE or PE-Cy7 

and loaded with α-galactosylceramide, (produced in house as previously described; 

Matsuda et al., 2000). Ms Fletcher confirmed in increase in both thymic and splenic 

(Figure 3.2; Jordan et al., 2007) NKT cells from the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic line, 

both in proportions and numbers, when compared to the NOD.Nkrp1b parental control 

strain. The majority of the additional NKT cells, both in thymus and spleen, were 

found to belong to the relatively developmentally immature CD4+ NK1.1- population  

(Figure 3.2D-G; Jordan et al., 2007; Pellici et al., 2003; Benlagha et al., 2002). The 

proportions of thymic and splenic NKT cell numbers in (NOD.Nkrp1 b x 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b)F1 mice was ascertained to be intermediate between the congenic 

and parental strains (Figure 3.2D-G; Jordan et al., 2007).  

 

3.1.2.2 Microarray Gene Expression Analysis 

In order to identify a subset of candidate genes within the Nkt1 linkage 95% 

confidence interval, microarray gene expression analysis was performed on thymi of 4 

week old NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice (n=7/group). RNA preparations 

were performed in house and sent to the Australian Genome Research Facility  

(Melbourne) for labeling and scanning using Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 

expression microarrays. These arrays contain 45 102 probes representing >30 000 well 

differentiated genes and have 867 probes (representing 509 genes) within the 

chromosome 1 congenic region.  CEL files were retrieved and the data was imported 

into Avadis Prophetic 3.1 using an RMA summarisation algorithm. The quality of the  
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Figure 3.2 
Characterisation of the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mouse line.The boundaries of the Nkt1 congenic
segment on distal chromosome 1 are indicated (A). Proportions (B) and absolute numbers (C) of thymic
NKT cell numbers in six week old mice from the congenic line and the NOD.Nkrp1b parental line as
determined by CD1d-"GalCer tetramer binding are shown. Values for NOD.Nkrp1b mice are indicated
by white squares while those for  NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice by filled black diamonds. Proportion means
and standard error of the means (SEM) are shown, while for numbers, individual values and statistical
analysis (Mann Whitney U test) are given. Flow cytometric analysis of thymic (D, F) and splenic (E and
G) CD1d/"-GalCer tetramer-binding NKT cell subset proportions (D and E) and absolute numbers (F
and G) as defined by the CD4 and NK1.1 markers are illustrated. Histograms for NOD.Nkrp1b mice are
indicated by white columns those for NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b  mice by black columns and
(NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1bX NOD.Nkrp1b)F1 SEM; n=5). (Data generated by Ms Julie
Fletcher). 
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arrays were assessed: (i) Internal controls, including the actin and GAPDH probesets 

were determined to be of good quality as the 3’/5’ ratios were less than 3 indicating 

that no degradation had occurred during the isolation process (Table 3.2A);  

(ii) The signal values of the poly-A controls, dap, lys, phe, thr and trp were evaluated 

to ensure that they were all called “Present” and that lys<phe<thr<dap<trp. These are 

modified  B. subtilis genes that are spiked-in in the beginning of the labeling procedure 

so that they can be used as internal control genes to monitor the entire target labeling 

process. The final concentrations of the controls, relative to the total RNA population, 

are 1:100 000; 1:50 000; 1:25 000; 1:7 500, respectively (Table 3.2B).  

(iii) Hybridisation controls, bioB, bioC, bioD and cre were evaluated in order to depict 

the hybridization quality. As these are prepared in staggered concentrations (1.5, 5, 25, 

and 100pm respectively) before being spiked into the hybridization cocktail, bioB must 

therefore be called “Present” at least 50% of the time, while bioC, bioD and cre must 

be “Present” all the time with bioB<bioC<bioD<cre (Table 3.2C);  

(iv) Scatter plots comparing each sample to each other sample produced plots of 

approximately 45 degrees for all comparisons, showing consistency across the arrays 

(Figure 3.3);  

(v) Principal component analysis confirmed clustering of the groups (Figure 3.4); and  

(vi) Correlation analysis, comparing correlation coefficients between members of the 

same group as well as those between groups, showed good correlation for all 

comparisons made (Table 3.3). This was indicative of all samples having worked well, 

with RNA of good quality, therefore a statistical analysis could confidently be applied. 
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Figure 3.3(iv)!A sample set of scatter plots comparing signals generated by controls 1 to 3
to themselves and each other. The 45 degree slope is indicative of good
consistency between samples. All other samples were equally consistent.
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Table 3.3: Correlation analysis was performed across all arrays. The correlation coeffiecient for each pair of 
                arrays is displayed, with good correlation within and between groups apparent (Cont= control 
                NOD.Nkrp1b strain; Nkt=NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b strain). 
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                               Figure 3.4  Principle component analysis (PCA) showing clustering  

                                                  of the groups. 

 

 

 

The statistical significance threshold was set by permutative analysis (10,000 

permutations) and a Kruskal-Wallis test applied. All genes were considered so long as 

they were called “Present” for at least one sample across both groups, and were 

excluded from the analysis if they were considered “Absent” for all samples. 

 

A total of 549 genes with a p<0.05 are found to be differentially regulated between 

NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b when considering all those for which at least one 

sample had a call of “Present”. A description of the differentially regulated genes is 
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given in Table B1 (Appendix B), and the chromosome location, p value and fold 

change for each one is stated.  

 

Applying a stringent statistical threshold such that only those with a U-statistic of 0 are 

considered (i.e. no overlap in signals between the two groups) refined the gene list of 

highly differentially expressed genes (i.e. those with a p<0.001) to a mere 28.  Of 

these, only 21 map to the Nkt1 congenic region (~1.6% of genome; χ2 = 986; df = 1; p 

< 10-200; χ2 one sample test; Figure 3.5 A-D). This result is indicative of an extremely 

good signal-to-noise ratio.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: 
Averaged log signal intensity of Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 expression microarray 
profiling of thymi from NOD.Nkrp1 b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice (n=7/group; A). 
Results of genes for which a p<0.05 was obtained are illustrated. Filled circles 
represent those genes that are highly differentially expressed (experiment-wise 
permutative analysis threshold of p<0.001; Kruskall Wallis test). Diagonal lines 
indicate 2-fold differential expression. Numbers indicate gene identities as listed in 
Figure 3.5. The linkage data from (Esteban et al., 2003) are presented transformed to 
physical distances (B), the location of the Nkt1 congenic interval (indicated by the 
black bar) presented on the same scale (C) and the locations of the highly differentially 
expressed genes displayed as a histogram (D). The probability of 21 of the 28 locatable 
highly differentially expressed genes mapping to the Nkt1 congenic region by chance 
is  p < 10-200 ( χ2 one sample test). 
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Only fifteen of the 21 highly differentially expressed genes mapping to the Nkt1 

congenic region lie within the 95% confidence limits obtained in the original linkage 

analysis (Esteban et al., 2003; Figure 3.6). Their physical positions and expression 

fold-change are shown in Figure 3.6D, and their identities given in the Figure legend. 

Of these genes, the most prominent candidates for control of NKT cell numbers are 

Slamf1 and Slamf6, as signalling through SLAM-associated protein (SAP) appears to 

be essential for thymic positive selection of NKT cells (reviewed in Nichols et al., 

2005a; see following sections).  

 

Improvements in the analytical Avadis software allowed for a lowering of the signal 

triggering threshold to now include those genes with low signals which would have 

been excluded (called absent) in the original analysis. For this reason, I reanalyzed the 

microarray chip data with the upgraded version of Avadis (Avadis Prophetic 3.2). To 

this end, a list of 44 highly differentially regulated genes were identified, of which 27 

lay within the Nkt1 congenic region, including the 21 genes previously identified 

(~1.6% of genome; χ2 = 598.2; df = 1; p < 10-130; χ2 one sample test; Table 3.4), 

increasing the number of genes within the 95% confidence interval to 21. Thus six 

genes previously not described as being highly differentially expressed, were now 

included as possible candidate genes for Nkt1.These included Gm208Gpr, Mpzl1, 

Cd247, Pbx1, Nit1 and Dedd. Cd247 was the most interesting of these additional 

candidates as it forms part of the TCR:CD3 complex and is a known signal 

transduction molecule for NKT cells.  
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Figure 3.6: 

Physical locations of highly differentially expressed genes on chromosome 1 in 

relationship to linkage data from (Esteban et al., 2003) (A) and location of the Nkt1 

congenic segment (indicated by the black bar; B). The 95% linkage confidence interval 

is shown (fine lines). In C and D, genes are indicated by histogram. The width of each 

bar indicates the physical length of the gene and the height represents the fold change 

of differential expression between the NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice, with 

a positive displacement indicating higher expression in the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b 

congenic line. Panel D illustrates the 95% confidence interval at higher resolution and 

the numbers indicate the identities of individual genes, as indicated: 

 

Nr Locus   Description 

1 2010005O13rik RIKEN cDNA 2010005O13 gene 

2 Rgs5   Regulator of G-protein signaling 5 

3 Hsd17b7  Hydroxysteroid (17-beta) dehydrogenase 7 

4 Nr1i3   Nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group I, member 3 

5 Ppox   Protoporphyrinogen oxidase 

6 6030405P05rik RIKEN cDNA 6030405P05 gene 

7 Slamf1   Signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM) 

8 Slamf6   SLAM family member 6 

9 Ltap   Loop tail associated protein 

10 Pex19   Peroximal biogenesis factor 19 

11 Loc623121  Similar to Interferon activated gene 203 

12 A1447904  Similar to interferon activated gene 203 

13 Ifi203   Interferon activated gene 203 

14 Ifi202b   Interferon activated gene 202B 

15 Ifi205   Interferon activated gene 205 

 

The same key is applied to gene identities in Figure 3.5. 
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Table 3.4: Highly differentially expressed genes between Nkrp1b and Nkt1b 
congenic mouse strains. Genes within the congenic region are listed 
between the parallel lines.    

 
(#1-15 represent the key originally used in Jordan et al. (2007), as 
some of the positions and names have changed since publication.   

 
• indicates genes originally identified but not listed as they lay 

outside the 95% confidence interval for the NKT cell linkage.    

 

    + indicates genes previously not described, but now identified as  highly 
        differentially expressed due to the lowering of the signal trigger 
threshold.   

        

 
Gene  

Symbol 
Probe Set 

ID Gene Title CHR # 
Chr 

Position FC Direction  

              
in Nkt1 

cong 
* Unknown 1441136_at 7 days neonate cerebellum 

cDNA, RIKEN full-length 
enriched library, 
clone:A730055K08  

chr1_ 
random 

387473-
388192 

2.09 UP 

   product:unclassifiable, full 
insert sequence 

    

* 4930521A18R
ik 

1430400_at RIKEN cDNA 4930521A18 
gene 

chr1 31279778-
31281132(+) 

1.09 Down 

* Dst 1421117_at dystonin chr1 4217176-
34240749(+) 

1.24 Down 

* 6430706D22R
ik 

1455654_at RIKEN cDNA 6430706D22 
gene 

chr1 90155568-
90157034(-)  

1.27 Down 

* EG626058  1444177_at mu45h10.r1 Mus musculus 
cDNA, 5' end 
/clone=IMAGE-642403 
/clone_end=5' / 

chr1 155260670-
155261262(-) 

2.53 Down 

   gb=AA185209 /gi=1768920 
/ug=Mm.31556 /len=447 

    

* Ifrg15 1418115_s_at interferon alpha responsive 
gene 

chr1 157888016-
157900866(+ 

1.14 UP 

* Ifrg15 1418116_at interferon alpha responsive 
gene 

chr1 157888016-
157900866(+) 

1.28 UP 

* Tdrd5 1456391_at tudor domain containing 5 chr1 158185427-
158193718(-) 

5.24 UP 

* Nphs2 1437605_at nephrosis 2 homolog, 
podocin (human) 

chr1 158257669-
158258165(+ 

4.67 Down 

* Soat1 1417696_at sterol O-acyltransferase 1 chr1 158359918-
158396931(-) 

1.38 UP 

1 Sft2d2 1435141_at SFT2 domain containing 2 chr1 167104361-
167108199(-) 

1.10 Down 

+ Gm208Gpr 1436459_at Gene model 208, (NCBI) chr1 167255549-
167256870(+ 

1.68 Down 

+ Mpzl1 1428167_a_at myelin protein zero-like 1 chr1 167522308-
167564662(-) 

1.36 Down 

+ Cd247 1420716_at CD3 antigen, zeta 
polypeptide. T-cell surface 
glycoprotein CD3 eta chain 
gene: 

chr1 167718853-
167797818(+) 

1.61 UP 

   ENSMUSG00000005763     
+ Pbx1 1447096_at Pre B-cell leukemia 

transcription factor 1 
chr1 170326730-

170327032(- 
1.46 UP 

2 Rgs5 1420940_x_at regulator of G-protein 
signaling 5 

chr1 171585634-
171624777(+) 

3.39 UP 
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3 Hsd17b7 1457248_x_at hydroxysteroid (17-beta) 
dehydrogenase 7 

chr1 171879665-
171879945(-) 

1.70 Down 

4 Tomm40l 
(Nr1i3) 

1429382_at nuclear receptor subfamily 
1, group I, member 3. 
translocase of outer 
mitochondrial 

chr1 173149129-
173152641(-) 

1.38 UP 

    membrane 40 homolog-like 
(yeast) 

    

5 Ppox 1416618_at protoporphyrinogen oxidase chr1 173207122-
173211346(-) 

1.64 UP 

+ Nit1 1417469_at nitrilase 1 chr1 173270703-
173275135(-) 

1.38 UP 

+ Dedd 1434994_at death effector domain-
containing 

chr1 173271292-
173272467(+)  

1.29 Down 

6 Arhgap30 1458462_at Rho GTPase activating 
protein 30 

chr1 173332291-
173332890(+) 

1.45 UP 

7 Slamf1 1425570_at signaling lymphocytic 
activation molecule family 
member 1 

chr1 173697257-
173731274(+ 

4.09 UP 

7 Slamf1 1425571_at signaling lymphocytic 
activation molecule family 
member 1 

chr1 173697257-
173731274(+) 

3.15 UP 

8 Slamf6 1420659_at SLAM family member 6 chr1 173847715-
173874506(+)  

1.62 Down 

8 Slamf6 1457773_at SLAM family member 6 chr1 173882570-
173883300(+) 

3.15 UP 

9 Vangl2, Ltap 1455592_at vang-like 2 (van gogh, 
Drosophila), loop tail 
associated protein 

chr1 173932720-
173933835(-) 

1.46 UP 

9 Vangl2, Ltap 1419218_at vang-like 2 (van gogh, 
Drosophila), loop tail 
associated protein 

chr1 173934493-
173957417(-) 

1.83 UP 

10 Pex19 1455208_at peroxisomal biogenesis 
factor 19 

chr1 174065861-
174066856(+) 

1.88 UP 

11 LOC623121 1437636_at similar to Interferon-
activatable protein 203 (Ifi-
203) (Interferon-inducible 
protein p203) 

chr1H3 175496413-
175529409 

5.69 UP 

12 BC094916,LO
C10004,   

1435330_at Mus musculus pyrin and 
HIN domain family, 
member 1 (Pyhin1), 
mRNA. 

chr1 175560994-
175578059(+ 

10.5
2 

UP 

 LOC63760, 
Pyhin1 

      

13 Ifi203 1451567_a_at interferon activated gene 
203 

chr1 175676801-
175872579(-) 

3.36 Down 

15 Ifi205, Mnda   1452349_x_at interferon activated gene 
205 /// myeloid cell nuclear 
differentiation antigen 

chr1 175826473-
175843031(-), 
175682838-
175697028(-), 
175787340-
175795691(-)  

1.84 UP 

13 Ifi203 1448775_at interferon activated gene 
203 

chr1 175850530-
175872523(-) 

1.69 Down 

14 Ifi202b 1457666_s_at interferon activated gene 
202B 

chr1 175892699-
175892942(-) 

7.45 Down 

14 Ifi202b 1421551_s_at interferon activated gene 
202B 

chr1 175892745-
175912845(-) 

5.69 Down 

* Ints7 1428531_at integrator complex subunit 
7 

chr1 193428734-
193447570(+) 

1.35 UP 

32 Arl6ip6 1424021_at ADP-ribosylation factor-
like 6 interacting protein 6 

chr2 53051121-
53078255(+) 

1.15 Down 

33 Gad1 1416561_at glutamic acid decarboxylase 
1 

chr2 70399539-
70440038(+) 

1.11 Down 
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34 Chi3l4 1425450_at chitinase 3-like 4 chr3 106078683-
106101945(+ 

1.28 UP 

35 BC030183 1455587_at cDNA sequence BC030183 chr4 129254059-
129255775(- 

1.23 UP 

36 Tas1r3 1420778_at taste receptor, type 1, 
member 3 

chr4 155233376-
155237471(-) 

1.19 UP 

37 AF013969 1460736_at expressed sequence 
AF013969 

chr5 42178813-
42210795(-) 

1.16 Down 

38 Tmem34 1426628_at transmembrane protein 34 chr8 80119830-
80134530(-) 

1.26 Down 

39 Unknown 1457602_at Transcribed locus chr8 119404571-
119405005(+)  

1.32 Down 

40 Unknown 1459554_at  chr11 41127543-
41127780(-) 

1.11 UP 

41 6030490I01Ri
k 

1437873_at RIKEN cDNA 6030490I01 
gene 

chr17 32953864-
32954838(-) 

1.15 Down 

42 Dpf2 1416534_at D4, zinc and double PHD 
fingers family 2 

chr19 5897134-
5912963(-) 

1.10 Down 

43 Slc6a8 1448596_at solute carrier family 6 
(neurotransmitter 
transporter, creatine), 
member 8 

chrX 70918488-
70927841(+) 

1.18 UP 

44 Unknown 1446208_at  Un-
known 

 4.62 UP 

 

 

3.1.3 Summary of major findings: 

 

In an attempt to identify the genetic sequences on chromosome 1 that control NKT cell 

numbers, a NOD mouse line congenic for the C57BL/6 allele at the Nkt1 locus was 

produced and characterised. Flow cytometric analyses confirmed an increase in NKT 

cells in this line with the majority of additional NKT cells, both in thymus and spleen, 

found to belong to the relatively developmentally immature CD4+ CD44hi NK1.1- 

population. A microarray gene expression analysis was performed to compare gene 

expression levels of the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic strain to NOD.Nkrp1b mice to 

reveal 44 highly differentially expressed genes, 28 of which lay within the Nkt1 

congenic interval (~1.6% of genome; χ2 = 598.2; df = 1; p < 10-130; χ2 one sample 

test). Twenty-one of these were within the 95% confidence interval of the original 

linkage peak. Three genes were identified as possible candidates, two SLAM family 
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genes, Slamf1 and Slamf6, as signalling through SLAM-associated protein (SAP) 

appears to be essential for thymic positive selection of NKT cells (reviewed in Nichols 

et al., 2005), and Cd247 due to its ability to act as a signal transduction molecule for 

NKT cells. A way to address whether all of the prominent candidates are involved in 

increasing the NKT cells numbers is by congenesis. If subcongenics of the Nkt1 region 

could be made which separated out the prominent candidates from each other, 

phenotypic analysis looking at NKT cell numbers would identify which candidates 

should be considered further. This approach was thus undertaken (see next section). 

 

 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 3.2 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Subcongenic Analysis of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b 
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3.2.1 Introduction 

 

Linkage analysis of genetic control of NKT cell numbers in NOD mice revealed two loci 

exhibiting significant genetic contribution to this trait, Nkt1 on distal chromosome 1 and 

Nkt2 on chromosome 2 (Esteban et al., 2003). Nkt1, the most significant linkage peak, was 

determined to be strongest at D1mit15 with a LOD of 6.8. Chapter 3.1 describes how a NOD 

congenic line with C57BL/6 alleles covering the linkage region was produced, the increase 

in NKT cell numbers confirmed for this congenic strain, and how gene expression 

microarray analysis revealed 21 possible candidate genes in this region. Slamf1 and Slamf6 

were thought to be our most prominent candidates due to the apparent necessity for signaling 

through SAP for positive selection of NKT cells. However, Cd247 also remains a possible 

candidate gene. It is positioned 2cM (2.48Mb) proximal to D1mit15 and forms part of the 

TCR:CD3 complex. This complex is composed of at least six different trans-membrane 

proteins: TCR α and β (or γ and δ), together with the invariant CD3 components, γ, δ, ε, ζ 

and η , shown to be essential for proper assembly and surface expression of the complete 

TCR:CD3  complex (Ashwell and Klusner, 1990). The CD3γ, δ, and ε chains are 

homologous, while the ζ and η chains are structurally unrelated to them. However, CD3ζ 

and CD3η are transcribed from a common gene by alternative splicing (Clayton et al., 

1991), such that CD3ζ has exons one to eight while η has exons one to seven, plus exon nine 

(Ohno and Saito, 1990). On a single T cell, CD3ζ occurs most commonly as a ζ-ζ 

homodimer, while around 5-10% of the time, it occurs as a heterdimer with the η-subunit 

(Orloff et al., 1989). The TCR:CD3 complex transduces the cellular signal for the initiation 

of T cell activation. CD3ζ is necessary for TCR transport to the cell surface thus enabling 

binding of antigen/major histocompatibility complex (MHC) to αβ to effect TCR signaling 
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(Frank et al., 1990). Activation is initiated by phosphorylation of ζ and ε, followed by 

recruitment and activation of ζ-associated protein ZAP70 tyrosine kinase, which then allows 

the activation and mobilization of linker/adapter molecules resulting in activation of 

mitogen-activated protein kinases, NFκB and Ca2+ flux, ultimately resulting in nuclear gene 

transcription (Noraz et al., 2000).  

 

CD3ζ/η-/- homozygous mutant mice have profound reduction in the surface levels of TCR 

complexes and the products of the CD3ζ/η gene appear to be necessary for efficient 

generation and/or survival of DP thymocytes (Malissen et al., 1993). Knocking out η alone 

does not disrupt T cell development, but is embryonal lethal, possibly due to the modulation 

of Oct1, a ubiquitously expressed transcription factor belonging to the POU homeodomain 

family, on the opposite strand (Lerner et al., 1993, Ohno et al., 1994). Reduced levels of 

CD3ζ expression has been found in the T cells isolated ex-vivo from patients with SLE 

(Liossis et al., 1998; Tsuzaka et al., 1998; Nambiar et al., 2002), cancer (Finke et al., 1993) 

and chronic viral infections (Trimble et al., 2000). Also, proteins from differentially spliced 

CD3ζ (Takeuchi et al., 1998), as well as polymorphisms in both the promoter region and the 

3’UTR of CD3ζ have been reported in some patients with lupus (Nambiar et al., 2001). As 

the linkage region on chromosome 1 that we identified as controlling NKT cell numbers is 

the same region which confers susceptibility to development of lupus-associated anti-nuclear 

autoantibodies in this strain (Bana3/Sle1/Nba2/Lbw7) (Esteban et al., 2003; Jordan et al., 

2000) it is possible that the gene controlling NKT cell numbers also contributes to the risk of 

developing lupus. Although disturbances in NKT cell numbers are associated with lupus 

susceptibility in various mouse models of the disease, the nature of the defect appears to 

vary with the model. For example, numbers of Vα14Jα18+ T cells were increased in NZB/W 
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(Morshed et al., 2002) NZM2410 and B6.NZMSle1 (Matsuki et al., 2003) mice, whereas 

they were decreased in lupus prone NOD (Baxter & Cooke, 1994, Baxter et al., 1994a, 

Horsfall et al., 1998, Hawke et al., 2003) and MRL.lpr/lpr mice (Yang et al., 2003). 

Inflammatory dermatitis in MRL.lpr/lpr is reduced by administration of αGalCer to expand 

the NKT cell repertoire (Yang et al., 2003). However, this same treatment exacerbated lupus 

and decreased survival in NZB/W mice (Zeng et al., 2003). Furthermore, anti-CD1d 

antibody treatment of NZB/W mice ameliorated the severity of disease and prolonged 

survival (Yang et al., 2003). There is some evidence that a relationship may exist between 

NKT cell deficiency and SLE in humans: Valpha24+ T cells were significantly increased in 

patients with active SLE compared to healthy subjects and while the invariant 

Valpha24JalphaQ TCR dominated in DN Valpha24+ T cells in healthy individuals, it was 

not detected in DN Valpha24+ T cells from patients with active SLE, but rather 2 to 9 Jalpha 

genes were oligo-clonally expanded in these patients (Oishi et al., 2001).  

 

The expression microarray analysis between NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice, 

produced at least three potential candidate genes for Nkt1: Slamf1, Slamf6 and Cd247.  In 

order to select between these candidates, subcongenic strains were constructed. 

  

3.2.2 Results: 

3.2.2.1 Real-Time Quantitative PCR to validate microarray profling of 

Cd247, Slamf1 and Slamf6 

 Validation of Cd247, Slamf1 and Slamf6 as Nkt1 candidate genes, as identified 

through expression microarray profiling (Chapter 3.1), was obtained by quantitative RT-
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PCR on independent samples of RNA from NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice 

(Figure 3.7-3.9). Primers were designed within microarray feature targets and expression 

was normalised against Gapdh, as microarray expression analyses had shown that this gene 

was not differentially expressed between NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice. The 

primers used for quantitation are listed in Table A1 (Appendix A). 

 

Titrated template standards were processed in parallel with unknown controls. As per the 

microarray results, no discernable difference in CD3ζ expression could be found although a 

significant difference in expression was determined for the CD3η isoform of Cd247 (Figure 

3.7). NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice were confirmed to have significantly more Slamf1 

expression than the parental strain (Figure 3.8), and the divergent expression of Slamf6 

isoforms (LY108s and LY108l) was also verified (Figure 3.9).  

 

3.2.2.2 Establishment of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b subcongenic lines  

 Although no discernable difference in CD3ζ expression between our 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b line and the parental background strain could be established, its splice-

form CD3η showed differential expression. In order to formally test its candidature I 

produced subcongenic mouse lines of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b, with Cd247  either being NOD- or 

C57BL//6-derived (Figure 2.1, Chapter 2). NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (D1mit396-D1bax314)/Bax 

(hereafter referred to as NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247) and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b(D1bax316-

D1bax155)/Bax (hereafter referred to as NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam) mice were produced by 

crossing the original NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mouse strain with NOD.Nkrp1b mice and 

screening offspring using microsatellite markers D1bax 314 (within Cd247), D1bax316 

(within Slamf1) and D1bax269 (within Slamf6). Mice with C57BL/6 –derived alleles for  
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these markers were continued to be backcrossed to NOD.Nkrp1b mice until breeders with a 

C57BL/6-derived segment including Cd247, but with NOD-derived Slamf1 and Slamf6 

could be identified (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247), or a C57BL/6 derived segment including 

Slamf1 and Slamf6, with NOD-derived alleles for Cd247 could be found 

(NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam). No mice were found with a C57BL/6 derived Slamf6 segment, 

with NOD-derived Cd247 and Slamf1. Mice identified for each line were then intercrossed 

and homozygous congenic founders were used to establish the subcongenic lines for Nkt1. 

DNA preparation and genotyping of segment boundaries were determined by microsatellite 

typing including markers D1mit369, D1mit396, D1bax246. D1bax314, D1mit111, 

D1bax222, D1bax316, D1mit113, D1bax269, D1mit359, D1mit458, D1mit291, D1mit209, 

D1mit511 and D1mit155 (Figure 3.10B). The NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247 strain was found to 

have a proximal congenic boundary between D1mit369 and D1mit396 (between 

151591362bp and 154968142bp) and a distal boundary between D1bax314 and D1mit111 

(between  1677801284bp and 170937673bp). The NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam congenic line, 

on the other hand, had a proximal boundary between D1mit111 and D1bax222 (between 

170937842bp and 173635189bp) and a distal boundary between D1mit291 and D1mit209 

(between186554340bp and 193317066bp). A schematic representing the new subcongenic 

lines compared to the original Nkt1 line and background NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 strains 

is given in Figure 3.10.  

 

3.2.2.3 Characterisation of the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b subcongenic mouse lines 

 Flow cytometric analysis was carried out to determine NKT cell proportions and 

numbers for the subcongenic lines (Figure 3.11). Proportions (A) and absolute numbers (B)  
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congenic line (Jordan et al, 2007); NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-CD247 is an Nkt1 sub-congenic
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of thymic NKT cell numbers in eight-week-old mice from the sub-congenic lines 

(NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247 and NOD.Nkrp1b. Nkt1b-Slam), and the original 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b line, as well as NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 strains were determined by 

CD1d-αGalCer tetramer binding. The sub-congenic line with C57BL/6-derived alleles for 

Cd247 and NOD-derived alleles for Slamf1 and Slamf6 (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247) showed 

no increase in NKT cell number as compared to the background NOD.Nkrp1b strain, while 

the sub-congenic with NOD-derived Cd247 alleles and Slam alleles derived from C57BL/6 

(NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam) showed an increase in NKT cells equivalent to that of the original 

Nkt1 congenic strain, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b. This is indicative of Cd247 having no significant 

influence on determining NKT cell number, while allelic variation of the SLAM family 

members, Slamf1 and Slamf6 indicate a role consistent with control of NKT cell numbers, 

and therefore continue to be good candidate genes for this phenotype. As the SLAM family 

consists of 9 members, which cluster on chromosome 1, expression levels for all of them 

were determined from the thymic expression microarray data comparing NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice (Figure 3.12). Only Slamf1 and Slamf6 were significantly 

differentially expressed in the congenic line compared to the parental line (p<0.001; Mann-

Whitney U test) and thus remained our most prominent candidate genes for Nkt1. 
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Figure 3.11: Characterisation of the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b subcongenic mouse lines. Proportions
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C57BL/6 mice by filled circles, while those for NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247 mice
are indicated by unfilled circles and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam mice are indicated
by filled triangles . Proportion means and standard error of the means (SEM) are
shown, while for numbers, individual values and statistical analysis (Mann Whitney
U test) are given. (Data was generated jointly by Ms Julie Fletcher, Mr Roby Jose,
Dr Shahead Chowdhury and myself.)
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3.2.3 Summary of major findings 
 
 

The possible candidate genes for Nkt1, Cd247, Slamf1 and Slamf6, identified through 

expression microarray analysis in Chapter 3.1 were validated by QRTPCR on a new sample 

set.  In order to select between these candidates, sub-congenic strains were constructed: one 

which had C57BL/6 derived Cd247 alleles but NOD-derived alleles for our other candidate 

genes, Slamf1 and Slamf6, (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247) and one which had NOD-derived 

Cd247 alleles but which included Slamf1 and Slamf6 C57BL/6 derived alleles 
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Figure 3.12: 
Microarray profiling of expression levels of SLAM family members of thymi from 
NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice. Mann-Whitney U test applied with signifi-
cance threshold corrected for multiple hypothesis testing. 
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(NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam). Phenotypic analysis of the sub-congenic lines revealed that only 

the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam strain had an increase in NKT cell numbers equivalent to that 

observed for the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b line, while no increase was observed for 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247. This showed formally that Cd247 did not contribute to the 

increase in NKT cell numbers and could therefore be excluded as a candidate for Nkt1. 

Slamf1 and Slamf6 thus remain the most prominent candidate genes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 3.3 
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Slamf1 (CD150) as candidate gene 
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3.3.1 Introduction 

 

The signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (Official symbol Slamf1; also known as 

Slam; CD150; ESTM51; IPO-3; AA177906; MGC151472; MGC151476; 4933415F16) 

was identified as being one of the most significantly differentially regulated genes in 

the expression microarray analysis comparing the NKT cell deficient NOD.Nkrp1b 

mice with the Nkt1 congenic strain, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (Chapter 3.1). As signaling 

through SLAM-associated protein (SAP) it thought to be essential for positive 

selection of NKT cells at the double positive stage (reviewed in Nichols et al., 2005a), 

this gene was considered to be a prominent candidate for Nkt1. It is encoded on mouse 

chromosome 1 H3 (93.3 cM) (and on human chromosome 1q22-23) and is a cell 

membrane; single-pass type I membrane protein of between 75-95kDa in size. The 

mouse Slamf1 transcript consists of seven exons which through alternative splicing 

produces three isoforms of SLAM protein, two of which are transcriptionally active, a 

short and long isoform. It is a member of the CD2 subfamily of Ig receptors and is 

reported to be a homophilic receptor with extensive expression throughout the 

haematopoietic system, including on thymocytes, T cells, B cells, dendritic cells (DCs) 

and macrophages (Sidorenko & Clark, 1993, Cocks et al., 1995, Mavaddat et al., 2000, 

Hamalain et al., 2000, Kruse et al., 2001, Romero et al., 2004).  

 

SLAM (Sayos et al., 1998), together with several other members of the CD2 receptor 

family show similarities in cytoplasmic domains as well as chromosome localisation 

and have thus been sub-classified as SLAM family.  The SLAM family of 

immunoregulatory receptors comprise of SLAM, CD48 (BCM1; BLAST; BCM-1; 
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BLAST1; SLAMF2; SGP-60; BLAST-1; MEM-102; AI449234; AW610730), LY9 

(CD229, SLAMF3), CD244 (2B4; C9.1; LY90; NAIL; NMRK; NKR2B4; SLAMF4; 

F730046O15RIK ), CD84(CDW84; SLAMF5; A130013D22RIK), LY108 (KAL1; 

NTBA; KAL1B; NTB-A; SF2000; SLAMF6), SLAMF7 (19A; CS1; 19A24; CRACC; 

4930560D03RIK; NLY9), SLAMF8 (BLAME; SBBI42; 5830408F06RIK) AND 

SLAMF9 (CD2F10; SF2001; CD2F-10; CD84-H1; AI462096; 2310026I04RIK). 

Together these nine SLAM family members form a haplotype block, of which there 

are two stable haplotypes. C57BL/6, C57L, C57BR, C57BL/10 and RF mouse strains 

express the minority haplotype (Haplotype 1), while NOD/Lt, BALB/cJ, 129/SvJ, A/J, 

AKR/J, C3H/HeJ, CBA/J, DBA/2J, MRL/MpJ, NZB/B1WJ, NZW, SJL/J and other 

strains all express the majority Haplotype 2  (Wandstrat et. al. 2004). All of the SLAM 

receptors contain tandem Ig-like V-type (immunoglobulin-like) and Ig-like C2-type 

sets in their extracellular domains, while several contain immune receptor tyrosine 

based switch motifs (ITSMs) in their cytoplasmic tails. These ITSMs contain the 

amino acid sequence TxYxxV/I, comprising a consensus sequence for the Src 

homology 2 (SH2) domains of the small cytoplasmic adaptor molecules SLAM-

associated protein (SAP) and EAT-2 (Figure 3.13). Extensive studies of SAP in the 

context of T-cell activation, have shown that it interacts with SLAM in an unusual 

manner. While the SH2 domain is conventionally stabilized through two distinct 

contacts, one between the phosphotyrosine-binding pocket of the SH2 domain and a 

phosphorylated tyrosine residue and the other between the SH2 domain and several 

amino acids carboxy-terminal to this tyrosine, the phosphotyrosine-binding domain of 

SAP rather makes three different contacts with SLAM, including contact at the  
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membrane-proximal tyrosine residue Y281 as well as with amino-acids immediately 

carboxy- and amino-terminal to Y281 (Poy et al., 1999; Hwang et al., 2002; Li et al.,  

1999). This interaction contributes energy which enhances its affinity for SLAM, 

whether Y281 is phosphorylated or not, and this unusual interaction has been 

postulated to allow SLAM a more efficient recruitment of SAP (Latour et al., 2003a). 

Two modes of SLAM signaling are thus likely to exist: one in which the inhibitor 

SH2D1A acts as a negative regulator and another in which protein-tyrosine 

phosphatase 2c (PTPN11)-dependent signal transduction operates. 

 

Signaling through SAP appears to be essential for the positive selection of NKT cells 

in the thymus (reviewed in Nichols et al., 2005a). SAP has been shown to bridge 

CD2 CD58 CD48
CD244 
(2B4)

CD150 
(SLAM) CD84

CD229 
(Ly9)

mLy108 CS-1 BLAME CD84-H1

CD2F-10 
SF2001

CRACC 
NLy9

hNTB-A 
SF2000

TxYxxV/I (SAP binding site)

Figure 3.13: The CD2 subset of the immunoglobin (Ig) superfamily of cell surface receptors. Original names of the receptors are given at the top of each,
        while other names are listed below. Heterophilic receptor-ligand pairs include mouse CD2-CD48, human CD2-CD58 and human and mouse 
        CD244-CD48. SLAM, CD84, Ly108, and CS-1 function as self ligands.The SLAM family receptors contain tyrosisine based motifs within
        their cytoplasmic domains that can potentially bind to SLAM-associated protein, SAP, and EAT-2.
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SLAM to the Src family kinase FYN, thereby regulating protein kinase Cθ –dependent 

NF-κB activation. As the ontogeny of functional iNKT cells requires signaling through 

protein kinase Cθ), SAP has been shown to be an absolute requirement for iNKT cell 

ontogeny, while being dispensible for conventional T-lymphocyte development (Stanic 

et al., 2004b, Cannons et al., 2004, Nichols et al., 2005b). 

 

Mutations in SAP leading to elimination of all or part of the SH2D1A gene encoding 

SAP, truncation of the SAP protein or altered function of the SH2 domain, have been 

found to cause X-linked lymphoproliferative (XLP) disease in humans, a fatal 

immunodeficiency characterized by fulminant infectious mononucleosis, 

dysgammaglobulinemia, and/or lymphoproliferative disorders (Morra et al., 2001b; 

Lewis et al., 2001; Li et al., 2003; Tangye et al., 2003). XLP patients, as well as Sap-/- 

mice, which mimic several aspects of human XLP disease, in particular their 

susceptibility to viral infections, lack NKT cells. SLAM knockout mice too have 

several similarities to SAP deficiency in humans, purified SLAM-/- CD4 T cells 

produce very little IL-4 and slightly elevated levels of IFN-γ following anti-TCR 

stimulation and anti-CD28 or Ag-pulsed APCs in vitro (Wang et al., 2004). This 

however is probably due to the 129 haplotype. SAP-/- mice show a less severe form of 

this defect. SLAM-/- mouse macrophages also have impaired function, producing 

unusually large amounts of IL-6 and significantly less TNF-α, IL-12 and NO in 

response to LPS.  SAP-/- C57BL6 mice, on the other hand, do not have this impairment 

in macrophage function. The SLAM-/- phenotype therefore cannot be totally attributed 

to disrupted SAP signaling, and the SAP-/- phenotype cannot be entirely explained by 

disrupted signaling downstream of SLAM. Additional SLAM family members must 
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thus play a role in SAP signal regulation. In light of these findings, Slamf1 was tested 

as a candidate for Nkt1.  

 

3.3.2 Results: 

3.3.2.1 Real-Time Quantitative PCR to quantify Slamf1 isoforms 

 Further to the validation of Slamf1 microarray feature targets carried out in 

Chapter 3.2 (Figure 3.8), the three isoforms of Slamf1 were quantified by Real-time 

PCR using primers listed in Figure A2 (Appendix A). As only isoform 2 (AK037780) 

had unique sequence, primers were designed to detect either isoform 2 alone, isoform 

1 (AK020012) and 2, or isoform 1 and 3 (AK016818) and all were normalized against 

Gapdh. Analyses of sample cDNAs were carried out by comparison to a standard 

curve for both the isoform of interest and the housekeeper. Template standards were 

prepared by PCR amplification of cDNA from C57BL/6 thymi using primers flanking 

those used for quantitation (Figure A2 (Appendix A)). 

 

RT-PCR quantification validated the expression microarray analysis, showing that 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice had significantly more Slamf1 expression than the 

parental strain (Figure 3.14).  

 

3.3.2.2 Characterisation of allelic SLAM expression 

  The microarray and RT-PCR results were further validated by flow cytometric 

surface SLAM expression analysis on thymic and splenic lymphocytes from the two 

strains, which showed consistency with the microarray and RT-PCR results (Jordan et  
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al., 2007). As there was the possibility that the retarded expression pattern of CD150 

(SLAM) during thymocyte development displayed by NOD.Nkrp1b mice was actually 

associated with expression of SLAM/CD2 haplotype 2 and was not specific to the 

NOD/Lt strain, BALB/c mice, which are also haplotype 2 but which have increased 

NKT cell numbers, were included in the analysis. Cell suspensions were prepared and 

flow cytometric analysis was carried out by Ms Julie Fletcher. Cells were labelled with 

anti CD3-APC (clone 145-2C11), anti-CD4-PB (clone RM4-5), anti-NK1.1-PE-Cy7 

(clone PK136), anti-CD8-FITC (clone 53-6.7) and anti-CD150 (SLAM)-PE (clone 

TC15-12F12.2, Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA). SLAM expression through T-cell 
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Figure 3.14:
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development was compared between NOD.Nkrp1b, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b, C57BL/6 and 

BALB/c mice using cell surface markers CD3, CD4 and CD8 to define the T-cell 

developmental pathway from the least mature CD4-CD8- (double negative) CD3-, 

through the double positive intermediate stage to the most mature CD4 or CD8 single 

positive (SP) stage.  Major differences in the developmental program of thymic SLAM 

expression were revealed: while NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice 

express high levels of SLAM on DP thymocytes, with relatively lower levels 

expressed on SP cells, NOD.Nkrp1b mice have retarded SLAM expression, reaching a 

peak expression only at the mature SP stage. Expression levels of (NOD.Nkrp1b x 

C57BL/6)F1 mice was intermediate between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6. Levels of 

SLAM expression on mature thymic NKT cells was similar. In keeping with the 

similar expression levels at the SP stage, SLAM expression in splenocytes was also 

similar (Figure 3.15; Jordan et al., 2007, Jordan et al., 2011). 

 

3.3.2.3. Functional consequences of differential SLAM expression: 

 In order to determine whether the differences in SLAM expression seen on DP 

thymocytes was sufficient to result in functional effects, an assay of SLAM function 

was established. As SLAM acts as a co-stimulator through homotypic interaction, and 

the greatest difference in SLAM expression was observed at the DP stage, SLAM 

function was assessed by measuring TCR-stimulated proliferation of whole 

thymocytes. Professor Alan Baxter carried out proliferation assays on single cell 

suspensions, where whole thymocytes or CD4+ splenocytes were stimulated in vitro 

with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 coated beads and the proliferative response detected through 

thymidine incorporation 5 or 3 days later, respectively. To confirm the validity of the  
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Figure 3.15 
SLAM expression on thymocytes (A-E) and splenocytes (F-I) of NOD.Nkrp1 b and 
NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice (n=5/group). Profiles from NOD.Nkrp1 b mice are indicated with 
the fine lines, whereas those from NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b are indicated with the heavy lines. 
The T cell developmental pathway is indicated (B) and example profiles of SLAM 
expression on thymocyte subsets gated for CD3, CD4 and CD8 expression presented (C). 
Means and SEM of mean fluorescence intensities (MFI) are shown for each stage (n = 5; 
D). Values for NOD.Nkrp1 b mice are indicated by white squares while those for 
NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice by filled black diamonds. SLAM levels of thymic CD1d/"-GalCer 
tetramer-binding NKT cell CD4+ and DN subsets were determined by flow cytometry (n=3; 
E). Splenocytes were gated by !TCR (T cells) and B220 (B cells; G). Example profiles are 
shown (H) as well as individual values (n = 5; I). (Data was generated by Ms Julie Fletcher).
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system as a surrogate measure of SLAM function, some cultures were established in 

the presence of 100 ug/ml of the blocking SLAM peptide 132-146 

(FCKQLKLYEQVSPPE; Auspep, Melbourne, Australia), 100 ug/ml of the non-

blocking SLAM peptide 83-97 (DLSKGSYPDHLEDGY; Auspep) or inhibiting 

concentrations (6.25 ug/ml) of the TC15 anti-SLAM mAb (Biolegend, San Diego, CA, 

USA). Greater proliferation was observed in thymocyte cultures from 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice than in those from NOD.Nkrp1b mice, concordant with the 

variable levels of SLAM expression on DP thymocytes modulating the signal 

threshold of the mature SP thymocytes (Figure 3.16, n=6; p<0.05; Mann-Whitney U 

test; Jordan et al., 2007). Addition of IL-2 eliminated the difference between the 

strains, consistent with SLAM’s role as a co-stimulator. Unsurprisingly, no significant 

difference in proliferation was observed in the TCR-stimulated CD4+ splenic cultures 

from the different strains, in keeping with similar SLAM expression on splenocytes 

(Figure 3.16; Jordan et al., 2007).  An assay of cytokines in the supernatants from 

thymocyte cultures, carried out by Ms Julie Fletcher, revealed that NOD.Nkrp1b mice 

produce significantly less IL-4 and IL-5 and slightly more IFNγ than 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice. (Significantly less IL-4 production from NOD.Nkrp1b was 

also observed in the splenocyte cultures; Figure 3.16). These results are analogous to 

the cytokine profiles seen in Slamf1-/- and Sap-/- mutant mice (Wang et al., 2004, Wu et 

al., 2001, Czar et al., 2001).  
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Figure 3.16 
The costimulation effect of SLAM expression by DP thymocytes on anti-CD3/CD28 
induced proliferation of whole thymocytes from NOD.Nkrp1 b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice 
is illustrated in panel (A) in the absence or presence of blocking SLAM peptide 132-146 or 
inhibiting concentrations of the TC15 anti-SLAM mAb. Proliferation of control cultures 
containing no added inhibitors or the non-blocking SLAM peptide 83-97 is also shown. 
Functional effects of allelic SLAM expression on TCR signalling in vitro of thymocytes and 
splenocytes from NOD.Nkrp1 b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice (n=6/group; panels B-E). 
Cultures of whole thymocytes (3 days) and purified CD4+ splenocytes (5 days) were 
stimulated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 coated beads in the presence or absence of IL-2, and 
proliferation assayed by thymidine incorporation (B). Levels of IL-4 (C), IL-5 (D) and IFN- 

supernatants were measured by cytokine bead array.(Data was generated by
Professor Alan Baxter and Ms Julie Fletcher).
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 3.3.2.4 Sequencing 

 

Sequencing of mRNA, exon/intron boundaries and promoter region was carried out in 

order to compare NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice for deletions, insertions or 

polymorphisms as possible explanations for differential expression of Slamf1 between 

the strains. As NOD/Lt and BALB/c strains are of the same haplotype, a difference in 

sequence between them could account for possible NOD-specific differences in SLAM 

expression levels. 

 

3.3.2.4.1 mRNA sequence comparison 

Primers were designed within each exon of the Slamf1 gene (Table A3, 

Appendix A), in order to determine whether all splice variants were present and 

comparable between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice. PCR amplification of cDNA 

was undertaken with forward primer in exon 1 and reverse primer in exon 2, then 

reverse primer in exon 3, etc, such that the resulting products would reveal any splice 

forms present in one strain and not the other. No differences between isoforms could 

be found. A comparison of the mRNA sequences (Figure 3.17  (and Figure 3.19 for 

schematic)) however, revealed an A:G substitution 303 bp downstream of the start site 

of NOD.Nkrp1b mice in comparison to the C57BL/6 strain, but this produced no 

change to the amino acid code. Nkrp1b mice also have ΔG at position -27 within the 

5’UTR, as well as 6 polymorphisms within the 3’UTR: +1110ΔA, G1183A, T1249C, 

C1347A, A2364C and +2410ΔA. Five of these polymorphisms were also present 

between the BALB/c and NOD/Lt strains: +1110ΔA, T1249C, C1347A, A2364C and 
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+2410ΔA. These changes within the 3’UTR corresponded to an mRNA stability 

region. 

  

 

 
Figure 3.17a  
Summary view of  Slamf1 full-length mRNA (AK020012) comparing sequence differences  between 
NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6, BALB/c and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mouse strains. 
 
 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----:---- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1             --- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----:---- ---------- ---------- ----------  
                 ............................................................................................................. 
   #-92                                               
                                      CTTCTTCCTT TGGGGTAACA GTAAGCAGCT GTCCTGCCGA GCTGAGCTGA GCTGAGCTCA CAGCTGGGGA CCCTGTCTGC GATTGCTGGC TAATGGATCC 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           M     D      P 

                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                                                                                                                                 

 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

 ............................................................................................................. 
#9    CAAAGGATCC CTTTCCTGGA GAATACTTCT GTTTCTCTCC CTGGCTTTTG AGTTGAGCTA CGGAACAGGT GGAGGTGTGA TGGATTGCCC AGTGATTCTC 
                                            K     G     S        L   S     W        R     I       L     L      F    L     S       L       A    F       E     L       S        Y     G     T       G      G      G    V       M     D     C     P        V     I   L    
                                                      
                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- TC 
                     ............................................................................................................. 
#109                CAGAAGCTGG GACAGGACAC GTGGCTGCCC CTGACGAATG AACATCAGAT AAATAAGAGC GTGAACAAAA GTGTCCGCAT CCTCGTCACC ATGGCGACGT 
                                       Q     K      L        G     Q      D     T     W      L    P         L    T        N      E      H     Q      I       N    K      S         V    N     K       S      V      R     I         L   V      T       M    A      T    
 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----G----- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----G----- 

                          ............................................................................................................. 
#209                CCCCAGGAAG CAAATCCAAC AAGAAAATTG TGTCTTTTGA TCTCTCTAAA GGGAGCTATC CAGATCACCT GGAGGATGGC TACCACTTTC AATCAAAAAA 
                                     S     P     G      S        K   S     N       K        K     I      V        S      F      D     L    S      K        G    S    Y       P       D      H     L        E     D     G       Y     H      F      Q     S     K       N 
                              
                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----*----- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

  ............................................................................................................. 
#309                 CCTGAGCCTG AAGATCCTCG GGAACAGGCG GGAGAGTGAA GGATGGTACT TGGTGAGCGT GGAGGAGAAC GTTTCTGTTC AGCAATTCTG CAAGCAGCTG 
                                          L    S         L       K     I       L       G     N      R       R     E     S       E       G     W    Y      L       V      S      V       E     E      N       V    S      V      Q     Q     F     C        K     Q      L   
 

               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                           ............................................................................................................. 
#409                  AAGCTTTATG AACAGGTCTC CCCTCCAGAG ATTAAAGTGC TAAACAAAAC CCAGGAGAAC GAGAATGGGA CCTGCAGCTT GCTGTTGGCC TGCACAGTGA 
                                          K     L     Y     E       Q      V     S       P      P     E        I     K      V      L     N      K        T      Q    E      N        E       N    G      T       C      S      L      L     L     A       C      T      V   

                               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
   #509              AGAAAGGGGA CCATGTGACT TACAGCTGGA GTGATGAGGC AGGCACCCAC CTGCTGAGCC GAGCCAACCG CTCCCACCTC CTGCACATCA CTCTTAGCAA 
                                      K     K     G       D      H    V      T       Y     S   W      S         D     E      A       G      T      H      L      L      S     R       A    N       R      S     H      L      L     H       I      T       L     S      N   
                 

                          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

                         ............................................................................................................. 
  #609              CCAGCATCAA GACAGCATCT ACAACTGCAC CGCAAGCAAC CCTGTCAGCA GTATCTCTAG GACCTTCAAC CTATCATCGC AAGCATGCAA GCAGGAATCC 
                                          Q     H    Q       D      S      I        Y     N      C     T       A    S       N       P     V     S         S     I      S       R     T      F      N       L     S      S        Q    A     C        K     Q     E      S   

                             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                           ............................................................................................................. 
  #709              TCCTCAGAAT CGAGTCCATG GATGCAATAT ACTCTTGTAC CACTGGGGGT CGTTATAATC TTCATCCTGG TTTTCACGGC AATAATAATG ATGAAAAGAC 
                                       S      S     E     S        S     P        W    M     Q    Y        T     L     V     P       L     G       V      V     I       I       F       I     L      V     F      T      A       I       I      M      M    K      R 

                            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

                         ............................................................................................................. 
#809               AAGGTAAATC AAATCACTGC CAGCCACCAG TGGAAGAAAA AAGCCTTACT ATTTATGCCC AAGTACAGAA ATCAGGGCCT CAAGAGAAGA AACTTCATGA 
                                    Q    G     K       S      N    H      C       Q     P      P      V      E     E        K       S      L     T        I    Y     A      Q      V      Q        K    S      G      P       Q     E      K     K        L    H     D  
 

                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                                                              
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

                          ............................................................................................................. 
#909                 TGCCCTAACA GATCAGGACC CCTGCACAAC CATTTATGTG GCTGCCACAG AGCCTGCCCC AGAGTCTGTC CAGGAACCAA ACCCCACCAC AGTTTATGCC 
                                           A     L     T        D     Q     D     P        C     T      T       I     Y      V    A       A      T      E      P       A      P      E      S      V      Q      E      P      N       P     T     T       V      Y    A   
            

                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------GT- 

............................................................................................................. 
#1009              AGTGTGACAC TGCCAGAGAG CTGACCCATA TACCCAGTGA AAGGACTTTT TGAAGGAGGA TAGAAGAACC AAAATCCACA CTGAACTGGA CCCCGGGTCC 
                                       S      V     T     L       P       E       S      . 

 
 
                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b -:-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----A----- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --:------- ---------- ----A-----  ---------- ---------- 
 

                         ............................................................................................................. 
#1109              CAAGTTCTCT GTGACAGAAA CTGCACATCT GTAACCTTCT CCAATCAGTT CCCTGGTGAC GGATCTGCAC AGGCGTGCTT ATGAAGTAGA TGAGAAGTGA 

                 
                        -*-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----*----- ---------- ----------                   ⇐⇐⇐⇐  

 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- C--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                         ............................................................................................................. 
   #1209            GGCTTCCTGG GCATGCAACC TGCTCTGCTG CTGACACAGA TATGAAGCAG AGATCCCGTG GTACAGTGTA CCATCTTTGC TGTAGCAGAT AATGTGGGTT 

                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- *--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- --------A- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                         ............................................................................................................. 
    #1309          TAGGCATCTC ACTCTTTGCT GGACTGGATA ACAGAACTCA AAAAAAAACC AACAAGCCAA AGACATAGAC TCCATCTCAG ATGGCTGAGC ACAAAGTATA 

                        ---------- ---------- ---------- --------*- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                        
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

               ............................................................................................................. 
#1409               AAAGCCATTT TGGCTCTCTG GACTTTATTG TGGAAGCTGA TCCTGATCAC CTCAAGGCCA AGGGCTCCAT GCCTCAGTTT CTCTCTCACC CTCTAGATGA 
                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                               
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                        ............................................................................................................. 
  #1509            AGAGGGAACA AAGCATAAAG AGTGAAATCC TTGTTGTCTG AGATCATTCT ATAAACGAAC TGACATTTTA TTTGCAAAAC TCAAGCTAGT AATTCAGTAG 

                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

               ............................................................................................................. 
  #1609            ACTTGAAGAT GATTTTAGAG CCTCTTATGC TTCAAACAAC AGAATGAAAT CCATCCAATG TTCTTCAAAG TGTGGTTCTC TGATTAAGTC AAAGCAACAC 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                        ............................................................................................................. 
  #1709            TGTTTGGCAA TGCTGCTGTA AAGTTGCCTG GAATACTCAG AGGAACTTGT CCCAGGGAGG TTTTTTTCAC TTCTTCAAAG AACTTTTGAA TTTAAGTTCT 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                        ............................................................................................................. 
#1809               CTGTTTATTC CCTTGAGCAA AACTCTGGAA CCTCAAGAGT CTCTCTCCGT TGGTTCTGAG GCCATTTTAT AGCCTAGGCC TCCTGTGGAT CTACATGTGT 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

............................................................................................................. 
#1909               ATCACCCACT TCCTATCTCA CTGCATACCT CTGTGTAGTA GTAAATTTAA CCTCAAGTAG AAAATTAAAT TATTTTGGAT GATCAGTTCC AAATGATTAG 
                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                ............................................................................................................. 
#2009              ATGTTTAGTC TCTTATAATA GGATGTAGGT AGAGTCTATA TAAAGTCCTA TATTCTTCAC GTTGTCTGTC CTCAGAGAGA CCATCTTTCA ACCTATCTTC 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

               ............................................................................................................. 
  #2109             CTTCTTGCAC AACTTTGGCA AATACTTTAA AAATAACCAT TGTGGAGATG GGGAGAGGTC TAAATGGATA ATAGTACTTG CTTTGCAAAC ATGAAGATCT 
                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
         Δ 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                         ............................................................................................................. 
   #2209           GGGTTCAAAC TCCCAGTGTC CATGTAAAAA GATAAGTGTG GTTGAGTGTG CCAGTAACAT AGACACAGAT AGGTCCTGAG ACTTTGCTCC CTAGCCTTCC 

                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----C---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

............................................................................................................. 
  #2309            CAGCCAGGCA TAAATGTCAA GTCCCCTGAG AGTGACAGAG GAAGATACTC CCCCCACACA CACACACATA CACGCACAGT GATACACATA TACATGCATA 

                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b -:-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----                                                              
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------                                                         
>NKT1 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------                                                         

............................................................................................................. 
#2409               CAAAAAAAAA ACTTATTGTA ACAAAGAACA CCAACTGCCT GGCTCAAAA                                                         
                        -*-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 
     Δ 
 
 
 
 
The key for the sequence is given below: 
*=bp change 
= AP-2 alpha A binding site 
 
          = SH2 binding (potential) 
 
  = Affymetrix probe 1425569_a_at 
 
  = Affymetrix probe 1425570_at 
 
Δ   Δ  = Affymetrix probe 1425571_at 
 
⇐⇐⇐⇐  = c-Myb binding site 
 
 = GATA-5B,GATA-6A,GATA6B 
 
 = GATA3 
 
=su(Hw) 
 
= GR 
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Figure 3.17b  
Summary view of  Slamf1 shorter-length mRNA (AK037780) comparing sequence differences  between 
NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6, and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mouse strains.  
 
 
>Nk1.1                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------:--- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1                                   -- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #-93                TCTTCTTCCT TTGGGGTAAC AGTAAGCAGC TGTCCTGCCG AGCTGAGCTG AGCTGAGCTC ACAGCTGGGG ACCCTGTCTG CGATTGCTGG 
  
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #-3                 CTAATGGATC CCAAAGGATC CCTTTCCTGG AGAATACTTC TGTTTCTCTC CCTGGCTTTT GAGTTGAGCT ACGGAACAGG TGGAGGTGTG 
         M   D   P   K  G   S   L   S  W  R   I   L   L   F  L   S    L  A  F   E   L  S  Y  G  T G    G  G  V   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #88                 ATGGATTGCC CAGTGATTCT CCAGAAGCTG GGACAGGACA CGTGGCTGCC CCTGACGAAT GAACATCAGA TAAATAAGAG CGTGAACAAA 
                                M  D  C   P   V  I   L   Q  K  L    G  Q  D   T   W  L   P    L  T   N   E  H  Q    I   N   K   S   V  N  K   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #178                AGTGTCCGCA TCCTCGTCAC CATGGCGACG TCCCCAGGAA GCAAATCCAA CAAGAAAATT GTGTCTTTTG ATCTCTCTAA AGGGAGCTAT 
                                          S  V  R    I   L  V  T    M  A  T   S   P  G   S    K   S   N   K  K   I   V  S   F  D   L   S  K   G   S  Y   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- -----G---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #268                CCAGATCACC TGGAGGATGG CTACCACTTT CAATCAAAAA ACCTGAGCCT GAAGATCCTC GGGAACAGGC GGGAGAGTGA AGGATGGTAC 
                                 P  D  H   L   E   D   G   Y  H  F   Q  S  K   N   L   S   L   K  I   L   G  N  R    R   E  S    E   G   W  Y   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #358                TTGGTGAGCG TGGAGGAGAA CGTTTCTGTT CAGCAATTCT GCAAGCAGCT GAAGCTTTAT GAACAGGTCT CCCCTCCAGA GATTAAAGTG 
                                 L  V  S   V   E   E   N   V  S  V   Q  Q  F   C   K  Q   L    K  L  Y   E  Q   V   S   P  P    E   I    K  V   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
       #448                CTAAACAAAA CCCAGGAGAA CGAGAATGGG ACCTGCAGCT TGCTGTTGGC CTGCACAGTG AAGAAAGGGG ACCATGTGAC TTACAGCTGG 
                                 L  N  K  T   Q   E   N    E  N  G    T  C  S   L   L   L   A  C  T  V   K  K  G   D   H  V  T   Y   S   W   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #538                AGTGATGAGG CAGGCACCCA CCTGCTGAGC CGAGCCAACC GCTCCCACCT CCTGCACATC ACTCTTAGCA ACCAGCATCA AGACAGCATC 
                                  S  D  E  A   G   T    H   L  L  S    R  A   N    R   S    H   L   L   H   I   T  L   S   N   Q  H   Q  D S  I   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
             
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
         #628                TACAACTGCA CCGCAAGCAA CCCTGTCAGC AGTATCTCTA GGACCTTCAA CCTATCATCG CAAGCATGCA AGCAGGAATC CTCCTCAGAA 
                                  Y  N  C  T    A   S   N   P  V  S    S   I   S   R   T   F   N   L  S   S  Q  A   C   K   Q  E  S   S    S   E   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #718                TCGAGTCCAT GGATGCAATA TACTCTTGTA CCACTGGGGG TCGTTATAAT CTTCATCCTG GTTTTCACGG CAATAATAAT GATGAAAAGA 
                                 S   S   P  W   M  Q  Y   T  L  V   P   L  G  V   V  I    I    F   I   L   V  F   T   A    I   I   M   M  K   R   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #808                CAAGGTAAAT CAAATCACTG CCAGCCACCA GTGGAAGAAA AAAGCCTTAC TATTTATGCC CAAGTACAGA AATCAGGGGT ACGTTCTATG 
                                 Q  G  K  S    N  H   C   Q  P   P   V   E   E   K   S   L  T    I  Y   A   Q  V  Q   K    S   G   V  R  S  M   
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #898                CTCACCTTGG GGAGTGTCTG TCATATTTCG CACAGGATTT CTGATAGCTG CCTTGCACAC AACCATGGTC CTGCAGGGAT CTAGAGTAGA 
                                          L  T   L  G   S  V  C   H   I   S   H   R   I   S   D  S   C   L   A  H   N  H   G   P  A   G   I   . 
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #988                TGAACTTAAG AAAGCAGAAA AGTCAAGAAC AAGAGCTCCC CCAGTGTCAC TGGACCCTTA TATTGTTTGA ACTTGTAGAA AACACTGGAC 
                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #1078               AATCCAGTTG CCTGCTTTTT TGTAGTAATG AGATGAAGTT GTAAGAACAT GACCTTGGAT ACTTTCCAGC AGTGGTATTC TAGATTGAGA 
                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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> Nkt1                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #1168               ACTCCTAGAA ATTCTCAAAC TTCCTTCTTG GAGTGTGTAG GCTTGGGGAA GGAGGGTGAA GCATGACAAA GCTATTGTGT ACTATACTGG 
                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> C57BL/6               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #1258               CCTGATCCAA ATAAAGGCAT CTGCAGAGTA CAGTCAGGAA CAGAAAAGGA ATATCTTGCT AATTCTAGTC AGAGAGAGTT CAAATGAAAG 
                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
> Nk1.1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -G-------- 
> C57BL/6               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
> Nkt1                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #1348               ATGACAGCAT GTTGAATGAG GAATAGGGAA AAATGCGAAG TAACATGACC ACTGAACTAA GCAGGGCGGG GATGGGGAAA CATGAGACAT 
                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -*-------- 
 
> Nk1.1                    ---------- ----------                                                                              
> C57BL/6               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------                                    
> Nkt1                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------                                    
                                        .................................................................................................. 
        #1438               GATGGATGGA GTCAGGGAAC AGATGTGTCA GCAGCGAGAT GGGGAGTTAC CCTGTTAA                                    
                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- 
 
 
The key for the sequence is given below: 

 
  = Affymetrix probe 1425569_a_at 
 
 
 

3.3.2.4.2 Donor/Acceptor site comparison: 

In order to determine whether the splice sites were equivalent between stains, 

primers were designed such that all donor and acceptor sites could be amplified and 

compared. DNA from NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice was amplified using 

primers listed in Table A4 (Appendix A) and sequence comparisons were made using 

Sequencher 3.1. A change in the sequence for acceptor site for Intron 2 was noted for 

NOD.Nkrp1b compared to C57BL/6 strain. However, as the differences observed were 

also present in the BALB/c strain, it was determined that this difference was not 

contributing to the unique expression of the NOD allele. There were thus no 

differences in sequence contributing to the formation of the various splice products 

(Table 3.5). 
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3.3.2.4.3 Promoter sequence comparison 

Primers were designed spanning approximately 1.5kb upstream of the Slamf1 

start-site such that the promoter sequences could be compared between NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and BALB/c mouse strains, in order to determine possible binding sites 

contributing to the altered gene expression observed between strains. Amplification 

was undertaken using primers listed in Table A5 (Appendix A), which allowed for 

amplification of overlapping sequences. Raw data was imported into Sequencher 3.1 

as before for analysis. Sequence comparisons are shown in Figure 3.18, while Figure 

3.19 shows the observed differences in a schematic of Slamf1. Nine sites of 

polymorphism upstream of the start-site were observed between NOD.Nkrp1b and 

C57BL/6 mice, including the ΔG observed in the 5’UTR: NOD.Nkrp1b mice show +C 

at position -157 bp and T/G substitution at position -342 bp, both of which are also 

present in BALB/c mouse sequence. Additionally, there is a ΔAA at position -158 bp, 

which is a ΔA in BALB/c, a T/G substitution at -217, which is a T/C in BALB/c mice,  
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of NOD.Nkrp1b(Nkrp1b), C57BL/6 (C57), BALB/c (BALB) and 

                NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (Nkt1) promoter region and sequence 5' to Slamf1 start site. 

                * denotes base changes between strains. 

>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1095  

                               
TGAAGTTGGA TACAGGAGGC AGGAGAAGAG AAAACAAAGA GAACTACAGA CCAGTTTTCC TCTAACTCCA GCTCTTTCTA CCCCATGACC TTTGGGGTCA 

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-995 

                              
AGAGTAGATT ATCTGTGAAT ATGACAATGG ATTCTAAAAG CATTAGCCTG GGGACTAGTA AGATAGCTTG GTGGATAAGG ATACTTGCTG CATAGGCCTG 

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----CA--- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---::----- 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---::----- 
>BALB          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-895 

                              
GCAACGTGAG TTTAATTACT TGATCCCACA TGATGGAAGA AAAAAGCTGA TTCCTAGGGG TTGTTCTTTG ACTTTCACAC ACACACACAC ACACA::GCC 

                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---****--- 
 
>Nkrp1b     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------G--- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------C--- 
>Nkt1          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------C--- 
>BALB        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------G--- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-795 

                              
TCACCTTTCA AAGTCTCCTT TTGAGCTCCT ATTCTAGTGT TCTGTTCATG GAAGTTCTTT CTTCCATCCT TTCTCCATAG CAAACCTTAC AAACAASTTC 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- 
 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --T------- ---------- 
>C57             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --C------- ---------- 
>Nkt1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --C------- ---------- 
>BALB         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --T------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-695 

                             
TAAATTGAAG GCAACAGAGA GCTAACTTGA TTCTGCCCCA CTGTGCCTGT CAGGAAAATG GGCTGTTGGT CAGAGATGTC TAYGCCTGTC TACTCTATCA 

                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-595 
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GTTTGTGACT ATAGCTCAAA GTATCACTTG CACAGGTATT CAATGAGATT ATGTAACGAA TCATAAGTAA CAGTCCTGTC ATCTCATGCC AAGTAAGTTA 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b       T--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57            C--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1           C--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB        T--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-495 

                                
YAAATAGAAG TTGAGCTCTG GATTCCCTAA TTTGTAGGTG GTCTACTCAA TGTCCGTTTT TTTCTTAGGA TCCAAGAAGA GTTTACCAGA CAGATCTGCT 

                      *--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------G- ---G------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---T------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---T------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BAL          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------: :::G------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-395 

                              
CAAAGAACTT GTGACACCCA TTTCCTGGAA ACAGCTTAGA AAAAAAGA:G GGGKGGGGGG GGAATCACAC TTCTTCCCCA AGCCAGGGTT TGACTGATGT 

                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------** ****------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------G- ---------- ---------- 
>C57             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------C- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-295 

                            
GACATTACAG CCCCTTTCCC AACTCCCATG GGTCTGAACA CCTGACTTTG GCTTCTCAAG AACAATGAAG TGATAAAGTG ATTTAAGCCT GATCATAAAT 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------*- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- -------:C- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57             ---------- ---------- ---------- --------A- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1           ---------- ---------- ---------- --------A- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB         ---------- ---------- ---------- --------C- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-195 

                             
GAGCAATCCT GGAGGCTCAA GTAGAAAAAA AAAAAAAAMC CCGGTTGAGA CAGGAAGCTG GTTCAGGAAC TTGTCAGCAG AGGCAGCACT TCGACGATCA 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------**- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------:- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------:- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-95 

                             
GAGCTTCTTC CTTGGGGGTA ACAGTAAGCA GCTGTCCTGC CGAGCTGAGC TGAGCTGAGC TCACAGCTGG GGACCCTGTC TGCGATTGCT GGCTAATGGA 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------*- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----                             
>C57             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----                             
>Nkt1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----                             
>BALB         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #6 

                             
TCCCAAAGGA TCCCTTTCCT GGAGAATACT TCTGTTTCTC TCCCTGGCTT TTGAGTTGAG CTACGGAACA GGTGGAGGTG TGATGGATTG CCCAGTGATT 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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Arrows indicate transcription binding site E2F+p107 (BALB/c) or IRF (C57) not present in NOD and the variable Hb site.

Diagramatic representation of Slamf1 sequence polymorphisms between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 alleles, both in the promoter and sequence
upstream from the start site, as well as differences seen within each isoform (A=genomic sequ; B=long isoform; C=short isoform). * represents
the polymorphism, from C57BL/6 to NOD, observed where NOD is not equivalent to BALB/c sequence.; the table lists all polymorphisms with
comparison to BALB/c, .

Figure 3.19:
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a +G at position -348 bp which is a ΔGGGG in the BALB/c sequence, and a +CACA 

at -802 bp which is a +CA in BALB/c mice. Other changes C-495T, C-614T and C-

699G are unique to the NOD sequence, with B6 and BALB/c having equivalent 

sequence. 

 

3.3.2.4.4 Transcriptional binding site comparisons: 

Having identified differences in sequence between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice, a 

comparison of transcriptional binding sites was undertaken to determine whether any 

of these changes could contribute to alterations in transcriptional binding, and thus to 

overall expression patterns. Two different programs were utilized to identify possible 

changes to transcriptional activity: Transcription Element Search Software, TESS 

(www.cbil.upenn.edu/tess/) and TFSEARCH : Searching Transcription Factor Binding 

Sites (www.cbrc.jp/research/db/TFSEARCH.html). The sequences from NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice were sent to each database and a comparison between 

overall transcriptional sites was undertaken between the three sequences for each 

analysis type. Only those sites which were unique to NOD.Nkrp1b mice were noted.  

Table 3.6 indicated the variation between NOD.Nkrp1b  and C57BL/6 mice found 

using TESS. Only two possible sites of variation have been found (not also in 

BALB/c): at position -348 upsteam of the start codon, is a possible IRF1 site in 

C57BL/6 mice, which is an E2F site in BALB/c mice. Neither of these sites is present 

in NOD mice. The other possibility is an Hb site between -289 and -304 upstream of 

the start codon, where 11 sites are present in C57BL/6 mice, 10 in BALB/c mice and 

only 9 sites in the NOD.Nkrp1b strain. The variation in transcriptional sites determined 

using TFSEARCH, between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice (where the differences 
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are also present between NOD and BALB/c) are listed in Table 3.7. Sixteen different, 

although some overlapping, transcriptional binding sites were identified which were 

either present in one stain, while being absent in the other, or where differences in the 

number of the transcriptional binding sites were noted. According to a search of the 

transcriptional regulatory element database (http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-

bin/TRED/tredcgi?process-searchTFGeneForm) none of the transcription factors listed 

have Slamf1 as a known target gene. 

 

Table 3.6: Comparison of TESS results for NOD and C57BL/6 Slamf1 promoter and 5'   
  region. Only those sites that varied and were distinct from BALB/c mice are listed. 
The number of each transcription site at the recorded position in each stain are given. 
 
      

Position Transcription site NOD BALB C57  
-348 1RF1  -  - 1  

  E2F  - 1  -  
-289 to -304 Hb 9 10 11  

 

Table 3.7: Overall number of transcriptional binding sites in the promoter and 5' region of 
Slamf1 for each mouse strain according to TFSEARCH. Those sites different between NOD 
and both C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice are listed.  
        
Transcription binding site NOD BALB C57BL/6     
ADR1 3 0 0     
AP-4 1 0 0     
Bcd 1 0 0     
Brn-2 1 0 0     
Cap 3 1 1     
CDP 1 0 0     
GATA-1 3 0 0     
GATA-3 1 0 0     
Hb 0 1 1     
HSF 0 4 4     
NIT2 1 0 0     
Pbx1b 1 0 0     
Sn 1 0 0     
Sp1 7 2 0     
SRY 0 1 1     
vMyb 0 1 1     
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3.3.3 Summary of major findings 

 

Slamf1 was confirmed as a candidate for Nkt1 by real time PCR and flow cytometric 

analysis (FACS) on a new sample set: QRTPCR showed that all three transcripts 

demonstrated lower expression by NOD alleles than by C57BL/6 alleles. FACS 

analysis confirmed Slamf1 as a candidate gene at the protein level.  

 

SLAM expression was shown to increase through T-cell development to peak at the 

DP stage and then decline to a relatively lower level at the CD4 and CD8 SP stage in 

C57BL/6, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b and BALB/c mice, while NOD.Nkrp1b mice showed 

retarded expression levels, with peak levels only being reached at the mature SP stage.  

 

The retarded expression level in the NOD.Nkrp1b strain was not due to its haplotype, 

as BALB/c mice, also of Haplotype 2, showed expression levels similar to C57BL/6 

mice (Haplotype 1). This difference in SLAM expression was of functional 

importance, as it affected both TCR-stimulated proliferation as well as cytokine 

production.  

 

A comparative analysis of the sequence encoding the mRNA, splice sites, and 

promoter region between NOD, BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice showed that NOD mice 

have a number of polymorphisms both in the 3’UTR and 5’UTR or promoter sequence 

compared to the other two strains. Although transcriptional binding sites that may 

account for differential expression of Slamf1 between the strains were identified using 
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TESS and TFSEARCH none were recognized by TRED as having Slamf1 as a target 

gene.  

 

The above data presents a strong case that differential expression of Slamf1 mediates 

control of NKT cells in the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic strain, and is thus a likely 

candidate gene for Nkt1. A way to formally test Slamf1 as a candidate gene for Nkt1 is 

by transgenic manipulation of SLAM expression in the NOD strain. This was 

undertaken in Chapter 3.5. 

 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 3.4 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Slamf6 (Ly108) as candidate gene 
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3.4.1 Introduction 

 

Since Slamf6 was significantly differentially regulated between NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice (Chapter 3.1), and signals through SLAM-associated protein 

(SAP), which is required for NKT cell development (Nichols et al., 2005a), it was 

considered a prominent candidate gene for Nkt1 in addition to Slamf1. Slamf6, also known as 

KAL1; NTBA; KAL1b; Ly108; NTB-A and SF2000, encodes LY108, a type I transmembrane 

protein, which is a self-ligating member of the CD2 subfamily of the immunoglobulin 

superfamily (Figure 3.13, Chapter 3.3). There are two isoforms of the transcript, which have 

alternative exons that encode divergent cytoplasmic signaling domains (Peck and Ruley, 

2000). The long isoform, Ly108l (also known as Ly108-1) is composed of Exons 1-8, while 

the short isoform, Ly108s (also known as Ly108-2), shares Exons 1-7 and splices to Exon 9 

and 10. This encoded protein is expressed on natural killer (NK), T and B cells. It undergoes 

tyrosine phosphorylation and associates with the Src homology 2 domain-containing protein 

(SH2D1A) as well as with SH2 domain-containing phosphatases (SHPs) and may function 

as a co-receptor in the process of NK cell activation (Claus et al., 2008). It has been shown 

to mediate inhibitory signals in NK cells from X-linked lymphoproliferative patients 

(Bottino et al., 2001). The ability to regulate NK cell functions appears to largely depend on 

the association of the cytoplasmic domain with SLAM-associated protein family adaptors, 

including SAP, Ewing’s sarcoma activated transcript-2 (EAT-2) and EAT-2-related 

transducer (ERT). LY108 has also been shown to regulate Th1 cytokine production by CD4+ 

T cells both in humans (Valdez et al., 2004) and mice (Howie et al., 2005) and 

paradoxically, has also been suggested to play a role in Th2 cytokine production in mice 

with a targeted disruption of Exons 2 and 3 (Ly108(DeltaE2+3)) which causes them to lack 
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most of the extracellular domain of Ly108 (Howie et al., 2005). The examination of T cells 

from mice carrying mutations in the SAP-FYN T pathway, reveals that the association of 

LY108 (and other SLAM family members) with SAP, allows coupling to the Src kinase, 

FYN T, through SAPs’ second binding surface in the SH2 domain, thereby triggering the 

production of protein tyrosine phosphorylation signals (Zhong and Veillette, 2008). In both 

humans and mice, SAP is vital for 2B4 (CD244) activation and function in NK cells (Bottino 

et al., 2001), and the positive selection of NKT cells (reviewed in Nichols et al., 2005a; see 

Chapter 3.2). High expression of LY108-1 has been strongly linked to lupus susceptibility in 

mice (Wandstrat et al., 2004). This isoform was found to be more apt at triggering tyrosine 

phosphrylation in T-cells than the isoform found more often in non-lupus prone mice, 

LY108-2. This may in part be due to a unique intra-cytoplasmic tyrosine-based motif found 

only in the LY108-1 isoform. A role for LY108 in normal immunity, autoimmune 

pathology, and possibly NKT cell selection (through it’s association with SAP) makes it a 

compelling candidate gene for Nkt1. Here, validation of Slamf6 as a candidate gene for Nkt1 

was carried out.  

 

3.4.2 Results 

3.4.2.1 Testing the validity of Slamf6 as a candidate gene for Nkt1  

RT-PCR quantification validated the divergent expression pattern of Slamf6, 

identified by gene expression microarray analysis in Chapter 3.1, showing that 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice had less Ly108l, the long isoform of Slamf6, while having 

significantly more of the shorter transcript, Ly108s, when compared to the parental 

NOD.Nkrp1b strain (Figure 3.9, Chapter 3.2). As NOD mice are a model for lupus, this 

preferential expression of the long isoform, which is a characteristic of the SLAM/CD2 
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Haplotype 2 they express (Wanstrat et al., 2004), is unsurprising. Flow cytometic analysis 

indicated no significant difference in levels of protein expression between NOD and 

BALB/c mice, while the expression level in C57BL/6 mice was approximately 2-3 fold 

higher (data not shown; Julie Fletcher’s thesis). This was not unexpected as the commercial 

antibody for LY108 binds a common extracellular domain of the two transcripts. NOD and 

BALB/c mice, which are both SLAM/CD2 Haplotype 2, had increased expression of 

isoform 1, and decreased expression of isoform 2, compared to C57BL/6 mice. Signal 

intensity levels given by microarray analysis, indicated an approximate 2 fold increase in 

expression of isoform1 by the NOD allele compared to C57BL/6, and there was an 

approximate 5 fold increase in expression of isoform 2 by the C57BL/6 allele. A single 

measurement encompassing both isoforms would result in an overall approximate 3-fold 

increase seen for C57BL/6 alleles, consistent with FACS analysis.  

 

3.4.2.2 Sequencing 

 A comparison of allelic sequences of each exon, together with relevant surrounding 

intronic material and 5′ and 3′ UTRs was undertaken in order to identify structural 

polymorphisms between NOD and C57BL/6 strains which may be responsible for 

differential expression between the strains.  

 

3.4.2.2.1 mRNA sequence comparison 

Primers were designed within each exon of the Slamf6 gene (Table A6, Appendix A) 

in order to determine whether all splice variants were present and comparable between 

NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice. PCR amplification of cDNA was undertaken with forward 

primer in Exon 1 and reverse primer in Exon 2, then reverse primer in Exon 3, etc, such that  
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Figure 3.20 Summary view of  Ly108l full-length mRNA comparing sequence  
  differences  between NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6, and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b  
  mouse strains. 

 
 
>Nkrp1b.             #1                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                    #1                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                .................................................................................................. 

             #1                  ATGGCTGTCT CAAGGGCTCC AGCACCCGAC TCCGCCTGTC AGAGGATGGT CTGGCTCTTT CCACTTGTCT TCTGCCTCGG CTCAGGGAGT 
                                                                                                      M    A      V      S      R     A      P       A     P       D      S     A      C       Q      R     M    V     W      L     F        P    L     V       F     C     L     G       S     G       S  

                                             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b             #91                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                   #91                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1                  #1                                                               --- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                         .................................................................................................. 
                            #91                 GAAGTTTCAC AGAGCAGCTC AGACCCCCAG CTAATGAATG GCGTTCTAGG AGAGTCTGCA GTTCTTCCTC TAAAGCTTCC TGCAGGGAAG 
                                                                                                                                        E       V     S        Q       S      S        S     D      P      Q       L     M    N      G     V      L       G     E     S       A      V     L      P       L   K       L       P      A    G     K  

                                                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b            #181                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                 #181                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1                #54                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                        .................................................................................................. 
                          #181                ATAGCCAATA TCATCATCTG GAATTATGAA TGGGAAGCGT CACAAGTCAC TGCCCTCGTT ATCAACCTAA GTAATCCTGA AAGTCCACAA 
                                                                       I      A       N      I       I      I      W      N    Y       E      W    E       A       S     Q      V    T        A     L      V       I     N       L      S     N      P      E        S       P       Q  

                                                                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b           #271                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                #271                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              #144                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                             .................................................................................................. 
                         #271                ATCATGAACA CTGATGTAAA GAAGAGACTG AACATCACCC AGTCCTACTC CCTGCAAATC AGCAACCTTA CCATGGCAGA CACAGGATCA 
                                                                                                                                     I      M    N    T       D       V      K      K      R      L       N      I      T      Q       S      Y     S       L     Q      I       S       N      L    T      M     A     D        T     G      S  

                                                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b           #361                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --T------- ---------- 
>C57                #361                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              #234                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                              .................................................................................................. 
                         #361                TACACTGCGC AGATAACCAC AAAGGACTCT GAAGTGATCA CCTTCAAATA TATTCTGAGG GTCTTTGAAC GACTGGGTAA CTTAGAAACT 
                                                                                                                                    Y      T     A       Q       I      T      T      K      D      S       E     V     I        T      F     K     Y       I     L      R        V      F      E        R      L   G     N       L     E     T  

                                            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b           #451                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                #451                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              #324                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                      .................................................................................................. 
                        #451                 ACCAACTATA CTCTCCTGCT AGAGAATGGG ACCTGCCAGA TACACCTGGC CTGTGTTTTG AAGAATCAAA GTCAAACTGT CTCAGTTGAG 
                                                                                                                                     T      N     Y     T       L      L      L      E      N     G       T     C      Q      I       H       L     A      C     V     L      K      N     Q     S        Q     T     V       S     V    E  

                                            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b          #541                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               #541                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1             #414                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                              .................................................................................................. 
                        #541                TGGCAAGCCA CAGGAAACAT CTCTTTAGGA GGACCAAATG TCACTATCTT TTGGGACCCG AGGAATTCTG GTGACCAGAC TTACGTCTGC 
                                                                                                                                 W     Q      A       T   G      N       I        S   L      G       G      P      N     V       T     I      F      W    D     P       R      N    S      G       D     Q      T       Y     V       C  

                                           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b          #631                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>C57                #631                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              #504                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                    .................................................................................................. 
                         #631                AGAGCCAAGA ATGCTGTCAG CAATTTGTCA GTCTCTGTTT CGACCCAGAG TCTCTGCAAA GGGGTTCTAA CTAATCCACC CTGGAATGCA 
                                                                                                                                    R      A      K       N       A      V      S      N     L     S       V     S       V       S       T      Q      S       L     C      K   G     V     L       T      N     P      P      W     N    A  

                                            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b           #721                ---------- ---------- ---------- -----A---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                #721                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              #594                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                      .................................................................................................. 
                         #721                GTATGGTTTA TGACTACAAT TTCAATAATC AGTGCTGTCA TACTCATCTT TGTGTGCTGG AGCATACATG TTTGGAAGAG AAGAGGTTCT 
                                                                                                                                       V     W     F     M      T     T      I       S       I     I       S      A     V     I       L      I       F      V     C     W     S      I        H     V     W     K       R       R      G    S  

                                                                 ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b          #811                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               #811                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1             #684                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                             .................................................................................................. 
                        #811                CTTCCTTTGA CTAGCCAACA TCCAGAGTCC TCCCAGAGCA CAGATGGCCC AGGCTCTCCA GGGAACACTG TGTATGCACA AGTCACTCGT 

                                                                                                                                   L    P       L    T      S      Q      H       P      E     S      S     Q      S     T       D     G      P      G       S      P      G     N      T     V       Y     A      Q       V     T      R  
                                                                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b         #901                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---T------ 
>C57              #901                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1            #774                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                    .................................................................................................. 
                       #901                CCAATGCAGG AAATGAAAAT CCCAAAACCT ATCAAAAATG ACTCCATGAC AATTTACTCC ATAGTTAATC ATTCCAGAGA GGCCGAATAC 
                                                                                                                                 P     M    Q      E      M     K      I         P    K       P       I       K     N     D      S       M    T       I     Y       S       I     V      N       H    S        R     E     A       E     Y  
                                                              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---*------ 
 
>Nkrp1b        #991                 ---------- -----G---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              #991                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1            #864                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                            .................................................................................................. 
                      #991                 TCTTAAAGAC ATCAAATTGG CGAAAGACTT TAAAGAAATC CAGGGAGAAC ACATCTACTG ATCCCTTGGA AGAGAACAGA AAAGAAGCGT 
                                                                                                                                S     . 

                                                               ---------- -----*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b       #1081               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57            #1081               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1            #954                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                     .................................................................................................. 
                    #1081                 GCTTTCCAAC TGGCAATGGG ATCCGGATGC CCAGGGTTAT CACTTCAGCC TGGATCCTTC CTACAAGTGT CAGACTCTTC AGGGGTAGCA 

                                                              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b      #1171               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------C-- ---------- 
>C57           #1171               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1         #1044                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                   .................................................................................................. 
                    #1171                AGATCTGTAG TACATAACCC CAAAACTACA TTCCAGTCAG ATCCAGGACA AATCCTGCTT TGGGTAACTC ATCCACATGC TGCTTTCTCT 
                                         
                                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------*-- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b     #1261               ---------- ---------- ---------- -----T-A-- ---T------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57          #1261                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1         #1134                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                   .................................................................................................. 
                  #1261                 CTGACAACTA AACAGTCAGA GTTCTGATGG ACAGA:T:TG ATTCCGCAAG TAATCACTTC TCCTTCTAGA AGGCAGCAGG ATGTGATTGG 

                                                            ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*-*-- ---*------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Nkrp1b    #1351               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57         #1351               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1       #1224                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
                 #1351                CTGTAGAGAG AGCACGGTGT TTTGGTTAAA TGTGTAGTAT CTGGCATTGG ATGGACCACA CTCATGCCCT GACAAATCAT TTACTTAGAC 
                                        
                                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b   #1441             ------C--- --------C- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57        #1441              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1      #1314              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                      .................................................................................................. 
                 #1441              AGGCCCTCTG GGATATTTTC TATGTTCTTG GACCTTTAAT CTCACAGCCA ATAAGAGGAG GATAGCGATG CATTGCTTCC ATTGCTCACA 
                                        
                                                      ------*--- --------*- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b   #1531             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57        #1531             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1       #1404             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                             .................................................................................................. 
                #1531              CCAGGAATCT AAGCCATCCA TGACTACAGT TTATCCCCAA ACACTTCAGA CTCTACCTCC AATATATATT AAACAGATCT CTCTCTTTTC 
                                        
                                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b  #1621               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57       #1621                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1      #1494                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                     .................................................................................................. 
               #1621               AACTTGTAGA CCATCATCCT ATCTCCATTT CTCCCATCTG GAACCTGAGG TACTCCAATT ATCTCTAAAC ATCTCTTCTA ATTTTGCTCT 

            
        >  
                                         
                                                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b #1711             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --A------- ---------- 
>C57      #1711             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1    #1584             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                    .................................................................................................. 
              #1711              TGTCTCTGCA TTACCCATGG TCTAAAAGAC AACCAGCACA ATGTCCTTAG TATAGTCCCA CTCTTCCTAT TGTCTGCCTG TACCCTTGCA 
                                         
                                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b #1801             A--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57      #1801             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1    #1674             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                   .................................................................................................. 
              #1801              GACTCCTCAT CACAGCCAGT GTGAAAGCCA GAGTTCCTGG CTCAGGATGG TCTGCCACAT CCCCAGACTC TGCTAGTTTC ACTCTCCCCA 

                                          
                                  *--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b #1891             ---------- --T------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57      #1891              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1    #1764              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                     .................................................................................................. 
              #1891             TTCTCTGTTT GACCTCTGTG ACCTTTTAGC TCCTCTATCA GAGAAGAAAT TTCTCCATAG TATAGTCACT TACATCTGCC CCAAAGCTCT 
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                                                 ---------- --*------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b#1981            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57      #1981            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1    #1854            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
              #1981              TCTTCTGCCT GTTGGGTTCC TCCTGTACTT TAGACCTCAA CTTAAATACA TCATCTTCTA TAAAAGACCT TCCCAGTGCA GTCTACCTAA 
                                          
                                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkrp1b#2071               -------                                                                                            
>C57      #2071               -------                                                                                            
>Nkt1    #1944               -------                                                                                            
                                        .................................................................................................. 
              #2071               AGAGGGA  
                
                                                <                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                      
             
Key: 
 
* bp change 
> < 1420659_at affymetrix probe 
 
 
 
 

the resulting products would reveal any splice forms present in one strain and not the other. 

No differences in product lengths between isoforms could be found. A comparison of the 

mRNA sequences (Figure 3.20 (Ly108l), Figure 3.21 (Ly108s), Figure 3.23 for schematic) 

revealed a C:T substitution at +433bp and a T:A substitution 756bp downstream of the start 

site of NOD.Nkrp1b mice in comparison to the C57BL/6 strain, but this produced no change 

to the amino acid code. Nkrp1b mice also have an extra TA inserted at position +1297 within 

the 3’UTR of the Ly108-l, as well as having other 9 SNPs: C984T, A1006G, T1248C, 

C1304T, T1447C, T1459C, T1783A, G1801A and C1903T.  
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Figure 3.21 Summary view of Ly108s full-length mRNA comparing sequence  
  differences between NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6, and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b  
  mouse strains. 

 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................ 
                        #1 
                                         

                                            
            ATGGCTGTCT CAAGGGCTCC AGCACCCGAC TCCGCCTGTC AGAGGATGGT CTGGCTCTTT CCACTTGTCT TCTGCCTCGG CTCAGGGAGT GAAGTTTCAC 

                                                      M    A     V       S        R      A       P        A      P      D       S     A      C     Q      R      M     V      W     L     F   P      L     V      F      C     L    G   S       G      S     E      V      S     Q 

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                     #101 

    
                               
          AGAGCAGCTC AGACCCCCAG CTAATGAATG GCGTTCTAGG AGAGTCTGCA GTTCTTCCTC TAAAGCTTCC TGCAGGGAAG ATAGCCAATA TCATCATCTG 

                                                      S       S     S       D      P      Q        L     M    N     G       V     L     G      E      S       A     V      L     P      L    K        L      P      A      G     K        I      A     N     I        I       I      W  

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ........................................................................................................... 
                     #201   
          
                        GAATTATGAA TGGGAAGCGT CACAAGTCAC TGCCCTCGTT ATCAACCTAA GTAATCCTGA AAGTCCACAA ATCATGAACA CTGATGTAAA GAAGAGACTG 
                                                     N     Y     E       W     E      A     S       Q      V     T       A      L     V      I       N     L      S       N     P      E      S      P       Q       I      M     N     T       D     V    K        K      R     L   

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                     #301  
                          
                      AACATCACCC AGTCCTACTC CCTGCAAATC AGCAACCTTA CCATGGCAGA CACAGGATCA TACACTGCGC AGATAACCAC AAAGGACTCT GAAGTGATCA 
                                             N     I       T      Q       S     Y      S      L     Q       I        S     N     L      T       M    A     D       T      G      S       Y     T      A     Q       I      T       T      K     D      S       E      V     I      T 

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- --T------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                     #401 
                 
                       CCTTCAAATA TATTCTGAGG GTCTTTGAAC GACTGGGTAA CTTAGAAACT ACCAACTATA CTCTCCTGCT AGAGAATGGG ACCTGCCAGA TACACCTGGC 
                                                   F    K      Y      I       L     R       V     F      E    R        L     G      N       L      E     T       T     N      Y    T       L       L      L     E      N      G       T      C     Q     I        H      L     A  

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                      #501 
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                       CTGTGTTTTG AAGAATCAAA GTCAAACTGT CTCAGTTGAG TGGCAAGCCA CAGGAAACAT CTCTTTAGGA GGACCAAATG TCACTATCTT TTGGGACCCG 
                                                     C    V     L       K     N     Q      S       Q     T       V      S     V      E      W    Q      A     T       G     N       I        S     L     G       G      P     N      V      T      I       F     W      D     P   

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                       #601  
                 
                      AGGAATTCTG GTGACCAGAC TTACGTCTGC AGAGCCAAGA ATGCTGTCAG CAATTTGTCA GTCTCTGTTT CGACCCAGAG TCTCTGCAAA GGGGTTCTAA                        R    N    S     G       D     Q      T      Y      V      C       R    A      K     N       A     V     S        N     L     S       V     S      V    S       T       Q     S      L      C      K      G     V     L     T 

                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----A---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                        #701  
                
                      CTAATCCACC CTGGAATGCA GTATGGTTTA TGACTACAAT TTCAATAATC AGTGCTGTCA TACTCATCTT TGTGTGCTGG AGCATACATG TTTGGAAGAG                         N     P      P      W     N     A      V     W     F     M     T      T       I      S       I        I       S    A      V     I        L      I        F     V     C     W      S      I      H     V     W     K      R  

                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
           > 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                        #801  
                       
                      AAGAGGTTCT CTTCCTTTGA CTAGCCAACA TCCAGAGTCC TCCCAGAGCA CAGATGGCCC AGGCTCTCCA GGGAACACTG TGTATGCACA AGTCACTCGT                          R    G     S       L      P      L    T       S     Q      H       P      E      S       S     Q      S      T       D      G     P       G      S      P      G      N     T     V      Y     A      Q       V     T     R   

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                         #901   
                        
                      CCAATGCAGG AAATGAAAAT CCCAAAACCT ATCAAAAATG ACTCCATGAC AATTTACTCC ATAGTTAATC ATTCCAGAGA GGAAACAGTG GCTTTAACCG                        P     M     Q     E       M     K      I        P      K     P         I     K       N    D       S      M     T       I     Y      S        I     V     N     H       S     R      E       E      T      V       A    L      T     G 

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
    < 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                       #1001 
                 
                      GCTATAACCA ACCCATTACC CTGAAGGTTA ACACTTTAAT CAACTATAAC TCCTGAAGGA AGAGCACTGC AGTGACTTGA GGAAATTAAA CAATGCTGTC                          Y    N     Q       P      I       T       L     K      V    N      T      L      I       N      Y     N       S     .  

                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkrp1b         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                       #1101     
                   
                      ACCACAGCTC TGGCTTAGAT TAATGAAGTC AGCATCTCTG GAGATTGAGC GCTGCCATTT GCATTGTTCA AACGCTTTCT AGGTGGTATG GTGAGATGCC 
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                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------                         
>Nkrp1b       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------                
>C57            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------                
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                       #1201   
                    AGAGGGCTAA GGGCCATTAT AGCAGGGTAG TTTGACTAGG AATACATAAG ATAGAAAGCC TAGAATCGTA TCATTGAAAG GGACAA                

  
                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ 
          → 
 
Key: 
 
* bp change 
> <   affymetrix probe 1425086_a_at  
→     affymetrix probe 1457773_at  
 
 
 
 

3.4.2.2.2 Donor/Acceptor site comparison 

In order to determine whether the splice sites were equivalent between stains, primers 

were designed such that all donor and acceptor sites could be amplified and compared. DNA 

from NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice were amplified using primers listed in Table A7 

(Appendix A) and sequence comparisons were made using Sequencher 3.1. As BALB/c 

mice show similar divergent expression patterns to the NOD strain (Wandstrat et al., 2004), 

its sequence was also included, in order that any polymorphisms identified could be 

compared to it, and only those for which there was an equivalency to the NOD sequence 

would be considered likely polymorphisms contributing to the observed differential 

expression pattern. A change in the sequence at the acceptor site for Intron 4 was detected 

for NOD.Nkrp1b compared to C57BL/6 strain. As the differences observed were also present 

in the BALB/c strain, this polymorphism may be relevant in contributing to the production 

of the two transcripts, however this is unlikely as the spliced products differ at their 3’ end 

between Exon 7 and 8 or 9, and not at Exon 5  (Table 3.8). 
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Intron Donor Site Acceptor Site 
1 GTAAAAAA 

 
GTTTACAG 

 
2 GTGAGTCC 

 
TTATGTAG 

 
3 GTAATGTG 

 
CTTTTCAG 

 
4 GTAAGTT(T/C) 

 
TTTCCCAG 

 
5 GTGAGCAT 

 
CCATACAG 

 
6 GTAAGTCC 

 
GTTTACAG 

 
7 GTAAATCC 

 
TCTCCTAG 

 
8 TTGGTGTGGGAATT 

 
TCTTGTAG 

 
9 GTAAATGT 

 
CCCCCTAG 

 
 
Table 3.8  Slamf6 Donor/Acceptor Sites for C57BL/6 and NOD/Lt. Donor 

   site for Intron 4 is GTAAGTTT for C57BL/6  and GTAAGTTC for NOD 
   and BALB/c mice.  

 

3.4.2.2.3 Promoter sequence comparison 

Primers were designed spanning approximately 1.5kb upstream of the Slamf6 start-

site such that the promoter sequences could be compared between NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 

and BALB/c mouse strains, in order to determine possible binding sites contributing to the 

altered gene expression observed between strains. Amplification was undertaken using 

primers listed in Table A8 (Appendix A) that allowed for amplification of overlapping 

sequences. Raw data was imported into Sequencher 3.1 for analysis as before. Sequence 

comparisons are shown in Figure 3.22, while Figure 3.23 shows the observed differences in 

a schematic of Slamf6. Eleven sites of polymorphism upstream of the start-site were 

observed between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice: Nkrp1b mice show a C:G substitution at 

position -400, while there is a TTTGTGG insertion at position -410, a T insertion at position  
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Figure 3.22 Comparison of NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6, BALB/c and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b Promoter region and 
sequence 5' to Slamf6 start site. * denotes base changes between strains. 
 
 
 
>Nkt1                                                                                                                        ---- ---------- 
>BALB/c                                                                                                                                  ---- ---------- 
>C57BL/6                                                                                                                                  --- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1705 
                            TGTCTCACAC   ATAGCAGAGG  GTCATGTGAC CCCTCCTCTC AGACACAACT   TTGTTTTGTT  TCTCCCGGTT   CAGGCACCAA TTGTGACTCC  CCCCCCCCCC 
                             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c           -C-------- ---------- ---------- ------G--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1605 
                          CTGGGGAGAT  TTGAGCAAGT  ATCTCTAATC  ACCTCATATA  GGACTGAGAA CAAAACAAAG AAACAGCCCT CACAAGTCCG GATTAGTTCT TTGAGGTTAC 
                          -*-------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1505 
                              TGACAGGTGC ACGGATGAGG GGTTATCTGT AGGCGTGGGG GTGGTTCAAA GGCATTTGCA TACCTGACAG CCCACTCTCA GAGCACCATC AATGACCTAA 
                              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6              --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt                               -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1405 
                               TACTTTTCTA CTTGGACCTT CTCAAAGTTG  CCACCACATC  TGCATCAACA TACTGGAGAC  CAAGCCTCCA GCATCCGAAT CTTCCGAGGT CAGAACCACA 
                              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c             ---------- G--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/L              ---------- G--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1305 
                            GGGATTGGGG   CAAAAAAAAA  TAACAACTGA GCCACATTAT AAACGAGTAA GATCTGACAA GCATTACAGA AGATGGCACA GACAAGGTGA ACATTTTCTC 
                             ---------- *--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1205 
                              AAGTGCGTAG AGAGGACACG ATTTAAGTCT CTCTAAAAAT TTCTAAGTTA AAATCATTCA AGGTATTTCC    TTTCTTTTTC   AAGGTATTCT   TCTCTCATAT 
                              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Nkt1                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----C----- ---G------ ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----C----- ---G------ ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1105 
                            ATATTACATC  CCTGACAGCA  GTTTCCCTCT  CTCCTCCCTC  CCAGTCTTTC   CCCT:CCCCC     CTTACTTCCC   CCAACACCTC  CCTCAGCCCC  CTCCATCCAG 
                            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----*----- ---*------ ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-1005 
                             TTCTCTTCCT   TTTCGCTCCA   GAAAAGAGCA AGTCTCTCAG GGATATCAAC CAAACAAGGC ATATCCAGTT GCAATAAAAC TAGGTACCTC CCCTCATAAG 
                             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-905 
                             GACTAGGCAA CCCAATAGGA GGAAGAGTCC CAAAATCAGG CAAGAGTCAG AGACAGCCCC CTATCCCACT GTTGGAAGTC CTACTAGAAG ACCAAGCTAC 
                             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::------ ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c             ---------- --------T- ---------- ---------- ---------- --:::::::: :::::::::: ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::------ ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt             ---------- --------T- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-805 
                            ATAATCATTA  TATATATA:A     TATATATATA TATATATATA  TATATATATA  TATATATATA   TATATATATA  CAGAGCACCT AGGTTAGAAC CATGCAGGGT 
                            ---------- --------*- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c           ----G----- ---------- --------T- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt            ----G----- ---------- --------T- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-705 
                            CCCTAGTTGC    CACTTCAGTC TCTGTGAGCG   CCCCATGAAC   CCAGGCTAAT TGATTCTGTA GGTTTTCTTG AGGTGTCCTT   GACCCCTTTG   TCTCCAACAA 
                            ----*----- ---------- --------*- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-605 
                             TCCTTCCTCC   ACCTCTTCTG   CAAGATTCCC  CAAGCTCCAC  AGGATGTTTG ACTCTGGATC TCTGCATCTG TTTCCATCAG TTGCTGGGTG AAGCCTCTCT 
                             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Nkt1              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -T---TTTGT 
>C57BL         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -T---TTTGT 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-505 
                    GATGACAACT   GGGCTAGGCT  CCTGCCTCAA  GTATAGCAGA  TTTGTTTTGC  TATGGTTGGT  TTGTTTGTTT  GTTTGTTTGT  TTGTTTGTTT    G:TTG::::: 
                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -*---***** 
 
 
>Nkt1                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c          GG---G---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt          GG---G---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-405 
                           ::TGTCTCTG     GGCTATCCAG   CCTCTGCTTC  ATGGCTCTCC  ACACAGTATC  AGGAGTGGGC TCCCCGTCCT GGCATAGGTC TTAAGATGGA CCAGTCACTG 
                         **---*---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
 
>Nkt1                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-305 
                          ATTGGCCACT CCCACAATTT CTGTGTCACC    TTTACCCCAG  CACATCTTGC TGGCAAGACA  AATCATAAGT AGAAGGTTTT TGTGGCTGGG TTGGTGTCCC 
                          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
                 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-205 
                        AGTCCCTCCA CCAGAAGTCT TGCCTGGTTA CAGAAGATGG CCCGTTCAAG TTCCACGTTC CCTACTGCTA AGAGTCTTAG CTTACAAAAG ATATTCTTGT 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-105 
                     AAGCCAAGTG TGAAGTTAAT CACGACAACC AAAGGTTTGC TAACATAGAG GAAGAGCTCT CATCAATAGG GGAACAGAAA GTCTCAGCGA CAAGCTTATG 
                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB/c     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/6    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ........................................................................................................... 
                 #-5  
                    AAAGAATGGC TGTCTCAAGG GCTCCAGCAC CCGACTCCGC CTGTCAGAGG ATGGTCTGGC TCTTTCCACT TGTCTTCTGC CTCGGCTCAG GTAAAAAACG 
                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>BALB/c     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57BL/     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD/Lt    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................ 

 #96  
     TCTGTGGAAA CTGATTGAGT CACTGAGTGA  GTTCCTTCTT  TGGAATGCCT  TGCTCCTCTT   GGTCAGGTTG ACTGCCCAGT  TCTCTATTCA   GAGACTTAGA 

                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Nkt1        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------                                                            
>BALB/c  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------                                                           
>C57BL/   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------                                                            
>NOD/Lt  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------                                                            
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
            #196          

 AAGCTCACCG  TGGTCCTAGC  GAACTGCTTC  CCGCAGACTG CCACGGG                                                           
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------- 
 
 
 
 

-414, a C:T substitution at -677bp, an A:G at -701bp, a CAGA insertion at -730bp, a TA 

insertion at -752bp and a T insertion at -787bp. In addition there is an A:G substitution at      

-1042bp, a C insertion at -1051bp, and a C:G substitution at -1295bp. These changes are also 

present in BALB/c mice and are therefore possible sites for regulation of the gene. The only 

differences between NOD and BALB/c were in a TA di-nucleotide repeat 732bp upstream of 

the start site.  

 

3.4.2.2.4 Transcriptional binding site comparisons 

Having identified differences in sequence between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice, 

a comparison of transcriptional binding sites was undertaken to determine whether any of 

these changes could contribute to alterations in transcriptional binding, and thus to overall 

expression patterns. Both TFSEARCH : Searching Transcription Factor Binding Sites 

(www.cbrc.jp/research/db/TFSEARCH.html) and TESS (www.cbil.upenn.edu/tess/) were 

utilized to identify possible changes to transcriptional activity. The sequences from 

NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice were sent to these Genomic Knowledge Bases 

and a comparison between overall transcriptional sites were made between the three  
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Diagrammatic representation of Slamf6 sequence polymorphisms between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 alleles, both in the promoter and
sequence upstream from the start site, as well as differences seen within each isoform. * represents the polymorphism observed; while
position and polymorphic change is listed in the table below it.

Figure 3.23:
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sequences. Only those sites which were different between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6, which 

also showed difference between C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice were noted.  Table 3.9 indicates 

the variation between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice identified using TFSEARCH. 

Differences in transcriptional binding sites were identified, including an extra C/EBP 

binding site, present in NOD and BALB/c, but absent in C57BL/6; a MZF1 site in NOD and 

BALB/c which is replaced with a CdxA/AP1/CdxA site in C57BL/6; and an extra GATA 

1/GATA2 binding site in NOD and BALB/c, absent in C57BL/6 mice. There are also nine 

SRY sites in NOD and BALB/c to six in the C57BL/6 strain; eight HFH-2 sites in NOD and 

BALB/c to seven in C57BL/6 and eight HNF sites in NOD and BALB/c to six sites in the 

C57BL/6 strain. In addition there is an AP1 site in C57BL/6, which is not present in either 

NOD or BALB/c mice. Table 3.10 shows a comparative analysis of NOD, C57BL/6 and 

BALB/c transcriptional binding sites using TESS. NOD and BALB/c have an area of 

transcriptional binding approximately 400-745bp upstream of the start site, which is not 

present in C57BL/6 mice. This is mainly due a C/G SNP at position -400bp closely followed 

by insertion of TTTGTGG at -410bp and a T at -414bp; while there is a TA di-nucleotide 

repeat which is repeated 15 times in C57BL/6 sequence, 16 times in BALB/c and 25 times in 

NOD mice. The transcriptional sites include 22 TFIID binding sites, six SRY sites, single 

binding sites for each of NF-1 (like-proteins)/Sp1, ER-alpha/LF-A1/Sp1, AML 1a, zeste, 

LBP-1, delta EF1 and GR, as well as five B factor sites and three CF2-II binding sites. There 

is also a TFIID site that is a delta EF1 site in C57BL/6 mice. Further upstream, at 

approximately (-1304) to (-1306)bp from the start site, C57BL/6 mice have three binding 

sites not present in either NOD or BALB/c mice. These include a single site for each of T-

Ag, ER-alpha/LF-A1/Sp1 and AP-2alpha. Just proximal to these sites, C57BL6 mice have 

two MAF sites to only one each in NOD and BALB/c mice. According to a search of the 
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transcriptional regulatory element database 

(http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgibin/TRED/tredcgi?process-searchTFGeneForm) none of the 

transcription factors listed have Slamf6 as a known target gene.  

 

Table 3.9: Overall transcriptional binding sites in the promoter and 5' region of  
                   Slamf6 according to TFSEARCH. Only those sites uniquely different in 
                   NOD to C57BL/6 but equivalent in BALB/c mice are listed. 
    
Transcription binding site NOD BALB C57BL/6 

C/EBP Y Y  - 
MZF1 Y Y CdxA/AP1/CdxA 

GATA1/GATA2 Y Y  - 
SRY 9 9 6 

HFH-2 8 8 7 
HNF 8 8 6 
AP1  -  - Y 

 

 

 

3.4.3 Summary of major findings 

 

The divergent differential expression of Slamf6 observed by microarray profiling and 

validated by quantitative PCR on an independent sample set in Chapter 3.2, confirmed allelic 

differences due to differential expression of two splice variants: NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b 

congenic mice had less Ly108l, the long isoform of Slamf6, while having significantly more 

of the shorter transcript, Ly108s, when compared to the parental NOD.Nkrp1b strain. This 

variation in transcript results in a >5-fold increase in the ratio of Ly108l to Ly108s associated 

with the C57BL/6 allele, while there is an approximate 1.5-fold decrease in this ratio 

associated with the NOD allele. Protein expression as determined by FACS analysis could  
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Table 3.10 : Comparison of TESS results of transcriptional binding sites in Slamf6  
          promoter and 5' region. B6=C57BL/6, N=NOD.Nkrp1b, B=BALB/c mouse   
          strain. TFs  equivalent in all strains were omitted.                                         
     

TF Position B6 N B 
T00788 T-Ag -1306 Y  -  - 

T00261 ER-alpha T00467 LF-A1 T00759 Sp1 -1307 Y  -  - 
T00033 AP-2alpha T00035 AP-2alphaA -1308 Y  -  - 

T01463 MAF -1050 Y(2) Y(1) Y(1) 
 TFIID -805  Y Y  - 

T00765 SRF (504 AA) -805 Y Y  - 
TFIID -803 Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2 -801 Y Y  - 
TFIID  Y Y  - 

T00302 GAL4 -800 Y 
SRF(504 

AA)  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 

 TFIIA-alpha/beta precursor, TFIIA-gamma -799 Y TFIID  - 
T00119 CF2-I  Y  TFIID  - 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2 -795 Y Y  - 
TFIID -794 Y Y  - 
TFIID  Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 

T00765 SRF (504 AA) -792 Y Y  - 
T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2  Y Y  - 

TFIID -790 Y Y  - 
TFIID  Y Y  - 
TFIID  Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 

T00765 SRF (504 AA) -788 Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2 -786 Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 
 TFIID  Y Y  - 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2 -782 Y Y  - 
T01467 deltaEF1 -763 Y TFID TFIID 

 TFIID -763  - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID -761  - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID -759  - Y Y 

T00765 SRF (504 AA)   - Y Y 
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 TFIID   - Y Y 
T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2   - Y Y 

 TFIID -757  - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID -755  - Y Y 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2   - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 

T00765 SRF (504 AA) -754  - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID -743  - Y Y 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2   - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID -741  - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 

T00765 SRF (504 AA)   - Y Y 
 TFIID -739  - Y Y 

T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2   - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 

T00120 CF2-II -737  - Y Y 
T00120 CF2-II   - Y Y 

TFIID   - Y Y 
 TFIID   - Y Y 

T00120 CF2-II   - Y Y 
T00765 SRF (504 AA) -736  - Y Y 

 TFIID -735  - Y Y 
T00061 B factor T00286 factor i T00557 NF-E2   - Y Y 

 TFIID   - Y Y 
T00333 GR -729  - Y Y 

T01467 deltaEF1 -724  - Y Y 
 LBP-1 -698  - Y Y 
 zeste -675  - Y Y 

T00261 ER-alpha T00467 LF-A1 T00759 Sp1 -671  - Y Y 
T00997 T00996 SRY -412  - Y Y 
T00997 T00996 SRY -408  - Y Y 

T02256 AML1a -400  - Y Y 
T00601 NF-1 (-like proteins) T00755 Sp1 -399  - Y Y 
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only confirm an overall increase of approximately 2 to 3 fold in C57BL/6 thymocytes, as 

compared to NOD and BALB/c strains, as only surface antibody is detected, which is 

common between isoforms. A comparative analysis of the sequences encoding mRNA, 

splice sites and promoter region between NOD, BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice revealed a 

single SNP present in the acceptor site for Intron 4 of NOD.Nkrp1b and BALB/c mice 

compared to the C57BL/6 strain. Eleven polymorphisms upstream up the start site were also 

shared between NOD and BALB/c mice in comparison to the C57BL/6 strain and although 

this region contained many transcriptional binding sites none of them could be confirmed by 

TRED as having Slamf6 as a known target gene.   

 

Since Slamf6 had a similar divergent differential expression pattern of its isoforms to other 

strains of the same haplotype, it was decided that only Slamf1, which showed decreased 

expression of all isoforms in the NOD strain, would be targeted for transgenic manipulation.  



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 3.5 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Transgenic Manipulation of SLAM Expression 
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3.5.1 Introduction 

 

In order to test our hypothesis that Slamf1 is the Nkt1 control gene identified in Chapter 3.1, 

we wished to transgenically express it in the NOD.Nkrp1b mouse strain and monitor its 

effect on NKT cell numbers. As discussed in Chapter 1.5, the transfer of functional genes 

into the somatic and germ cells of mammals has provided us with a powerful tool for 

dissecting complex biological processes. The first successful transgenic mice produced from 

direct microinjection of cloned DNA into pronuclei of fertilized eggs was reported in 1980 

by Gordon et al., and has since become, by far, the most prevalent technique used for 

introducing genes into the germ line (Hammer et al., 1985; Bishop and Smith, 1989). This 

technique has been successfully utilized to produce several thousand transgenic mice, as well 

as transgenic sheep, pigs and rabbits. Theoretically, micoinjection of pronulei is 

straightforward, but it is practically demanding, and requires special equipment and technical 

skill, and only around 25% (10% in the case of NOD mice) of the mice born following 

pronulear injection of linear DNA, will carry one or more copies of the transgene. The 

mechanism of integration of the foreign DNA is unknown, with the chromosomal site of 

integration probably being random (Krumlauf et al., 1985; Lo, 1986), but typically, though 

not exclusively (Gordon and Ruddle, 1985; Hammer et al., 1985; Palmiter et al., 1983), 

when more than one copy integrates, they integrate in the same chromosomal site in a 

tandem, head-to-tail fashion. 

 

As the development of animals is dependent on the differential expression of many genes in 

the various cells that make up the organism, some genes will be expressed in one cell type, 

some in a few cell types and some in most cells. In order to study the effects of gene 
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expression in a specific tissue-type, it is necessary to produce transgenic mice that express 

the gene of interest, predominantly, if not exclusively, in cells where the endogenous gene is 

also expressed. In order that the transgene can be distinguished from its endogenous 

counterpart, the DNA containing the gene of interest can be injected as a construct, where 

the gene of interest is inserted into a modified hybrid  “minigene” made by deleting exons, 

or modifying or deleting a few nucleotides of a gene from another species, known to express 

in the tissue of interest. DNA sequences containing 3’ locus control regions (LCR) 

conferring tissue-specific expression to homologous and heterologous genes in transgenic 

mice was first described for the human β-globin gene locus (Grosveld et al., 1987) and later 

for many other lymphoid specific genes including hCD2 (Greaves et al., 1989), p56Lck 

(Abraham et al., 1991), α-β-TCR locus (Diaz et al., 1994), and the immunoglobin heavy 

chain locus (Madisen and Groudine, 1994).  

 

The human CD2 minigene has been used to express several reporter genes in the T-cell 

lineage of transgenic mice, including mouse α and β TCR cDNAs (Mamalaki et al., 1993; 

Zal et al., 1994), mCD8α cDNA (Robey et al., 1991), and the H2-Kb gene (Simpson et al., 

1993). Originally, this cassette comprised the natural hCD2 gene with all but the first intron 

removed, together with a 5kb 5’ promoter sequence and a 5.5kb 3’ LCR of the human CD2 

gene. The expression cassette was created by introducing an EcoRI linker into the naturally 

existing SacI site in the first intron of the hCD2 gene immediately after the promoter, but 

before the start codon of the gene, in this way creating a unique EcoRI site for cloning 

reporter and/or payload genes of interest (Mamalaki et al., 1993). Introduction of a frame 

shift mutation just after the initiation codon prevented translation of any functional hCD2 

protein. Although the integration of the transgene could occur at different chromosomal 
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locations, tissue specific expression was not affected. However, expression levels were 

found to be dependent on the number of copies of the transgene that were inserted. As the 

use of this vector often required  ~10 transgene copies to merely attain endogenous gene 

levels (e.g. mCD8α or αβmTCR), with between 50 and 100 copies often necessary for 

increased gene expression, a new improved version of the CD minigene was developed by 

Zhumabekov et al., 1995 (Figure 2.5, Chapter 2). The new vector, based on the original one, 

has an intact promoter and first exon of the hCD2 gene but with reporter insertion site in the 

second exon. This was achieved using a ~170bp fragment of overlapping oligonucleotides, 

containing the first exon with any potential natural hCD2 start codons mutated, and the first 

intron of the hCD2 gene followed by a linker with EcoRI, SnaBI, SmaI restriction sites for 

more flexibility for insertion of reporter genes of interest. The rest of the CD2 coding region 

was removed and a ~500bp fragment from the 3’ untranslated region containing both hCD2 

polyA1 and A2 addition sites of the CD2 gene was used as a polyA signal (Lang et al., 

1988). This new cassette improved reporter gene expression ten fold while mRNA levels of 

human CD2 in mice with a single copy of the transgene were found to be similar to that of 

the endogenous hCD2 mRNA (Lang et al., 1988, Greaves et al., 1989) and expression 

linearly proportional to the transgene copy number (Zhumabekov et al., 1995). 

 

In order to test the mechanistic hypothesis that the NOD-associated NKT cell phenotype is a 

product of reduced SLAM expression on DP thymocytes, as identified in Chapter 3.1, I 

created NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1) transgenic mice using the improved hCD2 

minigene. Two different transgenic lines were created and mice either homozygous or 

hemizygous for the transgene were compared to the non-transgenic NOD.Nkrp1b mouse 

strain to determine if Slamf1 contributes to numbers of thymic and peripheral NKT cells 
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found in these mice. This approach has an advantage over a knock-in strategy using non-

NOD ES cells, in that the transgenic NOD mice were generated using only NOD strains.  

 

3.5.2 Results 

3.5.2.1 Production of transgenic construct  

3.5.2.1.1 hCD2 Construct Preparation 

The hCD2/LCR construct in Bluescipt vector (Figure 2.4, Chapter 2) was kindly 

supplied by Dr D, Kioussis as lyophilised sample. 5ul of sterile water-reconstituted sample 

was used with TOP10 competent cells (Invitrogen) for cloning and the hCD2 construct was 

verified by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, following digestion with Xba1 and Sal1 (Figure 

3.24), and sequencing using universal and hCD2-specific primers (Chapter 2)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24 
1% agarose gel electrophoresis of BamH1 and Sal1 digested pDNA following cloning of  hCD2
minigene in Bluescript SK(-). Lane 1 = BamH1 digested and linearised pDNA; and lane 2 =
BamH1/Sal1 digested pDNA. Ladder XIV (Invitrogen) was used as molecular mass std. Clones were
subsequently verified by sequencing of pDNA.

2072

~12.1Kb
~9.1Kb

~3Kb
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3.5.2.1.2 Slamf1 full length cDNA cloning 

A 1387bp Slamf1 cDNA sequence from 40bp upstream of the start codon in Exon 1 

to 314bp downstream of the stop codon in Exon 7 was amplified with EcoR1 restriction site 

insertion at either end (Figure C2, Appendix C), using primers designed using Primer 3, 

based on sequence obtained from UCSC Genome Bioinformatics (http://genome.ucsc.edu) 

(Chapter 2). The PCR product were verified by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and then 

purified and sequenced. Slamf1 cDNA was cloned into the pGEMT vector after standard A-

tailing of the PCR product. The plasmid DNA (pDNA) was extracted using the Qiagen 

plasmid miniprep kit (Qiagen) and the insertion of Slamf1 cDNA verified by digestion with 

EcoR1 and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 3.25). Clones were subsequently verified 

by standard sequencing procedure using universal primers (Chapter 2). 

 

3.5.2.1.3 Cloning of Slamf1 into hCD2/LCR cassette 

 Zero-point-eight ug hCD2/LCR was linearised, and Slamf1 pDNA was removed 

from the pGEMT backbone by independently digesting with EcoR1. The hCD2/LCR vector 

was then treated with  (1:40 dilution) calf alkaline phosphatase (CIP), to prevent self –

ligation, digested products were gel purified, ligated and transformed and the pDNA 

extracted. Insertion of Slamf1 cDNA into hCD2/LCR was verified by restriction digest of 

0.5ug pDNA with Sal1 and Xba1 followed by gel electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel.  The 

pDNA was verified and the orientation of the insert was determined by standard sequencing 

procedure using universal and hCD2- or Slamf1 cDNA-specific primers (Chapter 2). Clones 

with sequence insertion in the correct orientation were used for preparation of the transgene 

for micro-injection. A shematic of the new hCD2-Slamf1 construct is shown in Figure 3.26.  
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Figure 3.25 
1% agarose gel electrophoresis of EcoR1 digested pDNA following cloning of Slamf1 cDNA in
pGEMPT and hCD2 in Bluescript SK(-).  (1-6 = Slam pDNA EcoR1 digested; 7-9 = hCD2 pDNA
EcoR1 digested. XIV (Invitrogen) was used as DNA mass std.). Clones were subsequently verified by
sequencing of pDNA.
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Figure 3.26 
SlamCD2 construct includes 5kb hCD2 promoter, an artificial fragment containing hCD2 exon1 (with natural start sites
mutated), intron1 and part of exon 2. There is an EcoR1 site inserted which allowed for cloning of Slamf1 full length cDNA
into minigene, followed by two poly A sites and 5.5kb Locus Control Region (LCR). This construct is in Bluescript SK (-) and
can be removed with Sal1 and Xba1 restriction digests.
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Concentration of DNA was determined by spectophoresis on the Nanodrop and agarose gel 

electrophoresis (Figure 3.27) alongside other known microinjection standards that were at 

the required concentration (Lanes labeled 1 to 4) for comparison. Aliquots of DNA at 

[2ug/ml] were sent to the microinjection unit (Melbourne, Australia) for injection directly 

into NOD/Lt embryonic pronuclei and the manipulated embryos placed in the reproductive 

tract of pseudopregnant NOD/Lt recipient female mice.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MW pDNA
Slam/ 
CD2 1 2 3 4

[2ng/ul] controls

Figure 3.27 

1% Agarose gel electrophoresis of 5ul [2ug/ml] hCD2Slam
constuct alongside injection controls of known concentration
(Lanes 1-4) and undigested pDNA .XIV is used as a size marker.
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3.5.2.2 Genotyping of transgenic mice and establishment of the lines 

Three attempts at microinjection were undertaken and all resulting pups were sent to us from 

WEHI Micoinjection Unit (Melbourne, Australia) for genotyping. Pups were genotyped 

using primers specific for detection of the transgene (Figure 3.28). A total of 26 liveborn 

mice were generated (15M; 11F; Table 3.11). Of these, three mice were identified as  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N Tg

600bp

MW

Figure 3.28 
PCR and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis to identify transgenic
pups. Primers were designed specific for the transgene, therefore
a PCR product is generated only when the transgene is present.
N=WT NOD mouse; Tg=NOD Transgenic mouse.Trackit 100bp
ladder is used as a DNA size standard.
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                           3/26 with transgene – 2 fertile, 1 infertile 

Table 3.11:  

Genotyping of pups generated by microinjection. Three pronuclei injection attempts were undertaken to 

generate transgenic pups. The first attempt generated 8 liveborn pups (4M and 4F) of which none were found to 

have the transgene. The second attempt generated 9 liveborn pups (4M and 5F) of which 1M and 1F pup were 

found to have the transgene. A third attempt generated 9 liveborn pups (7M and 2F) of which 1M was found to 

have the transgene. All pups positive for the transgene were mated to NOD.Nkrp1b mice in order to create the 

new transgenic lines.  

 

transgene  positive (~11% success rate, which is within the expected success rates for NOD 

mice). The three founders were backcrossed to NOD.Nkrp1b mice in order to create three 

different transgenic lines, NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1; NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-

Slamf1)2 and NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)3 (Figure 2.8, Chapter 2) which contained the 

transgene for Slamf1 and at the same time had C57BL/6 alleles at the NKC so that the 

NK1.1 marker could be used in downstream applications for determining stage-specific 

NKT cell development. Unfortunately, one transgene positive mouse failed to impregnate 

any NOD.Nkrp1b females, even after several attempts with a number of females. The line 

was thus discarded. The remaining two mice positive for the transgene (1M and 1F) 

successfully impregnated/was impregnated by NOD.Nkrp1b mice. Those positive for the 

transgene as well as having C57BL/6-derived alleles at D6mit135 (a microsatellite in the 

NKC) were selected for breeding at each generation (Figure 2.8, Chapter 2). As conventional 

Mico-Injection # #pups produced # pups with 
transgene 

Success rate Line 

1 8 (4M,4F) 0 0 - 
2 9(4M,5F) 2(1F) 22% NOD.Nkrp1b.SlamA 
  (1M)  NOD.Nkrp1b.SlamB 

3 9(7M,2F) 1(1M) 11% NOD.Nkrp1b.SlamC 
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PCR methods did not distinguish between hemizygosity and homozygosity for the transgene, 

QPCR was adopted to resolve the issue using primers specific for the transgene as well as an 

internal control for gene copy number outside of the transgene (D1mit316). Founders 

homozygous for both transgene and C57BL/6-derived alleles at the NKC were intercrossed 

to create the separate transgenic lines, NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 and NOD.Nkrp1b-

Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2. Transgene copy number was determined for each line by real-time PCR 

using primers specific for Exon 2 in Slamf1 and those specific for its second intronic region 

(Chapter 2). As the exonic primers detected the transgene as well as the endogenous Slamf1, 

while only the endogenous Slamf1 was detected by the intronic primer sequences, relative 

copy number between the two regions could be determined for each transgenic line and 

normalized to NOD.Nkrp1b mice. In this way, it was determined that NOD.Nkrp1b-

Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 mice had approximately a 4-fold increase in Slamf1 copy number 

compared to NOD.Nkrp1b mice, while the NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 line had an 

approximate increase of 23-fold (i.e. ~44 copies of the transgene; Figure 3.29). Hemizygous 

mice showed copy numbers equivalent to approximately 0.7% that of their homozygous line.  

 

3.5.2.3 SLAM expression and NKT cell numbers in NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2- 

            Slamf1) transgenic mice 
Thymic, splenic and hepatic cell suspensions from the newly established transgenic 

lines, NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 and NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2, as well as 

lines hemizygous for the transgene,  ((NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1) x NOD.Nkrp1b)F1,  

(NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 x NOD.Nkrp1b)F1, and (NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-

Slamf1)1 x NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2) F1 hybrids were made, as were those from  
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Figure 3.29 
Production of Slamf1 transgenic NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1) mice A) Normalized 
fluorescence values from quantitative genomic PCR used to calculate transgene
copy numbers. B) Copy number values calculated from quantitative genomic PCR,
relative to the normalised value of 2 for NOD.Nkrp1b mice. 
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NOD.Nkrp1b parental strain mice. Flow cytometric analysis was carried out to compare 

NKT cell numbers and proportions between the different mouse strains, both in the thymus 

and the periphery, in order to identify the effects of transgenic manipulation of SLAM 

expression on NKT cell development. Due to the large group sizes, these experiments were 

carried out as a team effort by my colleagues Ms Julie Fletcher, Mr Roby Jose, Dr Shahead 

Chowdury, Dr Nicole Gerlach and myself. Cells were labelled with anti CD3-APC (clone 

145-2C11), anti-CD4-PB (clone RM4-5), anti-NK1.1-PE-Cy7 (clone PK136), anti-CD44-

FITC (clone IM7), all from BD Pharmigen, San Diego, CA, USA, and alphaGalCer-PE 

produced in house as previously described (Matsuda et al., 2000) to detect NKT cells. In 

addition cells were labelled with a cocktail of anti CD3-APC (clone 145-2C11), anti-CD4-

PB (clone RM4-5), anti-NK1.1-PE-Cy7 (clone PK136), anti-CD8-FITC (clone 53-6.7) and 

anti-CD150 (SLAM)-PE (clone TC15-12F12.2, Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA)  in order 

to detect SLAM expression.  

 

Total thymic cell numbers and major subsets did not differ significantly between groups, 

with the exception of hybrids produced by crossing the two lines, which had a reduction in 

cellularity (82±8 x 106/thymus vs 185±14 x 106/thymus in controls; p<0.01; Kruskal-Wallis 

Test with Dunn’s Multiple Comparison Post-test) primarily affecting the DP population 

(79.9±0.4% vs 83.5±0.4% in controls; p<0.05; Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s Multiple 

Comparison Post-test) with an associated increase in the proportions of CD4 SP thymocytes 

(12.8±0.3% vs 10.2±0.4%). Using the cell surface markers CD3, CD4 and CD8 to define the 

developmental pathway of T cells from the least mature CD4-CD8- (double negative, DN) 

CD3-, through a DP intermediate stage, to the most mature CD4 or CD8 single positive (SP) 

subsets immediately prior to thymic export revealed that NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1  
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mice followed the NOD-like developmental pathway (Jordan et al., 2007) but with increased 

expression at each stage. The most significant difference observable was at the DP stage of 

development where the increase was approximately 2-fold. NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-

Slamf1)2 mice also showed a significant increase in SLAM expression through all stages of 

NKT cell development, with the most dramatic increase (~7-fold) at the DP stage (Figure 

3.30A). The levels of expression of SLAM on the DP thymocytes of hemizygous 

(NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 x NOD.Nkrp1b)F1 and (NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 

x NOD.Nkrp1b)F1  mice were a little lower than the levels of the respective homozygotes, 

while the expression on those from (NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 x 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2)F1 hybrid mice was highest of all, consistent with allelic 

exclusion (Figure 3.30; comparisons of the homozygous lines with NOD.Nkrp1b mice are 

representative of four experiments). Transgenic expression of the hCD2/SLAM construct did 

not significantly increase SLAM expression on thymic NKT cells of either 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 or NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 mice (Figure 3.30B). 

 

Staining of thymocytes with cell surface markers CD1d/αGalCer tetramer and anti-βTCR to 

identify NKT cells, and anti-CD4, anti-CD44 and anti-NK1.1 to examine NKT cell subsets, 

was undertaken to examine the effects of transgenic manipulation of SLAM expression 

levels on NKT cell development. Approximately twice as many tetramer positive thymic 

NKT cells as NOD.Nkrp1b mice were detected in hemizygous and homozygous 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 mice, which had a modest (~2-fold) increase in SLAM 

expression (Figure 3.30D, p<0.01; Mann-Whitney U test; comparison of 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 and NOD.Nkrp1b mice is representative of four  
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Figure 3.30: 
Moderate, but not large, increases in SLAM expression on CD3-CD4+CD8+ (DP)
thymocytes are associated with increased NKT cell numbers in NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)
 transgenic mice. Thymocytes from homozygous and hemizygous NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)1 
 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)2, NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)1 x NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)2 and
control NOD.Nkrp1b mice (n=4-6 mice/group) were stained with CD1d GalCer tetramer
and antibodies against CD3, CD4, CD8, NK1.1 and SLAM. SLAM expression (MFI) is
shown for DP thymocytes (TC15-12F12.2-PE; A) and thymic NKT cells (TC15-12F12.2-APC;
 B). Thymic NKT cell proportions (means and SEM are given; C) and absolute numbers
(D) are also illustrated. Statistical significance was determined by uncorrected Mann
Whitney U test; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01. (Data was generated jointly by Ms Julie Fletcher, Mr Roby
Jose, Dr Shahead Chowdhury, Dr Nicole Gerlach and myself). 
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experiments). Surprisingly, as SLAM expression was further increased, from hemizygous 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2+/- mice, to homozgous NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2+/+ 

mice, to maximum expression on (NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 x 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2)F1 hybrid mice, the numbers of thymic NKT cells 

diminished (Figure 3.30D). The additional NKT cells in the hemizygous and homozygous 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 mice were due to an increase in the relatively immature 

CD4+CD44hiNK1.1- (developmental Stage 2) subset (Figure 3.31). This result is reminiscent 

of the cell phenotypes of NKT cells found in NOD.Nkrp1b.Slamf1 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b 

congenic mice (Jordan et al., 2007) consistent with the transgenic expression of SLAM in 

this line successfully mimicking the natural expression of the C57BL/6 allele. There was no 

significant change in NKT cell numbers or proportions in the periphery of either transgenic 

strain when compared to the parental NOD.Nkrp1b strain (not shown). 

  

 

3.5.2.4 Functional analysis of NKT cells in Slamf1 transgenic mice 

 To assess the effect of increased SLAM expression on the function of NKT cells, Ms 

Julie Fletcher took thymic NKT cells from NOD.Nkrp1b, NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1, 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 and C57BL/6 mice and FACS sorted them (average purity 

80%; no significant difference in purities between groups, Kruskal-Wallis test). She then 

stimulated them in vitro with anti-CD3/CD28 beads and detected the cytokines released into 

the supernatants by bead array. Transgenic enhancement of SLAM expression on NKT cells 

increased the TCR-stimulated secretion of IL4 and IL17 in a dose dependent manner (Figure 

3.32). No significant effect on IFN-γ secretion was detected, while IL2 secretion was  
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Figure 3.31 
Thymic NKT cell subsets in NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1) transgenic mice. Thymocytes from 
 homozygous and hemizygous NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)1 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)2, 
 NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)1 x NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)2 and control NOD.Nkrp1b mice
(n=4-6 mice/group) were stained with CD1d GalCer tetamer and antibodies against CD3,
CD44, CD4, and NK1.1. The proportions (A) and absolute numbers (B) of NKT cells
subsets defined by the markers CD4, CD44 and NK1.1 are shown for CD1d GalCer
tetramer and CD3 binding cells. Means and SEM are given. Statistical significance was
determined by a Mann Whitney U test; * p<0.05 (Data was generated jointly by Ms Julie
Fletcher, Mr Roby Jose, Dr Shahead Chowdhury, Dr Nicole Gerlach and myself). 
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Figure 3.32 
Cytokine production by Slamf1 transgenic NKT cells. The enhancement of
NKT cell function by transgenic SLAM expression was examined in CD3/CD28
bead stimulated thymic NKT cells FACS sorted from whole thymus. Levels of
IL2, IL4, IL17 and IFN! were measured by cytokine bead array. Differences were
analysed by uncorrected one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01;
n=5-7 mice/group. (Data was generated by Dr Nicole Gerlach & Ms Julie Fletcher)
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enhanced in NKT cells from NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2, but not 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 mice. These results indicate that increased SLAM 

expression enhanced NKT cell cytokine production on a per cell basis, not only by 

increasing NKT cell numbers. 

 

We had previously demonstrated that differential expression of SLAM on DP thymocytes 

between NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice had functional consequences for 

conventional T cells by the examination of proliferative and cytokine responses of whole 

thymocytes to TCR-mediated stimulation (Jordan et al., 2007). Dr Nicole Gerlach therefore 

compared the functional effects of SLAM expression in NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1) 

transgenic mice by in vitro stimulation of thymocytes with anti-CD3/CD28 beads. 

Stimulation of NOD-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2+/+ thymocytes lead to significantly more 

proliferation compared to NOD-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1+/+thymocytes which did not differ 

significantly from those of NOD.Nkrp1b mice. Addition of exogenous IL2 eliminated the 

differences in the proliferation of thymocytes between the strains. This is consistent with 

SLAMs role as a co-stimulator, mediating IL2 independent expansion of activated T-cells 

(Figure 3.33).  

 

Previously we mapped the cytokine deviation characteristic to the Nkt1 interval (Jordan et 

al., 2007) and proposed that it was due to variation in SLAM expression between strains. Dr 

Nicole Gerlach therefore analysed the secretion of cytokines from stimulated thymocytes 

using the cytometrix bead system. Consistent with the increased proliferation in NOD-

Tg(Slamf1)2+/+ mice, cytokine production of IFNγ, GM-CSF and IL4 were significantly  
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Figure 3.33 
Proliferation and cytokine production by Slamf1 transgenic thymocytes. Thymocytes from C57BL/6, NOD.Nkrp1b,
NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)1+/+ and NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(Slamf1)2+/+ were stimulated for three days with CD3/CD28 T
cell expander beads in the presence or absence of murine rIL2, and proliferation was measured by 3H-labelled
thymidine incorporation (A). Levels of IL1#, IL2, IL4, IL5, IL6, IL10, IL17, IFN", TNF and GM-CSF were mea-
sured by cytokine bead array (B). No cytokines were detected in unstimulated cultures. IL1#, IL5 and IL6 levels
were generally below the level of detection. IL2 was only detected in wells to which it was added. Means and SEM
are given. Differences were analysed by uncorrected Mann- Whitney U test; * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001;
n=4-5 mice/group. (Data was generated by Dr Nicole Gerlach)
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increased in these mice compared to parental NOD.Nkrp1b mice, whereas NOD-

Tg(Slamf1)1+/+ transgenic mice produced only a relatively little more IFNγ, GM-CSF, IL4 or 

IL17 in comparison to NOD.Nkrp1b mice. IL4 was exquisitely sensitive to SLAM levels in 

the cultures to which IL2 was added; thymocytes from NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 

transgenic mice produced substantially more IL4 than those from NOD.Nkrp1b mice (Figure 

33B). While these cultures do contain small numbers of NKT cells (generally <0.1%), these 

are unlikely to have contributed directly to the cytokine detected in whole thymocyte 

cultures because IL2, which was a prominent product of NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 

NKT cells, was not detected in whole thymocyte cultures, nor could any cytokine be 

detected in thymocyte cultures at 24 hours, by which time stimulated NKT cells were 

secreting strongly. Nevertheless, it remains possible that the few NKT cells present affected 

cytokine production in a paracrine manner.  

 

3.5.3 Summary of major findings 

 

Transgenic manipulation of a NOD mouse strain to produce mice that expressed SLAM 

under the control of a minimal human CD2 promoter was used to test our hypothesis that the 

NOD-associated NKT cell phenotype is the product of low SLAM expression on DP 

thymocytes. Following successful cloning and preparation of the SLAM/CD2 construct, two 

rounds of microinjection directly into NOD/Lt embryonic pronuclei produced 3/26 (11%) 

live-born progeny that tested positive for the transgene. Only two of these founders proved 

fertile and they were backcrossed to NOD.Nkrp1b mice to produce the transgenic lines, 

NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1, with a 4-fold increase in Slamf1 copy number, and 2-fold 

increase in SLAM expression, and the NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 line which had a 
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23-fold copy number increase and ~7-fold increased SLAM expression. Hemizgous mice 

had slightly reduced levels of expression than their homozygous line, while a hybrid 

between NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1and NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 had the 

highest level of expression of all.  

 

While both thymic and peripheral NKT cell numbers were significantly increased in 

NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 mice, there was no increase in NKT cell numbers in 

NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 mice.  

 

A TCR-stimulated proliferation assay and characterization of the cytokines deviation of 

peripheral T cell responses determined that proliferation correlated with SLAM expression, 

with a resultant increase in production of IL4, IL17, GM-CSF and IFN-γ. IL4 and IL17 were 

secreted in a dose-dependent manner by TCR-stimulated FACS sorted NKT cells.   

 

Together, these results are consistent with allelic variation of SLAM expression on DP 

thymocytes playing a major role in the phenotype conferred by the NKT cell control gene 

Nkt1. To this end, Slamf1 has thus proved, at least in part, to be the Nkt1 gene.  
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Concluding remarks about Nkt1 

 

A linkage region to NKT cell number was previously identified in a 

(NODxC57BL/6)BC1 linkage study (Esteban et al., 2003). The production of a 

congenic mouse strain, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b, for this chromosome 1 linkage region 

formally confirmed that a gene/s influencing NKT cell numbers was/were located 

within this region. The NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice had a two-fold increase in 

proportions, and a three-fold increase in absolute numbers, of thymic NKT cells at six 

weeks of age, compared to their NOD.Nkrp1b parental strain. Using FACS analysis 

and cell surface markers CD44, CD4 and NK1.1 to identify NKT cell subsets, it was 

determined that this increase was predominantly in the developmentally relatively 

immature CD4+ NK1.1- subset. This indicated that gene/s within the Nkt1 congenic 

region were sufficient to increase the early subset of NKT cells but were insufficient 

for pushing them through to maturity. As our previous linkage analysis also identified 

a region/s on chromosome 2 with linkage to NKT cell number, the additional effects of 

this control locus too remained of great interest. 

 

As the congenic region containing the Nkt1 control gene/s spanned approximately 

40Mb and thus included hundreds of potential candidate genes, three strategies were 

applied in order to reduce the number of candidate genes under consideration. Firstly, 

a gene expression microarray analysis comparing thymic RNA gene expression 

between the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b and parental NOD.Nkrp1b strains was undertaken. The 

signal to noise ratio was dramatically reduced by removing the thymi from the mice 

within 120s of placing the mice in CO2 and placing the thymi in RNA-later. In this 
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way engagement of the activation and apoptosis cascades were avoided. Secondly, a 

stringent statistical threshold was applied for the analysis, rather than ad hock fold-

difference thresholds, which have no obvious biological validity. As a consequence of 

the first two procedures, 28 of the 44 locatable highly differentially expressed genes 

mapped to the Nkt1 congenic region and only 21 of these genes lay within the Nkt1 

95% confidence interval (Jordan et al., 2007, Jordan et al., 2011). Of the 21 highly 

differentially expressed genes lying within the Nkt1 95% confidence interval, Slamf1 

and Slamf6 were considered to be the most prominent candidates for control of NKT 

cell numbers, as signaling through SLAM-associated protein (SAP) appears to be 

essential for thymic positive selection of NKT cells and SLAM and Ly108 (encoded 

by Slamf1 and Slamf6 respectively) signal via SAP (reviewed in Nichols et al., 2005a). 

A third possible candidate gene was Cd247 as it forms part of the TCR:CD3 complex 

and is a known transduction molecule for NKT cells (Reviewed in Jordan et al., 2004 

and Godfrey& Berzins, 2007, Yamagata et al., 2006, Elewaut et al., 2003, Gapin et al., 

2001, Nichols et al., 2005, Egawa et al. 2005).  Cd247 was not been detected as a 

candidate gene for Nkt1 in the original gene expression microarray analysis (Jordan et 

al., 2007) but a re-analysis of the data using an improved version of the Avidis 

Prophetic software, which allowed for the lowering of the signal triggering threshold 

to include genes with signal strengths which would have previously remained 

undetected, revealed CD3η, a splice variant of Cd247, as a potential candidate gene 

(Jordan et al., 2011). 

 

QRT PCR of a new sample set confirmed Slamf1, Slamf6 and  the CD3η splice variant 

of Cd247 as significantly differentially regulated between NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b and 
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NOD.Nkrp1b mice. To try and address which of the three possible candidate genes 

were involved in increasing the NKT cells numbers in NOD mice, a sub-congenic 

approach was undertaken as a third strategy. Sub-congenics of the Nkt1 region were 

made, and although Slamf1 and Slamf6 could not be separated from one another, a 

congenic line with C57BL/6 alleles for Cd247 and NOD alleles at Slamf1 and Slamf6 

was established (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247), as was a congenic line bearing C57BL/6 

alleles at Slamf1 and Slamf6, which had NOD alleles at Cd247 (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-

Slam). A comparison by flow cytometric analysis of the new subcongenic lines to the 

original NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b line, as well as the parental strains, NOD.Nkrp1b and 

C57BL/6, revealed that only the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Slam strain had an increase in 

NKT cell numbers equivalent to that observed for the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b line. The 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b-Cd247 line on the other hand was reminiscent of the NOD.Nkrp1b 

parental line. This showed formally that Cd247 did not contribute to the increase in 

NKT cell numbers seen in the original congenic line, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b, and 

therefore could be excluded as a candidate for Nkt1. Our original supposition that 

SLAM family members contributed to the NKT cell phenotype thus still held, and 

having excluded any of the other seven SLAM family members as causative genes due 

to them not being differentially regulated between strains in the microarray analysis, 

Slamf1 and Slamf6 remained our most prominent candidates. Rocha-Campos et al. 

(2006) have since confirmed the NKT phenotype (showing improved numbers of 

iNKT cells and rapid αGalCer-induced production of cytokines when compared to the 

parental strain) in their subcongenic line which has C57BL/6-derived alleles between 

NR1i3 and D1mit458 (a 10.8Mb region), which notably includes SLAM.  
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The developmental pathway of NKT cells has been revealed through targeted deletion 

and transgenic expression of candidate genes where they are shown to mature along 

the conventional T-cell pathway until segregation at the double positive stage 

(Reviewed in Jordan et al., 2004 and Godfrey& Berzins, 2007, Yamagata et al., 2006, 

Elewaut et al., 2003, Gapin et al., 2001, Nichols et al., 2005, Egawa et al. 2005), 

which is the earliest stage at which the NKT cell-associated TCR can be identified 

(Egawa et al., 2005, Griewank et al., 2007). Following sequential rearrangement of β 

and α TCR chains, NKT cell precursors then interact with endogenous agonist ligands 

presented by CD1d on other DP thymocytes, while homotypic interactions between 

SLAM family members provide signals, either at this stage or soon afterwards, to 

recruit SAP and FYN-T, a Src-related protein tyrosine kinase, to activate the NF-κB 

cascade (Bendelac et al., 2007). SAP deficient XLP  (human inherited 

immunodeficiency X-linked lymphoproliferative disease) patients, as well as mice 

bearing targeted deletions of SAP (Nichols et al., 2005a, Pasquier et al., 2005, Chung 

et al., 2005) or FYNT, (Gadue  et al. 1999, Eberl et al., 1999) lack NKT cells, 

indicating a critical role for the SAP/FYN-T signaling pathway. The importance of 

SAP and FYN up-regulation following TCR expression and during, or just after, 

positive selection was revealed by FYN and SAP knock-out mouse experiments : i) 

Fyn-/- and Sap-/- mice show a similar frequency of Vα14-Jα18 TCR rearrangements in 

sorted DP thymocytes as WT mice, and ii) in Vα14-Jα18 transgenic mice, FYN 

ablation caused an 85% reduction in CD1d-αGalCer-tetramer+CD24lo NKT cells; 

while SAP ablation induced almost complete blockage of NKT cell maturation 

(Griewank et al., 2007). NKT cell development was shown to arrest at the 

CD24hightetramerhighCD69high stage in SAP- and FYN-deficient thymocytes. 
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Slamf1, which encodes the immunoglobulin-like receptor SLAM or CD150, associates 

with, and signals through the SH2-domain of SAP and the SH3-domain of FYN-T in a 

unique interaction, whereby it recruits FYN-T to SAP. As SLAM is known to be 

expressed on the surfaces of DP thymocytes (Romero et al., 2004), and NKT cells are 

positively selected on DP thymocytes, while being dependent on SAP/FYN-T 

pathway, it is feasible that SLAM-SLAM interactions may be responsible (Gapin et 

al., 2001, Egawa et al., 2005). Zhong and Veillette’s examination of T-cells from mice 

carrying mutations in the SAP-FYN T pathway revealed the association of LY108, 

encoded by Slamf6, (and other SLAM family members) with SAP. This SAP-SLAM 

association allowed coupling to the Src kinase, FYN T, through SAPs second binding 

surface in the SH2 domain. In this way the production of protein tyrosine 

phosphorylation signals were triggered (Zhong and Veillette, 2008). 

 

QRT PCR and flow cytometric analysis (FACS) confirmed that thymocytes from Nkt1 

congenic (NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b) and C57BL/6 mice expressed significantly more SLAM 

on their surfaces than those of the parental strain (NOD.Nkrp1b) (Jordan et al., 2007). 

This increased expression was also confirmed for both of the transcriptionally active 

forms of the gene by QRT PCR. Examination of SLAM expression at different T cell 

developmental stages from the least mature CD4-CD8- (double negative, DN) CD3-, 

the DP intermediate stage, and the most mature CD4 or CD8 single positive (SP) 

subsets, revealed that NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice expressed increasing levels of SLAM 

to peak on DP thymocytes and then decline to relatively lower levels on mature SP 

cells, while SLAM expression on developing T cells of the parental NOD strain was 

retarded, reaching its peak of expression only at the mature SP stage. SLAM 
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expression is thus most significantly increased in the congenic line at the earliest NKT 

cell-specific development stage, the DP stage. As Slamf1 lies within a haplotype block 

allelic between C57BL/6 and NOD, temporal expression of SLAM in T cell 

development was also compared between NOD and BALB/c mice (both putatively 

Haplotype 2). Here BALB/c mice had a developmental expression pattern similar to 

that seen in the congenic strain, indicating that the retarded SLAM expression pattern 

of NOD mice was not characteristic of Haplotype-2. Splenic expression was relatively 

similar between the strains on both T and B cells, consistent with SLAM expression 

levels on mature SP thymocytes. This difference in SLAM expression was of 

functional importance as it affected both TCR-stimulated proliferation as well as 

cytokine production: thymocytes and CD4+ splenocytes from NOD.Nkrp1 b mice 

produced less IL-4, and slightly more IFNγ, in a manner analogous to the cytokine 

phenotypes of Slamf1-/- and Sap-/- targeted mutant mice (Jordan et al., 2007).  

 

The retardation of developmentally programmed SLAM expression in NOD mice has 

three significant implications. Firstly, as DP thymocytes account for over 80% of the 

thymus, it explains the finding of differential gene expression between the strains in 

whole thymic RNA preparations. Secondly, because NKT cells are positively selected 

on DP thymocytes via a mechanism dependent on the SAP/FYNT signaling pathway, 

decreased SLAM expression at this developmental stage may provide an explanation 

for the reduced numbers of NKT cells in NOD mice. Thirdly, as SLAM also acts as a 

co-stimulator for conventional T cells, it is possible that the relatively lower levels of 

SLAM expression at the stage of negative selection (late DP stage) compared to those 

at maturity (SP thymocytes and in the periphery) result in a lowering of the signaling 
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threshold of conventional T cells in the periphery. If true, this may result in an 

increased proportion of peripheral T cells capable of responding to self-antigens. 

 

A comparison of exonic, as well as the surrounding intronic sequence and promoter 

region of Slamf1 between NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and BALB/c mice was carried out in 

order to identify deletions, insertions or polymorphisms as possible explanations for 

differential expression of Slamf1 between the strains.  As NOD and BALB/c mice are 

both of Haplotype 2, but have differential SLAM expression patterns, polymorphisms 

of most note were those unique to the NOD strain. Both of the transcriptionally active 

isoforms of the gene were present in all strains and although there was an A:G 

substritution 303bp downstream of the start site in  NOD.Nkrp1b mouse sequence 

compared to the C57BL/6 strain, this caused no change to the amino acid code. Only 

two possible unique sites of variation have been found using TESS. One at position  

-348 upsteam of the start codon indicating a possible IRF1 site in C57BL/6 mice but 

an E2F site in BALB/c mice. NOD mice lacked both of these sites. The other 

possibility is between -289 and -299 upstream of the start codon, where there is 

variation in the number of Hb sites present: 11 in C57BL/6 mice, 10 in BALB/c mice 

and 9 sites in the NOD.Nkrp1b strain. Analysis of transcriptional sites using 

TFSEARCH revealed eighteen variations unique to NOD mice. However, a search of 

the transcriptional regulatory element database (TRED) did not list any of them with 

Slamf1 as a known target gene. This does not discount the fact that they may be of 

importance. For example, differences in the 3’UTR may possibly result in more 

mRNA instability in NOD mice than the other strains, while an E2F (IRF) binding site 
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within the promoter region may control the levels of expression. These require further 

investigation.  

 

Validation by QRT PCR on new sample set also confirmed the divergent differential 

expression of Slamf6 seen in the microarray gene expression analysis. Here C57BL/6 

alleles were associated with preferential expression of the short isoform, Ly108s, while 

the NOD allele was linked to preferential expression of the long isoform, Ly108l. This 

divergent pattern of expression appears to be haplotype-specific, as Wandstrat et al. 

(2004) observed a NOD-like pattern of expression in mouse strains expressing 

Haplotype 2, while a pattern similar to that seen for the C57BL/6-allele was observed 

in those strains expressing Haplotype 1.    

 

Strain-specific sequence comparisons of Slamf6 was also undertaken. NOD, C57BL/6 

and BALB sequence comparisons were carried out but as NOD and BALB/c mice 

showed the same divergent pattern of expression, the polymorphisms of most note 

were those where NOD and BALB/c showed like sequence that differed from the 

C57BL/6 sequence. While two SNPs were identified within the coding region, neither 

caused an alteration in the amino acid code. There was a single SNP present in the 

acceptor site for Intron 4 of NOD.Nkrp1b and BALB/c mice compared to the C57BL/6 

strain but as the splices variants share Exons 1-7, a polymorphism in the Intron 4 

acceptor site does not seem of likely consequence. Eleven polymorphisms upstream up 

the start site were also shared between NOD and BALB/c mice in comparison to the 

C57BL/6 strain. TESS and TFSEARCH were utilized to identify any differences in 

transcriptional binding sites that may account for differential expression of Slamf6 
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between strains.  Two regions of transcriptional site variation were identified: A region 

dense in transcriptional sites immediately upstream of the start site was identified in 

NOD and BALB/c mice that was not present in the C57BL/6 sequence, and a region 

further upstream with transcriptional binding sites unique to the C57BL/6 strain. 

Although a search of TRED did not list any of the observed transcriptional binding 

sites as having Slamf6 as a known target gene, many of them are listed as known 

oncogenic transcriptional sites and are therefore possible sites of regulation for the 

observed divergent pattern of regulation. 

 

Given that both Slamf1 and Slamf6 were considered to be candidates for Nkt1, but that 

Slamf6 had a similar divergent differential expression pattern of its isoforms to other 

strains of the same haplotype, while Slamf1 had decreased expression of all isoforms in 

the NOD strain, we decided to target Slamf1 for transgenic manipulation. Thus, in 

order to test our hypothesis that Slamf1 is an Nkt1 control gene, I transgenically 

expressed it in the NOD.Nkrp1b mouse strain and monitored its effect on NKT cell 

numbers. Here, the construct was made using the human CD2 promoter such that 

expression was confined to the T-cell lineage. Two independent transgenic lines, 

NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1, in which Slamf1 copy number was increased 

approximately 4-fold, and NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2, a line with Slamf1 

increased approximately 23-fold were established. Hemizygous mice showed copy 

numbers equivalent to approximately 0.7% that of their homozygous line. A 

comparison of thymic SLAM expression between the homozygous, hemizygous and 

hybrid transgenic lines and their parental background strain, NOD.Nkrp1b, showed that 

expression level was increased in the transgenic strains compared to the parental strain 
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and that increase was correlated with transgene copy number. While SLAM expression 

was lowest on the NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1+/- thymocytes, it was increased 

successively on NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1+/+ to   NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-

Slamf1)2+/- to (NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2+/+ to a maximum expression on  

(NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 x NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2)F1 hybrid 

mouse cells. Using cell surface markers CD3, CD4 and CD8 to define the 

developmental pathway of T cells revealed that both transgenic lines followed the 

NOD-like developmental pathway but with increased expression at each stage. The 

most significant increase was observable at the DP stage of development. While 

NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 line showed a ~2-fold increase in SLAM than 

NOD.Nkrp1b mice, NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 mice had ~ 7-fold increase in 

expression.  Transgenic expression of the hCD2/SLAM construct did not significantly 

increase SLAM expression on thymic NKT cells of either NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-

Slamf1)1 or NOD.Nkrp1b.Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 mice.  

 

Staining of thymocytes with cell surface markers CD1d/αGalCer tetramer and anti-

βTCR to identify NKT cells, and anti-CD4, anti-CD44 and anti-NK1.1 to examine 

NKT cell subsets, was undertaken to examine the effects of transgenic manipulation of 

SLAM expression levels on NKT cell development. NKT cell numbers were 

significantly increased in NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 mice compared to NOD 

mice, but surprisingly, as SLAM expression was increased from NOD.Nkrp1b-

Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1+/+ to NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2+/-  to NOD.Nkrp1b-

Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2+/+ to the hybrid line, the numbers of thymic NKT cells diminished. 

An explanation for the lack of increase in NKT cell number in the high SLAM-
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expressing strain may be indicative of negative selection at play. While SLAM 

expression in the NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)1 line correlates with positive 

selection, the increased expression in the NOD.Nkrp1b-Tg(hCD2-Slamf1)2 line may 

result in those cells undergoing negative selection (Figure 3.34). The overall result 

would be that fewer NKT cells would be observed in the thymi of those mice.   

 

The functional consequences of this increase in SLAM expression in the transgenic 

mice was determined. IL4 and IL17 were secreted in a dose-dependent manner by 

TCR-stimulated FACS sorted NKT cells.  A TCR-stimulated proliferation assay and 

characterization of the cytokines deviation of peripheral T cell responses determined 

that proliferation correlated with SLAM expression, with a resultant increase in 

production of IL4, IL17, GM-CSF and IFN-γ. These results are consistent with allelic 

variation of SLAM expression on DP thymocytes playing a major role in the 

phenotype conferred by the NKT cell control gene Nkt1 and thus consistent with the 

hypothesis that Slamf1 is indeed an Nkt1 gene. Bendelac and co-workers (Griewank et 

al., 2007) have since lent further support for these genes as candidates for NKT cells. 

Using monoclonal antibodies on C57BL/6 mouse thymocytes, they found that Slamf1 

and Slamf6 had the highest expression on DP thymocytes, with conserved or decreased 

expression levels on mature single positive thymocytes, a pattern of expression 

consistent with our own findings and similar to what is seen for CD1d (Roark et al., 

1998). Developing NKT thymocytes too showed a similar pattern of expression, with 

both Slamf1 and Slamf6 being expressed at the DP stage, and both being down-

regulated after this stage, Slamf1 rapidly and Slamf6 persisting longer, until the CD24lo 

stage. The authors generated radiation chimeras in which lethally irradiated Jα18- 
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Figure 3.34: 
A schematic representing the selection of NKT cells in the thymus. When SLAM signal strength is
too low, no NKT cells will be selected (neglect), while when levels are low but sufficiency strong
that they pass an arbitrary threshold, a few NKT cells are selected, and as signal strength is
increased, the number of NKT cells being selected will be increased until a crucial point of signal
strength is exceeded, whereafter the cells will then undergo negative selection again, with an overall
result of fewer numbers of NKT cells in those thymi being observed.
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deficient hosts were competitively reconstituted with wild-type (WT) and Slamf1- or 

Slamf6- deficient bone marrow cells, expressing different CD45 marked alleles for 

easy FACS identification, in a 1:1 ratio. There was a 50-75% decrease in NKT cells in 

Slamf1 and Slamf6-deficient cells in comparison to WT cells and further analysis using 

NKT cell developmental markers, revealed the defect to occur between the CD24high 

and CD24lo stages, again confirming our previous data (Jordan et al., 2007). As this 

transition phase corresponds to the expansion phase in NKT cell development, Slamf1 

and Slamf6 were determined to contribute to the development of NKT cells following 

positive selection. Because the Slam genes are encoded in the same locus, double or 

triple mutant mice could not be generated by breeding of single mutants, thus Bendelac 

et al. (2007) created a special “double mutant” chimera by reconstituting Jα18-

deficient hosts with a 1:1 combination of CD45-allele marked CD1d-deficient Slamf6-

deficient bone marrow (Slamf6-/-CD1d-/-) and CD1d-sufficient Slamf1-deficient bone 

marrow, in order to evaluate Slamf1/Slamf6 double deficiency. As NKT cell precursors 

originating from CD1d-/- compartment lacked Slamf6 and were therefore forced to 

engage their TCR on CD1d-expressing thymocytes that lacked SLAMF1, neither 

SLAMF1 nor SLAMF6 could engage in homotypic interactions. However, Slamf6-/-

CD1d-/- precursors could receive Slamf1 signals from bystander thymocytes in trans; 

contrary to Slamf1-/- cells, which had to interact with other Slamf1-/- cells for their TCR 

to see CD1d, therefore a “single mutant” situation was created. Comparison revealed 

that double mutant thymi produced between six and ten times fewer NKT cells than 

the single mutant thymi. Slamf1-/- cells were impaired by up to 50% compared to WT 

cells. These findings suggest that interrupting homotypic interactions between the 

CD1d-presenting thymocyte and the NKT cell precursor, both SLAMF1-SLAMF1 and 
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SLAMF6-SLAMF6 interactions, leads to between 92-95% reduction in NKT cell 

development, and this cannot be rescued by “bystander” interactions with other 

thymocytes expressing these receptors. 

 

In conclusion, the data presented here make a strong case for the hypothesis that the 

control of NKT cell numbers attributed to the Nkt1 gene is mediated by differential 

expression of Slamf1, with a possible contribution from Slamf6. Given that our original 

linkage analysis also showed linkage to chromosome 2, and that the transgenic 

expression of Slamf1, as the Nkt1 control gene on chromosome 1, corrected the defect 

in NKT cell number of the earliest NKT cell subtype, it will be interesting to see what 

affect the combination of Nkt1 and Nkt2 together have on the phenotype. 
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4.1.1 Introduction 

 

In addition to the linkage region identified for iNKT cells on chromosome 1 (see 

Chapter 3) significant linkage with a Log-likelihood ratio of 4.90 was also identified 

on chromosome 2 (Esteban et al., 2003). This gene was named Nkt2 and mapped 

between D2mit490 and D2mit280  (Esteban et al., 2003), in the same region as Idd13, 

a NOD-derived diabetes susceptibility gene identified in (NODxNOR)F2 segregation 

analyses (Serreze et al., 1994; Fox et al., 2000, Hamilton-Williams et al., 2001). NOR 

is a recombinant congenic strain, consisting essentially of the NOD/Lt genome but 

with a minor contribiution from the C57BL/KsJ strain on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 

11, 12 and 18. The C57BL/KsJ strain itself is a recombinant congenic strain, which 

likely results from genetic contamination of C57BL/6 by DBA/2J (Naggert et al., 

1995), and the chromosome 2 segment it contributes to NOR is of C57BL/6 origin 

(Serreze et al., 1994). Although the NOD.NOR(Idd13) strain shares ~88% of its 

genome (including the diabetes-associated H2g7 MHC haplotype) with NOD/Lt mice, 

this strain, in contrast to NOD/Lt mice, is completely resistant to type 1 diabetes. Their 

diabetes resistance can be attributed to the expression of the C57BL/6-derived Idd13 

allele (Serreze et al., 1994; Fox et al., 2000). As the C57BL/6 introgression on 

chromosome 2 of the Idd13 line spanned ~ 1.5Mb, Serreze et al. (1998) generated a 

panel of subcongenic lines, to strive to improve localisation of Idd13. Two of these 

subcongenics, which had slightly overlapping segments, were found to be merely 

moderately resistant to diabetes, when compared to the original recombinant congenic 

NOD line bearing the whole of the Idd13 congenic segment. This suggested that there 

are at least two loci contributing to the Idd13 phenotype (Serreze et al., 1998). As 
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Serreze et al. (1998) observed an allelic difference in the ability to bind anti-beta 2 

microglobulin, they proposed B2m, which encodes beta 2 microglobulin (β2M), as a 

candidate gene for Idd13. Hamilton-Williams et al. (2001) formally tested this 

hypothesis through the use of transgenic constructs to rescue expression of the NOD-

associated a allele or the C57BL/6-associated b allele of β2M in B2m -/- targeted 

mutant NOD mice. Here they demonstrated that mice expressing the b allele were 

protected from diabetes, whilst a significant number of those expressing the a allele 

progressed to disease. This was consistent with β2M playing a critical role in 

susceptibility to diabetes. B2m is also a good candidate for Nkt2, because β2M acts as 

the light chain of CD1d, the selection and restriction ligand for type 1 NKT cells 

(Kronenberg and Gapin 2002).  

 

In an attempt to identify the genetic sequences on chromosome 2 that control NKT cell 

numbers novel NOD mouse lines congenic for the C57BL/6 allele at the Nkt2 locus 

were produced and characterised. As the linkage region identified for Nkt2 spanned a 

relatively large chromosomal region, four separate NOD congenic mouse strains were 

produced with C57BL/6 derived alleles covering slightly different regions, but 

together covering the 95% confidence interval of the original linkage peak on 

chromosome 2.  

 

4.1.2 Results 

4.1.2.1 Establishment of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2b Congenic Mice and 

confirmation of increased NKT cell numbers 
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In order to elucidate genes involved in increasing NKT cell numbers in the NOD 

mouse, two members of our laboratory, Dr Tatiana Tsoutsman and Mr Tim Butler, 

established four separate NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2b congenic mouse lines carrying C57BL/6-

derived chromosomal segments spanning the 95% confidence interval of Nkt2. These 

were produced by serial backcrossing of (NOD.Nkrp1b x C57BL/6)F1 mice to the 

NOD.Nkrp1b strain to N10. The mice were genotyped by microsatellite typing of 

markers linked to the NKT phenotype at every generation. Due to genetic crossover 

events occurring, four different C57BL/6-derived congenic segments were produced. 

Mice containing the identical congenic segment were intercrossed and homozygous 

congenic founders identified. Three of the congenic strains had overlapping congenic 

regions (Figure 4.1), NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb (NOD.Nkt2e) had the largest C57BL/6 

derived segment, with NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab  (NOD.Nkt2a) having a smaller but 

overlapping segment with the same distal boundary as NOD.Nkt2eb, and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2db (NOD.Nkt2d) an even smaller congenic region, contained wholly 

within NOD.Nkt2ab and with the same distal boundary. The fourth congenic mouse 

line, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb (NOD.Nkt2b), covered a non-overlapping region on 

chromosome 2 distal to the other congenic lines (Figure 4.1). The congenic segment 

boundaries were determined by microsatellite analysis: The proximal boundary of 

NOD.Nkt2ab was between D2mit442 and D2mit275, while the distal boundary was 

between D2mit490 and D2mit422; NOD.Nkt2bb boundaries were between D2mit422 

and D2mit404 proximally and D2mit412 and D2mit528 at the distal end; NOD.Nkt2db 

has a proximal boundary between D2bax205 and D2mit256 and distal boundary 

between D2mit490 and D2mit422; while NOD.Nkt2eb has a proximal boundary 

between D2mit92 and D2mit158 and the same distal boundary as NOD.Nkt2ab and  
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NOD.Nkt2db, between D2mit490 and D2mit422 (Figure 4.1). A background screen of 

160 polymorphic loci distributed throughout the rest of the autosomal genome failed to 

detect any residual C57BL/6-derived genomic contamination (Table 4.1).  

 

Flow cytometric analyses of thymic NKT cell numbers and proportions was carried out 

by Ms Julie Fletcher to confirm an increase in NKT cells in these lines. Here thymic 

and splenic cell suspensions were prepared and NKT cell numbers and proportions 

determined as before (see Chapter 3). Ms Julie Fletcher confirmed a slight but 

significant increase in both thymic (Figure 4.2, Fletcher et al., 2008) and splenic 

(Fletcher et al., 2008) NKT cells from the NOD.Nkt2bb congenic line, both in 

proportions and numbers when compared to the NOD.Nkrp1b parental control strain. 

Similarly, an increase in thymic NKT cell number and proportion was determined for 

both NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab mice, with a very significant increase seen for 

NOD.Nkt2eb mice and a slight, but significant increase determined for the NOD.Nkt2ab 

mouse strain. The NOD.Nkt2db congenic strain showed no increase in NKT cell 

numbers compared to the NOD.Nkrp1b background strain, thereby excluding genes 

within this region as contributing to the NKT cell phenoype. These results indicate that 

there are at least three genes influencing NKT cell numbers on Chromosome 2; at least 

one within the NOD.Nkt2eb region outside of the region shared with NOD.Nkt2ab mice 

i.e. between microsatellite markers D2mit92 and D2mit275, at least one in the 

NOD.Nkt2ab region outside of the NOD.Nkt2db congenic region, i.e between markers 

D2mit442 and D2mit256, as well as at least one in the NOD.Nkt2bb region (Figure 

4.1).  
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Figure 4.2:
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 4.1.2.2 Microarray Gene Expression Analysis of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb 

In order to identify a subset of candidate genes within the Nkt2 linkage 95% 

confidence interval, microarray gene expression analysis was first performed on thymi 

of 4 week old NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice (n=7-9/group). RNA 

preparations were performed in house and checked by Nanodrop and gel 

electrophoresis for concentration and purity, before being labeled and hybridized to 

Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 expression microarrays and then scanned on an 

Affymetrix 7G scanner. Out of the 45 102 probes on these arrays, 818 were in the 

Nkt2b congenic region, representing 509 well differentiated genes. CEL files were 

retrieved and the data was imported into Avadis Prophetic 3.3 using an RMA 

summarisation algorithm. The quality of the arrays were assessed as for Nkt1 (see 

Chapter 3) and determined to be of good quality. Internal controls, including the actin 

and GAPDH probesets were determined to be of good quality as the 3’/5’ ratios were 

less than 3 indicating that no degradation had occurred during the isolation process 

(Table 4.2). Analyses indicated that all samples had labeled and hybridized 

satisfactorily, and RNA was of good quality, therefore a statistical analysis could 

confidently be applied. 

 

A Mann Whitney U-test was undertaken to reveal a total of 2634 differentially 

regulated genes between NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice with a p≤0.02. A 

description of the differentially regulated genes is given in Table B2 (Appendix B), 

and the chromosome location, p value and fold change for each one is stated. Applying 

a stringent statistical significance threshold of U-statistic of 0, identified a total of 52 

genes highly differentially expressed (i.e. those with a p<0.0002), of which nineteen  
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Figure 4.3: Averaged log signal intensity of Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 expression
microarray profiling of thymi from NOD.Nkrp1b (n=9) and
NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice (n=7; A). Results of genes for which a p<0.02 was
obtained are illustrated. Filled circles represent those genes that are highly
differentially expressed (experiment-wise permutative analysis threshold of
p<0.0002; Mann Whitney U-test). Diagonal lines indicate 2-fold differential
expression. Numbers indicate gene identities as listed in Table 4.4. The link-
age data from (Esteban et al., 2003) are presented transformed to physical
distances (B), the location of the Nkt2 congenic interval (indicated by the
black bar) presented on the same scale (C) and the locations of the highly dif-
ferentially expressed genes displayed as a histogram (D).
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mapped to the Nkt2b congenic region (~0.6% of genome; χ2 = 1087; df = 1; p < 10-200; 

χ2 one sample test; Figure 4.3 B-D). All nineteen of the highly differentially expressed  

genes mapping to the Nkt2b congenic region lay within the 95% confidence limits 

obtained in the original linkage analysis (Esteban et al., 2003; Figure 4.4). Their 

physical positions and expression fold-change are shown in Figure 4.4D, and their 

identities given in Table 4.3. 

 

4.1.2.3  Real-Time Quantitative PCR to validate candidate genes 

within the Nkt2b region. 

A few genes within the Nkt2b region seemed likely candidates for regulation of insulin 

secretion, like CDK5Rap1, but no gene had previously been implicated with NKT cell 

development. For this reason validation of a few likely candidate genes, based on their 

postulated role in immunological function, was undertaken as a means to curtail the 

gene list. These included CDK5Rap1, C1qr1, Csnk2a1, Trib3 and Pxmp4. Quantitative 

RT-PCR on independent samples of RNA from NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb 

mice was carried out. Primers were designed within microarray feature targets and 

expression was normalised against Gapdh, as microarray expression analyses had 

shown that this gene was not differentially expressed between from NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice. The primers used for quantitation are listed in Table A9 

(Appendix A). Analyses of unknown samples were carried out by comparison to a 

standard curve for both the gene of interest and the housekeeper. Template standards 

were prepared by PCR amplification of cDNA from C57BL/6 thymi using primers 

flanking those used for quantitation (Table A9, Appendix A).  Titrated template  
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Figure 4.4: Physical locations of highly differentially expressed genes on chromosome
2 in relationship to linkage data from (Esteban et al., 2003) (A) and location
of the Nkt2b congenic segment (indicated by the black bar; B). The 95%
linkage confidence interval is shown (fine lines). In C and D, genes are indi-
cated by histogram. The width of each bar indicates the physical length of
the gene and the height represents the fold change of differential expression
between the NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice, with a positive
displacement indicating higher expression in the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb

congenic line. Panel D illustrates the 95% confidence interval at higher res-
olution and the numbers indicate the identities of individual genes, as indi-
cated in Table 4.4. The same key is applied to gene identities in Figure 4.3.
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Table 4.3: List of highly differentially expressed genes on chromosome 2 with 

Nkt2bb 

 

 Gene Description 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.g
ov/) 

Function  
(http://harvester.fzk.de/harvest
er/) 

1 BC053994 cDNA sequence BC053994 Unknown; wide intracellular 
expression, including 
peroxisomal. 

2 C1qr1  Complement component 1, q 
subcomponent, receptor 1 

Receptor for C1q, mannose-
binding lectin (MBL2) and 
pulmonary surfactant protein A 
(SPA). May mediate the 
enhancement of phagocytosis in 
monocytes and macrophages 
upon interaction with soluble 
defense collagens.  

3 Napb N-ethylmaleimide sensitive 
fusion protein attachment 
protein beta 

Component of a SNARE-like 
complex. Required for vesicular 
transport between the 
endoplasmic reticulum and the 
Golgi apparatus 

4 LOC245174  hypothetical protein 
LOC245174 

Unknown. 

5 Acss1 (was 
Acas2l)  

acyl-CoA synthetase short-
chain family member 1 

Converts acetate to acetyl-CoA 
so that it can be used for 
oxidation through the 
tricarboxylic cycle to produce 
ATP and CO2. Mitchondrial. 

6 Gins1 GINS complex subunit 1 
(Psf1 homolog) 

Part of the GINS complex, which 
plays an essential role in the 
initiation of DNA replication 

7 Csnk2a1  Casein kinase II, alpha 1 
polypeptide 

A casein kinase. The alpha and 
alpha' chains contain the 
catalytic site. Participates in Wnt 
signaling. 

8 Trib3  Tribbles homolog 3  Disrupts insulin signaling by 
binding directly to Akt kinases 
and blocking their activation. 
Binds to ATF4 and inhibits its 
transcriptional activation 
activity. Interacts with the NF-
kappaB transactivator p65 RELA 
and inhibits its phosphorylation 
and thus its transcriptional 
activation activity. Interacts with 
MAPK kinases and regulates 
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activation of MAP kinases. May 
play a role in programmed 
neuronal cell death but does not 
appear to affect non-neuronal 
cells. Does not display kinase 
activity. 

9 Pdrg1  p53 and DNA damage 
regulated 1 

May play a role in chaperone-
mediated protein folding 

10 Asxl1  Additional sex combs like 1  PcG proteins act by forming 
multiprotein complexes, which 
are required to maintain the 
transcriptionally repressive state 
of homeotic genes throughout 
development, probably via 
methylation of histones. 

11 Dnmt3b  DNA methyltransferase 3B Required for genome wide de 
novo methylation and is essential 
for development. 

12 Mapre1  Microtubule-associated 
protein, RP/EB family, 
member 1 

May be involved in microtubule 
polymerization, and spindle 
function by stabilizing 
microtubules and anchoring them 
at centrosomes. May play a role 
in cell migration. 

13 Cdk5rap1  CDK5 regulatory subunit 
associated protein 1 

Probable regulator of CDK5 
activity. May inhibit CDK5 
function via its interaction with 
CDK5R1. 

14 Pxmp4  Peroxisomal membrane 
protein 4 

Peroxisomal multi-pass 
membrane protein; Interacts with 
Pex19. 

15 8030497I03R
ik  

RIKEN cDNA 8030497I03 
gene 

Unknown. 

16 Acss1 (was 
Acas2)  

acyl-CoA synthetase short-
chain family member 1 

See above 

17 Nfs1 Nitrogen fixation gene 1 (S. 
cerevisiae) 

Cysteine desulfurase; 
cytoplasmic, nuclear and 
peroxisomal. 

18 2010100O12
Rik  

RIKEN cDNA 2010100O12 
gene 

Unknown; wide intracellular 
expression, including 
peroxisomal. 

19 Phf20  PHD finger protein 20 Possible transcription factor 
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standards were processed in parallel with unknown controls. Figures 4.5-4.9 show 

diagrammatic representation of gene structure and exon structure of the candidate  

genes in the Nkt2b region, together with the relative locations of microarray probe 

targets and RT-PCR primer sites (Figure (4.5- 4.9)A). The microarray results (Figure 

(4.5- 4.9)B; n=7-9)) and QRT-PCR validation (Figure (4.5-4.9)C; n=5-7)) performed 

on an independent sample set are shown (Figure (4.5-4.9)B; n=7).  

 

QRT-PCR quantification validated the expression microarray analyses of CDK5Rap1 

(Figure 4.6), Csnk2a1 (Figure 4.8) and Pxmp4 (Figure 4.9). While similar ratios 

between microarray and QRT-PCR were produced for both C1qr1 and Trib3, neither 

showed a statistical difference between congenic and control mice by QRT-PCR 

(Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7). However, this is in contrast to the findings of Zekavat and 

colleagues (2010) who propose that Cd93, the gene originally identified as the receptor 

for the C1q complement component (i.e., C1qRp, or AA4.1) in non-obese diabetic 

(NOD) mice, is an important autoimmune susceptibility gene influencing iNKT cell 

homeostasis. They identified a point mutation in the NOD Cd93 gene, and showed that 

both the non-autoimmune B6 CD93 knockout (B6 CD93−/−) mouse strain as well as 

C57.NODIdd13 mice, which carry the NOD allele for Cd93, exhibited a profound state 

of CD4+ iNKT cell deficiency. While CD93-deficient mice make normal humoral 

responses following immunization, they are unable to maintain long-lived plasma cells 

(LLPC) within the bone-marrow niche (Chevrier et al., 2009). It is unclear whether 

this phenotype has any bearing on the iNKT cell lymphopenia seen in these mice. 

Although a repeat experiment with larger group sizes may in fact result in a statistical 

significance being obtained between my groups and confirm the microarray data for  
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4 week old NOD.Nkrp1b and
NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice. Gene and exon structure of C1qr1 is shown, together with the rela-
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(B; n=7-9) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=5-6) performed on an independent sample are shown.

Figure 4.5:
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Figure 4.6:
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Figure 4.8:
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Figure 4.9:
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both C1q and Trib3, it was decided to investigate another candidate in the region, 

Pxmp4, first.  

 

Although Pxmp4 encodes a 24 kDa peroxisomal integral membrane protein of 

unknown function, it was considered the most prominent candidate gene for control of 

NKT cell numbers in this region, as it has only one known molecule to which it binds  

and that molecule is the dual compartment (cytoplasmic/peroxisomal), 

chaperone/membrane transporter Pex19 (Sacksteder et al., 2000), which is encoded by  

a gene that lies within the Nkt1 linkage region (Chapter 3, Esteban et al., 2003) and is 

highly differentially expressed in NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice (Chapter 3, Jordan 

et al., 2007, Figure 4.10). Peroxisomes have thus far not been described to have a role 

in NKT cell biology, but they are known to be critically important in glycolipid 

metabolism and phospholipid biosynthesis, while also intersecting with the endosomal 

processing pathway. For this reason, consideration of a role for them in CD1-mediated 

glycolipid presentation is justified. Peroxisomes may play a role in modulating 

glycolipid availability for CD1d presentation and in so doing influence NKT cell 

function. Certainly, natural and targeted deletional mutants of a relatively broad range 

of genes that affect fatty acid metabolism express severe deficiencies in thymic type 1 

NKT cell numbers (Kang et al., 2004, Zhou et al., 2004a, Zhou et al., 2004b, Sagiv et 

al., 2006, Gadola et al., 2006). 
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4.1.2.4  Pxmp4   as a candidate gene for Nkt2b. 

4.1.2.4.1  Sequencing 

Sequencing of mRNA, exon/intron boundaries and promoter region was carried 

out in order to search for structural polymorphisms between NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb as a possible explanations for the differential expression 

pattern of Pxmp4 between the strains.  

 

4.1.2.4.1.1  mRNA Sequence analysis of Pxmp4 

Primers were designed within each exon of the Pxmp4 gene (Table A10, Appendix A) 

in order to determine whether all splice variants were present and comparable between 

NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mice. PCR amplification of cDNA 

was undertaken with forward primer in Exon 1 and reverse primer in Exon 2, then 

reverse primer in Exon 3, etc, such that the resulting products would reveal any splice 

forms present in one strain and not the other. No differences between isoforms could 

be found. A comparison of the mRNA sequences (Figure 4.11) between NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mouse strains showed no differences in the 

sequence, neither in the coding nor non-coding regions.  

 

4.1.2.4.1.2 Donor/Acceptor site comparison 

In order to determine whether the splice sites were equivalent between stains, 

primers were designed such that all donor and acceptor sites could be amplified and 

compared. DNA from NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb  mice were 

amplified using primers listed in Table A11 (Appendix A) and sequence comparisons  
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were made using Sequencher 3.1 as before. All splice sites were found to be equivalent 

and intact (Table 4.4). 

 

Intron Donor Site Acceptor Site 

1 GTGAGTAG TTCTGCAG 

2 GTACCTAC TTGTGCAG 

3 GTAAAGGC CCCTGCAG 

4 GGCTGTGG  

 

                          Table 4.4:  Pxmp4 Donor/Acceptor Sites for C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.  
                                             All donor and acceptor sites are equivalent and intact. 
 

4.1.2.4.1.3 Promoter sequence comparison 

  Primers were designed spanning approximately 2.0kb upstream of the Pxmp4 

start-site such that the promoter sequences could be compared between NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb mouse strains, in order to determine possible 

binding sites contributing to the altered gene expression observed between strains. 

Amplification was undertaken using primers listed in Table A12 (Appendix A), which 

allowed for amplification of overlapping sequences. Raw data was imported into 

Sequencher 3.1 as before for analysis. Sequence comparisons are shown in Figure 

4.12, while Figure 4.13 shows the observed differences in a schematic of Pxmp4. 

Three sites of polymorphism upstream of the start-site were observed between 

NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 mice, including a VNTR,  +CAAA at position (-898)-  

(-901) in NOD.Nkrp1b mice and two SNPs, a G:C at position -660bp and T:A at -40bp 

in the 5’UTR.  Additionally, a VNTR (+GCG) at position (+123) - (+125), in proximal 

Intron 1 was also seen.  Whether any of these polymorphisms result in the differential 

expression pattern observed, remains to be investigated. 
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Figure 4.12  

Comparison of NOD.Nkrp1b(NOD), C57BL/6 (C57), and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb (Nkt2b) promoter region 
and sequence 5' to Pxmp4 start site. * denotes base changes between strains. 
 
 
 
>NOD               --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                                      
                                            ............................................................................................................. 
                #-2036  
                          GGTGGCAAAT GCCTCACTAG GGTCTTTAGG ATAGCCCAGG CTGGACTGAA GTCCATGATC TTTCAGCCTC TGCTTCACCA GGACTGAGAT TACAGATGTG 

                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                                 
                                           ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1936 
                         CACCCCCACA GCTGGCATAG CTTAAGATTT CTGACATACT GAACCCCACT CTTCAGGGTG CAGAAAGTCT TATCAGCCAC ACTGTCCAAG AAAGAGCTTT 
                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                  
                                           ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1836 
                          AAAAAAGAAT CCCCCTTTCC TTTTTCTTCA ACTGCTGTGT TTGACTCTGA AGCAGCCTTT TTCTGGCGTT CCTTGGGGTA ATGGTTATAC AATGATTTCT 
                         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1736 
                    GTCACATTAG CCTGGGAGGT GAAACCCTTT TGGTTGTTAT TGTTGTCGTT TCCCTAGGGG GCCATCTCTG ATTGACTCAG AGGGTCTGCT CTAAGCCTCC 
                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                          
                                      ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1636  
                   TGGACTTTTA CTCTTGCATC GCATGCCCTG TGTGGTTGAC AAATTGAAAT TCACAGGGTC AATATTTGCC AAGGTTCTCT GTCATGAGTG GCTTTGTTTC 
                   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                       
                                       ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1536  
                   GCCAGTATCT GAGCCCTTTT GTTAACTATC TAGTTACCAG TAACTGAGCC CTCTTGTTAA CTATCTAGTT ACCAGTATCA GAGTCTTCTT GTTAACTAGC 

                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                   
                                      ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1436 
                    TACCAACTTT CACTCACACT TTTTCATTCC TCACACTTTT AAGCATCTCT GAGTTTATAA GAGGATTGTA TAACTAAACA TATTGGGCTT ATTAGCTATC 
                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                     
                                     ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1336   
                  TATTAACAGG AATCCATGAA GATTTACCCA TGCTATGACC ATAATCGACA GTGGTCTTGG TGAGTGGGGC CTTGGATATA CAAGTGCCAG GACAGACACA 
                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                            
                                     ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1236     
                   TTGCTGTACG GGCCTCAGTC GTCATCAGGT GTCCCAGGTC TTGACAGAAC TTGATGTGAA GACACTTGGC CAAACCTGGC TCCATTCTTT CTGCCCATCT 
                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                     
                                      ............................................................................................................. 
                  #-1136  
                     TTCTTGTCTT CAAGTCAGGG CTGTGATCAT ATGTTTTGTG CAATATTCTG GCAGTGGTAC TTTGTTATCT TTACTGCTTC TGTACACTTG TGTTGGGTAC 

                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                    
                                ............................................................................................................. 
                   #-1036   
               TGGGGTTACA GCAGAAAATA AGACAAACAG CTTTCTGGCT CCAAGAACCC AATAGTCCAC GTGAAGATTG ACATTGAGCA AGTAGTAAGT AATAACAATT 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57  ---------- ---------- ---------- -----::::- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b  ---------- ---------- ---------- -----::::- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                                     
                                 ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-936  
              ACAATGTATA AAGAGTTCAA TAGGGAAAAA CAAAACAAAC AAAACGACAG AAAACTTGGA CTAGTAAGTC AGAGCAACCA GTGCTACAGC CGGTGGGATA 

              ---------- ---------- ---------- -----****- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                    
                                  ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-836 
             TCCTGCAGGC TCCCCTGAGT AGGTGGTGCC ACCCGAGCCA ACACCTGCAT ACCGAGAAGT CAGTCATCGG AAGTACAAAG AATGTGCTTC AAAAAGGGAA 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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NOD    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------C--- ---------- ---------- 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------G--- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------G--- ---------- ---------- 
                                                      
                                  ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-736  
             ATATCAGATG TAACTCCTTT GAAGCTGAGG GGTTCTTGGC ATACTCAAGG AATGGAAACT AAGTCAGTAG ACTAGASAGA AGAGCAGATG TGAAACGGGA 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
Nkt2b   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                 
                              ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-636 
               GGCAAAGACT GGCAGTCACG TAAGTAGGTC TGCTCCTGGG GGTGCCTGGG AGTTTGTATT TTAAAAATAA GTAGAAAAAG GTACCCAGCA TGTGGGAGGT 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                       
                               ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-536  
              GGAGGCAAGG GGATCCTAGT TTAAGACTAG CCTGGGCTAT AAGAGATTCT GTCTTAAAGC ACCAAACGAC AAGAGTGGCA TGCAATTTCT GTCCTGAGAA 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                     
                               ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-436 
               GTTAGCTGTG ATACTCGCTA GGCAATCGAA ATTATCAAGT GTGACAAGTG ACAAGTCCAA CGTCACTTCC AAACACCACC CATTCCAACT CGAAAGAGAA 
              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                                        
                                ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-336 
               CAGCAAACCC CTCCCAAGCC CACAATTAAA CAAACTTCTC CCTAAGAAAA CTGCCTTCTC ATTGGGCAAA TCCTGCGTGA GACCTTCTGA GTCATGGTGA 

               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                    
                                 ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-236  
              TTGGTTACCG ACTCTCCTTT CTCTTCCAAT CAGACAGATA TTTCGAAGAG TAAGCACTTC TCAGCCCATT GCAGACAAAT GAGCTCTATG ACTGGCTCTC 

              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------A--- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------T--- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------T--- 
                                                 
                                 ............................................................................................................. 
                    #-136  
              TTCTATGATT GACGGCAGAC TCAGCCTATG GACACAACGG CAGGGCGGGG CTCTCCAGTG CGGAGAGCTG TGTAGCCAGA GCCCAGGGCT GTCAGTWCTT 
              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- 
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>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                   
                                 ............................................................................................................. 
                     #-36   
             GGCCAGCCAG GACCCTTGAC CGAGTGCTCC GGTGCTATGG CCGCCCCACC GCAGCTACAG GCTCTTCTCC AGGCCGTCAA CAAGCTGCTG CGCCAGCGCC 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------:: :--------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------:: :--------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        
                                 ............................................................................................................. 
                      #65   
           GCTACCACGC TGCGCTGGCC GTGATAAAGG GCTTCCGGAA CGGGGCTGTG TGAGTAGGGC CGCAGAGTGC GGCGGCTGGA GCTAAAGGAC GGGCCTAACT 
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------** *--------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                  
                                ............................................................................................................. 
                     #165 
               GGGGTCGCGA GTTCGAGGCC CGGGGCCCCT GAGCTGTGCT CTCTCTAGGC CTCAGATGTC TGTATATTTC AGTGCCCCGT TGGTGCAGCA GACGTAGGTT 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                         
                                ............................................................................................................. 
                     #265   
             TCAGGGTTCC AGTCACCTTA CCAGTCCTAA ACTGGGGCTT CCTCTGTCTT GCTTCTAGGT CCTCTGTCCT TTCCAACCTG GCACTCTTGG CTTAGTTGCC 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>NOD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---                                         
>C57      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---                                         
>Nkt2b ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -                                           
                                  ............................................................................................................. 
                     #365                
                             TCCTCAGCAC CTGTATCCCC TCATTGGGTC TAATTCATCT CATCTTACCT TGTCCCCTTT GGC                                         

              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --- 
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Figure 4.13: Diagramatic representation of Pxmp4 sequence polymorphisms between NOD.Nkrp1b, and C57BL/6 alleles, both in the promoter and sequence
mRNA sequence (A=Genomic sequence representation; B=mRNA). 

 * represents observed polymorphism, from C57BL/6 to NOD.
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4.1.2.5  Sequence analysis of Pex19. 

PEX19 is a dual compartment (cytoplasmic/peroxisomal), chaperone/membrane 

transporter, and is the only known binding partner of PXMP4. It is encoded by a gene 

that lies within the Nkt1 linkage region  (see Chapter 3, Esteban et al., 2003). This 

gene was determined to be highly differentially expressed between NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice both by microarray analysis (see Chapter 3; Jordan et al., 

2007) and by real time PCR on an independent sample set (Figure 4.10) using primers 

listed in Table A13 (Appendix A). Template standards were prepared by PCR 

amplification of cDNA from C57BL/6 thymi using primers flanking those used for 

quantitation (Table A13, Appendix A) and amplified in parallel with unknown 

controls. Gapdh was used as the internal control gene.  

 

Analysis of Pex19 mRNA and promoter sequence was carried out to determine sites 

responsible for the differential expression pattern observed.  

 

4.1.2.5.1 mRNA Sequence analysis of Pex19 

Sequencing of mRNA, was carried out in order to compare NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice for possible structural polymorphisms, such as 

deletions, insertions or SNPs as possible explanations for differential expression of 

Pex19 between the strains. Primers were designed (Table A14, Appendix A) and 

amplified as for Pxmp4 (see above) in order to determine whether all splice variants 

were present and comparable between NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b 

mice. A comparison of the mRNA sequences (Figure 4.14) between NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mouse strains revealed two SNPs in the coding  
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of mRNA sequence of Pex19 between C57BL/6 (C57),  
                      NOD.Nkrp1b (NOD) and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (Nkt1) mice. The protein  
                     translation of the full transcript is indicated beneath the amino acid sequence. 
 

>Pubmed sequ               ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                              ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD                           ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                        ............................................................................................................. 
#-20                

GGCAAGTCCG GAGCAGTAAG ATGGCGGCTG CTGAGGAAGG TTGCGGTGTT GGGGTCGAAG ACGACCGGGA ACTGGAGGAG CTTCTGGAAA GTGCTCT
TGA 

                    M  A  A  A   E  E  G   C  G  V   G  V  E  D   D  R  E   L  E  E   L  L  E  S   A  L  D  
       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --T------- ---------
- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
#81                 

TGATTTCGAC AAAGCCAAAC CCTCCCCAGA ACATGCTCCG ACCATCTCGG CTCCCGACGC TTCAGGACCC CAGAAGAGAG CGCCAGGAGA TACTGCCA
AA 

               D  F  D   K  A  K  P   S  P  E   H  A  P   T  I  S  A   P  D  A   S  G  P   Q  K  R  A   P  G  D   T  A  K   
         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
  #181                

GATGCTCTCT TCGCCTCCCA AGAGAAATTT TTCCAGGAAC TGTTTGACAG TGAGCTGGCT TCCCAAGCTA CTGCGGAGTT TGAGAAGGCA ATGAAGGAG
C 

              D  A  L  F   A  S  Q   E  K  F   F  Q  E  L   F  D  S   E  L  A   S  Q  A  T   A  E  F   E  K  A   M  K  E  L 
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
 #281                

TGGCTGAGGA AGAGCCCCAT CTGGTGGAGC AGTTCCAGAA GCTCTCAGAG GCAGCTGGGA GAGTGGGCAG CGATGCAAGT TCTCAGCAAG AGTTTACT
TC 

             A  E  E   E  P  H   L  V  E  Q   F  Q  K   L  S  E   A  A  G  R   V  G  S   D  A  S   S  Q  Q  E   F  T  S  
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
  #381                

TTGCCTAAAG GAGACGTTAA GTGGCCTGGC CAAAAACGCC ACTGAGCTGC AGAACTCGGG CATGTCTGAA GAGGAGCTGA TGAAAGCCAT GGAAGGG
CTG 

                  C  L  K   E  T  L  S   G  L  A   K  N  A   T  E  L  Q   N  S  G   M  S  E   E  E  L  M   K  A  M   E  G  L   
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
 #481                

GGCATGGATG AGGGGGATGG GGAAGCGAGC ATTCTCCCCA TCATGCAGAG CATCATGCAG AACCTCCTGT CTAAGGATGT GCTGTACCCA TCCCTGAA
GG 

                G  M  D  E   G  D  G   E  A  S   I  L  P  I   M  Q  S   I  M  Q   N  L  L  S   K  D  V   L  Y  P   S  L  K  E 
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD            ---------- ---------G ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
-- 

                              ............................................................................................................. 
 #581                

AGATCACAGA AAAGTATCCA GAATGGCTCC AGAGTCACCA GGACTCCACT CCTCCCGAGC AGTTTGAGAA GTACCAGCAG CAGCACAGCG TCATGGTC
AA 

                  I  T  E   K  Y  P   E  W  L  Q   S  H  Q   D  S  T   P  P  E  Q   F  E  K   Y  Q  Q   Q  H  S  V   M  V  K  
          ---------- ---------* ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
  #681                

AATCTGTGAG CAGTTTGAGG CCGAGACGCC CACAGACAGC GAGGCTACTC AGAGGGCTCG CTTTGAGGCC ATGCTAGATC TCATGCAGCA GTTACAGG
CC 

                  I  C  E   Q  F  E  A   E  T  P   T  D  S   E  A  T  Q   R  A  R   F  E  A   M  L  D  L   M  Q  Q   L  Q  A   
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
#781                

TTGGGCCATC CTCCAAAAGA GCTGGCTGGG GAGATGCCTC CTGGCCTCAA CTTTGACCTG GATGCTCTCA ATCTGTCGGG CCCCCCAGGT GCTAATGGC
G 

                    L  G  H  P   P  K  E   L  A  G   E  M  P  P   G  L  N   F  D  L   D  A  L  N   L  S  G   P  P  G   A  N  G  E 
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
 #881                

AACAGTGTCT GATCATGTGA AACACAGCAC AGTTTCCTCC CTGAGCCCCA GCCGTGGGGA ACATCTGGAG TCAACAGAGT CACTGGGAAC TGAGGCAG
GA 

                      Q  C  L   I  M  .    
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
 #981                

GTATCATCTG TGGGAGCTGG CTGCCCCACC CACACTCTCC ATCCCATTCA AGACTGTGCC ATACCAGCTG ATCTGTAGGC CTTTTCTATG AGTCCTACTC 
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         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
 #1081               

CATCAGGGTT TCTGCTGTTA GAAACAGGCC AATTATCTGC CAGGTGAAGG AAGGCATCCC TTGTGGGGCA TTTCACTTCT TCCCACTCCC CAAATAATG
T 

                                        
         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

> Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
#1181               

TACACATGGC AGTACTCATG TTCCCCTTGA TTCCCAGGGA CGTCGCGCCT TGTTTCTCCT CCCTCTCTGT GTCTGGGGAG GAGGAGCTGA GTCCTGACTC 

                                          
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                           ............................................................................................................. 
 #1281               

TGTGCTCCTG TTAGGCAGGG CCTCTGGGAA GAGGAGAAAT GTAGCCTGAG CTGGGGCTGG AGGCTGGTCA CCGCATATCC TTGCCTTCCT TTGGAATTC
T 

                                          
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
 #1381               

CTTAAGGGAA AGGAATTTTG CACTTAGCCA TGGTCGGGTT GGAAGCAAAG CCTTGGGCTT TTCCTGTCCC TAGGTGCTGA GCCCCAATCC CCCTTTCCTC 

                                         
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT1            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
 #1481               

CTGAGAACTC ATGTTGCTGC CCTGGTTCTT TCTACAGCTC TGGGATTTAG GGGGAGCCAA CTCTTGGCCT TCCTTTGCTC CCTGACTGTC CTTACGTCCT 

                                            
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NKT              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----                                                              
>C57                -----                                                                                                         
>NOD           -----                                                                                                         

                             ............................................................................................................. 
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 #1581               
CTCTGTTTAG AGTCTTATTT ATTCTGCCCT TTTAACCAGT GCTGTGATGG ATGAAGGCCA ATCTTGTTTC CTTTCATCTA GTACCTGGAC CATTCTCCCT 

                                         
         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                             ............................................................................................................. 
 #1681               

AGACCCTTGC CTTCCTCCCT GGCCAACACA TACTTGCAGT GTCAGATCTG GTACATGAAT GGCCATTCTA CCCAGATAGG TTTTAGCTTA TATATAGGAC 
                                         
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                            ............................................................................................................. 
  #1781               

ATCAGATTCC CTGGAATCCT TGGTTCAGGA AGGTGCTTGG GAAAGGGGTG TAGCCAGAAT ATTTTTTCCC TGCAAGCCCT ATGGGGTAGT ATCTAATAA
A 

                                          
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- --------                                                                                
                          ............................................................................................................. 
#1881   

TATTCTGAGC AAGAAAAAAA AAAAAAAA                                                                                
                                           
         ---------- ---------- -------- 
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sequence. A C:T polymorphism 163bp downstream from the start site, which caused a 

P to S change in the NOD protein translation compared to C57BL/6  and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice, while there was also a nonsense A:G mutation at position 

+600bp.   

 

4.1.2.5.2 Donor/Acceptor site comparison 

In order to determine whether the splice sites were equivalent between stains, primers 

were designed to amplify the intronic sequence surrounding all exons such that a  

comparison of the donor and acceptor sites could be undertaken. DNA from 

NOD.Nkrp1b, C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mice were amplified using primers 

listed in Table A15 (Appendix A) and sequence comparisons were made using 

Sequencher 3.1 as before. All splice sites were found to be equivalent and intact (Table 

4.5). 

 

Intron Donor Site Acceptor Site 

1 GTAAGAGT CTCCGAAG 

2 GTATCAAT CTCCGAAG 

3 GTGAGGAA TCTCCCAG 

4 GT(A/G)AGGGG  TTGTCTAG 

5 GTTCGTGA CTCTTTAG 

6 GTAAGGCT TTTTCTAG 

7 GTGAGTTT TTCTCCAG 

 

                        Table 4.5  Pex19 Donor/Acceptor Sites for C57BL/6, NOD.Nkrp1b  
                                         and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b alleles. All donor and acceptor  
                                         sites are equivalent and intact, except for Intron 4 where  
                                         there is an A/G   substitution (C57BL/6=A; NOD.Nkrp1b = G).  
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4.1.2.5.3 Promoter sequence comparison: 

Primers were designed spanning approximately 1.5kb upstream of the Pex19 

start-site such that the promoter sequences could be compared between NOD.Nkrp1b, 

C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b mouse strains, in order to determine possible binding 

sites contributing to the altered gene expression observed between strains. 

Amplification was undertaken using primers listed in Table A16 (Appendix A) that 

allowed for amplification of overlapping sequences. Raw data was imported into 

Sequencher 3.1 for analysis. Sequence comparisons are shown in Figure 4.15, while 

Figure 4.16 shows the observed differences in a schematic of Pex19. Six polymorphic 

sites upstream of the start-site were observed between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 

mice. These included 4 SNPs, A G:A substitution at position -72bp, an A:G 

substituion at -100bp, an A:G substitution at -763bp and an A:C substitution at -886bp. 

At position -336bp there was a CATGGGT insertion in the NOD.Nkrp1b sequence in 

comparison with C57BL/6. Interestingly, a very large insertion of an extra 203bp was 

noted for NOD.Nkrp1b at position -1052bp when comparing the sequence to C57BL/6. 

An A:G substitution between C57BL/6 and NOD.Nkrp1b was also noted in Intron 1. 

Whether any of these polymorphisms lead to the differential expression pattern 

observed between strains remains to be investigated.  

 

4.1.2.6 Establishment of C57BL/6.Pex13 conditional knock-out strain 

In light of the lack of evidence for any peroxisome involvement in NKT cell 

development, I aimed to test the hypothesis that they are a necessary organelle for 

NKT cell development by comparing NKT cell numbers of a mouse strain lacking 
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 Figure 4.15:  

Comparison of NOD.Nkrp1b(NOD), C57BL/6 (C57), and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b (Nkt1) promoter region 
and sequence 5' to Pex19 start site. * denotes base changes between strains. 

 
 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
>N                    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                            ............................................................................................................. 
 #-1322              

GTGGCTGCCA ACCACCTATT GCTCTAGCTC CAAAGGGATT TGCCACTTCT TGCCAGCTGA ATAGAAAAGA GAGACAGGGC TGGTGAGATG GCTCAGTG
GG 

                                         
                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

 
>Pubmed sequ               :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
>C57                               :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
>Nkt1                              :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
 #-1222             

TAAGAGCATC CGACTGCTCT TCCGAAGGTC TGAAGTTCAA ATCCCAGCAA CCACATGGTG GCTCACAACC ATCCGTAATG AGATCTGACT CCCTCTTCT
G 

          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ                :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :--------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                               :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :--------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1                              :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :--------- ---------- ---------- 
>NO                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                               ............................................................................................................. 
 #-1122              

GAGTGTCTGA AGACAGCTCA GTGTACTTAT ATACAATAAA AATAAATAAT AAATAAATCT TTAAAAAAAA AGAAAAGAGA GACAGGTGTG GTGGTAC
ACG 

          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                              ............................................................................................................. 
 #-1022              

CATTTAATGC CACCACCCTC GAGGCAGAGT CAAGAGTATT TTTTTCGTTC AAGGCCAGCC TGGTCTACAG AGTTCCAGGA AAGCCAAGGC TACATACAG
A 

          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD             ---------- ---------- ---------- ------C--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                               ............................................................................................................. 
  #-922               

ACATTCTCGA TAAAACAAAA ACAAGACAAT CCCCCCAACA CACAAAGAAA ACTGAAAGAA ATGATTCAAA GAAAGAATGC TTGTTTTTTA ATCTGCTT
AA 

         ---------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------G ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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                              ............................................................................................................. 
 #-822               

GTAACATCTG TGTTTCCAAT TCTATCTCCA GTCAACCTCT ACAGGTAGGA CCATCCCTGA TCCACTTGTA GATTTCACTG TGCTCAGCAC GATTGTATAC 
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------* ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
 #-722               

AACAGTAGAT GCTCATTATA CGCTAAAAAT AAATTGGATG ATCTTTGTTT ATCTGTTTTG TGTATATGTC AAGGAGCATA TTCGGAGGTC AGAGCCAGC
A 

          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                              ............................................................................................................. 
 #-622               

CATGATAGAC ATCTCTCCTA CCACGTGTGC TTTGAGGATG AAACCAAGGT TGCTTCAATT TGGCAATCCT GTCTCAAGCG AAAAATTGCT CGTTTAATA
G 

           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                              ............................................................................................................. 
  #-522               

CTTCGTATTT TAGCTGAGCC CTGTGCTGTA ATCTCTGTCC TTGGGAGGTG GAGACAGTAG GATTAGAAAA CCCTGCCTGA AAACAAAACC CAGATTAAA
G 

           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------C CT-ATGGG-- ---------- 

                             ............................................................................................................. 
 #-422               

ATTCCAGGTT AAAGATGGGG CAAGCAAAAC GCAATAAACC CTCCCACCCC TTCTGACCCG CCCCCACAAT ACAGCTGGG: ::C:::C:TC ATGGGTCAAG 

     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------* **-*****-- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                               ............................................................................................................. 
  #-322               

TAGTTTGGAA GTGGAGACGG GGAAGGGAGA CCCCGATTTC TGGACCAGCT TGAGCAATCT ATCTAGTTCA AGGCAAACCG CTGTGGCTCT GTAGCTCC
AG 

         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                               ............................................................................................................. 
  #-222               

TAGCCGAGTG CTTGCTTAAT ACGTGCAAGA ACCTAGGTTT GAGGCCCAAC CCAAGAAAAA AAACAAAAAC AAAAACAAAC CCAGTCTCCT GTCCCTTT
AA 

      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD           ---------- ---------- --G------- ---------- ---------- A--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                                        ............................................................................................................. 
 #-122               

AAATGGCGGT CCTGCACGGT AGAACGATAT TATTGGCTGC TCAAGTCATG GGGGCGGGGT TGGGGCGGGG CATGTGGTGG CGCCAGTGGT TCCACCTC
CT 

         ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- ---------- *--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

                               ............................................................................................................. 
  #-22                

ACGGCAAGTC GGAGGCAGTA AGATGGCGGC TGCTGAGGAA GGTTGCGGTG TTGGGGTCGA AGACGACCGG GAACTGGAGG AGCTTCTGGA AAGTAAG
AGT 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 

 
>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -G-------- ---------- ---------- 

                              ............................................................................................................. 
 #79                 

GCACGATGGG AAAGACCAGA AGTATCGGGG AGAGGATCCA TCGTGGGGGT TAGAGGAACT TGAGGTTTCT GAGCGGGGCG GGAGAATCTC TTCAGTG
GTC 

         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -*-------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>C57               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------                       
>Nkt1              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>NOD             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------                       

                  ......................................................................................................... 
 #179                

AGCGGGGGAG GTGGTCTGAG TTCGACCCCG GCCCTCTTTA TTAGCTGGCT GTGTCCAAAC CGCACATCTC CCTGCGAAGG GGAACACTAA CCGTAAAG
AG 

             -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Nkt1               ---------- -                                                                                                  

                                        ............................................................................................................. 
  #279                

CTGTTTCACG AGCCCCTTAC AAACTTCTCT TGCTTTCGAT TGTCGGATTG TTGTTGAGGC AAGGCTCTCT CACTCGGTAT CCCAGGCTGA TCTGGAACTC 
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 

>Pubmed sequ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----                                       
                  ........................................................................................................... 
  #379                

GCGGCAGTCT TTCAGCCTCC GCCACTGGGA GTACAGAGAT CACAGGCTGG ACCCACCAGG ATCGC                                       
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----- 
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Figure 4.16: Diagramatic representation of Pex19 sequence polymorphisms between NOD.Nkrp1b and C57BL/6 alleles, both in the promoter and 
 mRNA sequence (A=Genomic sequence representation; B= mRNA; C= table of polymorphisms).
                      * represents observed polymorphism, from C57BL/6 to NOD.
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peroxisomes with a strain with fully functional peroxisomes. As both PEX19 and 

PEX13 are necessary for formation of peroxisomes (Jones et al., 2001), and a Pex13-

LoxP mouse strain was available to me, I created a conditional knock-out strain for 

Pex13. Dr Denis Crane (Eskitis Institute) kindly supplied me with two C57BL/6-

Pex13.LoxP+/- pups, while I obtained a C57BL/6 strain with an Lck-Cre site insertion 

for conditional expression of CRE in T-cells from WEHI (Melbourne; patented by 

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (New York)). By crossing these mice I was able to 

establish a T cell specific knockout strain of the Pex13 gene, C57BL/6-Pex13-/-. A 

schematic of the breeding strategy is given in Figure 2.3 (Chapter 2). As both mouse 

strains arrived as heterozygotes, the C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/- pups were intercrossed to 

obtain homozygous stock while the C57BL/6-Lck.Cre mice were backcrossed to 

C57BL/6 mice in order to maintain the line as heterozygous since Cre is homozygous 

lethal. C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/+ homozygous mice were then crossed to C57BL6-

Lck.Cre+/- mice and progeny heterozygous for LoxP and Cre sites, C57BL/6-

Pex13.LoxP+/-.Lck.Cre+/- , were then crossed to C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/+ mice to obtain 

age and sex-matched experimental groups, one Pex13-knockout and the other with 

intact Pex13 gene,  C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/+.Lck.Cre+/-  and C57BL/6-

Pex13.LoxP+/+.Lck.Cre-/-  respectively. Pups were genotyped at each generation using 

primers listed in Table A17 (Appendix A). The presence of a band following 

amplification with primers specific for Cre indicated that the mice were positive for 

Lck-Cre, while the absence of a product indicated that the mouse was Wild-Type 

(Figure 4.17). The floxed allele, on the other hand, was identified by its product size of 

526bp, compared to the wild-type allele size of 492bp  (Figure 4.17).  With odds of 1in 
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4 mice being either LoxP-homozygous, Cre+ or Lox-P homozygous, Cre -, 19 breeding 

pairs were established to obtain the age and sex-matched experimental mouse groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 191 2

Lck.Cre allele 170bp

Pex13-floxed allele 526bp

Wild-type allele 492bp

3 4 5 6 7 8 91 2

!

"

Figure 4.17: Lck.Cre+/- mice were identified by a 170bp PCR product,
   only present when Cre is present (A). Floxed mice were identified 
   by the presence of a 526bp PCR product, while the wild-type allele 
   was present with allele size 492bp (B). PCR products were resolved
   on 2% agarose gels and run alongside a 100bp ladder. Cre +ve mice;
   gel A lanes 2-18; -ve control in lane 19. LoxP homozygotes are in lanes 2 
   and 9 of gel B, a wild-type allele is in lane7; while lanes 3-6 and 8 are all
   heterozygous for the floxed allele.
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4.1.2.6.1 Comparative characterisation of the C57BL/6.Pex13 knock-out and 

Wild-Type mouse strains 

 Flow cytometric analysis was determined by CD1d-αGalCer tetramer binding 

to determine thymic NKT cell proportions and numbers in 8 week-old male and female 

C57BL/6-Pex13-/- mice and their Wild-Type litter-mates. These experiments were  

undertaken with help from Ms Julie Fletcher. A relative increase in proportion (Figure 

4.18 A) and number (Figure 4.18 B) of thymic NKT cells was observed in the male 

knock-out mice when compared with their wild-type littermates, but reached 

significance in proportions only in one experiment, and numbers only in a second 

experiment. No significant differences were seen in female mice. Although 

significance in both proportions and absolute numbers of thymic NKT cells in male 

mice was not reproducible, it was evident that the results for the knock-outs had a large 

variance. The question, therefore, was whether these mice were perhaps not genetically 

homogenous, and if background contamination may be the cause of the wide 

distribution of values observed.  

 

4.1.2.6.2 Background screen to determine genetic homogeneity of C57BL/6-

Pex13.LoxP and C57BL/6-Lck.Cre mice 

Tail tips were taken from each of three C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP+/+and C57BL/6-

Lck.Cre+/- mice, as well as from equal numbers of the C57BL/6 control strain. DNA 

was extracted and quantified with the nanodrop spectrophotometer. Three-hundred ng 

of DNA from each mouse was sent to the AGRF (Brisbane, Australia) for SNP 

analysis at 687 SNPs covering loci distributed throughout the genome.  Data were 

analysed for evidence of genetic contamination by comparing genotypes between  
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Figure 4.18  : Comparison of proportions (A) and absolute numbers (B) of NKT cells in
           thymi of 8 week old male (filled symbols) and female (open symbols) 

                      C57BL/6-Pex13-/- mice (triangle) to their wild-type litter-mates (circles; 4-6 
                      mice/grp). A slight but significant increase in absolute number, but not propor- 
                      tion, of NKT cells was observed in male C57BL/6-Pex13-/- mice while no sig- 
                      nificant difference was seen in female mice.
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stains and to a mouse SNP database (http://www.SNP.com). Genomic contamination 

of the C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP line was detected at 8.2% of loci tested  (Table 4.6), a 

result inconsistent with a pure C57BL/6 background. As segregation of this genetic 

contamination may have contributed to the variance of results observed for this line, 

further backcrossing of this strain was deemed necessary. C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP mice 

were backcrossed a further three generations to C57BL/6 mice before re-establishing 

the line. Of five mice tested by SNP analysis, two were completely free of genetic 

contamination, while two mice had < 0.8% and one mouse showed < 0.5% background 

contamination. Crosses were thus re-established as outlined previously to obtain 

C57BL/6.Pex13-/- and Wild-Type experimental mouse groups.  

 

4.1.2.6.3 Re-characterisation of the C57BL/6.Pex13 knock-out and Wild-Type 

mouse strains 

 Thymic NKT cell proportions and numbers in 6 week-old male and female 

C57BL/6-Pex13-/- mice and their Wild-Type litter-mates were determined using CD1d-

αGalCer tetramer and FACS analysis with help from Ms Julie Fletcher. A significant 

increase in both proportions (Figure 4.19 A) and numbers (Figure 4.19 B) of thymic 

NKT cells was observed both in the male and female knock-out mice when compared 

with their Wild-Type littermates. 
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Table 4.6 List of SNPs Tested to confirm genetic homogeneity of  

                    C57BL/6-Pex13.LoxP and C57BL/6-Lck.Cre mouse lines. 

 

rs13459051, rs13475701, rs13475705, rs13475709*, rs13475710*, rs13475721*, 
rs13475793, rs13475802, rs13475822, rs13475895, rs13475914, rs13475976, 
rs13476069, rs13476099, rs13476106, rs13476133, rs13476171, rs13476192, 
rs13476202, rs13476203, rs13476223, rs13476266, rs13476285*, rs13476296*, 
rs29609526, rs30203348, rs32401565*, rs32409436, rs32454727, rs3654502,  
rs3657255, rs3662027, rs3667164*, rs3676156, rs3677697, rs3677817*, rs3685665, 
rs3685919, rs3697376, rs3702990, rs3710263, rs4222284, rs4222500, rs6206420, 
rs6253968*, rs6269442*, rs6279930, rs6288543, rs6361963, rs6388989, rs6412182, 
rs13459060, rs13459064*, rs13476318, rs13476322, rs13476327, rs13476328, 
rs13476329, rs13476330, rs13476344, rs13476384, rs13476415, rs13476428, 
rs13476456, rs13476457, rs13476465, rs13476468, rs13476474, rs13476501, 
rs13476531*, rs13476550*, rs13476580*, rs13476581*, rs13476644, rs13476676, 
rs13476687, rs13476766, rs13476778, rs13476787, rs13476877, rs13476888, 
rs13476889, rs13476913, rs27140809, rs29517499, rs29763858, rs3662665, 
rs3664408, rs3680350, rs3689602, rs3690254, rs3693685, rs3699934, rs3712270, 
rs3726330*, rs4223463, rs4223510, rs6212296, rs6227113, rs6389365, rs8251635, 
rs8263080, rs13476950, rs13476953, rs13476958, rs13476969, rs13477018, 
rs13477043, rs13477055, rs13477156, rs13477160, rs13477178, rs13477257, 
rs13477262, rs13477266, rs13477282, rs13477368, rs13477387, rs13477401, 
rs13477495, rs13477505, rs29859465, rs30107138, rs3023994, rs30769048, 
rs31000962, rs31490033, rs3661884, rs3686068, rs3696371, rs3705939, rs3707706, 
rs3710354, rs3712218, rs3715204, rs3716135, rs3718489, rs3718995, rs3720738, 
rs4223708*, rs6195996, rs6324747, rs13466004, rs13477531, rs13477536, 
rs13477541, rs13477543, rs13477553, rs13477643, rs13477679, rs13477745, 
rs13477761, rs13477767, rs13477823, rs13477828, rs13477830, rs13477862, 
rs13477931, rs13477942, rs13477948, rs13477965, rs13478069, rs3022975, 
rs3023006, rs32379175, rs32552154, rs3670129, rs3677005, rs3684104, rs3692521, 
rs3700579, rs3704239, rs3706082, rs3711477, rs3720325, rs3721916, rs4138630, 
rs4224449, rs4224463, rs4224804, rs4224923, rs6177460, rs6184584, rs6196764, 
rs6342967, rs13478094, rs13478204, rs13478205, rs13478303, rs13478313, 
rs13478318, rs13478321, rs13478402, rs13478405, rs13478425, rs13478429, 
rs13478430, rs13478504, rs13478513, rs13478532, rs13478535, rs13478536, 
rs13478540, rs13481339, rs29567650, rs3090667, rs33609328, rs3663793, 
rs3674947, rs3710018, rs3724267, rs4225252, rs4225267, rs6190354, rs6196732, 
rs6324856, rs6354160, rs6376539, rs6377710, rs6402980, rs13478605*, rs13478609, 
rs13478611*, rs13478615*, rs13478617, rs13478641, rs13478643, rs13478703*, 
rs13478723, rs13478752, rs13478814, rs13478819, rs13478833, rs13478846, 
rs13478887, rs13478935, rs13478939, rs13478963, rs13478991, rs13479032, 
rs13479070, rs13479093, rs30122153, rs30639872, rs3088527, rs3660389, 
rs3674895, rs3676646, rs3704635, rs3710142*, rs3718735, rs6152631, rs6163774, 
rs6191358, rs6206775*, rs6211961, rs6306957, rs13479116, rs13479118, 
rs13479120, rs13479132, rs13479137, rs13479140, rs13479224, rs13479228, 
rs13479245, rs13479258, rs13479268, rs13479390, rs13479402, rs13479427, 
rs13479468, rs13479495, rs13479504, rs13479515, rs13479566, rs13479568, 
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rs31152907, rs31249412, rs31623298, rs32308423, rs32517623, rs3657147, 
rs3662508, rs3670309, rs3670807, rs3671145, rs3687031, rs3688386, rs3696768, 
rs3699086, rs4136084, rs4226426, rs4226783, rs6286370, rs6323139, rs6344724, 
rs6373032, rs13460430, rs13472591, rs13479604, rs13479619, rs13479620, 
rs13479646, rs13479651, rs13479685, rs13479725, rs13479741, rs13479744, 
rs13479779, rs13479854, rs13479871, rs13479880, rs13479923, rs13479942, 
rs13479943, rs13480014, rs13480017, rs13480026, rs3023878, rs32757412, 
rs33227034, rs3658896, rs3683955, rs3691294, rs36926924, rs3701395, rs3725303, 
rs4136613, rs6153168, rs6168647, rs6251877, rs6273176, rs6400423, rs13477342, 
rs13480053, rs13480136, rs13480148, rs13480236, rs13480244, rs13480270, 
rs13480277, rs13480311, rs13480351, rs13480377, rs29835542, rs30036038, 
rs3023211, rs30284829, rs3665206, rs3689336, rs3690580, rs3696264, rs3716314, 
rs3716850, rs6206353, rs6292345, rs6299531, rs6317714, rs8254378, rs13480473, 
rs13480478, rs13480486, rs13480563, rs13480571, rs13480581, rs13480583, 
rs13480601, rs13480605, rs13480629, rs13480631, rs13480637, rs13480642, 
rs13480651, rs13480660, rs13480720, rs13480749, rs29340218, rs29362647, 
rs29363370, rs29368538, rs29377900, rs3090140, rs3679120, rs3687171, rs3711434, 
rs3723140, rs4228139, rs6196278, rs6208271, rs6270406, rs6382436, rs8258353, 
rs8259806, rs8275482, rs13480834*, rs13480835*, rs13480837*, rs13480840, 
rs13480848, rs13480946, rs13480947, rs13480971*, rs13481047, rs13481071, 
rs13481078, rs13481161, rs13481170, rs13481183, rs13481216, rs3088673, 
rs3089065, rs3142842, rs3656583, rs3661058, rs3664950, rs3673863, rs3682457, 
rs3682937, rs3693796*, rs3711357, rs3714299, rs3714397*, rs6205294, rs6237739, 
rs6239937, rs6253982*, rs6310839, rs6318841, rs13481274, rs13481275, 
rs13481278, rs13481295, rs13481296, rs13481363, rs13481383, rs13481390, 
rs13481410, rs13481419, rs13481425, rs13481426*, rs13481429*, rs13481440, 
rs13481446*, rs13481451, rs13481461, rs13481481*, rs13481553, rs13481590*, 
rs13481620*, rs13481652, rs3671469, rs3675632, rs3678128, rs3687032*, 
rs3689696, rs3692977*, rs3694191, rs3696951, rs4229611, rs49445146, rs6292954, 
rs6333493, rs6346026, rs6400991, rs13465251, rs13481665, rs13481666, 
rs13481681, rs13481683, rs13481706, rs13481745, rs13481773*, rs13481799, 
rs13481831, rs13481833, rs13481848*, rs13481897, rs13481938, rs29249127, 
rs29634800, rs3655061*, rs3677720, rs3680731, rs3700944, rs3707097, rs3708633, 
rs3711987, rs4230010, rs4230027*, rs6215262, rs6250327, rs6327619*, rs6338538, 
rs6345772, rs13459144, rs13482054, rs13482072, rs13482086, rs13482142, 
rs13482169, rs13482185, rs13482200, rs13482263, rs13482329, rs13482374, 
rs30259301, rs3662587, rs3674003, rs3677985, rs3683181, rs3685027, rs3695383, 
rs3699634, rs3710916, rs3712154, rs3712828, rs4230148, rs4230315, rs4230429, 
rs4230463, rs6169079, rs6286067, rs6314527, rs8244064, rs13459176, rs13459177, 
rs13459188, rs13482418, rs13482423, rs13482437, rs13482509, rs13482514, 
rs13482515, rs13482534, rs13482609, rs13482618, rs13482713, rs13482715, 
rs13482719, rs13482726*, rs31323929, rs31671106, rs31721308, rs3688273*, 
rs3695416, rs3707453, rs3712266*, rs4139476, rs4139644*, rs6190892, rs6205184, 
rs6254661, rs13482763, rs13482805, rs3164088, rs3724616, rs4151926, rs4152790, 
rs4153071, rs4153115, rs4158907, rs4159750, rs4161352, rs4165498, rs4170074, 
rs4172915, rs4173519, rs4173858, rs4173870, rs4175608, rs4176313, rs4176590, 
rs4177597, rs4193136, rs4197673, rs4198218, rs4198313, rs4198737, rs4199265, 
rs4199989, rs4202837, rs4205157, rs4211749, rs13459151, rs13482841, rs13482862, 
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rs13483063, rs13483086, rs13483087, rs13483163, rs33270235, rs33477985, 
rs33570021,rs3654147, rs3665137, rs3672598, rs3680857, rs3684212, rs3710559, 
rs4136382, rs6278687, rs6278810, rs6295287, rs6310831, rs6409750, rs13483183, 
rs13483184, rs13483186, rs13483187, rs13483188, rs13483210, rs13483225, 
rs13483308, rs13483314, rs13483353, rs13483364, rs13483394, rs13483413, 
rs13483452, rs13483463, rs29770217, rs29821591, rs30271401, rs3656892, 
rs3681154, rs3696933, rs3705413, rs4231834, rs4231968, rs8237402, rs13483499, 
rs13483500, rs13483525, rs13483528, rs13483530, rs13483542, rs13483588, 
rs13483641, rs30517739, rs3668166, rs3669192, rs3672423, rs3677115, rs3690148, 
rs3703918, rs3710829, rs3718687, rs4139262, rs13483709, rs13483712, rs13483726, 
rs13483727, rs13483730, rs13483738, rs13483748, rs13483761, rs13483763, 
rs13483784, rs13483802, rs13483854, rs13483883*, rs13483914, rs13483915, 
rs13483932, rs13483980, rs13483998, rs13483999, rs13484003*, rs13484012*, 
rs13484013*, rs13484015, rs13484022, rs13484055*, rs13484098*, rs13484099*, 
rs13484112*, rs13484113*, rs29090994, rs29106243, rs30128308, rs31024997, 
rs31242252, rs3720681, rs6182892, rs6409099, rs13484114. 
 
* indicates contamination in C57BL/6-Pex13 floxed mice (equivalent to 8.2%). 
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Figure 4.19  : Comparison of proportions (A) and absolute numbers (B) of NKT cells in
          thymi of 6 week old male (filled symbols) and female (open symbols) 

                     C57BL/6-Pex13-/- mice (triangle) to their wild-type litter-mates (circles; 4-6 
                     mice/grp). A significant increase in absolute number and proportion of NKT
                      cells was observed in both male and female C57BL/6-Pex13-/- mice.
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4.1.3 Summary of major findings 

 

In an attempt to identify genetic sequences on chromosome 2 that control NKT cell 

numbers, four NOD mouse lines congenic for C57BL/6 alleles at Nkt2 were produced 

and characterized. Flow cytometric analysis of the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2b line confirmed a 

two-fold increase in proportion and numbers of thymic NKT cells at all developmental 

stages. Additionally, there was a disproportionate increase in the numbers of the 

developmentally mature NK1.1+ subset in the periphery.  

 

 A microarray gene expression analysis of the Nkt2b region, provided a list of nineteen 

potential candidate genes based on their genomic location and highly significant 

differences in thymic expression between the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb congenic line and 

the NOD.Nkrp1b parental control strain. Although the molecular basis of any role for 

peroxisomes in CD1d/NKT cell biology remains unclear, Pxmp4 was considered to be 

the most likely candidate gene due to its involvement with Pex19, a gene identified as 

being highly differentially expressed in NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice (Chapter 

3.1, Jordan et al., 2007).  

 

Pxmp4 and Pex19 were validated by QRT PCR on a new sample set, and a search for 

structural polymorphisms between NOD and C57BL/6 mice, which may have 

accounted for the observed differential expression patterns, was undertaken. Although 

there were no detectable differences in mRNA sequence between strains for Pxmp4, a 

proline to serine change at the 54th amino acid in the Pex19 code was determined in the 

NOD strain. This is in a region of conserved motif essential for PEX19 docking and its 
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binding to PEX3. A few polymorphisms were identified in the promoter regions of 

each gene that may be involved in their regulation, but this remains to be determined. 

 

As both PEX19 and PEX13 have both been implicated as having a role in regulating 

assembly/disassembly of membrane-associated protein complexes (Jones et al., 2001) 

and mice bearing floxed Pex13 were available to me, a conditional Pex13-knockout 

strain was established in order to test the hypothesis that peroxisomes are a necessary 

organelle for NKT cells.  A comparison of mice lacking T-cell specific peroxisomes to 

their fully functional littermates revealed a significant increase in NKT cell numbers in 

the knock-out strain.  



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 4.2 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Nkt2b Concluding Remarks 
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4.2 Discussion of Nkt2b 

 

Previously linkage to NKT cell numbers was identified between D2mit490 and 

D2mit280 on chromosome 2 in a (NODxC57BL/6) BC1 linkage study (Esteban et al., 

2003) that was named Nkt2. Four congenic mouse strains spanning Nkt2 were 

produced, three of which spanned the more proximal region of the linkage peak, and 

one, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb (NOD.Nkt2bb) that spanned the more distal segment. Flow 

cytometric analysis of NOD.Nkt2bb mice confirmed a two-fold increase in proportion 

and numbers of thymic NKT cells at all developmental stages formally confirming 

that a gene/s influencing NKT cell numbers was/were located within this region. 

Additionally, there was a disproportionate increase in the numbers of the 

developmentally mature NK1.1+ subset in the periphery. This is consistent with the 

view that the Nkt2b locus contributes to NKT cell thymic maturation, in addition to 

affecting total type 1 NKT cell numbers.  

 

 A microarray gene expression analysis of the Nkt2b region, provided a list of 

nineteen potential candidate genes based on their genomic location and highly 

significant differences in thymic expression between the NOD.Nkt2bb congenic line 

and the NOD.Nkrp1b parental control strain. A validation of five of the candidate 

genes, CDK5Rap1, Csnk2a1, Pxmp4, C1qr1 and Trib3, based on their likely 

immunological function, was undertaken by QRT PCR on a new sample set. 

Although C1qr1 and Trib3 revealed a similar ratio to the microarray findings, they 

did not reach statistical significance. This may be due to the small group sizes and 

perhaps on re-examination with more mice, statistical significance may be obtained. 

C1qr1 as a candidate for NKT cells has been corroborated by the findings of Zekavat 
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and colleagues (2010) who propose that Cd93, the gene originally identified as the 

receptor for the C1q complement component (i.e., C1qRp, or AA4.1) in non-obese 

diabetic (NOD) mice, is an important autoimmune susceptibility gene influencing 

iNKT cell homeostasis. They identified a point mutation in the NOD Cd93 gene, and 

showed that both the non-autoimmune B6 CD93 knockout (B6 CD93−/−) mouse strain 

as well as C57.NODIdd13 mice, which carry the NOD allele for Cd93, exhibited a 

profound state of CD4+ iNKT cell deficiency. While CD93-deficient mice make 

normal humoral responses following immunization, they are unable to maintain long-

lived plasma cells (LLPC) within the bone-marrow niche (Chevrier et al., 2009). It is 

unclear whether this phenotype has any bearing on the iNKT cell lymphopenia seen in 

these mice.  

 

While CDK5Rap1, Csnk2a1 and Pxmp4 were all validated by QRT PCR, Pxmp4 was 

considered to be the most likely candidate gene as its only known binding partner is 

PEX19, encoded by a gene identified as being highly differentially expressed in 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b congenic mice (Chap3.1, Jordan et al., 2007). PEX19 is a 

necessary peroxin for the assembly of functional peroxisomes.  

 

Peroxisomes 

Peroxisomes, first described by Christian René de Duve (de Duve, 1969), are 

ubiquitous cytoplasmic phospholipid bilayer-delimited organelles in eukaryotes, that 

self assemble from a specialised compartment of the endoplasmic reticulum, contain 

oxidative enzymes, such as catalase and urate oxidase, are major sites of oxygen 

utilization, and play a critical role in fatty acid beta- and alpha-oxidation (degradation 

of fatty acid molecules) as well as in etherphospholipid biosynthesis. An essential 
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biosynthetic function of animal peroxisomes is to catalyze the first reactions in the 

formation of plasmalogens, the most abundant class of phospholipids in myelin, 

deficiency of which causes profound abnormalities in the myelination of nerve cells 

resulting in neurological disease. They are rich in glycosidases, including α-

Galactosidase and β-Galactosidase (Rest et al., 1978), deficiencies of which are 

associated with glycosphingolipid storage diseases and, in most studies, reduced 

numbers of type 1 NKT cells (Zhou et al., 2004a, Gadola et al., 2006, Prigozy et al., 

2001).  

 

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPAR), which are members of the 

nuclear steroid hormone receptor superfamily of ligand-activated transcription factors, 

can stimulate peroxisomes to increase in size, number and enzymic activity. PPAR, 

alpha and gamma, are activated by oxidized low-density lipoproteins (OxLDL) to 

generate all-trans retinoic acid from retinol, and this results in retinoid signaling via 

activation of the retinoic acid receptor (RAR)alpha (Szatmari  et al., 2006). In human 

DCs, activation of RARalpha acutely upregulates CD1d expression, enhancing type 1 

NKT cell activation (Szatmari et al., 2004). PPARalpha activation can also upregulate 

Npc1 and Npc2, the genes that are mutated in Niemann-Pick type C disease (NPC), a 

lysosomal storage diseases characterized by an accumulation of cholesterol and 

sphingomyelin in lysosomes (Chinetti-Gbaguidi et al., 2005). Npc1- deficiency can 

also affect peroxisome function (Schedin et al., 1997). BALB/cNctr-Npc1m1N/J 

mice, a mutant mouse model of Npc1-deficiency, show extensive reduction in 

peroxisomal beta-oxidation of fatty acids, catalase activity (observable up to 18 days 

prior to onset of signs of NPC), and a decline in lysosomal enzymatic function (seen 6 

days later). These mice express CD1d in their thymi at levels approximately one tenth 
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of those in the thymi of Wild-Type mice, and lack type 1 NKT cells (Sagiv et al., 

2006). However, as CD1d expression is unchanged in the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb 

congenic mice compared to the background strain (data not shown), it is unlikely that 

modulation of this pathway is an explanation for the differences in NKT cell numbers 

detected.  

 

Functional peroxisome assembly requires the peroxin, PEX19. It acts both as a 

cytosolic chaperone allowing the association and/or dissociation of complexes 

comprising integral peroxisomal membrane proteins (PMPs) already in the 

peroxisomal membrane, and as an import receptor for newly synthesized PMPs, 

facilitating their insertion into the peroxisomal membrane (Fransen et al., 2004).  

 

PXMP4 (was termed PMP24) was originally isolated as a 24 kDa polypeptide from 

rat liver peroxisome membranes (Reguenga, et al., 1999) and although it has no 

known function, it contains two putative membrane spanning domains and has a 

PEX19BS motif VxxFxxR (http://www.peroxisomedb.org.), which facilitates its 

peroxisomal membrane insertion via PEX19 (Sacksteder et al.. 2000). PXMP4s 

translocation into the peroxisomal membrane by PEX19 suggests that it has a likely 

role in one or other of the major metabolic pathways of peroxisomes.  

 

PXMP4 and PEX19 

Having validated Pxmp4 and Pex19 by QRT PCR, a search for structural 

polymorphisms between NOD and C57BL/6 mice, which may have accounted for the 

differential expression patterns seen for each gene was undertaken. Although there 

were no detectable differences in mRNA sequence between strains for Pxmp4, a 
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proline to serine change at the 54th amino acid in the PEX19 code was determined in 

the NOD strain. PEX19 has three different conserved domains, which have been 

identified through Computational database analysis: D1 (aa 1--87), D2 (aa 88--272), 

and D3 (aa 273--299) (Fransen et al., 2005). Although these domains have not yet 

been linked to specific biological functions, it has been found that the first 56 amino 

acids are a conserved motif essential for the docking of PEX19 via binding to PEX3 

(Pinto et al., 2006), while the rest of the amino acids are involved in binding PMPs. 

D1 is also essential for PEX3 function in general, so an amino acid change here may 

result in the temporary inhibition of PEX3, which in turn, may cause abrogation of 

class I PMP import (Fang et al., 2004). PMPs are only rarely detected in PEX19-

deficient cells, and then are mislocalized to the mitochondrion (Jones et al., 2001). As 

decreased message for Pex19 is associated with the NOD allele, and in addition there 

is an amino acid change in the docking binding site for PEX3, this may result in 

no/decreased PXMP4 import. PXMP4 may thus be binding to PEX19 as expected, but 

instead of being inserted in the peroxisomes, rather being mislocalised to the 

mitochondrion instead. Could this have consequences for T cell metabolism? 

Activated T cells preferentially use glycolytic metabolism, occurring in the cytosol, 

while a resting T cell derives most of its energy from oxidative phosphorylation, 

occurring in the mitochondria (Pearce et al., 2009, MacIver et al., 2008).  

 

Metabolism in resting/activated T cells 

Although glycolysis or oxidative phosphorylation can metabolise glucose to 

generate ATP and pyruvate, an activated T-cell preferentially uses glycolytic 

metabolism (Pearce et al., 2009, MacIver et al., 2008) as glucose appears to be 

essential for cell survival, size, activation and cytokine production. So while gycolysis 
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provides the much-needed energy for lymphocytes by acting as a primary substrate 

for the generation of ATP, it also acts as a supply of carbon source for the synthesis of 

other macronutrients (e.g. nucleic acids and phospholipids), and it can generate 

NADPH through the pentose phosphate pathway. It is thus an anabolic pathway, is 

oxygen-independent and occurs in the cytosol. Each glucose molecule generates two 

ATP molecules and two molecules of pyruvate which is then converted to lactate and 

generates electron acceptor NAD from NAPH.  

 

Oxidative phosphorylation, on the other hand, occurs in the mitochondria, and 

comprises the conversion of pyruvate or fatty acids to acetyl coenzyme A (coA) and 

the degradation of acetyl coA to CO2 via the Krebs cycle. This yields free electrons 

carried by NADH and FADH2 (flavin adenine dinucleotide), as well as transfer of 

electrons from NADH and FADH2 to the electron transport chain, resulting in protons 

moving out of the mitochondria matrix, where they can be used by ATP synthetase to 

make ATP. Although 30 molecules of ATP are generated for each glucose molecule, 

few metabolites remain for biosynthesis. It is thus a catabolic system. Resting T cells, 

in contrast to their activated counterpart, derive most of their energy from oxidative 

phosphorylation. However, upon activation, lymphocytes quickly switch from this 

catabolic matabolism to anabolic metabolism instead, where the rapid speed of 

glycolysis and the availability of biosynthetic precursors may be favoured over the 

seemingly higher ATP production of oxidative metabolism. A failure to increase 

glucose metabolism during lymphocyte activation prevents cell growth.  

 

Increased PXMP4 expression, as well as the decreased PEX19 attributed to the NOD 

allele may thus cause a switch to favour oxidative phosphorylation, so instead of an 
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activated phenotype of T cells, it is rather pushed into a resting phenotype. In this 

way, fewer NKT cells may be generated. This resting phase phenotype associated 

with increased expression of PXMP4 is corroborated in prostate cancer studies where 

there is decreased expression through gene silencing during cancer progression 

(Zhang et al., 2010, Wu and Ho, 2004).  

 

Conditional peroxisomal knock-out mice 

Although the molecular basis of any role for peroxisomes in CD1d/NKT cell 

biology remains unclear, the hypothesis that they are a necessary organelle for NKT 

cell development was tested by comparing a mouse strain lacking peroxisomes with a 

strain with fully functional peroxisomes for their NKT cell numbers. As PEX19 and 

PEX13 have both been implicated as having a role in regulating 

assembly/disassembly of membrane-associated protein complexes (Jones et al., 

2001), and mice containing floxed Pex13 were available to me, I created a conditional 

knock-out of Pex13 from T cells. To achieve this Pex13.LoxP+/+ mice were crossed 

with Lck.Cre+/- mice, and then backcrossed to Pex13.LoxP+/+ mice again. In this way, 

the NKT phenotype of mice knock-out for PEX13 in T-cells could be compared to 

their Wild-Type litter-mates. Although initial flow cytometric analyses of the knock-

out mice revealed a trend towards increased NKT cell numbers compared to their WT 

littermates, results had a large variance leading us to question the genetic 

homogeneity of these mice. This genetic contamination was confirmed at 8.2% of loci 

tested in a background screen of 687 SNPs covering loci distributed throughout the 

genome. Given that this contamination may have contributed to the high variance, 

further backcrossing of this line was deemed necessary. C57BL6-Pex13.LoxP+/+ mice 

were thus backcrossed a further three generations before intercrossing and re-
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establishment of the experimental strains. Significant increases in proportion and 

number of thymic NKT cells in 7-8 week-old male and female knock-out mice was 

determined by FACS analysis when compared with their Wild-Type littermates. A 

role for peroxisomes in NKT cell development thus seems likely. As they are major 

sites of oxygen utilization and are necessary for degradation of fatty acid molecules, 

in their absence, the cell cannot break down long chain fatty acids for energy and may 

thus be forced into the oxygen-independent anabolic, or glycolytic, pathway instead, 

which favours activated T cells thereby resulting in increased numbers of NKT cells 

in these mice. 
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4.3.1 Introduction 

 

As outlined in chapter 4.1, a region on chromosome 2 was identified with significant 

linkage to NKT cell numbers (Log-likelihood ratio of 4.90; Esteban et al., 2003) and 

as this area of linkage spanned a relatively large chromosomal segment, four separate 

NOD congenic mouse strains were produced with C57BL/6 derived alleles covering 

slightly different regions, but together covering the 95% confidence interval of the 

original linkage peak on chromosome 2: NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab (NOD.Nkt2ab), 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb (NOD.Nkt2bb), NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2db (NOD.Nkt2db) and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb (NOD.Nkt2eb) (Figure 4.1).  NOD.Nkt2bb shares no common 

region of C57BL/6 introgression with the other three lines which all have a common 

distal boundary. Increase in NKT cell numbers and proportions were found for 3 of the 

lines, NOD.Nkt2bb, NOD.Nkt2ab and NOD.Nkt2eb, while NOD.Nkt2db had no 

observable NKT phenotype. The NOD.Nkt2bb congenic region has been discussed in 

Chapter 4.1 and the NOD.Nkt2ab and NOD.Nkt2eb regions will be discussed together 

here, as they share a common chromosomal region, with NOD.Nkt2ab fully contained 

within NOD.Nkt2eb. Although an increase in thymic NKT cell number and proportion 

was determined for both NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab, there was a very significant 

increase seen for NOD.Nkt2eb, while only a slight, but significant increase was 

determined for NOD.Nkt2ab. Proportions and numbers of NKT cells were also 

determined to be significantly different between the NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab 

strains. As the NOD.Nkt2db congenic strain showed no increase in NKT cell numbers 

compared to the NOD.Nkrp1b background strain, genes within this region could be 

excluded as contributing to the NKT cell phenotype. Therefore there are at least two 
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genes influencing NKT cell numbers within the NOD.Nkt2eb congenic region, with at 

least one in the region outside of the region shared with NOD.Nkt2ab i.e.between 

microsatellite markers D2mit92 and D2mit158 proximally and D2mit442 and 

D2mit275 distally; and at least one in the NOD.Nkt2ab region outside of the region 

contributed to by the NOD.Nkt2db congenic, i.e between markers D2mit442 and 

D2mit275 proximally and D2bax205 and D2mit256 at the distal end (Figure 4.1). 

 

4.3.2 Results 

4.3.2.1 Microarray Gene Expression Analyses of NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb 

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab 

 In order to identify a subset of candidate genes within the Nkt2a and Nkt2e 

regions, microarray gene expression analysis was performed on thymi of 4 week old 

female NOD.Nkrp1b, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice (n=7-

12/group). RNA preparations were performed in house and checked by Nanodrop and 

gel electrophoresis for concentration and purity, before being labeled and hybridized to 

Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 expression microarrays and then scanned on an 

Affymetrix 7G scanner. One-thousand-two-hundred and twenty-nine probes out of the 

45 102 on the Affymetrix array were in the Nkt2e region, representing 1229 well 

annotated genes. Of these 745 probes (equivalent to 491 genes) were in Nkt2a, of 

which 376 (245 genes) lay within the Nkt2d region. The quality of the arrays were 

assessed as for Nkt1 (see Chapter 3) using GCOS and determined to be of good 

quality. Array comparisons were made between NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab, NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb, and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab 

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb. All spiked and hybridization controls indicated that all 
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samples had labeled and hybridized satisfactorily, and that RNA was of good quality, 

therefore a statistical analysis could confidently be applied. Correlation coefficients 

indicate that genechip data within and between groups correlated well (Tables 4.7-4.9). 

CEL files were thus retrieved and the data was imported into Avadis Prophetic 4.2 

using an RMA summarisation algorithm and Mann Whitney U-tests were applied to 

each comparison.  

 

4.3.2.2 Results of  NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb verses  NOD.Nkrp1b 

A total of 748 genes with a p<0.003 were found to be differentially regulated 

between NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb. A description of the differentially 

regulated genes is given in Table B3 (Appendix B), and the chromosome location, p 

value and fold change for each one is stated. Applying a stringent statistical threshold 

such that only those with a U-statistic of 0 are considered (i.e. no overlap in signals 

between the two groups) refined the gene list of highly differentially expressed genes 

(i.e. those with a p<0.0003) to 48 (Table 4.10).  Of these, 24 mapped to the Nkt2e 

congenic region (~2.6% of genome; χ2 = 416.2; df = 1; p < 2x10-92; χ2 one sample 

test; Figure 4.20 B-D). Their physical positions and expression fold-change are shown 

in Figure 4.21D, and their identities given in Table 4.11. 
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Table 4.10: List of all differentially expressed genes between NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkrp1b (U-stat=0). The 
congenic region is indicate between the parallel lines.  
                        

       

Probe Set ID Gene Symbol Description Chr# pval 
Fold 

change Regulation 

     
(Control vs 

Nkt2e)  

1454773_at Rxra retinoid X receptor alpha chr2 
1.00E-

04 1.4541657 DOWN 

1456423_at Mbd5 
methyl-CpG binding domain 
protein 5 chr2 

2.00E-
04 1.2428026 DOWN 

1458118_at D2Ertd391e 
DNA segment, Chr 2, ERATO 
Doi 391, expressed chr2 

1.00E-
04 1.5588423 DOWN 

1423760_at Cd44 CD44 antigen chr2 
1.00E-

04 3.5402567 DOWN 

1437162_at Gpiap1, Caprin1 
GPI-anchored membrane protein 
1 chr2 

1.00E-
04 3.3634512 DOWN 

1454880_s_at Bmf Bcl2 modifying factor chr2 
1.00E-

04 2.2833827 UP 

1426987_at 5430417L22Rik RIKEN cDNA 5430417L22 gene chr2 
1.00E-

04 1.8079399 UP 

1458076_at Unknown 
13 days embryo lung cDNA, 
RIKEN full-length enriched chr2 

1.00E-
04 1.53062 DOWN 

  

 library, clone:D430032D11 
product:unknown EST, full insert 
sequence    

1460300_a_at Ltk leukocyte tyrosine kinase chr2 
1.00E-

04 1.9361597 UP 

1456047_at Pla2g4b 
phospholipase A2, group IVB 
(cytosolic) chr2 

1.00E-
04 1.4123162 UP 

1424454_at A930025J12Rik RIKEN cDNA A930025J12 gene chr2 
1.00E-

04 9.911606 UP 

1454112_a_at 2410007P03Rik RIKEN cDNA 2410007P03 gene chr2 
1.00E-

04 1.8489581 DOWN 

1436647_at Ttbk1 tau tubulin kinase 1 chr2 
1.00E-

04 1.8302948 UP 

1442316_x_at Trp53bp1 
transformation related protein 53 
binding protein 1 chr2 

1.00E-
04 2.6739757 DOWN 

1457812_at Trp53bp1 
transformation related protein 53 
binding protein 1 chr2 

1.00E-
04 2.9747348 DOWN 

1417089_a_at Ckmt1 
creatine kinase, mitochondrial 1, 
ubiquitous chr2 

1.00E-
04 2.4627206 UP 

1457417_at D2Ertd485e 
DNA segment, Chr 2, ERATO 
Doi 485, expressed chr2 

1.00E-
04 1.5447199 DOWN 

1442424_at D2Ertd485e 
DNA segment, Chr 2, ERATO 
Doi 485, expressed chr2 

1.00E-
04 4.325281 DOWN 

1450639_at Slc28a2 ///  
solute carrier family 28 (sodium-
coupled nucleoside trans- chr2 

2.00E-
04 1.8314052 DOWN 

 LOC381417 
porter), member 2 /// similar to purine-selective Na+ 
nucleoside cotransporter   

1457088_at Pldn pallidin chr2 
1.00E-

04 3.1587331 UP 

1420641_a_at Sqrdl 
sulfide quinone reductase-like 
(yeast) chr2 

1.00E-
04 3.375116 DOWN 
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1455863_at Spata5l1  
spermatogenesis associated 5 
[Mus musculus] chr2 

1.00E-
04 3.3313797 DOWN 

1454772_at Ascc3l1 
Activating signal cointegrator 1 
complex subunit 3-like 1 chr2 

1.00E-
04 2.089055 DOWN 

1438571_at Bub1 
Budding uninhibited by 
benzimidazoles 1 homolog (S.  chr2 

1.00E-
04 1.7846344 DOWN 

  cerevisiae)     

1425340_a_at Ptpra 
protein tyrosine phosphatase, 
receptor type, A chr2 

2.00E-
04 1.430068 DOWN 

1430285_at 4930402H24Rik 
RIKEN cDNA 4930402H24 
gene chr2 

1.00E-
04 1.622935 DOWN 

1440564_at Gpr73l1 
G protein-coupled receptor 73-
like 1 chr2 

2.00E-
04 3.3626542 DOWN 

1437695_at Gpr73l1 
G protein-coupled receptor 73-
like 1 chr2 

1.00E-
04 3.068062 DOWN 

1423635_at Bmp2 bone morphogenetic protein 2 chr2 
1.00E-

04 1.2995504 DOWN 

1417495_x_at Cp ceruloplasmin chr3 
1.00E-

04 1.4934876 DOWN 

1421375_a_at S100a6 
S100 calcium binding protein A6 
(calcyclin) chr3 

1.00E-
04 1.5631166 DOWN 

1436692_at Unknown 
9.5 days embryo parthenogenote 
cDNA, RIKEN full-length chr4 

2.00E-
04 1.6365455 DOWN 

  
 enriched library, clone:B130011E14 
product:unknown EST, full insert sequence   

1447355_at Acsl1 
acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain 
family member 1 chr5 

1.00E-
04 1.1369501 DOWN 

1449602_at Unknown 
DB_XREF=uj40d03.x1 
/CLONE=IMAGE:1922405 chr5 

1.00E-
04 1.2546376 DOWN 

1440765_at Fras1 
Fraser syndrome 1 homolog 
(human) chr5 

1.00E-
04 1.2902508 DOWN 

1416514_a_at Fscn1 
fascin homolog 1, actin bundling 
protein (Strongylo- chr5 

2.00E-
04 1.2902238 DOWN 

  centrotus) purpuratus)     

1459016_at Igf2bp3 
Insulin-like growth factor 2, 
binding protein 3 chr6 

1.00E-
04 1.16648 UP 

1451561_at BC058674 cDNA sequence BC058674 chr7 
1.00E-

04 1.3281351 UP 

1442966_at 5330421F07Rik RIKEN cDNA 5330421F07 gene chr7 
1.00E-

04 1.4339197 UP 

1436964_at D7Ertd715e 
DNA segment, Chr 7, ERATO 
Doi 715, expressed chr7 

1.00E-
04 1.3271866 DOWN 

1427288_at Apba2 
amyloid beta (A4) precursor 
protein-binding, family  A,  chr7 

1.00E-
04 1.2861671 UP 

  member 2     

1437848_x_at Adpgk ADP-dependent glucokinase chr9 
1.00E-

04 1.4355799 DOWN 

1433530_at 2210411K19Rik 
RIKEN cDNA 2210411K19 
gene chr10 

1.00E-
04 1.3507428 DOWN 

1426304_x_at B4galt7 

xylosylprotein beta1,4-
galactosyltransferase, 
polypeptide 7 chr13 

2.00E-
04 1.2145913 DOWN 

   (galactosyltransferase I)     

1422494_s_at Ccrk cell cycle related kinase chr13 
1.00E-

04 1.2727247 UP 

1426808_at Lgals3 
lectin, galactose binding, soluble 
3 chr14 

1.00E-
04 1.2840587 DOWN 
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1426525_at Arid2 
AT rich interactive domain 2 
(Arid-rfx like) chr15 

2.00E-
04 1.3489752 UP 

1455093_a_at Ahsg alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein chr16 
1.00E-

04 1.2892097 UP 

1418057_at Tiam1 
T-cell lymphoma invasion and 
metastasis 1 chr16 

2.00E-
04 1.2436807 DOWN 

1437470_at Pknox1 Pbx/knotted 1 homeobox chr17 
2.00E-

04 1.1961331 UP 

1449244_at Cdh2 cadherin 2 chr18 
1.00E-

04 1.4178174 DOWN 
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Figure 4.20: Averaged log signal intensity of Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 expression
microarray profiling of thymi from NOD.Nkrp1b (n=12) and
NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice (n=7; A). Results of genes for which a p<0.003
was obtained are illustrated. Filled circles represent those genes that are high-
ly differentially expressed (experiment-wise permutative analysis threshold
of p<0.0003; Mann Whitney U-test). Diagonal lines indicate 2-fold differen-
tial expression. Numbers indicate gene identities as listed in Table 4.20. The
linkage data from (Esteban et al., 2003) are presented transformed to physi-
cal distances (B), the location of the Nkt2 congenic interval (indicated by the
black bar) presented on the same scale (C) and the locations of the highly dif-
ferentially expressed genes displayed as a histogram (D).
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Figure 4.21: Physical locations of highly differentially expressed genes on chromosome 2
in relationship to linkage data from (Esteban et al., 2003) (A) and location of
the Nkt2e congenic segment (indicated by the black bar; B). The boundaries
of the congenic interval are shown (fine lines). In C and D, genes are indicat-
ed by histogram. The width of each bar indicates the physical length of the
gene and the height represents the fold change of differential expression
between the NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice, with a positive dis-
placement indicating higher expression in the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb congenic
line. Panel D illustrates the congenic interval at higher resolution and the
numbers indicate the identities of individual genes, as indicated in Table 4.19.
The same key is applied to gene identities in Figure 4.20.
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Table 4.11: List of highly differentially expressed genes on chromosome 2 with Nkt2eb 

 

 Gene Description 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.ni
h.gov/) 

Function  
(http://harvester.fzk.de/harvester/) 

1 D2Ertd391e 
 

DNA segment, Chr 2, 
ERATO Doi 391, 
expressed 
 

Unknown 

2 Cd44 
 

CD44 antigen 
 

Proposed to participate in pathways 
(ECM-receptor interaction, 
Hematopoietic cell lineage) and 
processes (healing during 
inflammatory response, ureteric bud 
branching, cell adhesion) 

3 Gpiap1, 
Caprin1 
 

GPI-anchored membrane 
protein 1 
 

Unknown: expected to have 
molecular function (GPI anchor 
binding) and to localize in 
membrane 

4 Bmf 
  

Bcl2 modifying factor 
 

Normal lymphocyte homeostasis 
require the cooperative activity of 
Bim and Bmf. Critical role in 
apoptosis signaling 

5 5430417L22Rik 
 

RIKEN cDNA 
5430417L22 gene 
 

Unknown. 

6 Unknown 
 

Unknown EST 
 

Unknown. 

7 Ltk 
 

Leukocyte tyrosine 
kinase 
 

Member of the ros/insulin receptor 
family of tyrosine kinases: tyrosine-
specific phosphorylation of proteins 
is a key to the control of diverse 
pathways leading to cell growth and 
differentiation. 

8 Pla2g4b 
 

phospholipase A2, group 
IVB (cytosolic) 

Proposed to participate in lipid 
catabolic process, phospholipid 
catabolic process, phospholipid 
catabolism. Expected to have a role 
in calcium ion binding, hydrolase 
activity, phospholipase A2 activity, 
phospholipase activity. 

9 A930025J12Rik 
  

RIKEN cDNA  
A930025J12 gene 

Unknown. 

10 2410007P03Rik RIKEN cDNA 
2410007P03 gene 

Unknown. 

11 Ttbk1 tau tubulin kinase 1 Proposed to participate in nuclear 
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membrane organization and 
biogenesis, peptidyl-serine 
phosphorylation, protein amino acid 
phosphorylation. Expected to have 
protein serine/threonine kinase 
activity, ATP binding, nucleotide 
binding, protein kinase activity, 
transferase activity. 

12 Trp53bp1 transformation related 
protein 53 binding 
protein 1 

Tested for association to diseases 
(growth/size phenotype; 
hematopoietic system phenotype; 
immune system phenotype; 
reproductive system phenotype; 
tumorigenesis) and proposed to 
participate in DNA repair, regulation 
of transcription, DNA-dependent, 
response to DNA damage stimulus. 
Homozygous mutations in this gene 
result in growth retardation, 
immunodeficiency, thymic 
hypoplasia, and increased incidence 
of thymic lymphomas. 

13 Ckmt1 creatine kinase, 
mitochondrial 1, 
ubiquitous 

Proposed to participate in Arginine 
and proline metabolism, Urea cycle 
and metabolism of amino groups. 

14 D2Ertd485e, 
Ctdspl2 

CTD (carboxy-terminal 
domain, RNA 
polymerase II, 
polypeptide A) small 
phosphatase like 2 

Unknown; has hydrolase activity, 
phosphatase activity. 

15 Slc28a2, Cnt2  solute carrier family 28 
(sodium-coupled 
nucleoside trans porter), 
member 2 

Proposed to participate in purine 
nucleoside transport. Expected to 
have molecular functions (purine 
nucleoside transmembrane 
transporter activity, nucleoside 
binding, nucleoside:sodium 
symporter activity) 

16 Pldn pallidin Proposed to participate in 
melanocyte differentiation, 
membrane fusion, pigmentation, 
vesicle docking during exocytosis, 
vesicle fusion Mutations at this locus 
result in a coat color abnormality, 
abnormal platelet morphology, age 
related lung abnormalities, 
decreased survival, and impaired 
motor coordination 

17 Sqrdl sulfide quinone Unknown; expected to have 
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reductase-like (yeast) oxidoreductase activity 
18 Spata5l1 spermatogenesis 

associated 5 [Mus 
musculus] 

Unknown. 

19 Ascc3l1 Activating signal 
cointegrator 1 complex 
subunit 3-like 1 

Nucleotide binding, nucleic acid 
binding, helicase activity, protein 
binding, ATP binding, ATP-
dependent helicase activity, 
hydrolase activity, nucleoside-
triphosphatase activity 

20 Bub1 Budding uninhibited by 
benzimidazoles 1 
homolog (S. cerevisiae) 

Proposed to participate in Cell 
cycling and cell division, mitosis, 
protein amino acid phosphorylation. 
Expected: ATP binding, kinase 
activity, nucleotide binding, protein 
kinase activity. 

21 Ptpra protein tyrosine 
phosphatase, receptor 
type, A 

Proposed to participate in insulin 
receptor signaling pathway, protein 
amino acid phosphorylation, 
dephosphorylation, protein amino 
acid dephosphorylation, 
transmembrane receptor protein 
tyrosine phosphatase signaling 
pathway. 

22 4930402H24Rik RIKEN cDNA 
4930402H24 gene 

Unknown. 

23 Gpr73l1 G protein-coupled 
receptor 73-like 1 

Proposed to participate in circadian 
rhythm, G-protein coupled receptor 
protein signaling pathway, signal 
transduction. 

24 Bmp2 bone morphogenetic 
protein 2 

Proposed to participate in Basal cell 
carcinoma, Cytokine-cytokine 
receptor interaction, Hedgehog 
signaling pathway, TGF-beta 
signaling pathway and BMP 
signaling pathway, bone 
mineralization, cardiac cell 
differentiation, cell fate 
commitment, embryonic 
development. 
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4.3.2.3 Results of  NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb verses  NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab. 

A total of 375 genes with a p<0.002 and a U-statistic of 0 were identified as 

differentially regulated between the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb 

mouse strains (Table B4, Appendix B). Of these, 29 were on chromosome 2, with only 

3 mapping to the Nkt2e congenic region outside of the Nkt2a region, i.e. between 91 

and 103Mb. (~0,45% of genome; χ2 = 1.02; df = 1; p = 0.3; χ2 one sample test; Table 

4.12). These genes were Cd44, Gpiap1 (Caprin 1) and 2810002D19Rik. Two of these 

genes, Cd44 and Caprin1 also were identified as differentially regulated in the 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb vs NOD.Nkrp1b analysis. These genes are related in that they are 

both involved in cellular movement, cellular assembly and organization, as well as in 

cancer (Ingenuity pathway analysis). Cd44 is also an obvious candidate gene as NKT 

cells mature from a CD44low or CD44high, NK1.1- immature stage to a CD44high, 

NK1.1+ terminal stage of development. Caprin1 may also play a role as this transition 

to the terminal developmental stage requires the up-regulation of NK1.1 by signals 

involving PKCθ, Tec kinases, ITK and RLK, (and perhaps VAV-1) together with TCR 

cytokine signals (IL-15 and IL-7) (Felices and Berg, 2008). Itk is activated by PKC, a 

binding partner of CAPRIN1 (Kawakami et al., 1995). 

 

So while Cd44 and Caprin1 were identified as potential candidate genes for the unique 

region of Nkt2e, eleven identifiable genes, including Bmf, 5430417L22Rik, Ltk, 

Pla2g4b, Tmem87a, Cep27, Ttbk1, Trp53bp1, Ckmt1, Slc28a2 and Pldn remain 

potential candidates in the chromosomal segment shared between NOD.Nkt2e mice 

and the NOD.Nkt2a strain but not by NOD.Nkt2d mice (Table 4.13). 
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Table 4.12: List of all differentially expressed genes on chromosome 2 between 
                    NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb and  NOD.Nkrp1bNkt2ab. (U-stat=0).   

• indicates the only genes within Nkt2e congenic region outside of the 
•  Nkt2a region.      

       

 Probe Set ID Gene Symbol Description pval 
Fold 

change Regulation 

     

(Nkt2e 
vs 

Nkt2a)  

 1433539_at Commd3 
COMM domain 
containing 3 0.00174505 1.36 UP 

 1448266_at Edf1 

endothelial 
differentiation-
related factor 1 0.00174505 1.73 UP 

 1440151_s_at Edf1 

endothelial 
differentiation-
related factor 1 0.00174505 1.36 UP 

 1440152_x_at Edf1  

endothelial 
differentiation-
related factor 1  0.00174505 1.32 UP 

 1451428_x_at Egfl7 
EGF-like domain 
7 0.00174505 1.31 UP 

 1454773_at Rxra 
retinoid X 
receptor alpha 0.00174505 1.92 UP 

 1454284_at Slc25a25 

solute carrier 
family 25 
(mitochondrial 
carrier, phosphate 
carrier), member 
25 0.00174505 1.18 UP 

 1429455_at Gapvd1 

GTPase 
activating protein 
and VPS9 
domains 1 0.00174505 1.22 UP 

 1423255_at Atp6v1g1 

ATPase, H+ 
transporting, 
lysosomal V1 
subunit G1 0.00174505 1.38 UP 

 1456423_at Mbd5 

methyl-CpG 
binding domain 
protein 5 0.00174505 1.33 UP 

 1443797_at Agps 

Alkylglycerone 
phosphate 
synthase, mRNA 0.00174505 1.96 DOWN 

 1457002_at Zfp408 
zinc finger 
protein 408 0.00174505 1.56 UP 

 1451309_at Arhgap1 

Rho GTPase 
activating protein 
1 0.00174505 1.61 UP 

 * 1452312_at 2810002D19Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
2810002D19 
gene 0.00174505 2.12 UP 

 * 1434376_at Cd44 CD44 antigen 0.00174505 2.16 UP 
 * 1423760_at Cd44 CD44 antigen 0.00174505 4.65 UP 
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 * 1437162_at Caprin1 

GPI-anchored 
membrane 
protein 1 0.00174505 2.52 UP 

 1423150_at Scg5 secretogranin V 0.00174505 2.14 DOWN 

 1420165_s_at Dnajc17 

DnaJ (Hsp40) 
homolog, 
subfamily C, 
member 17 0.00174505 1.43 UP 

 1424268_at Smox spermine oxidase 0.00174505 1.44 UP 

 1451040_at Dtd1  

D-tyrosyl-tRNA 
deacylase 1 
homolog (S. 
cerevisiae)  0.00174505 1.51 UP 

 1421112_at Nkx2-2 

NK2 transcription 
factor related, 
locus 2 
(Drosophila) 0.00174505 1.37 DOWN 

 1417287_at H13 
histocompatibility 
13 0.00174505 1.70 UP 

 1441615_at Cbfa2t2 

core-binding 
factor, runt 
domain, alpha 
subunit 2, 
translocated to, 2 
(human) 0.00174505 1.47 UP 

 1457934_at Unknown Unknown 0.00174505 1.23 UP 

 1418131_at Samhd1 
SAM domain and 
HD domain, 1 0.00174505 1.30 UP 

 1438206_a_at Sys1 

SYS1 Golgi-
localized integral 
membrane 
protein homolog 
(S. cerevisiae) 0.00174505 1.24 UP 

 1442408_at Sulf2 sulfatase 2 0.00174505 1.41 DOWN 
 1417869_s_at Ctsz cathepsin Z 0.00174505 1.66 UP 

 1428381_a_at 2700038C09Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
2700038C09 
gene 0.00174505 1.27 UP 
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4.3.2.4  Real-Time Quantitative PCR to validate candidate genes 

within the Nkt2eb (outside of Nkt2ab) region 

As only two genes were differentially regulated both in the NOD.Nkt2eb vs 

NOD.Nkrp1bb and the NOD.Nkt2eb verses NOD.Nkt2ab analyses, each of them was 

validated by QRTPCR on independent samples of RNA from NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice. Primers were designed within microarray feature targets 

and expression was normalised against Gapdh, as microarray expression analyses had 

shown that this gene was not differentially expressed between from NOD.Nkrp1b and 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice. The primers used for quantitation are listed in Table A18A 

(Appendix A). Analyses of unknown samples were carried out by comparison to a 

standard curve for both the gene of interest and the housekeeper. Template standards 

were prepared by PCR amplification of cDNA from C57BL/6 thymi using primers 

flanking those used for quantitation (Table A18B, Appendix A).  Titrated template 

standards were processed in parallel with unknown controls. Figures 4.22-4.23 show 

diagrammatic representation of gene structure and exon structure of the candidate 

genes in the unique Nkt2eb congenic region, together with the relative locations of 

microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A). The microarray results (B; 

n=7-12) and QRT-PCR validation (C; n=5) performed on an independent sample set 

are shown. QRT-PCR quantification validated the expression microarray analyses of 

both Caprin1 (Figure 4.22) and Cd44 (Figure 4.23).  
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4 week old NOD.Nkrp1b

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice. Gene and exon structure of Caprin1 is shown, together
with the relative locations of microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A).
The microarray results (B; n=7-12) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=5) performed on an
independent sample are shown.

Figure 4.22:
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microarray results (B; n=7-12) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=5) performed on an indepen-
dent sample set are shown.

Figure 4.23:
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4.3.2.5  Gene expression exon array to determine differentially 

expressed Cd44 and Caprin1 spice products: 

Cd44 and Caprin1 have very complex gene structures, with different isoforms 

and variants of the same isoform possible. Cd44 has 20 exons, including 10 constant 

and 10 intervening variable exons positioned between Exons 5s and 6s. Through 

alternative RNA splicing they encode the standard/hemopoietic form (CD44s/CD44H) 

and numerous variant (CD44v) forms of glycoproteins that vary in size between 80-

200KDa. Caprin1, on the other hand, has 19 exons of which 18 are coding exons. Five 

variant sequences encode three different isoforms of the gene. Variant 1 and 2 differ 

only in their 5’UTR and both encode the largest isoform a, while variant 3 is smaller 

differing at exon 10 and encodes isoform b. Variants 4 and 5 differ from variant 1, 2 

and 3 in the 3’UTR and 3’ coding region. They both encode isoform (c), which is 

shorter than isoform (a).  

 

In order to identify the Cd44 and Caprin1 isoforms that were differentially regulated in 

NOD.Nkt2ab and NOD.Nkt2eb mice, a microarray gene expression analysis was 

performed using Mouse Exon 1.0_ST arrays. These arrays contain >1.2 million probes, 

with probes designed in every known exon of all described genes. RNA from 4-5 mice 

per group were first subjected to a riboMinus step in order to enrich for transcriptomes 

by depleting large ribosomal RNA from total RNA before labeling and hybridisation 

was carried out. The chips were then scanned using the GeneChip® 7G  Scanner and 

the images (dat files) processed using Affymetrix Expression Console version 1.1 

(Affymetrix, USA). The CEL files were imported into Partek Genomics Suite 1v 6.5 

(Partek, USA) for further analysis. A statistical significance threshold was set using a 
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Mann Whitney U-test. A U-statistic of 0 was used as a conservative significance 

threshold; this value coincided with a lack of overlap in signal values between the two 

groups being compared. All spiked and hybridization controls indicated that all 

NOD.Nkrp1b and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb arrays had labeled and hybridized satisfactorily, 

and that RNA was of good quality. A principle component analysis (PCA) showed that 

each group was well matched. The data generated from the exon array comparison 

confirmed differential regulation of Cd44, Caprin1, Bmf, Ltk, Pla2g4b, Tmem87a, 

Ttbk1, Trp53bp1, Ckmt1, Slc28a2, Pldn, Spata5/1, Sqrd1 and Ptpra, all identified as 

differentially regulated in the Mouse 430_2 expression array between NOD.Nkrp1b 

and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb mice. An examination of all exon probes for both Cd44 and 

Caprin1 were undertaken: Tables 4.14 and 4.15 list the exons for Cd44 and Caprin1 

respectively, in the order of their genomic position. Cd44 probes 5400790 and 

5247153 were significantly differentially regulated with increased expression in 

NOD.Nkt2eb mice. Probe 5400790 is in coding Exon 19 and includes variants 1 to 6 

encoding both standard and variant CD44 isoforms.  Probe 5247153, within Intron 5 

representing a variant retaining this intron, is also highly significantly increased in 

NOD.Nkt2eb mice.  The only Caprin1 probe with a U-Statistic of 0 was probe 

4967740. This probe is in Exon 19 of Caprin 1 that includes variants 1 to 5. However, 

no gene probes unique to variants 4 and 5 were significantly differentially regulated, 

indicating that differential regulation was in isoforms a and b only, and not in isoform 

c. 
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Table 4.14 Cd44 exons differentially regulated between Nkrp1b and Nkt2eb as determined by   

 Mouse 1.0ST Exon Array and MWU test     

         

Probe ID Ref Seq exon_id Chr start Chr stop  pval FC Regulation 
U-
stat 

          

                                     
(Nkrp1b 
vs Nkt2e)       

5400790 NM_009851 497324 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0143058 -3.54198 DOWN 0* 
5246370 NM_009851 497324 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -2.31128 DOWN 9 
5138010 NM_009851 497324 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 -1.83254 DOWN 6 
4655830 NM_009851 497324 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.141644 -3.2752 DOWN 4 
5377400 --- 497324 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.08778 DOWN 8 
5243280 --- 497325 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 1.15003 UP 7 
5295820 NM_009851 497326 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 1.04873 UP 10 
4557830 --- 497327 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.02987 DOWN 9 
4860050 --- 497327 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.14028 DOWN 5 
4333540 --- 497327 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.00051 DOWN 9 
4618760 NM_009851 497328 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.32741 DOWN 10 
4345290 --- 497328 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.08115 DOWN 7 
5564810 --- 497329 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.05815 DOWN 8 
5146060 --- 497329 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.03005 DOWN 8 
4831600 NM_009851 497330 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.27059 DOWN 10 
5106750 --- 497331 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.141644 -1.24294 DOWN 4 
4712890 NM_009851 497332 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.37936 DOWN 5 
5049400 U57610 497333 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0500438 -1.14052 DOWN 2 
4386850 NM_009851 497333 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.77116 DOWN 9 
5314720 --- 497333 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 1.03371 UP 7 
4534500 NM_009851 497334 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.07335 UP 8 
4672430 --- 497334 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.08295 UP 8 
5426550 --- 497335 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.06636 DOWN 9 
4964820 NM_009851 497336 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.11858 DOWN 8 
4566050 --- 497337 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 -1.10013 DOWN 6 
4872170 --- 497337 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.30438 DOWN 5 
4740110 NM_009851 497337 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.141644 -1.16668 DOWN 4 
5409510 --- 497338 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.22582 DOWN 8 
5136420 BC025635 497339 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.32744 DOWN 5 
4923410 BC025635 497339 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.45822 DOWN 5 
4461780 NM_009851 497339 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 1.4509 UP 5 
4423260 BC025635 497339 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.24614 DOWN 9 
5330590 NM_009851 497339 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.10347 DOWN 10 
5209390 BC025635 497339 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.49201 DOWN 7 
5425760 NM_009851 497340 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 -1.87848 DOWN 6 
5566810 BC025635 497340 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.396 DOWN 9 
4818590 NM_009851 497340 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.10584 DOWN 8 
4362520 BC025635 497341 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.43976 DOWN 5 
5045990 NM_009851 497342 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 1.10214 UP 9 
5355820 --- 497343 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.0672 DOWN 9 
5247150 --- 497344 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0143058 -1.76735 DOWN 0* 
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4622060 AK087472 497345 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.24441 DOWN 5 
4542930 NM_009851 497345 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 1.21682 UP 10 
5151400 NM_009851 497346 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.8466 DOWN 8 
5257190 NM_009851 497347 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 1.1973 UP 9 
5315450 --- 497348 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 -1.12441 DOWN 6 
5037410 NM_009851 497349 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 1.02544 UP 10 
4840380 --- 497350 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.01086 UP 8 
5035770 --- 497351 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 -1.14337 DOWN 6 
4896570 --- 497352 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.06689 UP 8 
4385050 --- 497353 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.09855 DOWN 8 
4673970 --- 497353 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0274865 2.00223 UP 1 
5548010 --- 497354 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0274865 -1.20918 DOWN 1 
5518370 --- 497355 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.2173 DOWN 10 
5085950 --- 497356 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0864108 1.14489 UP 3 
5562340 --- 497357 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.0892 DOWN 5 
4563120 --- 497358 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.18382 DOWN 8 
4687600 --- 497359 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 1.06057 UP 10 
5095380 NM_009851 497360 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.14322 UP 8 
4623450 NM_009851 497360 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 1.14697 UP 6 
5538470 --- 515857 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 1.15536 UP 10 
4704170 --- 515856 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.10376 DOWN 10 
4483490 --- 497361 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.141644 1.10271 UP 4 
5097330 --- 497361 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.0272 UP 8 
5342020 --- 497362 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 1.16441 UP 5 
5190220 --- 497362 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.327187 1.01964 UP 6 
5548560 AK017073 497363 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.08036 DOWN 7 
5217750 --- 497364 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.05763 DOWN 8 
4923960 --- 497365 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 1.15059 UP 7 
4516520 --- 497366 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.00785 DOWN 10 
4586700 --- 497367 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.29695 DOWN 7 
4681490 --- 497368 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.37624 DOWN 7 
4960670 --- 497369 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 -1.29864 DOWN 9 
5214180 --- 497370 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.806496 1.02814 UP 9 
4510990 --- 497370 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 -1.42374 DOWN 8 
4691010 --- 497371 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.4795 DOWN 7 
4425150 --- 497372 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.0500438 1.12015 UP 2 
4330320 --- 497373 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.141644 -1.04748 DOWN 4 
4396630 --- 497374 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.69569 DOWN 7 
5098820 --- 497375 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 1.01321 UP 7 
4383860 --- 497376 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 1.00406 UP 10 
5409840 --- 497377 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.220671 -1.08763 DOWN 5 
5198010 --- 497378 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.624206 1.07897 UP 8 
5236390 --- 497379 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.20235 DOWN 7 
4599930 --- 497380 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 0.462433 -1.24432 DOWN 7 
5472230 --- 497381 1.03E+08 1.03E+08 1 -1.03215 DOWN 10 
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Table 4.15 Caprin exons differentially regulated between Nkrp1b and Nkt2eb as determined by   
 Mouse 1.0ST Exon Array and MWU test     
         
Probe 

ID Ref Seq exon_id Chr start Chr stop  pval FC Regulation 
U-

stat 

          

                                     
(Nkrp1b 
vs Nkt2e)       

4305513 NM_016739 497544 103604005 103605065 1 -1.0982 DOWN 10 
4563555 NM_016739 497545 103605342 103605766 0.327187 1.01987 UP 6 
5095207 NM_016739 497545 103606343 103606917 1 1.32414 UP 10 
5522324 NM_016739 497546 103606976 103607004 0.806496 1.52716 UP 9 
4545284 NM_001111291 497547 103607343 103608551 1 1.02162 UP 10 
4318506 NM_016739 497547 103608567 103608617 1 1.06945 UP 10 
5203664 --- 497547 103608682 103608822 0.624206 -1.36 DOWN 8 
5048073 NM_016739 497548 103608961 103609049 1 1.46098 UP 10 
5030528 NM_016739 497549 103609593 103609709 0.806496 1.7525 UP 9 
4895582 NM_016739 497549 103609728 103609756 0.624206 1.1608 UP 8 
5189224 --- 497549 103609846 103610063 1 1.07395 UP 10 

5042206 --- 497550 103610452 103610479 0.462433 
-

1.40199 DOWN 7 

5267351 --- 497550 103610487 103610668 0.624206 
-

1.71365 DOWN 8 

4999482 --- 497551 103611496 103611807 1 
-

1.24152 DOWN 10 
5507304 NM_016739 497552 103611901 103612003 0.806496 1.24655 UP 9 
4655198 NM_016739 497553 103612828 103612910 0.624206 1.36173 UP 8 
5008464 NM_016739 497553 103612934 103612959 0.806496 1.11974 UP 9 
5247706 NM_016739 497554 103613144 103613218 0.806496 1.24674 UP 9 
4523946 --- 497555 103613328 103613735 0.624206 1.61692 UP 8 
4889461 NM_016739 497556 103613902 103613947 1 1.49044 UP 10 
4670110 --- 497556 103614108 103614314 0.462433 2.03042 UP 7 
5112042 --- 497558 103615547 103615572 0.624206 1.14141 UP 8 
4393059 NM_016739 497558 103615594 103615651 0.806496 1.3909 UP 9 
5597423 NM_016739 497558 103615656 103615682 0.806496 1.87871 UP 9 
5560942 --- 497558 103615693 103615757 0.220671 1.39054 UP 5 
5000961 NM_016739 497558 103615768 103615836 0.806496 1.36451 UP 9 
4869448 NM_016739 497559 103616103 103616158 0.0500438 1.40448 UP 2 
5039974 NM_016739 497560 103616262 103616293 0.0500438 1.83606 UP 2 
5250963 NM_016739 497561 103618143 103618234 0.220671 1.69858 UP 5 
4661901 NM_016739 497562 103619353 103619386 0.220671 1.50203 UP 5 
4671892 --- 497563 103619433 103619481 0.327187 2.14061 UP 6 
4526612 NM_016739 497563 103619497 103619710 0.624206 1.34188 UP 8 
4915190 --- 497564 103620612 103620805 0.806496 1.48145 UP 9 
4706279 --- 497565 103622751 103623045 0.806496 1.32607 UP 9 
4446235 NM_016739 497565 103623136 103623197 0.806496 1.62376 UP 9 
4996239 NM_016739 497566 103623300 103623353 1 1.77272 UP 10 
4555374 --- 497567 103624956 103625301 1 1.03241 UP 10 
4920248 --- 497568 103626281 103626859 0.806496 1.02143 UP 9 
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5223043 --- 497569 103627946 103628202 0.624206 
-

1.01042 DOWN 8 
5021482 --- 497569 103628299 103628349 0.327187 1.21611 UP 6 
5149563 --- 497569 103628508 103629265 0.806496 1.00664 UP 9 
4833545 --- 497570 103632691 103632894 1 1.29816 UP 10 
5143731 --- 497571 103633160 103634497 0.462433 1.86574 UP 7 

5034046 --- 497572 103635436 103635524 1 
-

1.06037 DOWN 10 
4912485 --- 497572 103635543 103635656 0.624206 2.4685 UP 8 
5228777 --- 497573 103636454 103636757 0.141644 2.14704 UP 4 
4531745 NM_016739 497573 103636898 103636944 0.327187 2.00973 UP 6 
4329238 NM_016739 497573 103636955 103637072 0.806496 1.27714 UP 9 

4967740 NM_001111289 497573 103637142 103637197 0.0143058 
-

4.15244 DOWN 0 * 

4902495 --- 497574 103637414 103637613 0.462433 
-

1.07164 DOWN 7 
5302850 NM_016739 497574 103637628 103637709 0.624206 -1.0935 DOWN 8 
4875976 NM_016739 497574 103637754 103637781 0.0500438 1.18959 UP 2 

5560789 --- 497575 103637963 103638039 0.806496 
-

1.01484 DOWN 9 
 

 

4.3.3 Summary of major findings 

 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb (Nkt2eb) had the largest C57BL/6 derived segment with 

NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab (Nkt2ab) and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2db (Nkt2db) being subcongenics of 

this region with a common distal boundary. While flow cytometric analyses confirmed 

an increase in NKT cell numbers in NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab mice, with 

NOD.Nkt2eb mice displaying a greater increase than the NOD.Nkt2ab strain, 

NOD.Nkt2db mice had no NKT cell phenotype. This indicated that no genes 

contributing to NKT cell numbers were in the distal portion of Nkt2eb, while at least 

one gene was present within the proximal shared-region with NOD.Nkt2ab mice and 

one in the chromosomal segment unique to the NOD.Nkt2eb congenic strain.  
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Microarray gene expression analyses comparing NOD.Nkt2eb mice to parental Nkrp1bb 

mice provided a list of twenty-four highly differentially expressed genes of which 

three classifiable genes were within the Nkt2eb unique region and 12 within the region 

shared only with NOD.Nkt2ab mice. Two of the three genes identified in the Nkt2eb 

unique region, Cd44 and Gpiap1 (Caprin 1), were confirmed in an expression array 

comparing NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab congenic strains. Both genes were validated 

by QRT PCR on an independent sample set.  A Mouse Exon 1.0_ST array identified 

that differential expression was most significant in exon 20 of Cd44 which is present 

both in the standard and a variable isoform of this gene. Differential expression of 

Caprin1 was present in isoforms a and b, but not in c.  
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4.4 Discussion of Nkt2e and Nkt2a 

 

In addition to the NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2bb (NOD.Nkt2bb) congenic line (discussed in 

Chapter 4.1 and 4.2) that spanned the distal region the Nkt2 linkage peak, three other 

congenic lines were produced for the more proximal region. NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2eb 

(NOD.Nkt2eb) spanned the largest congenic region between D2mit92 and D2mit158 

(71.4Mb-76.8Mb) proximally and D2mit490 and D2mit422 (138.7Mb-141.2Mb) at the 

distal end.  NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2ab (NOD.Nkt2ab) and NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt2db 

(NOD.Nkt2db) mouse strains were subcongenics of this line sharing their distal 

boundary with NOD.Nkt2eb while the proximal boundary of NOD.Nkt2ab was between 

D2mit442 and D2mit275 (105.2Mb-114.5Mb) and that of NOD.Nkt2db between 

D2bax205 and D2mit256 (121.9-126.4Mb). Flow cytometric analysis confirmed 

significant increases in NKT cell numbers and proportions in the NOD.Nkt2eb and 

NOD.Nkt2ab congenic mouse strains than NOD.Nkrp1b mice.  NOD.Nkt2eb mice also 

had significantly greater numbers than the NOD.Nkt2ab strain. NOD.Nkt2db mice had 

no NKT cell phenotype. Together these results indicate that there are at least two genes 

influencing NKT cell numbers in the Nkt2eb segment, one or more in the chromosomal 

segment unique to the NOD.Nkt2eb strain (between 71.4Mb-105.2Mb) and at least one 

in the region shared only with NOD.Nkt2ab mice i.e. between 105.2Mb and 121.9Mb.   

 

Two microarray gene expression analyses were carried out to identify genes within the 

two regions of interest by comparing the NOD.Nkt2eb congenic mouse strain to its 

parental strain as well as to the NOD.Nkt2ab congenic line.  The former analysis 

provided a list of twenty-four genes based on their genomic location and highly 
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significant differences in thymic expression between the NOD.Nkt2eb congenic line 

and the NOD.Nkrp1b parental control strain. These included three genes within the 

region unique to NOD.Nkt2eb mice and twelve in the chromosomal segment shared 

only by NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab mouse strains. Although the signal–to-noise 

ratio in the comparative analysis of NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkt2ab congenic strains 

was higher, there was confirmation for two of the three genes differentially regulated 

in the unique Nkt2eb region of the NOD.Nkt2eb and NOD.Nkrp1b comparison. These 

two genes, Cd44 and Gpiap1 (Caprin 1), are known to be involved in cellular 

movement, assembly and organization, as well as in cancer (Ingenuity pathway 

analysis).  

 

CAPRIN 1, cell cycle associated protein 1, also known as AL022980, GPI-AP, 

GPIAP1, GPIP137, M11S1, MGC124904, MGC125054, MMGPIP137, P137, and 

p137GPI, is localized to the cytosol. The cDNA encodes a cytoplasmic 

activation/proliferation-associated protein-1 that was previously mischaracterized as 

encoding p137, a 137-kDa GPI-linked membrane protein (Grill et al., 2004). CAPRIN 

1 is characterized by two novel protein domains, termed homology regions-1 and -2 

(HR-1, HR-2) and is phosphorylated. It is involved in cellular proliferation with 

molecular functions including protein binding and RNA binding (Grill et al., 2004, 

Wang et al., 2005). Protein expression is highest in organs with a high proportion of 

dividing cells, such as the thymus and spleen, while lower levels are found in tissues 

such as kidney and muscle. High expression is however also found in the brain (Grill 

et al., 2004). CAPRIN1 is regulated by TCOF1 (includes EG:6949), TGFB1, WT1, 

and IL6 while its binding partners also include G3BP1, poly A RNA and a 
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serine/threonine protein kinase C (PKC) family member, PRKCI (PKC1). The PKC 

family comprises of twelve different isotypes, that are differentially expressed and 

involved in a wide variety of cellular processes (Mellor and Parker, 1998, 

Manicassamy et al., 2006), but in vitro experiments show that there is redundancy in 

the system, as there is a broad overlapping of substrate specificities of the PKC 

isotypes (Schönwasser et al., 1998).  

 

Selection of iNKT cells is dependent on TCR binding to CD1d through interaction of 

DP thymocytes with other DP thymocytes together with SLAM family co-receptor 

activation. However, further maturation from immature (CD44low or CD44high, NK1.1-) 

to mature (CD44high, NK1.1+) stage NKT cells requires additional signals through the 

TCR plus cytokine signals including IL-15 and IL-7 to up-regulate Nk1.1, and this 

transition requires PKCΘ, Tec kinases, Itk and Rlk, and perhaps Vav-1 (Felices and 

Berg, 2008). TCR cross-linking results in the immediate increase in tyrosine 

phosphorylation of a number of specific intracellular substrates, and as the TCR itself 

has no intrinsic kinase domain, it must pair with intracellular tyrosine kinase 

activation: both SRC family (FYN, LCK) and SYK family (SYK, ZAP-70) protein 

tyrosine kinases become associated with the TCR complex following activation. TEC 

family protein kinases EMT/ITK/TSK (EMT) are activated following cross-linking of 

CD28 (Weiss and Littman, 1994). While the transcription factors T-bet, NF-κB, and 

AP-1 all have important roles in regulating terminal maturation, GATA-3 is important 

in generating CD4+ NKT cells at both the NK1.1- and NK1.1+ stages, and GATA-3, Itk 

and Rlk, are important for NKT cell survival and peripheral homeostasis.  
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Calcium-dependent PKC isotypes activate Itk (Kawakami et al., 1995) and although 

CAPRIN 1 binds a calcium-independent PKC isotype, not all PKCs have been fully 

investigated and therefore PRKC1 may indeed also activate Itk. However, whether 

through this pathway or another, CAPRIN1 is tightly correlated with, and essential for 

cellular proliferation (except in the brain) (Wang et al., 2005). It is positively 

expressed in cell lines from breast tissue, lymphoma and tumours, as well as in T 

lymphoblasts, liver, plasma, spleen, thymocytes, and the thymus gland. While 

decreased expression of CAPRIN 1has been reported when a monocytic leukemia, M1, 

cell line was induced to differentiate (Grill et al., 2004) resting T or B lymphocytes or 

haemopoietic progenitors have been reported to up-regulate CAPRIN 1 when activated 

(Grill et al., 2004).  In the absence of CAPRIN1, as in CAPRIN 1 -/- clones, 

proliferation rate drops dramatically (Wang et al., 2005). As decreased Caprin1 

expression is associated with the NOD allele, this would correlate with decreased 

proliferation rates in NOD mouse cells and a decreased number of NKT cells in this 

strain.  

 

Caprin 1 may also play a role in resisting programmed cell death. Unlike for 

conventional T cells, the early stages of iNKT cell ontogeny is totally reliant on 

lymphocyte intrinsic NF-κB1 signaling, a classical NF-κB subunit, which regulates 

suppression of apoptosis, rather than increasing proliferation, (Stanic et al., 2004a, 

Elewaut et al., 2003b, Sivakumar et al., 2003). This NF- κB activation is crucially 

dependent on PKC-Θ as this PKC isotype phosphorylates the scaffolding protein 

CARMA1 (Wang et al., 2002), a fundamental component for NF- κB activation 

(Stanic et al., 2004b, Manicassamy et al., 2006). It also activates AP-1 via stimulation 
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of Ste20-related proteins upstream of MAPK, while stimulating NF-AT translocation 

to the nucleus by enhancing TCR-induced Ca2+ influx. PKC-Θ is also required for the 

up-regulation of Bcl-XL, which intrinsically increases the cell’s ability to resist 

apoptosis (Manicassamy et al., 2006). It thus has a role both in activation as well as 

survival of T cells. Like PKC-Θ, PRKC1, is also calcium-independent (Mellor and 

Parker, 1998), although unlike PKC-Θ, is insensitive to diacylglycerol (DAG) and 

phorbol esters, and may thus share some, although not all, roles with PKC-Θ.  

 

Furthermore, CAPRIN 1 is found to be necessary for BCL-ABL-mediated resistance 

to drug-induced apoptosis and therefore protects leukemia cells against it. Caprin1, 

therefore seems a likely candidate for Nkt2e. 

 

The other candidate in the region is Cd44 as NKT cells develop from a CD44low or 

CD44high, NK1.1- immature stage to a CD44high, NK1.1+ terminal stage of 

development. The Cd44 genomic structure is complex comprising 20 exons, including 

10 constant and 10 variable exons that through alternative RNA splicing give rise to a 

standard/haemopoietic (CD44s/CD44H) glycoprotein and numerous variant (CD44v) 

isoforms (more than 30 different cDNAs encoding >7 isoforms have been reported for 

various tissue types (reviewed in Ruiz, Schwärzler & Günthert, 1995). Through 

microarray gene expression analysis, decreased expression of the standard form of 

CD44  (CD44s/CD44H) as well as a variant isoform retaining Intron 5 were associated 

with the NOD allele and this correlates with decreased NKT cell numbers in this 

strain. CD44s/CD44H (80KDa glycoprotein) encoded by only the constant exons is the 

most abundant isoform and is expressed in almost all tissues, with high expression in 
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the spleen, adrenal gland, thymus, liver, intestine, uterus, stomach and choroid of the 

eyes (Kennel et al., 1993). This form is also present in lung, salivary gland, 

oesophagus and trachea although these tissues express a substantial amount of CD44v 

isoforms as well (Kennel et al., 1993). CD44-v1 exon usage has been detected 

primarily in mouse gastric mucosa and is not expressed in human tissues 

(Kryworuckho, Diaz-Mitoma and Kumar, 1995). 

 

The complexity of the CD44 molecule extends both to structure and diversity, with 

expression of many variant exons in the extracellular portion of the gene resulting in a 

range of ligand specificities, downstream signaling pathways and glycosylation 

patterns. CD44 has highly regulated functions (Borland et al., 1998) and not all cells 

expressing the CD44 cell surface marker are able to induce downstream activation 

events.  Three activation states of CD44, inactive, inducible, and active, have thus been 

described based on the ability to bind FITC-labelled hyaluronic acid (HA), the 

principle of the muliple glycosaminoglygans to which it can bind (Lesley and Hyman, 

1992). Although CD44s /CD44H has a high affinity for cell bound hyaluronate, a 

prominent splice variant representing the 'epithelial' form (CD44E; 150KDa 

glycoprotein) which has an extra 134 amino acids intercalated between 220 and 224 of 

the extracellular domain due to inclusion of Exons 8v-10v, does not mediate 

attachment to hyaluronate coated surfaces (Sy, Guo and Stamenkovic, 1991). However 

is not so clear cut as there is some evidence that many CD44+ cell lines are unable to 

bind HA, while others expressing CD44E are able to do so. In addition, activating 

antibodies can induce CD44+ cells to bind to HA, indicating that ligand binding can be 

initiated through conformational changes or redistribution of CD44 in the plasma 
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membrane (Mackay et al., 1994). Transient binding to HA can also be upregulated by 

stimulation of T cells by antigen or PMA (phorbolmyristate acetate) which results in 

concurrent expression of variant isoforms. For example, activation of human T cells 

with antigen/mitogen transiently induced CD44-9v and CD44-6v expression (Mackay 

et al., 1994). To further complicate matters, although the extracellular domain binds 

directly to its ligands, this binding affinity and function can also be regulated from 

within the cell, by kinases, proteases, lipids and cytoskeletal proteins.  

 

CD44 biological function has been linked to lymphocyte migration and activation 

(DeGrendele et al., 1996), as well as to inflammation (Puré and Cuff, 2001), 

differentiation (Rajasagi et al., 2010) and apoptosis (Föger et al., 2000). It has also 

been used as a tumour expression marker (Stauder et al., 1996). In particular isoforms 

containing Exon 6v appear to be of major importance for tumor dissemination in rat 

pancreas carcinoma (Seiter et al., 1993) as well as in human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma 

(Stauder et al., 1995), colon carcinoma (Mulder et al., 1994), and in mammary 

carcinoma (Kaufmann et al., 1995). 

 

Data to substantiate a role for CD44 in T-cell development has been discrepant. While 

CD44-deficient (Cd44–/–) mice show no defects in T cell development (Schmits et al., 

1997, Protin et al., 1999), results from experiments using anti-CD44 antibodies 

indicate that CD44 plays an important role (Sugiyama et al., 1999, Rothman et al., 

1991). This discrepancy in results may be due to antibody treatments eliciting non-

physiological effects in culture systems, or perhaps that other molecules may 

compensate for CD44 when it is absent in Cd44-/- mice. Graham and colleagues (2007) 
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used mixed (CD44–/– / CD44+/+) bone marrow chimeras to analyse development and 

function of CD44–/– T cells in the context of direct competition from WT CD44+ cells. 

In this way any potential unintended effects of anti-CD44 antibodies were avoided.  To 

this end, they were able to demonstrate that CD44–/– T lineage cells had a poor 

capacity to compete with WT cells at multiple levels, thereby implicating CD44 in 

normal T cell function. 

 

Interestingly, CD44 has been shown to differentially activate mouse NKT cells and 

conventional T-cells (Larkin et al., 2006): Stimulation of CD44 through Ab cross-

linking or binding to it’s natural ligands, hyaluronan and osteopontin, induced NKT 

cells to secrete cytokines, up-regulate activation markers, undergo morphological 

changes, and resist activation-induced cell death; whereas conventional T-cells only 

exhibited changes in morphology and protection from activation-induced cell death 

(Larkin et al., 2006).  

 

While other potential candidate genes underlying the Nkt2e region, outside of Nkt2a 

i.e. between microsatellite markers D2mit92 and D2mit275, may exist that have coding 

variants rather than differential expression patterns leading to the phenotype, the most 

likely candidate genes identified by expression profiling are CD44 and Caprin1. These 

genes were identified both in the NOD.Nkrp1b verses Nkt2e Affymetrix Mouse 320_2 

gene expression array analysis, as well as in the array analysis comparing gene 

expression levels between NOD.Nkt2e and NOD.Nkt2a mice. They were confirmed by 

QRT PCR and by array comparison using Affymetrix Exon 1.0 ST all exon arrays 
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where decreased expression of Caprin 1 (isoform a and b) and Cd44 (CD44s and a 

variant with retention of Intron 5) were associated with the NOD allele.   

 

Genes revealed to be differentially regulated, in the Affymetrix Mouse 340_2 

Genechip array analysis of the region shared by NOD.Nkt2a and NOD.Nkt2e congenic 

strains (excluding the region shared with NOD.Nkt2d mice), i.e. between microsatellite 

markers D2mit442 and D2mit256, included Bmf, Ltk, Pla2g4b, Tmem87a, Cep27, 

Ttbk1, Trp53bp1, Ckmt1, Slc28a2 and Pldn. These genes were also confirmed as being 

differentially regulated in the all exon array. Validation on a new sample set remains to 

be undertaken as this is outside the scope of this manuscript. Narrowing the candidate 

list will be difficult as Pldn functions in the positive regulation of NK cell activation, 

and Bmf and Ltk both play critical roles in apoptosis. Cep27 is a cell cycle and mitotic 

gene and Trp53bp1 is involved in DNA repair. This makes all of them good candidate 

genes. Genes involved in metabolism are also of interest since the discovery of a 

possible role for peroxisomes in NKT cell biology. These include Ltk and Pla2g4b. 

Ckmt1 is a ubiquitous mitochondrial creatine kinase gene while Tmem87a and Slc28a2 

are both transmembrane genes, so these genes will require further investigation also. 
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5.1.1 Introduction 

 

Autoimmune chronic (type A) gastritis is one of the most common autoimmune 

diseases in humans. As discussed in Chapter 1.10, it is an organ-specific inflammatory 

disease of the stomach leading to gastric atrophy, vitamin B12 deficiency through lack 

of the parietal cell’s intrinsic factor and pernicious anaemia, which is associated with 

increased susceptibility to gastric cancer. Pernicious anaemia affects ~1.9 % of the 

population over the age of 60, and can prove fatal if not treated with parenteral vitamin 

B12 supplementation (Toh et al., 1998). Serum autoantibodies against H+/K+ ATPase 

and intrinsic factor are perfect markers for the disease as they are present in over 90% 

patients with pernicious aenemia (Irvine et al., 1965). The mouse model of gastritis 

used here involves thymectomising BALB/c.CrSlc mice on the third day of life which 

induces an organ-specific autoimmune disease of the stomach (and to a lesser extent, 

the endocrine organs) in approximately 70% of treated mice.  

 

 Previously genetic linkage to gastritis at two distinct susceptibility regions on distal 

chromosome 4 was observed (Gasa1 and Gasa2; Silveira et al., 1999) that co-localised 

with type 1 diabetes susceptibility genes in mice: the more proximal Gasa1 co-

localised with Idd11 (Morahan et al., 1994), and the more distal Gasa2 with Idd9 

(Lyons et al., 2000a). A third experimental autoimmune gastritis susceptibility gene 

(designated Gasa3) was mapped near D6Mit149 on chromosome 6 (Silveira et al., 

2001) and a fourth Gasa gene was also identified through observation of epistatic 

interactions between Gasa2 and the H2 (Silveira et al., 2001). Gasa3 and Gasa4 co-
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localised with the NOD diabetes susceptibility regions Idd6 and Idd1, respectively 

(Silveira et al., 2001).  

 

The production of a congenic mouse line, BALB/c.B6-GasaA, with C57BL/6 alleles 

spanning the whole of the Gasa1 and 2 linkage regions, confirmed the presence of 

gastritis gene(s) within this chromosomal segment strongly influencing the incidence 

and severity of experimental autoimmune gastritis (EAG). Here the incidence of 

gastritis was observed to drop from around 70% to a mere 14% when C57BL/6 alleles 

were introgressed into this area (Silveira et al., 1999). However, this congenic region 

spanned 40Mb and thus potentially contained many hundreds of possible “candidate 

genes”. To try and overcome the complex task of identifying the susceptibility genes, a 

sub-congenic approach was undertaken. Here, 39 unique sub-congenic mouse lines 

were produced and phenotyped in order to narrow the relevant regions to within 

~9.5Mb and ~6.9Mb for Gasa1 and Gasa2 respectively. 

 

5.1.2 Results 

5.1.2.1 Establishment of facilitated methods for the prompt 

genotyping of mice  

In order to facilitate the DNA extraction process from mouse tails, I worked in 

conjunction with Corbett Robotics to establish a 96-sample vacuum extraction protocol 

using the X-tractor gene (CAS-3010 DNA extractor, Corbett Robotics, Brisbane, 

Australia). An assisted PCR plating and preparation protocol was also set up with the 

use of the CAS-1200 PCR plating robotic liquid handling system (Corbett Robotics, 

Brisbane, Australia) in order that DNA samples could then be efficiently genotyped by 
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polymerase chain reaction using microsatellite markers from the high resolution map 

of the chromosome 4 region (Whitehead Institute simple sequence length 

polymorphism library (Cambridge, MA, Dietrich et al., 1996). In order to develop a 

suitable panel of markers those spanning the whole of GasaA, were obtained from 

Research Genetics. These markers were initially 32P-labeled and screened on parental 

homozygotes, and F1 heterozygotes to ensure that they were polymorphic and 

produced satisfactory allele separation on polyacrylamide sequencing gels. The 

markers were then tested in groups of three in order to determine the optimum 

arrangements for multiplexing by allele size. FAM, HEX or TET conjugates of these 

markers were then purchased and tested on the Amersham Megabace 1000 96-

capillary based genetic analyzer and imported into Fragment Profiler for analysis (see 

Figure 5.1 for an example profile). As markers of a similar size could be run in the 

same reaction so long as they were labeled with unique fluorochromes, while ones 

labeled with identical fluorochromes could only be used together if no overlap in peak 

size was found, there was the potential for combining up to 9 markers in a single 

reaction. However, in reality, most markers were in similar size ranges, thus panels of 

between 3 to 6 markers were established (Table A19, Appendix A) to allow for a 

comparatively swift genotyping protocol of the thousands of mice generated.  

 

5.1.2.2 Establishment of BALB.B6-Gasa Sub-Congenic Mouse Lines 

and narrowing of Gasa1 and Gasa2 congenic regions 

The BALB/c.B6-GasaA congenic mouse line was previously produced by 

intercrossing BALB/c.Crslc and C57BL/6J mice and performing serial backcrosses to 

BALB/c.Crslc  to N10, where breeders containing C57BL/6-derived alleles for GasaA  
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Genotying using fluorescent marker D4Mit148 and Fragment Profiler. BALB/c mice have a
peak size of approx 135bp (A), C57BL/6 mice a peak size of approximately 125bp (B), and
a heterozygote has 2 peaks, one at 155bp and one at 125bp (C).

Figure 5.1:
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were selected at each generation. Mice were then intercrossed and homozygous 

congenic founders identified. The proximal boundary of the congenic segment was 

determined by microsatellite analysis to lie between D4mit74 and D4mit334, whilst the 

distal boundary was determined to be distal to the most telomeric marker available, 

D4mit344. A background screen of 129 polymorphic loci distributed throughout the 

rest of the genome failed to detect any residual C57BL/6-derived genomic 

contamination (Table 5.1).  

 

This BALB/c.B6-GasaA congenic line was further backrossed to BALB/c.CrSlc mice 

to generate additional genetic crossovers in order to subdivide the congenic region on 

chromosome 4 into smaller segments (see Figure 2.2, Chapter 2). Backcross 1 (BC1) 

pups were intercrossed and the tail DNA of the progeny genotyped using the 

fluorescently labeled microsatellite panels developed in section 5.1.2 (Table A19, 

Appendix A). Those determined by microsatellite typing to have identical segments 

were intercrossed and progeny were again genotyped. Pups containing various 

congenic segments were backcrossed to the BALB/c.CrSlc strain and the resulting 

pups were again backcrossed to BALB/c.CrSlc mice. In this way a number of sub-

congenic lines of the original GasaA region could be created through increasing the 

number of cross-over events. The resultant pups were genotyped and mice bearing 

sub-congenic regions identical by descent were intercrossed to produce homozygous 

recombinants. Progeny were genotyped and founders homozygous for the same 

segment were intercrossed to establish the line. Further fine mapping was carried out 

using Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) analysis. Here a number of SNPs in the 

region were tested and those found to be informative were used for fine mapping of the   
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Table 5.1: List of Genetic Markers Tested to confirm genetic homogeneity of 

                   BALB.B6-GasaA mouse line. 

 
D1mit14, D1mit169, D1mit221, D1mit231, D1mit26, D1mit155, D2mit1, D2mit11, 

D2mit224, D2mit229, D2mit230, D3mit131, D3mit137, D3mit14, D3mit163, 

D3mit164, D3mit178, D3mit86, D4mit101, D4mit148*, D4mit236, D4mit245, 

D4mit303, D4mit336*, D5mit145, D5mit25, D5mit255, D5mit287, D5mit387, 

D5mit97, D5mit99, D6mit102, D6mit135, D6mit14, D6mit186, D6mit294, D6mit340, 

D6mit373, D6mit74, D6mit86, D7mit101, D7mit126, D7mit25, D7mit71, D8mit112, 

D8mit124, D8mit156, D8mit190, D8mit267, D8mit4, D9mit136, D9mit2, D9mit51, 

D10mit106, D10mit14, D10mit161, D10mit179, D10mit198, D10mit20, D10mit230, 

D10mit233, D10mit25, D10mit35, D10mit42, D10mit80, D10mit95, D11mit181, 

D11mit212, D11mit53, D11mit62, D11mit99, D12mit132, D12mit171, D12mit172, 

D12mit182, D12mit4, D12mit8, D13mit11, D13mit123, D13mit13, D13mit151, 

D13mit188, D13mit26, D13mit279, D13mit55, D13mit64, D13mit66, D13mit76, 

D13mit99, D14mit125, D14mit18, D14mit102, D15mit107, D15mit154, D15mit17, 

D15mit252, D15mit265, D15mit71, D16mit151, D16mit182, D16mit86, D17mit113, 

D17mit117, D17mit152, D17mit219, D17mit221, D18mit177, D18mit184, D18mit4, 

D18mit74, D19mit41, D19mit59, D19mit88, DXmit121, DXmit129, DXmit132, 

DXmit170, DXmit173, DXmit181, DXmit210, DXmit216, DXmit222,. 

* indicates presence of C57BL/6-derived alleles. 
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congenic boundaries (Table A20, Appendix A). Due to the large amount of work 

involved, Dr Erik Biros provided some technical assistance, including tail snipping, 

DNA extractions, PCRs and preparation of samples for running on the MegaBACE 

sequencer from the penultimate cross onwards, while Ms Nicole Fraser and Ms Julie 

Fletcher assisted with tails snipping. Assistance with the fine mapping using SNP 

analysis on the Rotorgene 6000 (Corbett Robotics) was provided by Dr Richard 

McQualter. In this way 39 unique congenic lines spanning the entire linkage region on 

chromosome 4 were established (Figure 5.2).  

 

5.1.2.3 Phenotypic Analysis of the Gasa sub-congenic lines 

Breeding pairs from six of the sub-congenic strains with recombinations within 

the Gasa1/Gasa2 intervals were sent to our collaborators Professor Ian van Driel and 

Dr Desmond Ang (Bio21, Melbourne, Australia) where cohorts of between 10 and 20 

sub-congenic mice from each line were subjected to neonatal thymectomy and 

analysed for anti-H/K ATPase autoantibodies and gastric inflammation (Suri-Payer et 

al., 1999, Laurie et al., 2002b). A Fisher’s exact test was applied to determine where 

differences in gastritis incidence between the sub-congenic and background BALB/c 

strains were significant. Between 2 and 5 subsequent cohorts were examined to 

confirm the data. From these analyses it was determined that the Gasa alleles from 

BALB mice can act independently to cause autoimmune gastritis. As a consequence, 

the presence of the C57BL/6-derived Gasa2-resistant (Gasa2r) allele was required to 

identify phenotypic variation associated with allelism at Gasa1, and similarly the 

C57BL/6-derived Gasa1r allele was required to identify phenotypic variation 

associated with allelism at Gasa2. 
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Figure 5.2 Chromosome 4 Subcongenic Lines. Bars denote the C57BL/6-derived
congenic intervals on distal chromosome 4 for each of the 39 BALB/c.CrSlc
congenic lines produced. The two previously identified susceptibility regions, Gasa1
and Gasa2 are shown and their boundaries identified by the microsatellite/SNP
markers indicated. Line 1 has C57BL/6-derived alleles spanning the complete distal
chromosome 4 linkage region, while all other lines are subcongenics of this congenic
line. Line 6, for example, has a C57BL/6-derived congenic region for distal chromo-
some 4 excluding the Gasa1 region, Line 20 has C57BL/6 alleles introgressed in dis-
tal chromosome 4 but with BALB/c.CrSlc-alleles at Gasa2, while Line 29 has
C57BL/6 alleles spanning the Gasa1 and 2 intervals, but with BALB/c.CrSlc alleles
at the intervening sequences.
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Characterisation of the sub-congenic strains enabled the size of the Gasa1  

interval to be reduced to ~9.5Mb and Gasa2 to ~6.9Mb (Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3). 

Gastritis incidence in BALB.B6-Gasa(8755-3855) congenic mouse line (Line 6, 

Figure 5.2; Line C, Figure 5.3) is not significantly different from BALB/c.CrSlc mice 

(73% as compared to 75%), while BALB.B6-Gasa(931-3855), the GasaA congenic 

strain (Line 1, Figure 5.2; Line A, Figure 5.3) is protected (32% incidence). This 

indicates that gene/s in the Gasa1 region playing a role in gastritis progression must lie 

within the segment bounded by rs27480233 and rs13477931 proximally and 

rs13477964 and rs27528755 distally, refining the Gasa1 region to between 116.4Mb 

and 125.8Mb on chromosome 4. As the gastritis incidence in BALB.B6-Gasa(220-

3855) mice drops to 52% this indicates that there are at least two genes within Gasa1, 

one in the area marked 1 (Figure 5.3) and one in the area marked 2 (Figure 5.3). In 

addition, as the congenic strain BALB.B6-Gasa(931-343) (Line 20, Figure 5.2; Line 

E, Figure 5.3) is not protected (gastritis incidence of 57%) while Line D (Figure 5.3; 

Line 19, Figure 5.2) is  protected (gastritis incidence of 38%) Gasa2 must lie between 

D4mit343 and D4mit189 at it’s proximal boundary and D4mit189 and D4mit127 at its 

distal boundary i.e. between 142.3Mb and 149.3Mb (Region 3, Figure 5.3). Additional 

gastritis susceptibility gene(s) must also be present in the 24.1Mb region (Figure 5.3, 

Region 4) bounded by D4mit203 and D4mit204 proximally and D4mit226 and 

D4mit344 distally, as the gastritis incidence in line F (Figure 5.3; Line 34, Figure 5.2) 

increases significantly (78%) compared to Line E (57%) although like Line E 

C57BL/6 alleles are present at Gasa1 (Region 1 and 2, Figure 5.3) and BALB alleles 

are present in Region 3 (Figure 5.3).  
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133 923 341 
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136 483 111 
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138 064 567 
138 171 253 
138 484 195 
140 131 388 
140 296 620 
140 707 731 
141 152 036 
142 301 240 
148 482 705 
149 300 146 
149 504 852 
149 907 912 
153 468 163 
153 616 531 
154 364 548 
154 444 804

Figure 5.3: Subcongenic analysis of Gasa genes (not to scale)
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5.1.3 Summary of major findings 

 

Thirty-nine sub-congenic strains were produced for distal chromosome 4. Phenotypic 

analyses were performed on those lines that carried recombinations within the 

Gasa1/Gasa2 intervals. Four regions were identified for which the addition of BALB-

derived alleles resulted in significantly increased incidence of Type A Gastritis, as 

determined by pair wise, one tailed Fisher’s exact test.  



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 5.2 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Microarray Gene Expression Analyses 
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5.2.1 Introduction 

 

A sub-congenic approach to identifying genes having a role in gastritis progression 

was undertaken in Chapter 5.1. Thirty-nine unique sub-congenic strains covering the 

whole of the GasaA linkage region on chromosome 4 were established. The six most 

informative lines were subsequently subjected to neonatal thymetomy and analysed for 

anti-H/K ATPase autoantibodies and gastric inflammation, in order to identify disease-

prone and disease-resistant strains.  In this manner, the GasaA region containing both 

Gasa1 and Gasa2 was dissected such that Gasa1 was refined between 116.4Mb and 

125.8Mb bounded between rs27480233 and rs13477931 proximally and rs13477964 

and rs27528755 distally and to include at least two genes (Figure 5.3, region 1 and 2), 

while the Gasa2 region was determined to be between D4mit343 and D4mit189 

proximally and D4mit189 and D4mit127 at its distal boundary i.e. a 6.5Mb region 

between 142.3Mb and 149.3Mb  (Figure 5.3, region 3). In addition, there are gastritis 

susceptibility gene(s) within a 24.1Mb region (Figure 5.3, Region 4) bounded by 

D4mit203 and D4mit204 proximally and D4mit226 and D4mit344 at the distal end. 

(i.e. between 129.3Mb and 153.5Mb)  

 

A microarray gene expression approach was undertaken to detect differentially 

expressed genes between different disease-prone and disease-resistant strains as a 

means to identity gastritis causing genes. For this purpose, thymic tissue was chosen 

due to the involvement of thymus derived regulatory T cells and CD4+ T cells specific 

for gastric self antigens being a key element under genetic control that has been clearly 

identified in gastritis. It has many advantages as a source for transcriptional profiling 
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as it’s relatively isolated from environmental effects, is reasonably homogeneous, is 

highly transcriptionally active with only a small proportion of highly differentiated 

cells, and because of its role in inducing central immunological tolerance, transcribes a 

large proportion of peripheral tissue- specific genes, in addition to the haematopoietic 

and epithelial transcripts typical of its constituent cells.  

 

5.2.2 Results 

5.2.2.1 Gasa1 and 2 microarray gene expression analysis: Gene 

expression profiling of 3 day old BALB/c.CrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA 

mice  

In order to identify a subset of candidate genes within Gasa1 (Region 1 and 2, Figure 

5.3), Gasa2 (Region 3, Figure 5.3) and Region 4 (Figure 5.3), a microarray gene 

expression analysis was performed on thymi of 3 day old BALB/c.CrSlc and 

BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) mice (n=7/group). This choice of age was 

determined to be appropriate as BALB/c.CrSlc can be induced to develop gastritis by 

thymectomisng them on the 3rd day of life. RNA preparations were performed in house 

and checked for concentration and purity by nanodrop and agarose gel electrophoresis. 

Five ug of each sample was used for labeling and scanning using Affymetrix Mouse 

430 series 2 expression microarrays, which had 1118 of its 45102 probes in the GasaA 

congenic interval, representing all 832 of the well-substantiated genes found here. The 

array quality was assessed using GCOS (Gene chip operating system; Affymetrix) as 

outlined in Chapter 3.1 and determined to be satisfactory. There were no signs of 

degradation during RNA isolation and poly A and hybridization controls indicated that 

there was no problem with either the labeling or hybridization processes (Figure 5.4A-
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B). An overall comparison of the statistics between the chips showed excellent 

correlation within and between groups (Table 5.2). The CEL files were therefore 

retrieved and the data were imported into Avadis Prophetic 3.1 using an RMA 

summarisation algorithm. A statistical significance threshold was set by a Mann 

Whitney U-test and a U-statistic of 0. A total of 871 genes with a p<0.005 and a U-

statistic = 0, were found to be differentially regulated between BALB/c.CrSlc and 

BALB.B6-GasaA strains. A description of the differentially regulated genes is given in 

Table B5 (Appendix B), and the chromosome location, p value and fold change for 

each one is stated.  Categorizing the genes into chromosomes and examining the ones 

within the congenic region, rs13477931 (115Mb) to the distal end of chromosome 4, 

revealed 94 differentially regulated probes (~1.6% of genome; χ2 = 484.6; df = 1; p < 

10-100; χ2 one sample test; Table B6, AppendixB), of which 23 (mapping to 18 genes) 

were in the Gasa1 region (Table 5.3A) and 6 (mapping to 5 genes) in the Gasa2 

region; Table 5.3B). Fifty-six probes (mapping to 45 known genes) were observed in 

the 24.1 Megabases of Region 4, Figure 5.3. (Table 5.3C). As many of the 

differentially expressed genes were known to vary significantly between foetal and 

postnatal animals, this suggested that the majority of differences observed were the 

result of slight differences in timing of mating, timing of birth or rates of development 

between the two lines. In order to avoid this “transcriptional noise” due to embryonal-

type transcripts persisting into the neonatal and postnatal periods, as well as variation 

associated with puberty and sexual maturity, subsequent analyses were carried out on 

4-week old mouse thymi. 
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Figure 5.4 
Diagramatic representation of poly A (A) and hybridization (B) control comparisons of
Affymetrix Mouse 430_2 Genechips from 3 day-old BALB/cCrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA mice
using GCOS (7/grp). The graphs show a good fit between chips, indicating that labeling and
hybridization processes worked well and resulting data from all chips could thus be used for
analysis.
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Table  5.3A Genes differentially regulated in Gasa1 region between 3 day old Female 
BALB/c.CrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA mice 

 
 
         Gene Symbol        Regulation in BALB/c vs BALB.B6-GasaA  
                                                               (FC/Direction) 

 1. Prdx1   1.11                  up 

 2. Eif2b3   1.49                  up  

   3. Med8   1.15   up 

        Med8   1.58   down 

 4. Elovl1   1.29   up 

   5. Ebna1bp2   1.29   up 

   6. Slc2a1   1.37   up 

   7. Zfp691    1.28   up 

 8. AI450326   1.55   down 

   9. AU022252    1.35   up 

10. 1700041C02Rik  3.06    down 

    3.74   down 

11. EG667114 Ppcs  1.38   up 

    1.27   up 

12. Scmh1   2.45    down 

13. Zfp69   1.89   up 

14. Cap1   9.47      up 

    7.33   up 

15. Rhbdl2   2.34   up 

16. Mycbp   1.24   up 

17. BC023823   1.29   up 

18. Gnl2   1.14   up 
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Table 5.3B Genes differentially regulated in Gasa2 region between 3 day old Female 
BALB/c.CrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA mice 

 
 
         Gene Symbol               Regulation in BALB/c vs BALB.B6-GasaA  
                                                                                   (FC/Direction) 
 

1.   UbiA     1.31 up 

2.   Srm     1.34 up 

3.   Similar to Pex14    1.76 down    

4.   Apitd1, TAF9-like domain 1  1.78 up    

5.   Pgd     1.31 up 

1.28 up  
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Table 5.3C Genes differentially regulated in Region 4 (Figure 5.3) between 3 day old  
                           Female BALB/c.CrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA mice 
 

Gene Symbol FC (Absolute) Direction 
 BALB/c.CrSlc vs BALB.B6-GasaA 
1. 2510006D16Rik  1.22 Down 
2. Gm12964 2.11 down 
3. Iqcc 1.53 down 
4. Txlna 1.5 down 
5. Khdrbs1 1.23 down 
6. Eya3 1.15 down 
7. Fgr 1.09 up 
8. Tmem222 1.16 down 
9. Nudc 1.27 down 
10. Gm3223/Nudc/Nudc-ps1 1.21 up 
11. Zfp593 1.25 up 
12. Trim63 1.5 down 
13. Paqr7 1.65 up 
14. D4Wsu53e 1.47 up 
15. Fusip1 1.29 down 
16. Tceb3 1.22 up 
17. Ephb2 1.57 down 
18. D4Ertd76e 1.41 up 
19. Usp48 1.37 down 
20. Eif4g3 1.66 down 
21. Hp1bp3 1.44 down 
 1.24 Down 
22. Sh2d5 1.94 down 
 1.24 Up 
23. Pink1 1.64 up 
24. Mrto4 1.7 down 
25. C230096C10Rik 1.2 up 
26. Aldh4a1 1.41 up 
27. Rcc2 1.5 up 
28. Padi4 1.22 up 
29. Padi3 2.25 down 
30 Padi2 1.54 down 
31. D4Ertd22e 1.82 down 
32. B330016D10Rik 1.31 up 
33. Ddi2 1.49 down 
 1.4 Up 
34. Dnajc16 1.4 up 
35. Casp9 1.46 down 
 1.36 Up 
 1.43 Up 
36. Ctrc 1.37 up 
37. Efhd2 1.11 up 
38. Ubiad1 2.78 down 
39. Srm 1.31 up 
40. AA408865 1.34 up 
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41. Apitd1 1.76 down 
42. Pgd 1.78 up 
 1.31 Up 
43. Rere 1.28 up 
44. Dnajc11 1.19 down 
45. A430005L14Rik 1.19 up 
 1.22 up 

 

 

 

5.2.2.2 Gasa1 microarray gene expression analysis: Gene expression 

profiling of 4 week old BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs27528755-

rs32503855) mouse thymi  

In order to identify a subset of candidate genes within the Gasa1 linkage 

interval, microarray gene expression analysis using Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 

expression microarrays was performed on thymi of 4 week old disease-protected 

BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) and disease-prone BALB.B6(rs27528755-

rs32503855) (Line C, Figure 5.3) mice (n=7/group). The use of these arrays allowed 

me to compare expression levels of the 198 well-defined genes (267/45102 array 

probes) within the Gasa1 region while permitting examination of genes genome-wide 

that may have had a downstream affect. Gene Chip data were analysed using GCOS as 

before (Table 5.4) and it was determined that all chips were of good quality. CEL files 

were thus imported into Avadis prophetic 4.2 and an RMA summarization performed. 

Applying a Mann Whitney U-test with a stringent statistical threshold such that there 

was no overlap in signals between the two groups, identified a total of 29 genes as 

being highly differentially expressed (i.e. those with a p<0.02), of which 5 mapped to  
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the Gasa1 congenic region (~0.36% of genome; χ2 =230; df = 1; p<6x10-52; χ2 one 

sample test; Figure 5.5A-D and Table 5.5). Their physical positions and expression 

fold-change are shown in Figure 5.5D and Figure 5.6) and their identities given in the 

Figure 5.6 and Table 5.5. The function and potential role for the candidate genes is 

given in Table 5.6.  

 

5.2.2.2.1  Real-Time Quantitative PCR to validate candidate genes within the 

Gasa1 region. 

While four of the genes, AI4503626, Ccde30, Scmh1 and Cited 4, identified through 

expression microarray profiling lay within region 1 of Figure 5.3, only a single 

differentially regulated gene, Cap1, lay within Region 2. Validation of all five genes 

was undertaken. Quantitative RT-PCR on independent samples of RNA from 

BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) and BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice 

(Line C, Figure 5.3) was carried out using primers designed within the microarray 

feature targets and expression was normalised against Gapdh, as microarray 

expression analyses had shown that this gene was not differentially expressed between 

BALB/c.CrSlc and C57BL/6 mouse strains. The primers used for quantitation are 

listed in Table A21 (Appendix A). Analyses of unknown samples were carried out by 

comparison to a standard curve for both the gene of interest and the housekeeper. 

Template standards were prepared by PCR amplification of cDNA from 

BALB/c.CrSlc thymi using primers flanking those used for quantitation (Table A21).  

Titrated template standards were processed in parallel with unknown controls. Figures 

5.7-5.11 show diagrammatic representation of gene structure and exon structure of the  
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Illustrated results of genes for which a p<0.02 was obtained from Affymetrix Mouse 430
series2 microarray gene expression analysis on thymi from 4 week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice. The original linkage data are presented transformed
to physical distances, the location of the BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs27528755-
rs32503855) congenic lines (indicated by the black bar) are presented on the same scale and the
locations of the highly differentially expressed genes displayed as a histogram. Fold change is
indicated by the height of the bar, with a positive displacement indicative of an increase in
expression in the BALB.B6-GasaA line, while a negative displacement indicates that the gene
is decreased in this line.

Figure 5.5
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Gene Title
expressed sequence AI450326
RIKEN cDNA 1700041C02 gene
Sex comb on midleg homolog 1 (Scmh1), mRNA
Cbp/p300-interacting transactivator, with Glu/Asp-rich carboxy-terminal domain, 4
CAP, adenylate cyclase-associated protein 1 (yeast)
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Illustrated results of genes for which a p<0.02 was obtained from Affymetrix
Mouse 430 series2 microarray gene expression analysis on thymi from 4 week old
BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice. The BALB.B6-
GasaA and BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) congenic strains are indicated by
the black bars and the locations of the highly differentially expressed genes dis-
played as a histogram. Fold change is indicated by the height of the bar, with a pos-
itive displacement indicative of an increase in expression in the BALB.B6-GasaA
line, while a negative displacement indicates that the gene is decreased in this line.
The numbers indicate the identities of individual genes, as indicated.

Figure 5.6:
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Table 5.6 Function and potential role in Type 1 Gastritis (TAG) of significantly 

     differentially regulated genes within Gasa1. 

 

 

Gene 
name 

Function Potential role in TAG 

Cap1 Encodes the serine-phosphorylated 
form of FADD - binds to trimerised 
Fas; proapototic on translocation to 
microchondria 

BALB allele has a potential role 
in mediating apoptosis of gastric 
parietal cells. 

Scmh1 Homologous to a Drosophila tumour 
suppressor; loss of heterozygosity 
associated with gastric cancer in 
humans (a complication of TAG). 

B6 allele has a potential role in 
suppressing hypertrophy of 
parietal cells. 

AI450326 Homologous to TNFR superfamily 
members. 

B6 allele has a potential role in 
immunomodulation. 

Ccde30 Encodes Prefoldin, a chaperone that 
transports unfolded proteins. 

n/a 

Cited4   Acts as transcriptional coactivator for 
TFAP2/AP-2. May function as an 
inhibitor of transactivation by HIF1A 
by disrupting HIF1A interaction with 
CREBBP. May be involved in 
regulation of gene expression during 
development and differentiation of 
blood cells, endothelial cells and 
mammary epithelial cells 

BALB allele has a potential role 
in mediating apoptosis of gastric 
parietal cells. 
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice. STS structure of AI450326 is shown, together with the
relative locations of microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A). The microarray results
(B; n=7)) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=4-5)) performed on an independent sample are shown.
Microarray profiling of thymi from BALB/cCrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA is also shown (B; n=6-7).

Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.8b

Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from
4week old BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs27528755-
rs32503855) mice. Gene structure and exon structure of
1700041C02Rik is shown, together with the relative locations
of microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites
(Fig5.8a(A)). The microarray results (Fig5.8a(B; n=7)) and
RT-PCR validation (Fig5.8a(C; n=4-5)) performed on an inde-
pendent sample are shown. A comparison of microarray pro-
filing of thymi from 4wo BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice and 3do
BALB/cCrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA is also shown (Fig5.8b;
Probe 1430190_at (A; n=6-7) and Probe 1456557_at (B; n=
6-7).

Figure 5.8a-b
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from
4week old BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs27528755-
rs32503855) mice. Gene structure and exon structure of
Scmh1 is shown, together with the relative locations of
microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites
(Fig5.9a(A)). The microarray results (Fig5.9a(B; n=7)) and
RT-PCR validation (Fig5.9a(C; n=5-6)) performed on an inde-
pendent sample are shown. A comparison of microarray pro-
filing of thymi from 4wo BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice and 3do
BALB/cCrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA is also shown (Fig5.9b;
Probe 1441573_at (n=6-7).

Figure 5.9a-b

Figure 5.9b
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4 week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice. Gene structure and exon structure of Cited4 is shown,
together with the relative locations of microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A).
The microarray results (B; n=7) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=5-6) performed on an independent
sample are shown.

Figure 5.10
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice. Gene structure and exon structure of Cap1 is shown,
together with the relative locations of microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A). The
microarray results (B; n=7)) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=5-6)) performed on an independent
sample are shown. A comparison of microarray profiling of thymi from 4wo BALB.B6-GasaA
and BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice and 3do BALB/cCrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA is
also shown (B; n=6-7).

Figure 5.11:
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candidate genes in the Gasa1 region, together with the relative locations of microarray 

probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A). The microarray results (B; n=7) and QRT-

PCR validation (C; n=4-6) performed on an independent sample set are shown. (B; 

n=7). Where the differentiated genes were also detected in the microarray profiling 

data of thymi from 3 day old BALB/c.CrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA mice, a 

presentation of this is included alongside the data from 4 week-old thymi (B). 

 

QRT-PCR quantification validated the expression microarray analyses of AI450326 

(Figure 5.7) and Cap1 (Figure 5.11), while two probes representing 5 splice variants of 

Scmh1, BC034607; AF603867; AB630906; AK078012 and AK083889, were also 

validated (Figure 5.9). Other probes within Scmh1 representing different splice 

variants were not differentially regulated either by expression microarray analysis or 

by QRT-PCR (Figure 5.9). The two Ccdc30/1700041C02Rik Affymetrix probes found 

by expression microarray profiling to be differentially regulated were validated by 

QRT-PCR, while two others not significantly differentially regulated in the microarray 

data, were found to be differentially regulated by QRT-PCR on the new sample set 

(Figure 5.8). The splice products found to be differentially regulated by both 

microarray and RT-PCR analyses included AK148014; AK225009; AK225018; 

AK079015; AK05616; BC114436; AK163185; AK078362; AK224940; AK006668; 

AK007168; AK224944; AK224941; AK224942; AK161297 and AK015391. Cited4 

could not be validated by QRT-PCR and was therefore no longer considered a 

candidate gene for Gasa1 (Figure 5.10).  
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5.2.2.2.2  Cap1 as a candidate gene for Gasa1. 

Cap1 encodes the serine-phosphorylated form of FADD. It binds to trimerised 

FAS and is proapototic on translocation to the microchondria. The BALB allele of 

Cap1 is highly expressed, while expression is almost completely absent in the presence 

of homozygous C57BL/6 alleles, and as this gene is involved in apoptosis, it remains 

the most prominent of candidate gene for Gasa1.  

 

5.2.2.2.2.1  mRNA Sequence analysis of Cap1 

Sequencing of mRNA was carried out in order to compare BALB/c.CrSlc, 

C57BL/6 and BALB.B6-GasaA mice for deletions, insertions or polymorphisms as 

possible explanations for differential expression of Cap1 between the strains. Primers 

were designed within each exon of the Cap1 gene (Table A22, Appendix A), in order 

to determine if/whether all splice variants were present and comparable between 

BALB/c.CrSlc, C57BL/6 and BALB.B6-GasaA mice. PCR amplification of cDNA 

was undertaken with forward primer in Exon1 and reverse primer in Exon 2, then 

reverse primer in Exon 3, etc, such that the resulting products would reveal any splice 

forms present in one strain and not the other. No differences between isoforms could 

be found. A comparison of the mRNA sequences (Figure 5.12) however, revealed an 

T:C substitution in the BALB/c.CrSlc strain compared to C57BL/6 and BALB.B6-

GasaA mice, 727bp downstream of the start site, changing the amino acid code at 

position 242 from a serine (S ) to a proline (P) . The amino acid change observed here 

lies just downstream of a polyproline rich region that is conserved among all CAP1 

proteins identified to date (between amino acids 229 and 240; Vojtek and Cooper, 

1993) in one of the two functional domains, the highly conserved carboxy-terminal  
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of mRNA sequence of Cap1 between C57BL/6 (C57), BALB/c.CrSlc (BALB) 
                     and BALB.B6-GasaA (Gasa) mice. *  denotes a bp difference. The protein translation of  
                     the full transcript is indicated beneath the amino acid sequence. 
 
>C57            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa           ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB         ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
 #-29    TGGTGGCAGT CCTGAGCAGG TGGAACATTA TGGCTGACAT GCAAAATCTT GTAGAAAGAT TGGAGAGGGC AGTGGGCCGC CTGGAGGCAG 
                                                 M   A   D   M   Q   N    L   V   E   R  L   E  R  A   V  G  R   L  E  A  V 
                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57          ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
 #62   TGTCACATAC TTCAGACATG CACTGTGGAT ATGGAGACAG CCCTTCAAAA GGAGCAGTTC CATATGTGCA AGCATTTGAC TCGCTGCTTG 
           S    H    T     S    D    M     H    C    G    Y   G    D    S     P    S    K   G   A   V   P   Y  V    Q   A   F   D    S   L    L    A 
                                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
- 
 
>C57        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                        .................................................................................................. 
 #152  CCAATCCCGT GGCAGAGTAC TTGAAGATGA GTAAGGAGAT CGGGGGAGAT GTGCAGAAAC ACGCGGAGAT GGTCCACACA GGCCTGAAGT 
                N    P    V    A    E    Y     L    K    M    S   K    E    I    G   G    D    V    Q    K    H   A  E  M   V    H    T   G   L   K    L 
                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                .................................................................................................. 
 #242  TGGAGCGAGC TCTCCTGGCT ACAGCTTCTC AGTGCCAGCA GCCAGCTGGT AATAAACTTT CTGATTTGTT GGCACCTATC TCGGAGCAGA 
           E    R    A    L    L    A   T   A    S    Q     C    Q    Q   P   A    G   N    K    L    S   D   L    L    A    P    I    S    E    Q     I 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                .................................................................................................. 
 #332  TCCAAGAAGT TATAACCTTC CGGGAGAAGA ACCGAGGCAG CAAGTTTTTT AATCATCTAT CTGCTGTCAG TGAAAGCATC CAGGCCTTGG 
              Q    E    V   I    T     F   R   E    K    N   R   G     S    K   F     F    N   H    L    S    A   V    S    E   S    I   Q   A   L    G 
              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 #422  GCTGGGTGGC TCTGGCTGCG AAACCTGGCC CCTTTGTGAA AGAGATGAAT GACGCGGCCA TGTTTTACAC AAATCGTGTC CTCAAGGAGT 
             W    V    A    L    A    A    K    P    G    P    F    V   K   E   M   N   D    A   A   M    F   Y  T   N    R  V   L    K    E   Y 
            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                .................................................................................................. 
 #512 ACAGAGATGT GGATAAGAAG CATGTGGACT GGGTCAGAGC TTACTTGAGT ATATGGACGG AGCTGCAGGC TTACATCAAG GAGTTTCATA 
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           R    D     V    D    K    K     H    V    D    W     V    R    A    Y    L    S    I    W    T    E    L    Q    A   Y   I    K    E   F  H  T 
             ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                .................................................................................................. 
 #602 CTACTGGCCT GGCCTGGAGC AAGACGGGGC CTGTGGCAAA AGAACTGAGT GGATTGCCAT CTGGACCCTC TGTGGGATCA GGCCCACCTC 
          T    G    L     A    W    S    K    T    G    P    V   A   K    E    L    S    G    L    P    S    G    P     S     V    G    S    G   P   P    P 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB   ---------- ---------- ---------- --C------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                 .................................................................................................. 
 #692  CTCCCCCACC GGGCCCGCCT CCTCCCCCAA TCTCTACCAG TTCTGGTTCT GACGACTCTG CATCACGCTC AGCACTGTTT GCACAGATTA 
            P    P   P   G    P    P     P    P     P    I     S    T    S    S    G    S     D   D    S    A    S    R    S     A    L   F   A   Q  I   N 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- --*------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----C---- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 #782  ATCAGGGGGA AAGCATCACA CATGCCCTGA AACATGTATC TGATGACATG AAGACTCACA AGAACCCTGC CCTGAAAGCT CAGAGTGGTC 
                Q    G    E    S    I    T    H    A    L    K   H    V   S    D    D    M    K   T   H   K   N    P   A   L   K   A   Q   S   G   P 
                 ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----*---- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                                .................................................................................................. 
 #872  CAGTTCGGAG TGGCCCCAAA CCATTCTCTG CACCTAAACC CCAAACTAGC CCCTCCCCCA AACCAGCCAC AAAGAAGGAA CCAGCTCTGC 
           V    R    S    G   P    K    P    F    S    A    P    K     P    Q    T    S     P    S    P    K    P   A   T    K    K   E    P   A   L    L 
                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------T ---------- -T-------- ---------- ---------- 
                                 .................................................................................................. 
 #962  TGGAACTGGA AGGCAAGAAA TGGAGAGTGG AAAACCAGGA GAATGTTTCC AACCTGGTGA TCGATGACAC TGAGCTGAAG CAGGTGGCTT 
            E    L    E    G    K    K    W   R    V    E    N    Q     E    N    V     S    N    L    V    I    D    D    T    E    L   K    Q   V   A  Y 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------* ---------- -*-------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 #1052 ACATCTACAA GTGTGTCAAC ACAACATTGC AAATCAAGGG CAAAATTAAC TCCATTACAG TAGATAACTG TAAGAAGCTT GGCCTGGTGT 
                I     Y   K     C    V    N    T    T    L    Q    I     K    G    K   I     N     S     I     T     V    D     N    C    K   K    L   G  L  V  F 
                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
#1142 TTGATGACGT GGTGGGCATT GTGGAGATAA TCAATAGTAG GGATGTCAAA GTTCAGGTGA TGGGAAAAGT GCCAACCATT TCCATTAACA 
                D     D    V   V    G    I    V    E    I    I    N   S   R   D   V   K   V   Q    V    M   G    K  V   P    T    I    S    I    N    K 
            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 #1232 AAACAGATGG CTGCCATGCT TACCTGAGCA AGAACTCCCT GGACTGTGAG ATAGTCAGTG CCAAATCTTC TGAGATGAAT GTCCTCATTC 
           T    D    G    C    H    A    Y    L    S    K    N   S    L    D     C   E    I    V    S   A    K   S    S    E   M   N   V    L    I    P 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 #1322 CTACCGAAGG CGGTGATTTT AACGAGTTCC CAGTCCCCGA GCAGTTCAAG ACCCTGTGGA ACGGACAGAA GTTGGTCACC ACAGTGACAG 
           T    E    G    G    D    F    N    E    F    P    V    P    E    Q    F    K    T    L   W    N    G    Q    K    L   V   T   T    V    T    E 
              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                             .................................................................................................. 
#1412 AAATCGCTGG ATAAGCAAAT ACATGGGTCC TGTGCCCTCT CCCTTCACAC CATGGGATAC ATCTGTATGG AGACGGTTCT TTTCTAGATT 
                I  A  G   .   
              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                             .................................................................................................. 
 #1502 TCCTCTACCT TTCTGCTCTT AAACTGCTTC TCTGCTCTGA GAAGCCCAGC TACCTGCCTT CACTGAAATA TACCTCAGGC TGAGACGGGC 

               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
#1592 GGGACAGCAG GTCAGTGGAT CTTCACCGGA AGGTGCAGCT TCTCGGCATC AGCGCAGCTG CACCACAGGC TGAGCTTACA GAGCTTCAGG 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                            .................................................................................................. 
#1682 CCCAGACTGG GGCACCGAAG CTTTCAGCTT TGGGGGTCAT TCTACCAACA ATCAGTCCCT GAGGGTTCAC AACACCCTGG AACCAAACAT 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------G--- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 
 #1772 CAGAATGCAC ACTATTCTCC TAACAGTGAG CATGGGGGGC AGGAGCCAGG GAGTCTATTA GGTTCTAACC AACCTAGTTT TCATTGTTGA 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------*--- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                           .................................................................................................. 
 #1862 CAAGTGAGGC CAGGCTTCCA CTCGACCAAA AGCTAAGGAT TGCCACCCAG CATTCCAAGC AGACTTGTTT CCTAAAAGCA TCCTTCATCT 
               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
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>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -G-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                               .................................................................................................. 
 #1952 GCATTCCATC CTGGGTCAGC ATCAACCACA ACATAGCAGG CATTCCCTTG CAGCTGCAGT ACAGTAGCAG TGTCCTTTTC TGAGGAAGGA 
                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -*-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                             .................................................................................................. 
 #2042 AGTCTTAAAC CCTTTCCCCC CACCCCCTGG GATGACTGCC TTGATTCCCA TGGGGAACAA CTTTAAAGAA AACCACCACA GCATTCCAAG 

              ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                              .................................................................................................. 
#2132 GAGTCTGGCG TTCCTCCTCC CTGCCAGATG ACTGTCATTG CCTCCACTCA CCCTTCTGCT TGTCACTCGG CAGCTTAGGG CCTCTGCGCA 

               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>C57    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---                                         
>Gasa   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
>BALB  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
                              .................................................................................................. 
 #2222 GGAACCTGAC TAGGACTATG ACCTCCACGG CGGCTGTTTA GGTCTCGACT TACATCAGAA TCTTGCACAG CATTGCAAAA TCCCAGTGCT 
                ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
 
>Gasa     ----                                                                                               
>BALB   -----                                                                                              
                   .................................................................................................. 
#2312  CCCTC                                                                                              
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domain (amino acids 241 to 474 of mouse show 38% identity to amino acids 286 to 

526 of S. cerevisiae and 39% identity to amino acids 315 to 551 of S. pombe; Vojtek 

and Cooper, 1993).  The carboxy-terminal domain appears to play a role in the 

regulation and/or organization of cellular morphology. Therefore an amino acid 

change in this domain may impact on this role. The other functional domain, the 

amino-terminal domain, shows less conservation among proteins although helices 

formed by mouse amino acids 7-21 have been implicated in protein-protein 

interactions. This domain associates tightly with adenylyl cyclase. Although each 

domain has the potential to act independently they are present in the same protein in 

quite divergent organisms, therefore it seems likely that that the two functions are 

linked. Other polymorphisms in the sequence included a T:C substitution at position 

+867bp in BALB/c.CrSlc mice, as well as a C:T substitution both at position +1011bp 

and +1023bp within the coding sequence. None of these changes caused change in the 

amino acid code. In addition, two single nucleotide polymorphisms were identified 

within the 3’UTR where BALB/c.CrSlc mice had an A:G substitution both at +1828bp 

and +1993bp when compared to C57BL/6 and BALB.B6-GasaA mice. However, these 

polymorphisms are unlikely to influence transcription. 

 

5.2.2.3 Gasa2 microarray gene expression analysis: Gene expression 

profiling of 4 week old BALB.GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931-

D4Mit343) mice  

In order to identify a subset of candidate genes within the Gasa2 linkage 

interval, microarray gene expression analysis using Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 

expression microarrays was performed on thymi of 4 week old disease-protected 
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BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) and disease-prone BALB.B6(rs13477931-

D4Mit343) mice (Line E, Figure 5.3) (n=7/group), in a similar fashion to the 

microarray profiling of the Gasa1 region. Three-hundred-and-sixty-seven of the 45102 

probes on the array lay within the congenic interval shared between the two mouse 

strains, representing the 228 well-defined genes within this interval. Gene Chip data 

were analysed using GCOS as before and it was determined that all but one chip was 

of good quality. CEL files, excluding the sample that didn’t meet quality assurance 

were then imported into Avadis prophetic 4.2 and RMA summarization performed. 

Applying a Mann Whitney U-test with a stringent statistical threshold such that there 

was no overlap in signals between the two groups, identified a total of 95 genes as 

being highly differentially expressed (i.e. those with a p<0.003), of which 8 mapped to 

the congenic region that differed between strains (~0.5% of genome; χ2 =118.6; df = 

1; p<2x10-27; χ2 one sample test; Figure 5.13A-D and Table 5.7). Their physical 

positions and expression fold-change are shown in Figure 5.13D and Figure5.14) and 

their identities given in the Figure 5.14 and Table5.7.  

 

AIRE, the autoimmune regulator (autoimmune polyendocrinopathy candidiasis 

ectodermal dystrophy), was identified through expression microarray profiling as 

being differentially regulated between BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931-

D4Mit343) mice, and thus raised the possibility of its involvement in contributing to  
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microarray gene expression analysis on thymi from 4 week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice. The original linkage data are presented transformed to physi-
cal distances, the location of the BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) congenic
lines (indicated by the black bar) are presented on the same scale and the locations of the highly differ-
entially expressed genes displayed as a histogram. Fold change is indicated by the height of the bar,
with a positive displacement indicative of an increase in expression in the BALB.B6-GasaA line,
while a negative displacement indicates that the gene is decreased in this line.

Figure 5.13
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1 Apitd1 Apoptosis-inducing, TAF9-like domain

2 Unknown

3 Tnfrsf14 Tumour necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 14

4 Gnb1 Guanine nucleotide binding protein (G protein), beta 1

5 Fam132a Family with sequence similarity 132, member A

6 B3galt6 UDP-Gal:betaGal beta 1,3-galactosyltransferase, polypeptide 6

7 Tnfrsf4 Tumour necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 4

8 AW011738 Expressed sequence AW011738
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Mouse 430 series2 microarray gene expression analysis on thymi from 4week old
BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice. The BALB.B6-
GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) congenic strains are indicated by the
black bars and the locations of the highly differentially expressed genes displayed
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displacement indicative of an increase in expression in the BALB.B6-GasaA line,
while a negative displacement indicates that the gene is decreased in this line..The
numbers indicate the identities of individual genes, as indicated.:

Figure 5.14:
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Table 5.7 : List of all differentially expressed genes between BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.     
             B6(931-343) (p< 0.003; U-Stat=0). Chromosome 4 genes are within the parallel lines  
       
Probe Set 
ID Gene Symbol Description Chr# pval 

Fold 
change 

Regulat
ion 

     

(BALB.B6
-GasaA vs 
BALB.B6(
931-343)  

1421628_
at Il18r1 

interleukin 18 receptor 
1 chr1 

0.00269
962 

2.5271531
47 UP 

1426806_
at Obfc2a 

oligonucleotide/oligosa
ccharide-binding fold 
containing 2A chr1 

0.00269
962 

2.4198112
58 UP 

1452203_
at Obfc2a 

oligonucleotide/oligosa
ccharide-binding fold 
containing 2A chr1 

0.00269
962 

2.4953701
09 UP 

1430623_
s_at Obfc2a 

oligonucleotide/oligosa
ccharide-binding fold 
containing 2A chr1 

0.00269
962 

2.9110666
22 UP 

1460521_
a_at Obfc2a 

oligonucleotide/oligosa
ccharide-binding fold 
containing 2A chr1 

0.00269
962 

1.3767425
58 UP 

1417988_
at Resp18 

regulated endocrine-
specific protein 18 chr1 

0.00269
962 

1.3536551
37 UP 

1437382_
at Acvr2a activin receptor IIA chr2 

0.00269
962 

1.3995486
78 UP 

1418747_
at Sfpi1 

SFFV proviral 
integration 1 chr2 

0.00269
962 

1.7462400
62 UP 

1416824_
at B230118H07Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
B230118H07 gene chr2 

0.00269
962 

1.2406479
67 DOWN 

1423548_
s_at Ergic3 ERGIC and golgi 3 chr2 

0.00269
962 

1.2156549
63 DOWN 

1447290_
at Sys1 

SYS1 Golgi-localized 
integral membrane 
protein homolog (S. 
cerevisiae) chr2 

0.00269
962 

2.7802681
76 UP 

1419394_
s_at S100a8 

S100 calcium binding 
protein A8 (calgranulin 
A) chr3 

0.00269
962 

2.5906849
31 UP 

1448756_
at S100a9 

S100 calcium binding 
protein A9 (calgranulin 
B) chr3 

0.00269
962 

1.1468787
36 DOWN 

1417251_
at Palmd palmdelphin chr3 

0.00269
962 1.7962769 UP 

1453788_
at Unknown --- chr3 

0.00269
962 

1.2906381
03 UP 

1456484_
at Dhrsx 

dehydrogenase/reducta
se (SDR family) X 
chromosome chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.1820089
44 UP 

1456798_
at 9330118A15Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
9330118A15 gene chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.5952593
09 UP 

1419188_
s_at  Ccl27a  

predicted gene, 
100039939 /// 
chemokine (C-C motif) 
ligand 27A /// predicted 
gen chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.1580836
97 UP 

1450131_ Bspry B-box and SPRY chr4 0.00269 1.1333712 UP 
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a_at domain containing 962 22 

1426618_
a_at Pomgnt1 

protein O-linked 
mannose beta1,2-N-
acetylglucosaminyltran
sferase chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.2073618
28 UP 

1442804_
at Fgr 

Gardner-Rasheed feline 
sarcoma viral (Fgr) 
oncogene homolog chr4 

0.00269
962 

2.0805394
14 UP 

1453067_
at Apitd1 

apoptosis-inducing, 
TAF9-like domain 1 chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.9752587
7 DOWN 

1442338_
at Unknown 

similar to humann 
TNFRSF18 chr4 

0.00269
962 

2.1973620
85 UP 

1452425_
at Tnfrsf14 

tumor necrosis factor 
receptor superfamily, 
member 14 
(herpesvirus entry 
mediato chr4 

0.00269
962 

2.7419570
11 DOWN 

1454696_
at Gnb1 

guanine nucleotide 
binding protein (G 
protein), beta 1 chr4 

0.00269
962 

4.9659959
85 DOWN 

1439422_
a_at Fam132a 

family with sequence 
similarity 132, member 
A chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.2886938
1 UP 

1440340_
at B3galt6  

UDP-Gal:betaGal beta 
1,3-
galactosyltransferase, 
polypeptide 6 /// 
similar to UDP chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.5185278
14 UP 

1435252_
at B3galt6  

UDP-Gal:betaGal beta 
1,3-
galactosyltransferase, 
polypeptide 6 /// 
similar to UDP chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.6406899
37 UP 

1420351_
at Tnfrsf4 

tumor necrosis factor 
receptor superfamily, 
member 4 chr4 

0.00269
962 

1.2547276
83 UP 

1440475_
at AW011738 

expressed sequence 
AW011738 chr4 

0.00269
962 

0.6217259
56 UP 

1437893_
at Plb1 phospholipase B1 chr5 

0.00269
962 

0.8898345
66 UP 

1455431_
at Slc5a1 

solute carrier family 5 
(sodium/glucose 
cotransporter), member 
1 chr5 

0.00269
962 

0.5049193
12 UP 

1418930_
at Cxcl10  

chemokine (C-X-C 
motif) ligand 10 chr5 

0.00269
962 

0.5857199
17 UP 

1419697_
at Cxcl11  

chemokine (C-X-C 
motif) ligand 11 chr5 

0.00269
962 

0.6077633
85 UP 

1455370_
at A630023P12Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
A630023P12 gene chr5 

0.00269
962 

0.5719180
08 UP 

1418744_
s_at  Tesc 

similar to Tescalcin /// 
tescalcin chr5 

0.00269
962 

1.2721829
8 UP 

1456772_
at Ncf1 

neutrophil cytosolic 
factor 1 

chr5 
G2 

0.00269
962 

1.4583494
18 UP 

1415865_
s_at Bpgm 

2,3-
bisphosphoglycerate 
mutase chr6 

0.00269
962 

0.4982773
68 DOWN 

1427455_  Igk /// Igk-C /// mmunoglobulin kappa chr6 0.00269 0.8036898 UP 
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x_at Igk-V28 /// 
LOC100047628 

chain complex  962 21 

1417556_
at Fabp1 

fatty acid binding 
protein 1, liver chr6 

0.00269
962 

0.9164522
8 UP 

1421778_
at V1rb2 

vomeronasal 1, 
receptor B2 chr6 

0.00269
962 

1.4971030
93 UP 

1435275_
at Cox6b2 

cytochrome c oxidase 
subunit VIb 
polypeptide 2 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.6508725
18 DOWN 

1423590_
at Napsa 

napsin A aspartic 
peptidase chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.6103162
08 UP 

1419192_
at Il4i1 interleukin 4 induced 1 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.7518200
45 UP 

1422916_
at Fgf21 

fibroblast growth factor 
21 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.7106474
63 UP 

1437445_
at Trpm1 

transient receptor 
potential cation 
channel, subfamily M, 
member 1 chr7 

0.00269
962 

1.0711968
11 UP 

1426018_
a_at Sox6 

SRY-box containing 
gene 6 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.9151696
99 DOWN 

1449672_
s_at Tufm 

Tu translation 
elongation factor, 
mitochondrial chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.7112449
13 UP 

1416749_
at Htra1 HtrA serine peptidase 1 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.7011546
17 UP 

1440865_
at Ifitm6 

interferon induced 
transmembrane protein 
6 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.6436592
53 UP 

1417244_
a_at Irf7 

interferon regulatory 
factor 7 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.8905476
81 UP 

1438608_
at Tnni2 

troponin I, skeletal, fast 
2 chr7 

0.00269
962 

0.7630264
64 UP 

1422122_
at Fcer2a 

Fc receptor, IgE, low 
affinity II, alpha 
polypeptide chr8 

0.00269
962 

0.8017609
45 UP 

1420113_
s_at 2410022L05Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
2410022L05 gene chr8 

0.00269
962 

1.9400797
43 UP 

1435370_
a_at Ces3 carboxylesterase 3 chr8 

0.00269
962 

1.4454069
28 DOWN 

1435371_
x_at Ces3 carboxylesterase 3 chr8 

0.00269
962 

0.7392683
22 DOWN 

1424245_
at Ces2  carboxylesterase 2 chr8 

0.00269
962 

0.4180487
5 UP 

1436595_
at Rbm34 

RNA binding motif 
protein 34 chr8 

0.00269
962 

0.7029813
56 UP 

1422934_
x_at Defcr-rs7 

defensin related 
cryptdin, related 
sequence 7 

chr8 
A2 

0.00269
962 

1.1404563
19 UP 

1420700_
s_at Folr4 folate receptor 4 (delta) chr9 

0.00269
962 

1.2737054
32 UP 

1431087_
at Spc24 

SPC24, NDC80 
kinetochore complex 
component, homolog 
(S. cerevisiae) chr9 

0.00269
962 

0.8035857
07 DOWN 

1455201_
x_at Apoa1 apolipoprotein A-I chr9 

0.00269
962 

0.6759481
65 UP 

1436504_ Apoa4 apolipoprotein A-IV chr9 0.00269 0.6629661 UP 
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x_at 962 63 

1419004_
s_at Bcl2a1a /// Bcl- 

B-cell 
leukemia/lymphoma 2 
related protein A1a /// 
B-cell chr9 

0.00269
962 

0.3677713
38 UP 

 2a1b /// Bcl2a1d 
 leukemia/lymphoma 2 
re     

1419691_
at Camp 

cathelicidin 
antimicrobial peptide chr9 

0.00269
962 

0.3762032
06 UP 

1418722_
at Ngp 

neutrophilic granule 
protein chr9 

0.00269
962 

0.4264560
72 UP 

1450009_
at Ltf lactotransferrin chr9 

0.00269
962 

1.3844366
58 UP 

1438897_
at Zdhhc3 

zinc finger, DHHC 
domain containing 3 chr9 

0.00269
962 

0.8897702
47 DOWN 

1450281_
a_at 1700021K02Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
1700021K02 gene chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.8516023
91 UP 

1427130_
x_at 1700021K02Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
1700021K02 gene chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.8470277
79 UP 

1416844_
at Prmt2 

protein arginine N-
methyltransferase 2 chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.6274158
19 UP 

1419241_
a_at Aire 

autoimmune regulator 
(autoimmune 
polyendocrinopathy chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.6469191
75 UP 

    
 candidiasis ectodermal 
dystrophy         

1419669_
at Prtn3 proteinase 3 chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.8250741
66 UP 

1425606_
at Slc5a8 

solute carrier family 5 
(iodide transporter), 
member 8 chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.6929344
14 UP 

1422860_
at Nts neurotensin chr10 

0.00269
962 

0.7607737
04 UP 

1457401_
at Dnahc9 

dynein, axonemal, 
heavy chain 9 chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.6051979
68 UP 

1418126_
at Ccl5 

chemokine (C-C motif) 
ligand 5 chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.6331545
15 UP 

1434484_
at 1100001G20Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
1100001G20 gene chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.5830595
88 UP 

1415960_
at Mpo myeloperoxidase chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.6399321
94 UP 

1432280_
at 2310007L24Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
2310007L24 gene chr11 

0.00269
962 

1.2199756
74 UP 

1440975_
at Mxra7 

matrix-remodelling 
associated 7 chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.7615633
48 DOWN 

1419456_
at Dcxr 

dicarbonyl L-xylulose 
reductase chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.6909937
29 UP 

1418509_
at Cbr2 carbonyl reductase 2 chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.8011477
5 UP 

1451863_
at Uts2r urotensin 2 receptor chr11 

0.00269
962 

0.6096835
89 UP 

1426278_
at Ifi27 

interferon, alpha-
inducible protein 27 chr12 

0.00269
962 

0.4974493
1 UP 

1421653_
a_at Igh /// Igh-2 ///  

 immunoglobulin heavy 
chain 2 (serum IgA)  chr12 

0.00269
962 

0.4299821
9 UP 

 Igh-VJ558 /// LOC54490     
1425763_
x_at " 

/ immunoglobulin 
heavy chain 2 (serum chr12 

0.00269
962 

0.4815943
85 UP 
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IgA)  
1429381_
x_at " 

 immunoglobulin heavy 
chain 2 (serum IgA)  chr12 

0.00269
962 0.3961752 UP 

1451632_
a_at Igh /// Ighg 

Immunoglobulin heavy 
chain (gamma 
polypeptide) chr12 

0.00269
962 

0.4598935
61 UP 

1424631_
a_at Ighg 

Immunoglobulin heavy 
chain (gamma 
polypeptide) chr12 

0.00269
962 

0.7266725
83 UP 

1425247_
a_at Igh /// Ighg1 

 immunoglobulin heavy 
constant gamma 1 (G1 chr12 

0.00269
962 

0.6539304
22 UP 

1428156_
at Gng2 

guanine nucleotide 
binding protein (G 
protein), gamma 2 chr14 

0.00269
962 

0.6426680
76 UP 

1454849_
x_at Clu clusterin chr14 

0.00269
962 

0.6255986
42 UP 

1441286_
at 

OTTMUSG00000
015160 

predicted gene, 
OTTMUSG000000151
60 

chr14 
C2 

0.00269
962 

1.6035602
62 UP 

1434152_
at Apol7c 

predicted gene, 666661 
/// apolipoprotein L 7c chr15 

0.00269
962 

0.8192240
65 UP 

1451421_
a_at Rogdi 

rogdi homolog 
(Drosophila) chr16 

0.00269
962 

0.5202251
65 UP 

1428720_
s_at 2010309G21Rik  

RIKEN cDNA 
2010309G21 gene /// 
immunoglobulin 
lambda chr16 

0.00269
962 

0.7297755
7 UP 

 
/// Igl-C2 /// Igl-
C3 

 chain, constant region 
2 //     

1422953_
at Fpr2 

formyl peptide receptor 
2 chr17 

0.00269
962 

0.8141557
22 UP 

1437519_
x_at Hagh  

hydroxyacyl 
glutathione hydrolase  chr17 

0.00269
962 

0.7489019
8 UP 

1425614_
x_at H2-D1 

histocompatibility 2, D 
region locus 1 chr17 

0.00269
962 

0.7907543
15 UP 

1454608_
x_at Ttr transthyretin chr18 

0.00269
962 

0.6933841
03 UP 

1450839_
at D0H4S114 

DNA segment, human 
D4S114 chr18 

0.00269
962 

0.6924402
19 UP 

1428736_
at Gramd3 

GRAM domain 
containing 3 chr18 

0.00269
962 0.6860163 UP 

1435529_
at 

OTTMUSG00000
016644 

predicted gene, 
OTTMUSG000000166
44 chr19 

0.00269
962 #REF! UP 

1432765_
at C030007D22Rik 

RIKEN cDNA 
C030007D22 gene 

Unkno
wn 

0.00269
962 

1.2887548
5 UP 
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the gastritis phenotype. It is a transcription factor expressed in thymic medullary cells 

and is important in the prevention of autoimmune disease through induction of 

transcription of a wide range of organ-specific genes, which create proteins that are 

generally only expressed in peripheral tissues. In this way, auto-reactive T cells which 

bind antigens not traditionally found in the thymus, can be eliminated by negative 

selection, thus preventing the binding of them to their corresponding self-proteins later 

on to produce an autoimmune response. Thus, although it was not considered a 

candidate gene for Gasa2, as it resides on chromosome 10, it was of interest to 

investigate whether it may be contributing to the phenotype. I therefore performed 

Quantitaitive RT-PCR on an independent sample set, in order to validate the 

differential expression pattern, while Dr Natalie Seach (Monash, Melbourne) 

undertook flow cytometric analysis of thymic epithelial cells (TEC) in order to 

examine the relative expression of AIRE between the strains.  

 

5.2.2.3.1  Real-Time Quantitative PCR to validate Aire as a candidate gene  

contributing to the gastritis phenotype  

As for Chapter 5.2.2.2.1, QRT-PCR was performed on an independent sample set 

using primers designed within the microarray feature target (Table A23 (Appendix A)) 

and expression was normalised against Gapdh. No significant difference in Aire 

expression between the disease-resistant BALB/c.CrSlc-GasaA and disease-prone 

BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) strain (Figure 5.15) was evident. As Aire failed 

validation it is unlikely to contribute to the gastritis phenotype. 
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4 week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice. Gene structure and exon structure of Aire is shown,
together with the relative location of the microarray probe target and RT-PCR primer sites (A). The
microarray results (B; n=6-7)) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=6)) performed on an independent sam-
ple are shown.

Figure 5.15:
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5.2.2.3.2  AIRE expression of BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931- 

             D4Mit343) TECs. 

Dr Natalie Seach carried out FACS analysis on TECs from BALB.B6-GasaA 

(Line A, Figure 5.3) and BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice (Line E, Figure 5.3) 

to compare AIRE expression within the thymic stromal cells of theses strains. No 

difference in expression was found (Figure 5.16).  All numbers and percentages were 

highly similar from total thymic cellularity to thymic epithelial cell number and AIRE+ 

cell number. Taken together with the QRTPCR results, these data do not support Aire 

as a candidate for contributing to the gastritis phenotype.  

 

5.2.2.3.3  Real-Time Quantitative PCR to validate candidate genes within the 

Gasa2 region. 

Although eight genes were identified through expression microarray profiling as being 

differentially expressed within the congenic region that differed between strains, 

phenotypic comparison of Line D and E (Figure 5.3) had reduced the Gasa2 interval to 

just 6.5Mb (Region 3, Figure 5.3). Only one gene, Apitd1, was significantly 

differentially expressed within this region. Apitd1 encodes a chromatin binding protein 

involved in cell cycle regulation and is involved in the maintenance of cellular 

integrity (especially chromosome alignment) and induction of apoptosis. Quantitative 

RT-PCR of Apitd1 was therefore carried out on independent samples of RNA from  

BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) and BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice 

(Line E, Figure 5.3). Primers were designed within microarray feature targets and 

expression was again normalised against Gapdh.  The primers used for quantitation are 

listed in Table A23 (Appendix A). Figure 5.17 shows a diagrammatic representation of      
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Flow cytometric analysis on BALB.B6-GasaA and BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) (labelled BALB.B6(931-343) ) TECs  to
compare AIRE expression within the thymic stromal cells of these strains. No difference was evident.

Figure 5.16:

BALB.B6-GasaA BALB.B6(931- 343)

BALB.B6-GasaA
BALB.B6(931-343)
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Validation of expression microarray profiling of thymi from 4week old BALB.B6-GasaA and
BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice. Gene structure and exon structure of Apitd1 is shown,
together with the relative locations of microarray probe targets and RT-PCR primer sites (A). The
microarray results (B; n=6-7)) and RT-PCR validation (C; n=6)) performed on an independent sam-
ple are shown. Microarray profiling of thymi from BALB/cCrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA is also
shown (B; n=6-7).

Figure 5.17:
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gene structure and exon structure of Apitd1 together with the relative location of 

microarray probe target and QRT-PCR primer site (A). The microarray results (B; 

n=6-7) and QRT-PCR validation (C; n=4-6) performed on an independent sample set 

are shown. As this gene was also detected in the microarray profiling data of thymi 

from 3 day old BALB/c.CrSlc and BALB.B6-GasaA mice, a representation of this is 

included alongside the 4 week-old data (B). QRT-PCR quantification validated the 

expression microarray analysis of Apitd1 (Figure 5.17). As the BALB allele is 

associated with increased expression of this apoptotic gene, its potential role in 

gastritis progression is likely in the reactive hypertrophy of parietal cells that occurs in 

response to inflammation. 

 

5.2.3 Summary of major findings 

 

The initial gene profiling experiment was carried out on thymi from 3 day-old female 

mice where the BALB/c.CrSlc disease-prone strain was compared to resistant 

BALB/c-GasaA mice. However embryonal-type transcripts that persist into neonatal 

and post-natal periods caused a great deal of transcriptional noise.  Subsequent 

analyses were therefore carried out on 4-week old mouse thymi.  

 

Five genes were identified as significantly differentially regulated in the Gasa1 region 

in a gene expression analysis comparing Lines A and C (Figure 5.3). Four of these, 

AI450326, Cap1, Scmh1 and Ccde30 were validated by quantitative PCR on an 

independent sample set. mRNA sequence comparison of CAP1 revealed a serine to 

proline change in the BALB/c amino acid code compared to B6 mice.  
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Gene expression profiling comparing Line A to E (Figure 5.3) revealed 95 genes as 

being highly differentially expressed with a U-statistic of 0. Aire, the autoimmune 

regulator, was identified as one of the highly differentiated genes in the microarray 

analysis but it failed to validate on an independent sample set by either QRT PCR or 

FACS analyses.  

 

Apitd1, the only significantly differentially expressed gene within the Gasa2 region 

was validated by QRT PCR on independent thymic RNA samples.  



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 5.3 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Discussion of Gasa genes 
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5.3.1 Discussion of Gasa genes 

 

A positional cloning strategy was used to identify genes conferring susceptibility to 

Type A gastritis in a mouse model of the disease. Previously two of the susceptibility 

loci, Gasa1 and Gasa2, were localised to distal chromosome 4 through a genome-wide 

linkage study of gastritis (Silveira et al., 1999). A congenic mouse line, BALB.B6-

GasaA, with C57BL/6-derived alleles introgressed for the whole of the Gasa linkage 

region was produced and as this congenic strain was resistant to gastritis, it confirmed 

the presence of gastritis gene/s within this chromosomal segment that strongly 

influenced the incidence and severity of disease (Silveira et al., 1999). This genetic 

system was thus unusual in that it was relatively genetically simple, with most of the 

disease phenotype being mapped to a single 40Mb region of one chromosome. 

However, as this segment had the potential to contain many hundreds of possible 

“candidate genes”, a sub-congenic approach was adopted to dissect it to more 

manageable intervals for identifying true “candidate genes”, while excluding genes 

that may have previously been identified as likely candidates based merely on genetic 

polymorphism between disease-prone and disease-resistant strains. This is a common 

approach using mouse systems. To this end, 39 unique sub-congenic strains were 

established for the Gasa region by a series of backcrossing and intercrossing of the 

original GasaA congenic strain with BALB/c.CrSlc mice. To achieve this, a facilitated 

method for genotyping the hundreds of mice generated was established. Here, 

automation of DNA extraction of 96 samples at a time was established using the X-

tractorgene (Corbett). A liquid handling station was used to plate DNA samples ready 

for PCR, while microsatellite typing using fluorescently-labeled primers allowed for 
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multiplexing of the PCR products, thus allowing simultaneous identification of as 

many products as possible using the MegaBase sequencer.  

  

Phenotyping by neonatal thymetomy of six of the most informative subcongenic 

strains was carried out and analysed for anti-H/K ATPase autoantibodies and gastric 

inflammation (Ang et al., 2007). In so doing, it was determined that the Gasa alleles 

from BALB mice can act independently to cause autoimmune gastritis: the presence of 

the C57BL/6-derived Gasa2-resistant (Gasa2r) allele was required to identify 

phenotypic variation associated with allelism at Gasa1; the C57BL/6-derived Gasa1-

resistant (Gasa1r) allele was required to identify phenotypic variation associated with 

allelism at Gasa2. Analysing the mice in this way refined Gasa1 to ~9.5Mb region, 

lying between 116.4Mb and 125.8Mb bounded between rs27480233 and rs13477931 

proximally and rs13477964 and rs27528755 distally. This region was determined to 

contain at least 2 genes, one or more in the region between 116.4Mb and 121Mb 

(Region 1, Figure 5.3) and one or more between 121Mb and 125.8Mb on chromosome 

4 (Region 2, Figure 5.3). The Gasa2 region was refined to ~6.5Mb, bounded between 

D4mit189 and D4mit127 at its proximal end and D4mit189 and D4mit127 at its distal 

boundary (between 142.3Mb and 149.3Mb; Region 3, Figure 5.3). In addition, from 

the phenotyping results, it was determined that there must also be a gene(s) within the 

region bounded by D4mit203 and D4mit204 proximally and D4mit226 and D4mit344 

distally (between 129.3Mb and 153.5Mb) that contribute to gastritis progression 

(Region 4, Figure 5.3). 
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Three expression microarray analyses using Affymetrix Mouse 430 series 2 expression 

microarrays were subsequently performed to produce a shortlist of differentially 

expressed genes within the chromosomal segments associated with Type A gastritis. 

Firstly, thymic RNA from the resistant BALB.B6-GasaA line (Line A, Figure 5.3) was 

compared to the susceptible BALB/c.CrSlc background strain in order to identify 

differentially regulated genes within GasaA spanning both the Gasa1 and Gasa2 

regions. Secondly, RNA from the resistant BALB.B6-GasaA line (Line a, Figure 5.3) 

was compared to the susceptible BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) strain (Line C, 

Figure 5.3) to identify genes within Gasa1 only, and finally, the resistant BALB.B6-

GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) RNA was compared to that of BALB.B6(rs13477931-

D4Mit343) mice (Line E, Figure 5.3) to identify genes within the Gasa2 chromosomal 

segment.  

 

As gastritis can be induced by thymectomising mice on the third day of life, the initial 

gene profiling experiment was carried out on thymi from 3 day-old females where the 

BALB/c.CrSlc disease-prone strain was compared to resistant BALB/c-GasaA mice. 

Analyses was performed using Avadis Prophetic 3.1 and a Mann Whitney U-test with 

a stringent statistical threshold of U-statistic of 0 applied. Ninety-four out of 871 

probes identified as highly differentially expressed were within the GasaA congenic 

region on chromosome 4, with 18 genes mapping within Gasa1 and 19 within the 

Gasa2 segment. However, a vast number of embryonal-type transcripts persisting into 

neonatal and post-natal periods lead to increased transcriptional noise. To avoid this 

problem, subsequent analyses of the sub-congenic strains were carried out on 4-week 
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old mouse thymi. In this way, genes associated with either embryogenesis, or with 

puberty and sexual maturity would not interfere with the interpretation of results.  

 

Gene expression profiling of the resistant BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) and 

susceptible BALB.B6(rs27528755-rs32503855) mice (Line C, Figure 5.3) revealed 29 

significantly differentially regulated genes. Of these, five mapped to the Gasa1 region. 

Four of these, AI450326, Cap1, Scmh1 and Ccde30 were validated by quantitative 

PCR on an independent sample set. Cited 4 did not validate so was no longer 

considered a candidate gene for Gasa1. Interestingly, all four genes that validated were 

also significantly differentially regulated in 3 day-old mice. While Scmh1, AI450326 

and Ccde30 resided within Region 1 (Figure 5.3) of Gasa1, only Cap1 resided within 

Region 2 (Figure 5.3). 

 

Over-expression of Cap1 was associated with the BALB allele, while there was almost 

complete absence of expression in the presence of C57BL/6 alleles. As this gene is 

involved in apoptosis it therefore seemed a likely candidate gene for Gasa1. It encodes 

CAP1, adenylate cyclase-associated protein 1, on mouse chromosome 4 D1 (and 

human chromosome 1p34.2). It covers 28.47kb, from 122563319 to 122534850 (NCBI 

37a, Aug 2007), on the reverse strand and as 24.65 Kb are antisense to the spliced gene 

Ppt1, there is a possibility of regulated alternate expression. Cap1 is conserved in 

human, chimpanzee, dog, cow, rat, zebrafish, fruit fly, mosquito, C.elegans, S.pombe, 

S.cerevisiae, K.lactis, M.grisea, N.crassa, A.thaliana, rice, and P.falciparum. 

Although RefSeq annotates just one representative transcript of the gene, co-alignment 

of cDNA sequences in GenBank, support at least 8 spliced variants, with 7 of them 
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putatively encoding good proteins. The mRNAs appear to differ either by truncation of 

the 3' end, overlapping exons with different boundaries, alternative splicing or 

retention of one intron. CAP1 is expressed at very high levels in a number of tissues, 

including mammary, lung, visual cortex, thymus, tumour, gross tissue, bone marrow, 

and inner ear.  

 

The protein encoded by this gene is related to the S.cerevisiae CAP protein, which is 

involved in the cyclic AMP pathway. The human protein is able to interact with other 

molecules of the same protein, as well as with CAP2 and actin. Golks and collegues 

(2006) hypothesized a role for CAP1 in apoptosis due to its presence in CD95 (APO-

1/Fas) death inducing signaling complex (DISC), the formation of which plays a 

central role in CD95 signaling. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of the DISC 

revealed the presence of CAP1, along with three other major cytotoxicity-associated 

proteins, namely CAP2-4. They defined CAP1 and CAP2 to be unmodified and 

phosphorylated FADD, respectively, while CAP4 was identified as procaspase-8a. 

They demonstrated that CAP3 was an intermediate of procaspase-8 processing. Wang 

et al., 2008, also showed that CAP1 plays a role in apoptosis. They illustrated that it 

rapidly translocates to the mitochondria early in the process and does so independently 

of caspase activation. CAP1 knockdown experiments illustrated that CAP1 

translocation is pro-apoptotic, as knockdown cells were unable to respond to apoptotic 

inducers. Wild-Type CAP1 over-expression could not, on its own, stimulate apoptosis, 

however, but rather facilitated cofilin-induced apoptosis instead. Apoptosis induction 

required a mitochondrial-targeting domain localized in the N-terminus, as well as the 

actin-binding domain in the C-terminus. As CAP1 interacts with actin and cofilin 
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(Bertling et al., 2004), they hypothesised that it likely functions as an actin shuttle 

thereby providing a direct link from the actin cytoskeleton to the mitochondria.  

 

Sequencing of Cap1 mRNA revealed a serine to proline change in BALB/c mouse 

sequence of amino acid 242. This amino acid lies just distal to the highly conserved 

polyproline domain, in the carboxy-terminal domain. The carboxy-terminal domain is 

one of two functional domains in CAP1 that appears to play a role in the regulation 

and/or organization of cellular morphology. An amino acid change here may therefore 

impact upon this role.  

 

Scmh1 is the strongest candidate gene in Gasa1 Region 1 (Figure 5.3) as it is 

homologous to L(3)mbt, a tumor suppressor in Drosophila (Wismar et al., 1995). A 

loss of heterozygosity for the chromosomal segment harbouring this gene, 1p34, has 

also been associated with well-differentiated gastric cancer and colon cancer in 

humans (Berger et al., 1999). It may therefore have a role in suppressing hypertrophy 

of parietal cells in gastritis.   

 

Gene expression profiling of the resistant BALB.B6-GasaA (Line A, Figure 5.3) and 

susceptible BALB.B6(rs13477931-D4Mit343) mice (Line E, Figure 5.3) revealed 95 

genes as being highly significantly differentially expressed. Of these, eight mapped 

within the congenic region that differed between the strains. As Aire, the autoimmune 

regulator, a transcription factor expressed in thymic medullary cells known to be 

important in the prevention of autoimmune disease, was identified as one of the highly 

differentiated genes in the microarray analysis, real time PCR on RNA from 
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independent samples and FACS analysis of thymic epithelial cells was undertaken to 

examine relative AIRE expression between susceptible and resistant strains. Aire was 

not validated by either technique. Of the eight significantly differentially regulated 

genes only one mapped within Gasa 2 (Region 3, Figure 5.3). This gene, Apitd1, that 

was also significantly differentially regulated in 3 day-old mice, was validated by QRT 

PCR on a new sample set.  APITD1 is involved in apoptosis. It has an apoptosis-

inducing, TAF9-like domain that is a component of the CENPA-CAD (nucleosome 

distal) complex, a complex recruited to centromeres which is involved in assembly of 

kinetochore proteins, mitotic progression and chromosome segregation (Mc Clelland 

et al., 2007). As increased expression of Apitd1 is associated with the BALB allele, it 

has a potential role in the reactive hypertrophy of parietal cells that occurs in response 

to inflammation during gastritic disease progression. 

 

APITD1 was identified in the neuroblastoma tumor suppressor candidate region on 

human chromosome 1p36 (Krona et al., 2004). It contains a TFIID-31 domain, similar 

to that found in TATA box-binding protein-associated factor, TAF(II)31, which is 

required for p53-mediated transcriptional activation. This gene was expressed at very 

low levels in neuroblastoma tumors, and was shown to reduce cell growth in 

neuroblastoma cells, suggesting that it may have a role in a cell death pathway. The 

protein is a component of multiple complexes, including the Fanconi anemia (FA) core 

complex, the APITD1/CENPS complex, and the CENPA-CAD (nucleosome distal) 

complex. Known functions include an involvement with chromatin associations of the 

FA core complex, and a role in the stable assembly of the outer kinetochore (Mc 

Clelland et al., 2007). Alternative splicing of this gene results in multiple transcript 
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variants. Naturally occurring read-through transcripts also exist between this gene and 

the downstream cortistatin (CORT) gene, as represented in GeneID:100526739. An 

APITD1-related pseudogene has been identified on chromosome 7 (provided by 

RefSeq). 

 

Apitd1 therefore seems a likely candidate gene for Gasa 2 and will require further 

follow-up which is beyond the scope of this thesis. 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chapter 6 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Concluding Remarks 
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6.1 Introduction 

 

The work for this thesis adopted a positional cloning strategy using mouse models of 

disease to identify genes both in a complex biological and genetic system (Section A) 

as well as in one that is relatively simple (Section B). In Section A genes contributing 

to NKT cell numbers, as a surrogate phenotype for the identification of disease 

progression in Type 1 diabetes were identified, while in Section B an approach to the 

identity of genes conferring susceptibility to Type A gastritis, which represents an 

unusually simple biological and genetic system (for a complex genetic trait), was 

undertaken. Both approaches utilized congenic mouse models and microarray gene 

expression profiling to identify the susceptibility genes involved. While this is a 

reasonable approach, especially given the data coming out of human GWAS studies, it 

is however not an exhaustive approach as there is still the likelihood of coding 

variants, rather than expression variants being responsible for the phenotype. Utilizing 

these techniques allowed for the reduction in the number of candidate genes of interest 

from potentially hundreds of loci to one or two dozen. An extremely high signal to 

noise ratio was achieved in the microarray gene expression analyses which lent to the 

resolving power of the studies. Factors contributing to this success appear to be the 

maturity of the technology, use of an adequate number of replicates, choice of 

biological system and avoidance of apoptosis and activation of experimental samples. 

Additionally, a stringent statistical threshold was applied for the analyses, rather than 

ad hoc fold-difference thresholds, which have no obvious biological validity.  
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6.2 Identifying genes contributing to NKT cell number 

(Section A) 

Having previously identified linkage to NKT cell number on distal chromosome 1 and 

chromosome 2 in a first backcross from (NOD x B6) X NOD mice (Esteban et al., 

2003). NOD congenic mouse strains were established by introgressing B6 alleles at 

these linkage intervals and confirming them to have increases in NKT cell numbers. A 

subcongenic approach revealed the existence of at least 4 individual genes influencing 

the NKT cell phenotype (Figure 6.1; Jordan et al., 2007; Rocha-Campos et al., Chen et 

al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2008): one or more within Nkt1 on distal chromosome 1 

(Region 1, Figure 6.1) and at least three within Nkt2 on chromosome 2 (Regions 2-4, 

Figure 6.1).  

 

Slamf1, considered the most obvious candidate within the Nkt1 region due to it 

signaling via SAP which is necessary for NKT cell development, was confirmed 

through targeted transgenesis in T cell development at the DP stage in NOD mice 

(Jordan et al., 2011).  However, the overall increase in NKT cell number in the 

transgenic line did not recapitulate what had been observed in the Nkt1 congenic line. 

There are at least three possible explanations for this discrepancy. First, technical 

factors may play a role. The data are consistent with a quantitative gene–dose effect; it 

is possible that to exactly replicate the congenic phenotype, one must exactly replicate 

its level of expression. Second, other characteristics of SLAM that have not yet been 

detected may also contribute to the NKT cell phenotype. Finally, it remains possible 

that other genes in this genetic segment contribute to the phenotype. For example,  
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there is strong evidence that Ly108 plays a role in NKT cell selection. However, 

Slamf1 and Slamf6 genes are homologous, tightly-linked and similarly regulated and 

they both signal via SAP. Furthermore, targeted mutants for both genes have been 

generated showing no major NKT cell phenotype while radiation chimeras  

demonstrated that interrupting both Slamf1 and Slamf6 signalling caused a 92-95% 

reduction in NKT cells (Griewank et al., 2007). It therefore seems reasonable to   

propose that they could substitute for each other. Due to the redundancy between 

Slamf1 and Slamf6, it therefore seems more likely that the phenotypic differences 

between the congenic and transgenic lines are due to other genes within the Nkt1 

congenic segment. Pex19, encoding a dual compartment (cytoplasmic/peroxisomal), 

chaperone/membrane transporter, seems a likely candidate as it is the only binding 

partner of PXMP4, encoded by a gene identified as significantly differentially 

regulated in the Nkt2b region (Region 4, Figure 6.2). Peroxisomes catalyse a number 

of essential metabolic functions including oxidation of very long chain fatty acids 

(VLCFA), biosynthesis of plasmalogen and ether phospholipids, and glyoxylate 

detoxification. Although peroxisomes had not previously been implemented in NKT 

cell development, the fact that two interacting peroxisomal proteins were identified 

using independent mouse lines for separate chromosomes where both were associated 

with the same phenotype (increased NKT cell numbers) strongly implicated 

peroxisomes in NKT cell biology. A conditional deficiency mutant of PEX19 was not 

currently available. However, PEX19 and PEX13 had both been implicated as having 

a role in regulating assembly/disassembly of membrane-associated protein complexes 

(Jones et al., 2001) and PEX13-deficient humans show a similar phenotype as those 

lacking PEX19. Also LoxP-flanked Pex13 mutant C57BL/6 mice were available to 
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me, therefore a T-cell lineage deletional mutant mouse line for PEX13 was created. 

Flow cytometric analysis of the mutant mice identified significantly increased NKT 

cell numbers in mice bearing T cells without peroxisomes confirming a role for 

peroxisomes in NKT cell biology. As peroxisomes are necessary for oxidative 

phosphorylation, a lack of them possibly causes the cell to use the glycolytic pathway 

instead.  This would be consistent with an increase in NKT cell number as “resting” 

NKT cells are changed into a state of activation (Pearce et al., 2009).  Interestingly, 

Pxmp4 and Pex19 were not the only genes putatively involved in lipid 

catabolism/oxidative phosphorylation identified in the microarray analysis. Two other 

genes, Acss1 (mitochondrial short chain Acyl CoA synthetase 1) and Acss2 

(cytoplasmic short chain Acyl CoA synthetase 2), which encode the two enzymes 

primarily responsible for the conversion between short chain fatty acids (SCFA) and 

Acyl-CoA were also significantly differentially regulated in the Nkt2b region (Region 

4, Figure 6.1). Decreased Acss1 and increased Acss2 expression in the congenic line is 

consistent with increased glucose uptake and minimal SCFA consumption which again 

fits in well with glycolysis having a predominant role in NKT cell production. The 

affects that lipid metabolism have on the molecular mechanisms in NKT cell 

development should therefore be examined.  NOD transgenic or C57BL/6 gene-

deficient mutant lines for the candidate genes could be produced in order to test the 

affects of the genes in question. In addition, in order to test whether NKT cells rely 

primarily on glycolysis as apposed to oxidative phosphorylation for their energy needs, 

pharmacologically sourced cellular ATP could be administered to Wild-Type, 

congenic and mutant mice in vivo, or in cultured cells, and the effects on NKT cell 

phenotype could be monitored. In this way normal mouse strains could be manipulated 
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to preferentially use either glycolysis or oxidative phosphorylation for ATP generation 

and the role for NKT cells in this process could be revealed. 

 

As the increase in NKT cells in Nkt1 congenic mice was predominantly in the 

developmentally relatively immature CD4+ NK1.1- subset, this indicated that gene/s 

within the Nkt1 congenic region were sufficient to increase the early subset of, or early 

lineage expansion within, the NKT cell developmental pathway but was not sufficient 

for pushing them through to maturity. The effects of SLAM expression on the number 

of thymocytes entering the NKT developmental process as well as any potential role 

for SLAM in the differentiation of NKT cells into the major subsets could be 

examined by comparing numbers and proportions of pre- and post-positive selection 

NKT cells, both in the thymus and periphery, in the Slamf1 subcongenics and the 

Slamf1Tg transgenics to age/sex matched NOD.Nkrp1b, NOD.Nkrp1b.Nkt1b and 

C57BL/6 control mice. As SLAM signals via a homotypic trans interaction, it could be 

operating either intrinsically in the developing NKT cells, or else at the level of the 

positively selecting DP thymocyte. The use of mixed bone marrow chimeras in which 

the developing NKT cells are unable to present to each other by virtue of carrying a 

Cd1d-/- targeted deletion may distinguish between these two possibilities. The 

polymorphisms in Slamf1 and Slamf6 sequence identified between strains could be 

investigated for a possible cause for the differential pattern of expression observed. In 

addition, a genetic association study between NKT cell numbers, SLAMF1 and 

SLAMF6 expression and polymorphisms in SLAMF1 and SLAMF6 in human subjects 

could be performed in order to translate this body of knowledge to clinical application.  
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A validation of candidate genes identified within Nkt2a still needs to be undertaken by 

quantitative PCR on an independent sample set. For each candidate gene identified 

both in this region and those identified for the Nkt2e congenic mouse lines, protein 

expression levels should be tested by FACS, immuno-histochemistry or Western blots 

in order to confirm that differential expression of the transcripts correlates with 

differential expression of the protein produced. All potential exon boundaries of the 

susceptibility genes identified can be examined by PCR of cDNA to identify minority 

transcripts, while quantitative RT-PCR can be used to quantify relative levels of 

expression for each of the identified isoforms. Coding sequences for NOD and 

C57BL/6 mice can be compared for possible effects on amino acid sequence, protein 

activity and template stability. Genomic DNA sequence comparison could be 

undertaken to discover any transcriptional regulatory sites causing possible differential 

regulation between strains, while any splice site differences can be identified in those 

cases where isoforms of the gene are differentially regulated between strains. A 

transgenic line for each candidate gene could be created to test whether transgenic 

complementation influences the NKT cell number.  

 

The creation of congenic lines with C57BL/6 alleles introgression for Nkt1, Nkt2b and 

Nkt2e would permit examination of the additive effect of the three genes, as seen in the 

linkage analysis (Esteban et al., 2003), and the influence on NKT cell phenotype, with 

the possibility of restoring numbers to that of B6 mice.  

 

6.3 Analysis of Gastritis genes (Section B) 
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Previously, two linkage peaks to experimental autoimmune gastritis on distal 

chromosome 4 were identified (Silveira et al., 1999). A congenic mouse strain, 

BALB/c.B6-GasaA, with C57BL/6-derived alleles for the Gasa linkage region was 

established and the presence of genes strongly influencing the incidence and severity 

of gastritis were confirmed to be within this segment (Silveira et al., 1999). The 

production of thirty-nine unique sub-congenic strains was undertaken by a series of 

backcrossing and intercrossing of the original GasaA congenic strain with 

BALB/c.CrSlc mice to substantially reduce the size of the linkage intervals in order to 

increase the chance of identifying disease suceptibility genes. Phenotypic analysis of 

six of the most informative lines revealed the existence of at least 4 individual loci on 

chromosome 4 influencing the gastritis phenotype (Figure 5.3). Candidate genes 

within each genomic region were identified by pair wise comparisons of thymi from 

three of the congenic lines (Lines A Vs C and A vs E) by microarray gene expression 

profiling. Table 6.1 lists the comparisons performed, the number of significantly 

differentially expressed genes, the numbers and names of the genes that were validated 

by high precision quantitative PCR and the fold change found between genotypes. 

 

Table 6.1: Microarray analyses 

Region Boundaries Size GU Vs Dif Exp Validated Candidates FC 
 Mb Mb    y n   

1 116264541- 
120997380 

4.7 195 A/C 4 3 1 AI450326 
Ccde30 
Scmh1 

-1.4 
-1.6 
-1.6 

2 120997380-
125806968 

4.8 114 A/C 1 1 0 Cap1 +7 

3 142301353- 
149300146 

7 191 A/E 1 1 0 Apitd1 +2.
2 

4 129249366-
153468163 

 

24.2 777 TBC      

4 129249366-
153468163 

 

24.2 777 TBC      
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A finalisation of the candidate shortlist of genes conferring susceptibility to gastritis is 

still to be accomplished. To this end, thymic RNA from 4-week old female mice from 

lines A verses B, B verses C, D verses E, and A verses F (Figure 5.3) can be compared 

by microarray gene expression analyses to reveal differentially expressed genes within 

each region. Each candidate gene identified in the thymus can be tested for expression 

in the stomach and in splenocytes of monocyte/macrophage lineage by quantitative 

PCR. This will determine if any of the identified genes have a mechanism of action 

limited to the stomach. Protein expression levels can be tested by FACS, immuno-

histochemistry or Western blots to ensure the differential expression identified at the 

mRNA level extends to the protein level. All potential exon boundaries of the 

susceptibility genes identified can be examined by PCR of cDNA to identify minority 

transcripts and quantitative RT-PCR can be used to quantify relative levels of 

expression for each isoform identified. Coding sequences from both lines compared by 

microarray analysis and BALB/c.CrSlc and C57BL/6 controls can be evaluated for 

possible effects on amino acid sequence, protein activity and template stability, while 

genomic DNA can be compared to identify any transcriptional regulatory sites as 

possible causes of differential regulation between strains, or any splice site differences 

can be identified where differential expression of isoforms is evident. The likely target 

organ of the polymorphism for each candidate gene can be identified by reciprocal 

adoptive transfer of peripheral CD4+ splenic T cells from each of the lines under 

comparison (depleted of Treg) where histological analysis of stomach sections would 

provide efficacy of disease transfer from donors of each strain which can then be 

compared. A series of transgenic lines for each candidate can be produced, in which 

the gene’s expression is enhanced in the low expressing strain in the appropriate target 
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organ. The transgenic line for each candidate gene that best represents expression 

levels in the complementary strain can be phenotyped and a homologous recombinant 

mutant expressing the gastritis susceptible allele can be generated for the candidate 

gene that shows best phenotype conversion on a C57BL/6 background. 

 

6.4 Implications and applications 

 

T1D and Type A gastritis both belong to the related cluster of diseases, the tissue 

specific autoimmune diseases (or “thyrogastric cluster”). Members of the cluster 

commonly occur within the same individual or family, suggesting some commonality 

in inheritance. Approximately 3.5% of Western populations are affected with an 

autoimmune disease causing a huge burden on a country’s resources. They are also a 

significant cause of morbidity and mortality. If the coding sequences of at least one 

type A gastritis susceptibility gene could be identified and its association with disease 

proven by allele exchange this would be an exceptional outcome, not only because it is 

rarely achieved in this group of diseases, but that it may also be a gene common in 

other autoimmune outcomes. These studies may lead to new diagnostic, predictive and 

therapeutic strategies for autoimmune disease, applicable to humans via the study of 

homologous genes and biochemical pathways.  

 

While the NKT cell phenotype was utilized as a surrogate phenotype for T1D, 

deficiencies in numbers and function of these cells are associated with a wide range of 

diseases in humans. Animal models have confirmed the causality of these associations 

and disease progression can been halted and, in some cases, even reversed by 
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manipulating NKT cell numbers and/or function. In humans, Phase 1 trials using α-

GalCer is underway for the treatment of cancers. Although this treatment may be 

extended to autoimmune disease it seems unlikely as phenotypically different NKT 

cells appear to be involved in different functions. The identification of candidate genes 

and their associated NKT cell phenotype would therefore allow a more directed 

approach to NKT cell manipulation. Downstream clinical applications may include the 

treatments of allergy, immunosuppression for transplantation as well as boosting the 

effects of vaccines. In addition, the identification of any pharmaceutics, including 

custom lipids, would provide potential alternative therapies to facilitate the prevention 

and treatment of a broad range of immune diseases and perhaps other Fatty Acid 

Oxidation disorders.  
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